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PREFACE.

The present work has been undertaken at the request

of many teachers, in order to be placed in the hands of

beginners, and to serve as an introduction to the larger

treatise published by the author; it is accordingly based

on the earlier chapters of that treatise, but is of a more

elementary character. Great pains have been taken to

render the work intelligible to young students, by the use

of simple language and by copious explanations.

In determining the subjects to be included and the

space to be assigned to each, the author has been guided

by the papers given at the various examinations in ele-

mentary Algebra which are now canned on in this country.

The book may be said to consist of three parts. The first

part contains the elementary operations in integi-al and

fractional expressions ; it occupies eighteen chapters. The
second part contains the solution of equations and pro-

blems ; it occupies twelve chapters. The subjects contained

III these two parts constitute nearly the whole of every ex-

amination paper which was consulted, and^^iccordiugly they

are treated with ample detail of illustration and exercise.

The third part forms the remainder of the book ; it con-

sists of various subjects which are introduced but rarely

into the examination papers, and which are therefore more
briefly discussed.

The subjects are arranged in what appears to be the

most natural order. But many teachei's find it advan-

tnueous to introduce easy equations and pn»!)!oins at a very

early stage, and accordingly provision has been made for
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such a course. It will be found that Chapters XIX. and
XXI. may be taken as soon as a student has proceeded as

far as algebraical multiplication.

In accordance with the recommendation of teachers, the

examples for exercise are very numerous. Some of these

have been selected from the College and University exami-

nation papers, and some from the works of Saunderson and

Simpson; many however are original, and are constructed

with reference to points which have been shewn to be im-

portant by the author's experience aa a teacher and an

examiner.

The author has to acknowledge the kindness of many

distinguished teachers who have examined the sheets of his

work and have given him valuable suggestions. Any re-

marks on the work, and especially the indication of diffi-

culties either in the text or the examples, will be most

thankfully received.

I. TODHUNTER.
St John's Collegb,

July 1863.

Four new Chapters have been added to the present edi-

tion, and also a collection of Miscellaneous Examples which

are arranged in sets, each set containing ten examples.

These additions have been made at the request of some

eminent teachers, in order to increase the utility of the

work.

July 1867.
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ALGEBRA FOE BEGINNERS.

L The Principal Signs,

^ 1. Algebra, is the science in which we reason about
numbers, with the aid of letters to denote the numbers^
and of certain signs to denote the operations performed
on the numbers, and the relations of the numbers to each
other.

--, 2. Numbers may be either known numbers, or num-
bers which hare to be fomid, and which are therefore

called unknown numbers. It is usual to represent known
numbers by the first letters of the alphabet, a, b, c, &c.,

and unknown numbers by the last letters x,y, z; this is

however not a necessary rule, and so need not be strictly

obeyed. Numbers may be either whole or fractional. The
word quantity is often used mth the same meaning as

number. The word integer is often used instead oi whole
number.

3. The beginner has to accustom himself to the use of

letters for representing numbers, and to learn the meaning
of the signs; we shall begin by explaining the most im-
portant signs and illustrating their use. We shall assume
that the student has a knowledge of the elements of Arith-

metic, and that he admits the truth of the common notions

required in all parts of mathematics, such as, if equcds he
added to equals the wholes are equal, and the like.

4. The sign + placed before a number denotes that the
number is to be added. Thus a + b denotes that the num-
ber represented by i is to be added to tho number repiO"

T. A. 1



2 THE PRINCIPAL SIGNS.

sented by a. If a represent 9 and 6 represent 3, then o + 6
reprcseuls 12. The sign + isj called the plus sign, and
a + & is read thus " a plus b."

5. The sign — placed before a number denotes that the

number is to be subtracted. Thus a — b denotes that the

number represented by b is to be subtracted from the

number represented by a. If a represent 9 and b repre-

sent 3, then a-b represents 6. The sign - is called tlMi

minus sign, and a — 6 is read thus "a minus b."

6. Similarly a + & + c denotes that we are to add b to

o, and then add do the result; a + b — c denotes that we
are to add b to a, and then subtract c from the resiJt;

a-b -he denotes that wo are to subtract b froftn a, and wen
add c to the result; a—b — c denotes that we are to (Sub-

tract b from a, and then subtract c from the result

7. The sign = denotes that the numbers between
which it is placed are equal. Thus a = b denotes that the
number represented by a is equal to the number repre-

sented by b. And a + b = c denotes that the sum of the
numbers represented by a and b is equal to the nimiber
represented by c ; so that if a represent 9, and b represent

3, then c must represent 12. The sign = is called the
sign of equality, and a= 6 is read thus "a equals b" or
"a is equal to b."

8. The sign x denotes that the numbers between
which it stands are to be multiplied together. Thus
ay-b denotes that the number represented by a is to be
multiplied by the number represented by &. If a repre-
seut 9, and b represent 3, then a-x.b represents 27. The
sign X is called the sign of midtiplication, and a x ft is

read thus " a iyitn b." Similarly a^bxc denotes the pro-
duct of the numbers represented by a, b, and c.

9. The sign of multiplication is however often omitted
for the sake of brevity ; thus db is iLsed instead of fi x &,

and has the same meaning; so also abc is used instead of
a X 6 X c, and has the same meaning.

The sign of multiplication must not be omitted when
numbers are expressed in the nnliinry wav by figures.

Thus 45 caimot be used to represent the prinlu:! of 4 and
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6, because a different meaning has already been appro-
priuted to 45, namely, Jbrty-jive. We must therefore re-

prc-cmt the product of 4 and 5 in another way, and 4x5
lb tae way which la adopted. Sometimes, however, a
1 oint is used instead of the sign x ; thus 4.5 is used in-

stead of 4 X 5. To prevent any confusion between tlie

point thus used as a sign of multipUcation, and the point
used in the notation for decimal fractions, it is advisable
to place the pomt in the latter case higher up; thus

5
4'5 may be kept to denote 4 + — . But in fact the point is

not used instead of the sign x except in cases where there
can be no ambiguity. For example, 1.2.3.4 may be put for
1x2x3x4 because the points here will not be taken for

decimal points.

The point is sometimes placed instead of the sign x
between two lettei-s ; &o that a . fc is used instead of a x 6.

But the point is here superfluous, because, as we have
said, ab is used instead of a x fc. Nor is the point, nor the
sign X necessary between a number expressed in the or-

dinary way by a figure and a number represented by a
letter ; so that, for example, 3a is used instead of 3 x a,

and has the same meaning.

10. The sign ^ denotes that the number which pre-

cedes it is to be divided by the number which follows it.

Thus a-^h denotes that the number represented by a is to

be divided by the number represer.ted by b. If a repre-

sent 8, and h represent 4, then a-=rb represents 2. Tlie

sign -=- is called the sign of division, and a-e-ft is read
thus"a62/b"

There is also another way of denoting that one num-
ber is to be divided by another; the dividend is placed

over the divisor with a line between them. Thus -r is

used instead of a-^b, and has the same meaning.

11. The letters of the alphabet, and the signs which
we have already explained, together with those which may
occur hereafter, are called algehrairnl symbols, because
they are u.sed to represent the numbers about which we
may be reasoning, the operations performed on them, and

1—2



4 EXAMPLES. I.

thoir relations to each other. Any collection of Algelirnipal

gyml)ol3 is called an algebraical expression, or briefly an
expression.

12. We shall now give some examples as an exercise

in the use of the symbols wliith have been explained;

these examples consist in finding the numerical values of

certain algebraical expressions.

Suppose a=\, 6 = 2, c= 3, rf= 5, g = 6,/=0. Then

7a + 3&-2(/+/=7 + 0-10 + = 13- 10-= 3.

2a6 + 86c-a«+ c{/'=4 + 48-6 + = 52-6 = 46.

^+l-«^^_l«=l^ + ii«-^ = 6 + 8-10 = 14-10= 4.
h cd ac 2 15 3

4c + 5£ _ 12 + 30 _ 4^_i4^
d-h " 5-2 ~ 3~

EXAMPLBa I.

If a=l,6 = 2, c = 3, rf= 4, « = 5,/=o, find the numeri-
cal values of the following expressions:

L 9a + 26 +3c-2/ 2. 4c-3-z-36 + 5c.

3. lae + Zhc+ dd-af. 4. Sabc - bed+ 9cde - de/.

6. abcd + abce + abde + acde + bcde. 6. -v- + '•- + -f - ' —

.

„ 4ac 8bc 5cd „ 12^ 6b 20e
7 -V- + —j . 8. T— + -5 + - , .ode DC cd de

cde bbcd Qade .„ „ , , 3/)rt?«

9. -r^ J—

•

1<^- 7e + bcd-~—— ,ab ae be 2ac

2a + 5ft 3ft + 2c rt + ft + c + rf ft+ «;4-3<

.„ a+c ft+^ c+e ,, a+h+c+d+e
13. + T—T +

. 14. r-. i
•

c-a d—h e~c e-a + c—b-ta
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II. Factor. Coefficient. Power. Terms.

13. Wlien one number consists of the product of two
or more numbers, each of the latter is called a factor of

the product. Thus, for example, 2 x 3 x 5 = 30 ; and each
of the numbers 2, 3, and 5 is a factor of the product 30,

Or we may regard 30 as the product of the two factors,

2 and 15, or as the product of the two factors 6 and 5,

or as the product of the two factors 3 and 10. And so, also,

we may consider Aah as the product of the two factors

4 and ah, or as the product of the two foctors 4rt and h,

or as the product of the two factors 1^ and a; or we may
regard it as the product of the three factors 4 and a and 6.

14. "When a number consists of the product of two
factors, each factor is called the coefficient of the other
factor; 9,0 \h?Aj coefficient '\% equivalent to cofactor. Thus
considering Aah as the product of 4 and aX), we call 4
the coeflBcient of ab, and ab the coefficient of 4; and
considering A.ab as the product of 4« and &, we call Aa
the coefficient of &, and 5 the coefficient of 4a. There will

be little occasion to use the word coefficient in practice in

any of these cases except the first, that is the case in which
4 is regarded as the coefficient of ah ; but for the sake of
distinctness we speak of 4 as tlie numerical coefficient of

ab in Aah, or briefly as tlio numerical coefficient. Thus
when a product consists of one factor which is represented
arithmetically, that is by a figure or figures, and of an-

other factor A'hich is represented algehraically, that is by
a letter or etters, the former factor is called the numeri-
cal coefficient.

15. When all the factors of a product are equal, the
product is called a power of that factor. Thus 7 x 7 is

called the second power of 7; 7 x 7 x 7 is called the third
power of 7; 7x7x7x7 is called the fourth power of 7

;

and so on. In like manner a x a is called the second poicer
of a; a X a X a is called the third power of a; axaxaxa
is called the fnirih power of a ; and so on. And a itself ia

Bometiracs called the first power of a.
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16. A power is more brielly denoted thus: instead of
expressing,' .ill the equal factors, we express the factor once,

and 2jlace over it the number which indicates how often it

is to be repeated. Thus a* is used to denote ay. a; a* is

used to denote ay. ax a; a* is used to denote a y a y a y a;

and so on. And a^ may be used to denote the first power
of a, that is a itself; so that a^ has the same meaning as a.

17. A number placed over another to indicate how
many times the latter occurs as a factor in a power, i;i

called an index of the power, or an exponent of tfie poicer;
or, briefly, an index, or exponent.

Thus, for example, in «* the exponent is 3; in a" the
exponent is n.

18. The student must distingiii-sh very carefully between
a coefficient and an exponent. Tliu.s Scmeans tliree timesc;
here 3 is a coefficient. But c^ means c times c times c;
here 3 is an exponent. That is

3c = c + c + c,

c* = c X c X c.

19. The second power of a, that is a^ is ofhen called the
square of a, or a squared; and the third power of a, that is

a^, is often called the cube of a, or a cubed. There are no
such words in use for the higher powers ; a* is read thus
*'a to thefourth power," or briefly " a to t/tsfourth."

20. If an expression contain no parts connected by the
signs + and — , it is c;dled a simple expression. If an
expression contain parts connected by the si'j^is + and —
it is called a compound expression, and t)ie parts con-

nected by the signs + and — are called terms of the ex-
pression.

Thus ax, 4bc, and 5aV are simple expressions ; a'+ ft* — c*

is a compound expression, and a*, b', and c^ are its terms.

21. When an expression consists of two terms it is

called a binomial expression : when it consists of three
terms it is called a trinomial expression; any expression

consisting of several terms may be called a multinomial
eipreasion, or a poli/nojnial expression.
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'iltus 2a + 'db is a. binomial expression ; a — 2b + 5c" is a
triijomial exprcssiou ; and a — b+ c— d— e njay be called a
multinomial expressiou or a poljTiomial expression.

X 22. Each of the letters which occur in a term is

called a dimension of the term, and the nimiber of the
letters is called the degree of the terai. Thus dV'c or
axaxbxb -xb xc is said to be of six dimensions or of
the sixth degiee. A numerical coefBcient is not coimted

;

thus Ua^b* and a^b* are of the same dimensions, namely
seven dimensions. Thus the v-ord dimensions refers to

the number of algebraical multiplications involvetl in tlie

tenu; that is, the degree of a term, or the number of its

diinemiifus, is the sum of the ej-ponents of its aigehraical

factors, provided we remember that if no exponent be
expiessed the exponent 1 must be undei-stood, as indicated

in Art. 16.

2.3. An expression is said to be homogeneous when all its

terms are of the same dimensions. Tims 7«" + 'Mi'h + 4al>c

is homogeneous, for each term is of three dimensions.

We shall now give some more examples of finding the

numerical values of algebraical expressions.

Suppose «= 1, b — 2, c= 3, d=4:, e = 5,f=0. Then

6^ = 4, b^= 8. b*^16. 6^ = 32.

36'=3x4= 12, 5&»-:5x8 = 40, 96»= 9 x 32 == 2SS.

^=.5^=5, «* = 52= 25, «''=52=125.

a'h^=\x8 = 8, 3&'c«=3x4x9 = 108.

<3P4-<;2-7«S+/'= 64 + 9 -14 + = 59.

3r'-4c-10 27-12-10 5 ,= -=5.
<?-2(;2 + 5c-23 27-16+15-23 i

4^ + d^ <^-a^ 125 + 64 27-1

e-i-d c—a ~
5 + 4 3 — 1
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If cj = 1, 5 = 2, c= 3, 6? = 4, e = 5,f= 0, find the mnnerics)
vaJnes of tlie following expi'essioxia.;

2. «3_^+ ^_^3 + ^3^

4. c*-2c»+ 4c-13.

5. a'-^3a'i!> + 3a&2 + &».

6. e/' + GeW + h^-Ae^h-^^K

_ &V c^_32

2£+ 2 3e-9 ^ 1

' «-3 "* e-2
"*"

« + 3*

„ a'+ J' c' + e^ «2-<f»
+

10.

11.

e h e '

28 12

a» + 6»+ <r» <^2-c-^-&»^a'+«-i_c»-«i»'

a'»+ 3a'& + 3afc- + &'' '
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III. Remaining Signs. BracketiL

14. The difference of two numbers is sometimes de-

noted by the sign -"; thus a~b denotes the difference of

the numbers represented by a and h ; and is equal to a — &,

or fc — a, according as a is gi-eater than h, or less than h : but
this symbol ~ is very rarely required,

25. The sign > denotes is greater than, and the

sign < denotes is less than ; thus a>h denotes that the

number represented by a is greater than the number
represented by &, and 6 < a denotes that the number re-

presented by & is less than tlie number represented by a.

'J bus in both cases the opening of the angle is turned
towards the greater number.

26. The sign .*. denotea then or therefore; the sign '.*

denotes ^nce or because.

27. The square root of any assigned number is that

number which has the assigned number for its square or

second power. The cube root of any assigned number is

that number which has the assigned number for its cube or

third poicer. The fourth root of any assigned number is

that number which has the assigned number for its fourth

power. And so on.

Thus since 49=7^ the square root of 49 is 7; and so if

o=&^ the square root of a is b. In Uke manner, since

125= 53, the cube root of 125 is 5; and so if 0=0^, the cube
root of a is c.

28. The square root of a may be denoted thus XJ<^>

but generally it is denoted simply thus >/o. The cube root

of a is denoted thus ^a. The fourth root of a is denoted

thus XJa. And so on.

Thus -s/9=3; 4/8=2.

The sign J is said to be a corruption of the initial

letter of the word radix.
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29. When two or more numbers are to be treated aa

forming one number tliey ure .enclosed within hrackett,

Thas, suppose we have to denote tluit the sum of a and b

is to be multiplied by c ; we denote it thus (a + h) x c or

{a + &} X c, or simply (a + fe)c or {a + h\c; here we mean that

the whole of a + b is to be multiplied by c. Now if we omit

the brackets we have a + be, and this denotes that b only

is to bo multiplied by c and the residt added to a. Simi-

larly, {a + b — c)d denotes that the result expressed by
a + b~c is to he multiplied by d, or that the whole of

a + h — c is to be multiplied by d; but if we omit the

brackets we have a + 6 — cc?, ami this denotes that c only

is to be multiplied by d and the result subtracted from
a + b.

So also {a—b-irc)-K{dA-e) denotes that the result ex-
pressed byrt-6 + cis to be multiplied by the result ex-
pressed by(/ + «. This may aLo be denoted simply thus
{a~b + c){d + e) ; just as a x 6 is shortened into db.

So also sj{a + & + c) denotes that we are to obtain the
result expressed by a + 6 + c, and then take the square root
of this result.

So also {db)* denotes abxdb; and (a6)' denotes abxabx ab.

So also {a + b — c)-i-{d+e) denotes that the result ex-

Eresscd by a + 6— c is to be divided by the result expressed

y d+ e.

30. Sometimes instead of usin? brackets a line is

dra\vn over the numbers which are to oe treated as fonning

one number. Thus a-b +cxd + e is u.sed with the sajuo
meaning as {a — b + c)-<{d + e). A line used for this pur-
pose is called a, vinculum. So also (a + &— c) -^ (</ + «) may

be denoted thus —
,

: and here the line betweea
d+6 '

a + b~c and d + eia really a vinculum used in a particular

sense.

31. "We have now explained all the signs which are
used in algebra. Wo may observe that in some cases the
word sifjn is applied specially' to the two si«:ns + and -

;

thus in the Rule for Subtraction wo shall spoak of c/wnj/in^^
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ihe signs, meaning the signs + and -
; and in multiiilicsir

tirii ami division wo shall speak of the Jiule of Siyns, lucan-

ing a rule relating to the signs + and —

,

32. We ^hall now give some more examples of finding

the numerical values of expressions.

Suppose a= l, &=2, c=3, rf=5, e=8. Then

V(2& + 4c)= ^(4 + 12)=V(16)=4.

4^(4c-2&)= ^(12-4)= ^:8)= 2.

e^(26+ 4c)-(2(/-&)4/(4c-26)=8x4-8x2=32-16= 16.

^{(«-6X2e-55)}=.y{(8-2)(16-10)}=^^6x6)=6.

{(^-flO(& + c)-(^-c)(c + a)}(a+ (f)-{3x5-2x4}6=7x6==42.

<^(c3+ 3c»&+ 3c&2 + &3)^ ^/(^3 ^ j2_ 2aJ)

=4/(27 + 54 + 36 +8)-T-^/(l + 4-4)=4/(125)^-l=. 5.

Examples. III.

If a=l, &=2, c=3, <f=5, e=8, find the numerical
values of the following expressions

:

1. a{b + c). 2, b{c + d). 3. c{e-d).

4. b\a' + e^-c'). 5. c\e^-b^-c^).

^ 9(7, + :](p + e'
8. ^{Zbce). 9. ;y(26 + 4J+54

10. (a + 26+ 3c+ 5e - 4<3?)(6<J- 5c?- 4c- 36 + 2<?).

11. (a2+ 6*+c'')(e»-c?''-c*). 12. (ScP-Tc'ia,

13. «V(<^^-3e) + <3?V(c?' + 36).

14. e-{J{e+l) + 2} + {e-^/e)J{e-4).

1 5. ^(a2 + 2a6 + &•) X ^(a'+ 30^6 + SaZ** + 1^).

16. 4/(6-^ - 3t^a + 3ca' -a^-i- J{b' + c?- 2cbl
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IV. Change of the order of Terms. Like Term$.

33. "When all the terms of an expression are connected
by the sign + it is indifferent in what order tliey ai-e

placed; thus 5 + 7 and 7 + 5 give the same result, nanujly,

12; and so also a + 6 and & + a give the same result, naiiKily,

the sum of the numbers which are represented by a and b.

We may express this fact algebraically thus,

a-\-h=b + a.

Similarly, a + b + c=a + c + b= b + c + a.

34. "When an expression consists of some terms pre-

ceded by the sign + and Pome terms preceded by the

sign — , we may vmte the former terms first in any order

we please, and the latter terms after them in any order wo
please. This is obvious from the common notions of arith

metic. Thus, for example,

7 + 8-2-3= 8 + 7-2-3=7 + 8-3-2>=8 + 7-3-2,

a + b—c— e=b + a— c—e=a-\-b — e —c=b + a — e-e.

35. In some cases we may change the order of the
terms further, by mixing up the terms whicli are preceded
by the sign — witli tliose Avhich are preceded by the sign +.
Thus, for example, suppose that a represents 10, and b re-

piuscuts 6, and c rej^resents 5, then

a+b—c=a—c+b—b—c+a;
for we arrive Avithout any difficulty at 11 as the result in

all the cases.

Suppose however that a represents 2, b represents 6,

and c represents 5, then the expression a — c + b presents a
dilliculty, because we are tlius apparently required to take

a greater number from a less, namely, 5 from 2. It will

be convenient to agree that such an expres-sion as a — c + b,

wlien c is greater than a, shall be luulerstood to mean tlio

same thing as a+b-c. At present we shall not use such
an expression as a + b—c except when c is less than a + b;
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80 that a + b — c will not cause any difficulty. Similarly, we
shall consider —b + a to mean the same thing as a — 6.

36. Thus the numerical value of an expression remains
the same, whatever may be the order of the terms which
compose it. This, as we have seen, follows partly from our
notions of addition and subtraction, and partly from an
agreement as to the meaning which we ascribe to an ex-
pression when our ordinary arithmetical notions are not
strictly applicable. Such an agreement is called in algebra
a convenuon, and conventional is the corresponding ad-
jective.

37. A'^e shall often, as in Art. 34, have to distinguish

the terns of an expression which are preceded by the sign

-I- from the terms which are preceded by the sign — , and
the following definition is accordingly adopted. The terms
in an expression which are preceded by the sign + are

called positive terms, and the terms which are preceded
by tlie sign — are called negative terms. This definition is

introduced merely for the sake of brevity, and no meaning
\s to be given to tlie w^rds positive and negative beyond
what is expressed in the definition.

38. It will be seen that a term may occur in an ex-

pression preceded hy no sign, namely the first tenn. Such

a term is counted tcith the positive terms, that is it is

treated as if the sign + preceded it. It will be found that

if such a change be made in the order of the terms, as to

bring a term which originally stood first and was preceded

by no sign, into any other place, then it will be preceded by

the sign +. For example,

a+b—c=b+a—c—b-c+a;

here the term a has no sign before it in the first expres-

sion, but in the other equivalent expressions it is preceded

by tlie sign + . Hence we have the following important

addition to the definition in Art. 37 ; if a term be preceded

by no sign, the sign + is to be understood.

39. Terms are said to l)e like when they do not dififer

at all, or differ only in tlieir numerical coefficients ; other-

wise thcv Hre said to be unlik&. Thus a, 4a, and la are
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like terms ; a', 5a', and Qa^ are like terms ; a', oft, and 6»

are uulike terms.

40, An expression which contains like terms may be
aimplified- For example, considci the expression

6a- a + 36 + 5c - 6 + 3c - 2a

;

by Art. 35 this expression is equivalent to

6a— a— 2« + 3&— & + 5c + 3c.

Now 6a—a— 2a= 3a; for whatever number a may re-

present, if we subtract a froi^6a we have ha left, and tlien

if we subtract 2a from 5a we have 3a left. Similarly

36 - ft= 26 ; and 5c + 3c= 8c. Thus the proposed expression

may be put in the simpler form

" 3a + 26 + 8c.

Again; consider the expression a— 36— 46. Tliis is

equal to a — 76. For if we have first to subtract 36 from
a number a, and then to subtract 46 from the remainder,
we shall obtain the required re3ult in one operation l»y

subtracting 76 from a; this follows from the common no-

tions of Arithmetic Thus

a-36-46=a-76.

41, There will be no difficulty now in giving a mean-
ing to such a statement as the foUo^ving,

-36-46= -76.

"We cannot subtract 36 from nothing and then subtract
46 from tlto remainder, so tl-.at the statement just given is

not here intelhgible in itself, separated from the rest of an
algebraical sentence in which it may occur, but it can bo
Cixsily explained thus: if in the course of an algebraical

operation we have to subtract 36 from a number and then
to subtract 46 from the remamder, we may subtract 76 at

once instead.

As the student advances in the subject he may be led

to conjecture that it is possible to give some meaning to

the proposed statement by itself, that is, apart from any
other algebraical operation, and this conjecture will be
found coiTcct, when a larg.r treatise on Algebra can bo
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consulted with advantage; but the explanation which we
have given >vill be sufficient for the present. '

42. The simplifj-ing of expressions by collecting hke
terms is the essential part of the processes of Addition and
S&btraction in Algebra, as we shall see in the next two
Chapters.

It may be useful for the beginner to notice that accord-

ing to our definitions the following expressions are all

equivalent to the single symbol a :

aV 1 X a, ax 1, -,

+ as + 1 X a, + a X 1, 4- j.

Examples, IV.

If a=il, 6=2, c=3, c?=4, 0=6, find the numerical

values of the following expressions

:

1. •a-3&+4c. 2. a-V^ + <^ + d\

3. {a + h){h + c)-{b + c){c-¥d) + {c + d) {d + e).

. Aa + Zb 4c + 5d 5d + 4e

b + c b + d a + d + e'

5. (a -2h + 3cf - {b -2c + 3d)' + {c-'2d + 3ef.

6. a* -4a^b + 6aW- AaJf + b\

f>'-2bc + (f a^ - Aa^r,+ Ri^/V - 4 ^?c^ + c*

a'-'lab + l^' b'-Ab-'c + ul/c'-tbc^+ti*'

9. 7a—26-3c-4a + 6&4-4c + 2a.

10. 5a^ + 3ab-2b^-ab + 9b^-2ab-lb\

11. 3a'-2a--i-5ffl + a*-)-a + 9a='-4a'-6a.

,„ a' + 2ab + b^ b^+ 2bc + c^ c- + 2cd + d^
12. —4- , - .

n+b b+c c+d
13. ^(4c^ + r„F + e).^ 14. ^/f/'^-i. •/='+ .;i

-tt«).

15. ^/{2r'+'Jb). '
.

Ifi t''2^' + f*-«).
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V. Addition.

43. It 18 convenient to make three cases ia Addition,

namely, I. When the terms are all like terms and have the

Bame sign; II. When the terms are all like terms but

have not all the same sign; III. When the tenns are not

all like terms. We shall take these three cases in order.

44. I. To add like terms which have the same sign.

Add the numerical coefficients, prefix the common sign,

and annex the common letters.

For example, 6a + 3a + 7«= 1 6a,

- 2ZW - 76c- 96c= - 1 8&C.

In the first example 6a is equivalent to +6a, and 16a
to + 16a. See Art. 38.

45. II. To add like terms which have not all the
same sign. Add all the positive numerical coefficients

into one sum, and all the negative numerical coefficients

into another; take the difference of these two sums,
prefix the sign of tlie greater, and annex the common
letters.

For example,

7a-3a + lla + a-5a-2a=19a-10a=9a,
26c - 76c- 3&C + 46c 4- 56c - 66c = 1 1 6c- 1 6&C= - 5&C.

46. III. To add temis which are not all like terms.
Add together the terms which are liJce terms 6// the mJn
in the second case, and put down the other term.s each
preceded hy its proper sign.

For example; add together
,

4a + 56-7c + 3rf, .3a - 6 + 2c + 5(7. 9a-26-c-rf,
and -a + 36 + 4c-3(/4-e.

It is convenient to airange the terms m columns, so
that 'ike terms shall stand in the same column; thus we
have
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3a- 6 + 2c + 5d

9a-2&- c- d *

Here the terms 4a, 3a, 9a, and —a are all like terms;
the sum of the positive coefficients is 16; there is one terai

with a negative coefficient, namely — a, of which the co-

efficient is 1. The difference of 16 and 1 is 15; so that
we obtain + 15a fiom these like terms; the sign + may
however be omitted by Art. 38. Similarly we have
66-6-2& + 3&= 5&. And so on-

47. In the following examples the terms are arranged
suitably in colmnns

:

4a^ + 'Ix'+ x-d 3a'-3a6-76*

-3j^- «2 + io;i;_i ar'-Zdb-2J^

9a^- x-1 9^3 -c

In the first example we have in the first column
s^-irAji^ — ^e^ — Za^, that \s 5ar^— 5j7^, that is, nothing; thia

is usually expressed by saying the terme which involve a?
cancel each otlter.

Similarly, in the second example, the terms which in-

volve ab cancel each other; and so also do the terms whick
tavc^ve b^.

*Ja?—Zxy + X
3:r' - j^+ Zx- y

~-2af^+4xy+5y'- x-2p
— *!xy— 2/*+ ^x—5y

4^ +4^2- 2x

I2x'~6a>p+ 72/* + 10;b- 8y
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Examples. V.

Add together

1. 3a-26, 'ka-Sb, la-Ub, a + &ft.

2. 4.»2-3y2, 2ar'-5?/2, -x^- + y\ -ix^'+iy*.

3. 5fl + 3& + c, 3a + 36 + 3c, a + 3b + 5c.

4. 3.r+22/-;2r, 2^-22/ + 22r, -x + 27j + 3z.

5. 7a-46 + c, 6a+3&-5c, -12a + 4€.

6. as-4a + b, 3a;+ 2&, a-x-&b.

7. a + b—c, b + c—a, c+a—b, a + b—e.

a a + 26 + 3c, 2a— &— 2c, b-a-c, c—a—b.

9. a-2b + 3c-4d, 3&-4c + 56?-2a, 5<;-6<£+3a-4d',

7o?-4a + 5&-4<;.

10. a^-4.c* + 5;B-3, 2a^-7A-*-14.« + 5, - Ic' + O^r^ 4. ^ + g^

11. a:^-2a,-3+ 3A-^ a^ + x^ + x, 4;c^4-5a-\ 2.i,-V3J?-4,

-3.r=-2.f-5w

12. a3-3«-5 + 3a&^-5S 2a3+5a^-Ga&=^-76»,

a'-ai' + 2i'''.

la «3-2aa;'+ a^;c + a', x^ + ^x^, 2a^-€uc^-2a^.

14. 2rt6 - Sax' + 2«-ir, 12a& + 1 Oaar" - 6a^x,

— 8a& + ax^ — 5a^.p.

1.5. 0,-' + ?/^ + ^^ -4x'^-5z^, 8x'-1y* + l0z^, 6y*-Gz\

16. 3:c'-4.r?/ + ?/* + 2a; + 3?/-7, 2x-- 'i7j- + 3x- 5p + S,

1 0;ci/ + 82/^ + 9y, 5x'- 6xy + Zy^ + 7x-1y + ll.

17. x*-'ix'*y+ 6x"y^-4.ry^ + y*, 4a^y-l2a^y'+12xy^~4yi

Qxhf- 1 2ivy^ + 62^, A:X^^— 4y*, y*.

15. a?+ xy^ + xz-— x'''y-xyz — a?z, ,

,1^?/ + j^ + ?/2*— «?/*

—

y^z— xyz.
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VI. Subtraction,

48. Suppose we have to take 7 + 3 from 12; tho result
is the same as if we first take 7 from 1-2, and then take 3
from the remainder; that is, the result is denoted by
12-7-3.

Thus 12-(7 + 3)= 12-7-3.

Here we enclose 7 + 3 in brackets in the first expression,
because we are to take the tchole of 7 + 3 from 12; see
Art. 29.

Similarly 20 -(5 + 4 + 2)= 20 -5 -4-2.
In like manner, suppose we have to take 6 + c from a;

the result is the same as if we first take b from a, and
then take c from the remainder; that is, the result is

denoted by a — & — c.

Thus a— (b + c) = a— b— c.

Here we enclose b +cm brackets in the first expression,
because we are to take the whole of & + c from a.

Similarly a— {b + c + d)=a-b— c — d.

49. Next suppose we have to take 7 — 3 from 12. If

we take 7 from 12 we obtain 12-7; but we have thus
taken too much from 12, for we had to take, not 7, but 7
diminished by 3. Hence we must increase the result by 3;
and thus we obtain 12 — (7-3)= 12-7 + 3.

Similarly 12-(7 + 3-2)= 12-7-3 + 2.

In like manner, suppose we have to take b— c from a.

If we take b from a we obtain a — b; but we have thus
taken too much from a, for we had to take, not b, but b
diminished by c. Hence we must increase the result by c;

and thus we obtain a— {b — c)=^a — b + c.

Similarly a — {b + c— cr)=a—b-c + d.

50. Consider the example

a-{b-^c~d) = a-b-c + d;

that is, if b +c-d be subtracted from a the result is

2—2
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a — b-c+d. Here we see that, in the expression to be
subtracted there is a term —d, and in the result there is

the corresponding term +d; also in the expression to be
subtracted there is a term + c, and in the result there is a
terra ~c; also in the expi>ession to be subtracted there is a
term b, and in the result there is a term — b.

From considering this example, and the others in the
two preceding Articles we obtain the following rule for

Subtraction : change the signs of all the terms in the ex-

pression to be subtracted, and then collect the terms as in
Addition.

For example; from Ax—Zy-^lz subtract Zx — y + z.

Change the signs of all the terms to be subtracted ; thus
we obtain —Zx + y— z; then collect as in addition; thus

Ax — Zy + 2z— Zx + y — z = x—2y-¥z.

From 3a^ + 5a^ - 6a;2- 7^ + 5 take 2;r* - 2^;' + 5^;" - 6a;- 7.

Change the signs of all the terms to be subtracted
and proceed as in addition ; thus we have

Zx*+ ba^- Qx^-1x+ 5
— 2x*+ 2x^- 5x'^ + Qx-\r 7

ar*+ 7^-lla;2- x + l2

The beginner will find it prudent at first to go through
the operation as fully as we have done here ; but he may
gradually accustom himself to putting down the result

without actually changing all the signs, but merely sup-

posing it done.

61. We have seen that

a— {b-c)=a—b-¥c.

Tluis corresponding to the term — c in the expression
to lie subtracted we have 4-c in the result. Hence it is

not uncommon to find such an example as the following

proiKised for exercise: from a subtract —c; and the result

r(!iiuired is a + c. Tlie beginner may explain this in the
maimer of Art. 41, by considering it as having a meaning,
not in itself, but in connexion with some other parts of an
aJjjobraicai oparation.
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It is usual however to oflFer some rumarks which will

serve to impress results on the attention of Lhe beginner,

and perhaps at the same time to suggest reasons for them.

Thus we may say that a = « + c— c, so that if we subtract
— c from a there remains a + c.

Or we may say that + and — denote operations tlie re-

verse of each other ; thus — c denotes the reverse of + c, and
so — ( — c) will denote the reverse of the reverse of + c, that
is, — ( — c) is equivalent to + c.

But, as we have implied in Art. 41, tne beginner must
be content to defer until a later period the complete expla-

nation of the meaning of operations performed on negative
quantities., that is, on quantities denoted by letters Avith

the sign — prefixed.

It should be observed that the words addition and
svhtraction are not used in quite the same sense in Algebra
as in Arithmetic. In Aritlimetic addition always produces
increase and subtraction decrease; but in Algebni we may
speak of adding— 3 to 5, and obtaining the Algebraical
Slim 2; or we may speak of subtracting —3 from 5, and
obtaining the Algebraical remainder 8.

\
Examples. VI.

1. From 7a + 146 subtract 4a + 106.

2. From 6a-26-c subtract 2a-^b-:\c.

3. From 3a- 2& + 3c subtract 2a-lb-c-d,

4. From 7«*-Sx — \ subtract 50;^- 6a; + 3.

5. From 4x*-3x^—2x*—7a; + 9
subtract .r* - 2x^ - Ix^+ 7;» - 9.

6. From Ix^ - lax + 3a* subtract x^ —ax+ a*.

7. From x' - 3xy -y^-^yz- 2z'

subtract x'' + 2xy + 5xz - Sy^— 22^.

8. From ^x- + Qxy — 1 2xz— 4y--7yz~ 5z'

subtract 2x'^— Ixy + Axz - Zy'- + Qyz— 5z*.

9. From a^ - Za^b + Sat'- 6^ subtract - a^ + 2,a% - 3 Jf&* +W
10. From Ix^ - 2a;* + 2ar + 2 subtract Ax^ - -Ix^- 2x- 1 4,

and from the remainder subtract 2x^-'Ax' + 4j?+ 16.
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VII. Brackets.

52. On account of the extensive use which is Made of

brackets in Algebra, it is necessary that the student shcHild

oliscrve very carefully the rules respecting them, and we
shall state them hei'e distinctly.

When an expression within a pair of brackets is pre-

ceded by the sign + the brackets may be removed.

When an expression within a pair of brackets is pre-

ceded by the sign — the brackets may be removed if tlie

sign of every term within the brackets be changed.

Thus, for example,

a— b + {c—d+e)=a—b-¥c—d-^e,
a— b— {c— d + e) = a — b — c + d-e.

The second rule has already been illustrated in Art. .50

;

it is in fact the rule f>r Subtraction. The first rule might
be illustrated in a similar manner.

53. In particular the student must notice such state-

ments as the follo-vving

:

+ (-(;?)=-(/, -{-d)=+d, +( + e)=+«, -( + e)=-«.

These must be assumed as rales by the student, which
he may to some extent explain, as in Art. 41.

54. Expressions may occur \\ith more than one pair of

brackets ; these brackets may be removed in succession by

the preceding rules beginning with the inside pair. Thus,

for example,

a-» '^b-k-{c — d)]=a + {b-irc—d]=a + b-i-c—d,

a-¥{b-{c-d)]=a+{b-c+ d]==a +h-c + d,

a-{b->r{c-d)] = a-{b + c-d] = a-'b-c+ d,

a-{b-{c-d)]=a-{b -c->td}=a-b-¥c-d.

Similarly,

a-[b-{c-{d-e)y]= a-\b-{c-d-\-e}']

=a—[b-c-^d-c']=a-b-irC—d-\-e.

It will bo seen in these examples that, to prevent con-

fusion between various pairs of brackets, we use brackets
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of different shapes; we might distinguish by using brackets
of the same shape but of different sizes.

A vinculum is equivalent to a bracket; see Art. 30.

Thus, for example,

a-lb-{c-{d-J^}-\=a-\b-{c-{d-e^f)]-\
~a-\p-{c-d + e-f]']=a-\h-c + d-e-^f'\

==a— l> + c — d+e—/.

65. The beginner is recommended always to remove
brackets in the order shewn in the preceding Article;

namely, by removing first the innermost pair, next tlie in-

nermost pair of all which remain, and so on. We may how-
ever vary the order; but if we remove a pair of brackets
including another bracketed expression within it, we must
make no change in the signs of the included ejcpression.

In fact such an included expression counts as a single term.
Thus, for example,

a+{b + {c-d)]=a + h + {c-d)=a-\-h + c—d,
a+ {b-{c— d)}=a + b-{c—d) = a + l)-c + d,

a—{b + {c—d)}=a-b — {c-d)=a — b— c + d,

a-{b — {c—d)]=a — b + {G—d)=a—b + c— d.

Also, a-[b-{c-{d-e)]'\=a-b + {c-{d-e)}

— a — b + c—{d—e)—a—b + c—d+ e.

And in like manner, a-[b—{c — {d-e -/)}!

=a-b + {c-{d-e^)}=a-b + c-{d-e-/)

=a^b + c— d+e —f=a—b +c-d + e —f.

56. It is often convenient to put two or more terms
within brackets; the rules for introducing brackets follow

immediately from those for removing brackets.

Any number of terms in an expression may be put
within a pair of brackets and the sign + placed before

the ichole.

Any number of terms in an expression may be put
within a pair of brackets and the sign — placed before
the whole, provided the sign of every term within the

brackets be changed.
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Thus, for example, a — h + c — d + e

=^a-b + {c-ci+ e), or ==a—b + c-^( —d+ e),

or =a--{b-c + d—e),OT—a—b — { — c + d — e).

In like manner more than one pair of brackets may
be introduced. Thus, for example,

a-b + c~d + e-^a— {b - c + c? —«}=a— [b— {c—d+ e)}.

Examples. VII.

Simplify the following expressions by rerxioring the

brackets and collecting hke terms

:

1. Sa-b-(2a-b). 2. a-b-t-c-ia-b-c).

3. l-{l-a) + {l-a + aP)-{l-a + a-~a^).

4, a + b + {7a-b)-{2a-Sb)-{5a-^6b).

6. a-b + c~(b-a + c) + {c-a + b)-{a-c-\-b).

6. 2x-3i/-3z-{x-y + 2z) + {x + 4.y + 5z)-{i~'X'-py

7. a~{b-c-{d-e)}.

8. 2a-{2b-d)-{a-b-{2c-2d)}.

9. a-{2b-{3c + 2b-a)}. 10. 2a-(&-(a- 26)^.

11. 3a-{b + {2a-b)-{a-b)}.

12. 7a -[3a -{4a -(5a -2a)}].

13. 3a-[&-{a + (&-3a)}].

14. 6a-[46-{4a-(Ga-4&)}].

15. 2a-(3& + 2c)-[56-(6c-6&) + 5c-{2a-(c + 2&)}].

16. a-[26 + {3c-3a-(a + 6)} + {2a-(6 + c)}].

17. 16-|5-2.r-[l-(3-.'c)]}.

18. 15x-{4-[3-5a;-(3a;-7)]}.

19. 2a- [2a - {2a - (2a- 2a -a)}].

20. l6-x-l7x-{8x-i9x-3x-6x)]'].

21. 2x- [3y- {4:X- (5y- 6a- - 72/)}].

22. 2a-[3&+(26-c)-4<; + {2a-(3&-c-2&)}].

23. a-[5&-{a-(5c-2c^&-46) + 2a-(a-2&+7))].
24. a;*-[4a;'-{6a^-(4;c-l)}]'-(x* + 4.r« + 6;^:» + 4.r-^l).
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VIII. Multiplication.

57. The student is supposed to know that the product
of any number of factors is the same in whatever order the
factors may be taken ; thus 2x3x5 = 2x5x3 = 3x5x2;
and so on. In like manner ahc=acb=bca, and so on.

Thus also c{a + h) and (a + h)G are equal, for each de-
notes the product of the same two factors; one factor
being c, and the other factor a + h.

It is convenient to make three cases in Multiplication,

namely, I. Themultiphcationof simple expressions; II. The
multiplication of a compound expression by a simple ex-
pression; III. The multiplication of compound expres-
sions. We shall take these three cases in order.

58. I. Suppose we have to multiply Za by 4&. The
product may be written at full thus 3 x a x 4 x 6, or thus
3 X 4 X a X &; and it is therefore equal to I2ah. Hence we
have the following rule for the multiplication of simple ex-

pressions; multiply together the numerical coefficients

and put the letters after this product.

Thus for example,

la X Zhc=2\abc,

4ax5&x3c=60a?;c.

59. The powers of the same number are multiplied
together hy adding the exponents.

For example, suppose we have to multiply a' by a\

By Art. 16, a^=axay.a,

and a^—axa;

therefore a^ x a'=a x ax ax a xa= a'^=a'*\

Similarly, c*x(^ = cxcxcxcxcxcx c=c''=c**\

In hke manner the rule may be seen to be true in any
other case.
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60. II. Suppose we have to multiply a + 6 by 3. Wo
have

3(a + 6)=a + & + a + fc + a + &=3a+ 3&.

Similarly, 'i{a + b)= 'ta + 7b.

In the same manner suppose we have to multiply a + b

by c. We have
c{a + b)=ca + cb.

In the same manner we have

3(a-fc)=3a— 3&, 1{a-b) = la— 'ib, c{a - b) = ca - cb.

Thus we have the following rule for the multiplication

of a compound expression by a simple expression ; Tnultiply

each term of tlie compound expression by the simple ex-

pression, and put the sign of the term before the result;

and collect these results toform the complete product.

61. III. Suppose we have to multiply a + 6 by c +^
As in the second case we have

(a + 6) {c + d) = a{c + d) + b{c + d);

also a[c + d) = ac + ad, b{c + d)-bc + bd;

therefore (a + 6)(c + d)= ac + ad+bc + bd.

Again ; multiply a— 6 by c + c?.

{a-b)[c + d) = a{c + d)-b{c + d);

also a(c + d)= ac + ad, b{c + d) — bc + bd;

therefore

(a— b){c + d) = ac + ad-(bc+ bd) = ac + ad—bc—bd.

Similarly ; multiply a + bh\ c—d.

{a+b){c-d) = {c-dya + b)= c{a + b)-d{a+ b)

= ca + cb — {da + db)=c^ + cb—da— db.

Lastly; multiply a— 6 by c — rf.

{a-b){c-d) = {c-d)a-{c-d)b;

also {c — d)a — ac — ad, {c—d)b — bc— bd;

therefore

(a - 6)(c— d) = ac — ad- {be— bd) = ac — ad-bc + bd.

Let us now consider the last result. By Art. 38 wd
may write it thus,

(+a-6)( + c-c?)- +ac-ad- bc + bd.
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We see that corresponding to the +« wliich occurs
in the multiplicand and the + c which occurs in the multi-
plier there is a term + ac in the product ; corresponding to
the terms -\-a and —d there is a term —ad in the product;
corresponding to the terms —6 and +c there is a term
— he in the product ; and corresponding to the terms — 6
And — d there is a term + hd in the product.

Similar observations may be made respecting the other
three results ; and these observations are briefly collected

in the following important rule in multiplication : like signs
produce + and unlike signs-. This rule is called the
Rule of Signs, and we shall often refer to it by this nc'^^e.

62. We can now give the general rule for multiplpng
algebraical expressions ; multiply each term of the multi-

plicand by each term of the m,ultiplier ; if the terms have
the same sign prefix the sign + to the product, if they

have different signs prefix the sign — ; then collect these

restdts toform the romplcte product.

For example ; multiply 2a + 36 - 4c by 3a— 4&. Here

(2a + 3&- 4c) (3a- Ah) = 3a (2a + 3& - 4c)- 4& (2a + 3& - 4c)

= 6a2 + 9a&-12ac-(8a& + l 2^2 -166c)

= 6a'' + 9a&- 12ac-8a&- 126^4- 166c.

This is the result which the rule will give; we may
simplify the result and reduce it to

Ga^ + aft - 12ac - 126^ + 166c.

We might illustrate the rule by using it to multiply

6— 3 + 2 by 7 + 3-4; it will be found that on working by
the rule, and collecting the terms, the result is 30, that is

5 X 6, as it should be.

63. The student will sometimes nrvl such examples aa

the following proposed: multiply 2a by —46, or multipiy
— 4c by 3a, or multiply — 4c by — 4b.

The results which are required are the following,

2a X -46= - 8a6,

--4c X 3a = -12ac,

-4cx-46= 166c.
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The student may attach a meaning to these operations
in the n)aniier we have abeady explained; see Article 41

Thus the statement — 4cx -46=16&c may be under-

stood to mean, that if — 4c occur among the terms of a

multiplicand and — 4& occur among the terms of a multi-

plier, there will be a term 166c in the product correspond-
ing to them.

Particular cases of these examples are

2ax-4=-8a, 2x-4=-8, 2x-l=-2.
64. Since then such examples may be given as those

in the preceding Article, it becomes necessary to take ac-

count of them in our rules ; and accordingly the rules for

multiplication may be conveniently presented thus

:

To multiply simple tenns; multiply together the vu-
tnerical coefficients, put the letters after this product and
determine the sign by the Rule of Signs.

To multiply expressions; multiply each term in one
expression by each term in the other by the rule for m,ul-

tiplying simple terms, and collect these partial products to

form the complete product.

65. We shall now give some examples of multiplication

aiTanged in a convenient form.

a +b
a +6
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Consider the last example. We take the first term in

the multiplier, namely a^ and multiply all the terms in the
multiplicand by it, pajing attention to the Rule of Signs;
thus Tve obtain Za* — Aa?h + 5a^l>\ We take next the second
term of the multiplier, namely — lab, and multiply all the
terms in the multii^licand by it, paying attention to the

Rule of Signs; thus we obtain — 6a^6 + 8a^6^ — lOafe^.

Then we take the last term of the multiplier, namely 36',

and multiply all the terms in the multiplicand by it,

paying attention to the Rule qf Sians; thus we obtain

+ 9a'b'^-12alP + 15b\

We arrange the terms which we thus obtain, so that

like terms may stand in the same column; this is a very
useful arrangement, because it enables us to collect the
terms easily and safely, in order to obtain the final result.

In the present example the final result is

3a* - 10a»& + 22a*b^- 22ab^ + 15&*.

66. The student should obserre that with the view of
bringing like terms of the product into the same colunm
the terms of the multiplicand and multiplier are arranged
in a certain order. We fix on some letter which occurs in

many of the terms and arrange the terms according to the

powers of that letter. Thus, taking the last example, we
fix on the letter a ; we put first in the multiphcand the
term 3a''', which contains the highest power of a, namely
the second power; next we put the term —Aab which con-
tains the next power of a, namely the first power; and last

we put the term 5b\ which does not contain a at all. The
multiplicand is then said to be arranged according to

descending powers of a. We arrange the multipUer in

the same way.

We might also have arranged both multiplicand and
multiplier in reverse order, in which case they would be
arranged according to ascending powers of a. It is of

no consequence which order we adopt, but we must take
the sam,e order for the multiphcand and the multipher.

67. We shall now give some more examples.

Multiply l+2ar-3^' + a^ by a7^-2ar— 2. Arrange ao-

cording Ur descending powers of x.
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a!!*-3x*+2x +1
a^-2x -2

-2x* +6;r«-4a?-2

Multiply a' + b^ + c^—ab — bc — ca by a + b + c.

Arrange according to descending powers of a.

a + b + c

a?— a^b— a^c + a¥— abc + ac^

+ a^b -ah^-abc +V^-b'^c + b<?

+ d-c -abc — ac^ +b^c-bc^ + cP

a' -3abc +6' +c'

This example might also be worked with the aid of
brackets, thus,

a2-a(6 + c) + 62_&c+c»

a + (b + c)

c^-a\b + c) + a{b'*-bc + c^

+ a\b + c)-a{b+ c){b + c) + (b + c){b^-bc + c^

Then we have a(6'—bc + c')—a{b + c){b + c)

=a{b''-bc + c'-(ib + c)(p + c)}

= a{V -bc+e*- (IP + 2bc + <^)}

=a{b'-bc + c--b'-2bc-(fi}=-3abc;

nnd {b + c){iP-bc + (^=b^ + cr>.

'~\

Thus, as before, the result is a^ + b^ + d^— 3dbc.
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Moltiply together x—a,x—b,x— c.

a; —a
X -h

3^— ax
— bx + ab

ai?—{a + h]x-¥ab

X —e

a^—{a+ b)aP + abx
- cx^ 4- (o + h)cx— dbe

s^—{a + b + c)x- + (ab + ac+ bc)x

—

abc

The student should notice that he can make two exer-

cises in multiplication from ever}- example in whioli the
multiplicand and midtipUer are diiferent compound ex-

pressions, by changing the original multipher into the
niultiphcand,' and the original multiphcaud into multipher.
Tho res'olt obtained should be the same, which will be a
t^J*^!. of the correctness of his work.

Examples. VIII.

Mp'tiply

1. 2J-3 by 4x*. 2. 3a* by 4a'. 3. 2a^b by 2ab*.

4. 2a^f: by 5.uhfzK 5. 7x*-f/ by ly^z*.

6. 4a--36by3rt&. 7. 8a^-9abhy 'ia\

8. Sx^- 4r/- + 5z- by 2X'y.

9. x'-y^— y^z* + z^x^ by x'y'z'.

10. 2xy-z^ + djPy^z - bj^yz^ by '2x]^z.

1 1

.

2x — 2/ by 2.V + x.

12. 2.f^-t-4.c''-f-8.r+16 by &C-6.

13. ir^x'-¥x—\\i\x — \.
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14. l + 4*-10:r='by l-6a;+ 3a^.

15. a;'-4a^+ll;2;-24 by ar' + 4;r + 5.

16. «' + 4a;' + 5.K-24 by «2_4^^.11_

17. 3^-1a?-¥f)X-^\\i^2a?-A^x-^\.

18. a:* + 6a;'+24j;+ 60by arS-eaj^+l^aj+lZ.

19. a^-2«2+ 3a;-4by 4;r3^.3^^.2^+l.

20. a^-2sfi-VZaF-^x->r\\i^ cd^-{-^x^->rZaP-ir2x-^\.

21. a;^ — 3a.r by ar + 3a.

22. a2 4.2a^_a:S by a2 + 2a.r+a:*.

23 . 262 + 3a& - a2 by 7a- 56.

24. a2_a5 + ^bya''+a*-6».

25. cC--ab->r'ih- by a'' + a6 + 26'.

26. 4;c*- Zxy - y^ by Zx - 2y.

27. aT^ — x*^y + xy*—y^h^x-\-y.

28. 2.^* + 3.ry + Ay"^ by 3^ + 4;z;2/ + «^.

29. a:* + y^— ary+ a; 4- y — 1 by a; + y— 1.

30. ar* + 2d^y + 4;»V+ 8^*+16y*by a:-2y.

31. 81«* + 27;c^y + ^xHf + 3.r?/^ + y* by 3jr -y-

32. aT + 2y-3zby ^-2y+ 3cr.

33. a^-ax+lx-^-Vhy a + b-\-x.

34. a' + 62 + c»-Jc—<r«-a6 by a + 6 + c.

35. a* + 46j; + 46'2;c' by a- - 4bx + 46»;r».

36. a^- 2ab + b^ + c^ by a^--i-2ab + b*-e^.

Multiply the follovring expressions together

37. x—a, x + a, a^ + a*.

38. x + a, K + b, x + c.

39. x'-ax + a'', x^ + ax + a*, x*-a*J^ + a*.

40. a-2a, x-a, x + a, x + 2a.
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IX. Division.

68. Division, as in Arithmetic, is the inverse of Multi-
plication. In Multiplication we determine the product
arising from two given factors; in Division we have given
the product and one of the factors, and we have to deter-
mine the other factor. The factor to be determined is

called the quotient.

The present section therefore is closely connected vrith

the preceding section, as we have now in fact to undo the
operations there performed. It is convenient to make
three cases in Division, namely, I. The division of one
simple expression by another; 11. The di%'ision of a com-
pound expression by a sinrple expression ; III. The division

of one compound expression by anothei:

69. I. "We have already she^vn in Art. 10 how to
denote that one expression is to be divided by another.
For example, if 5a is to be di^aded by 2c the quotient is

5(1
indicated thus: 5a-i-2c, or more usually—

.

It may happen that some of the factors of the divisor
occur in the dividend ; in this case the expression for the
quotient can be simpUfied by a i^rinciple already used in

Arithmetic. Suppose, for exami^lc, that 15a^6 is to be
1 da^b

divided by 65c; then the quotient is denoted by -—r—

.

ooc
Here the dividend I5a'-b = 5a'x3b; and the divisoj

6bc=2cx3b; thus the factor 3b occurs in both dividend
and divisor. Then, as in Arithmetic, we may remove

5(1*
this common factor, and denote the quotient by ^j
.. 15a^b

^"^-eb^

«
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It may happen that all the factors which occnr in the

divisor may be removed in this manner. Thus suppose, for

example, that 24.ahx is to be divided by Sax :

24abx Zh x Sax „,^ ^oO,
Sax Sax

70. The rule with respect to the sign of the quotient

may bo obtained irom an examination of the cases which
occur in Multiplication.

For example, we have

4abx3c—l2abc;

., . 12ahc „ 12abc ^ ,
therefore —r-r-—3c, -—

—

—4ao.
4ab 3c

4a&x —3c= — 12abc;

., . -12a&c „ -I2abc . ,
therefore —rr—=-3c, — =4a&.

— 4abx3c= — 12abc;

-\2ahc „ -\2ahc , ,

therefore
-4a6

"^
' —3^

—

=-4ab.

— 4a6x —3c=\2(ibc;

. 12abc „ \2abc , ,
therefore —;i.= — 3c, -- = — 4ao.

—4ab —3c

Thus it will be seen that the Rule of Signs holds in

Division as well as in Multiplication.

71. Hence we have the following rule for dinding one
simple expression by another: Write the dividend over
the divisor tcith a line between them; if the expressions
have common factors, remove the common factors ; prefix
the sign + if the expressions have the same sign and tlu

gign — if they Iiave different signs.

72. One power of any number is dirided by anotTier

power qf th^ sam^ number, by subtracting the ind^x qf
th» latterpowerfrom the index qfthefortner.
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For example, suppose we have to divide a" by a\

By Art. 16, a^=axaxaxaxa,
a? — ax ax a;

., _ a^axaxaxaxa . ,.
therefore —. = =a x a=a*= a'-'.

a^ axaxa
„. ., , c' cxcxcxcxexcxc ,
Similarly -. = —— = cx c xc= <f=c~\

<r cxcxcxc

In like manner the rule may be shewn to be true in any
other case.

Or we may shew the tnith of the rule thus

:

by Art. 59, c*xc^=c'',

therefore -4 = c^ -Ti-*^'
C Cf

73. If any power of a number occurs in the dividend
and a higher power of the same number in the divisor, the
quotient can be simplified by Arts. 71, and 72. Suppose,
for example, that Aalf is to be divided by Zc¥; then the

quotient is denoted by —rj . The factor 6^ occurs in both

dividend and divisor; this may be removed, and the quo-

tient denoted by^ ; thus
f^,

= ^,

.

74. II. The rule for dividing a compound expression
by a simple expression will be obtained from an examina-
tion of the corresponding case in Multiplication.

For example, we have

{a-b)c=ac—bc;

.1 - ac—bc ,
therefore = a~b.

c

(a-b)x —c=—ac-¥bc',

lihereforo Z3£±h^a-b.— c

3—2
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Hence we have the following rule for dividing a com-
pound expression by a simple expression : dicide each term

qf the ditidend by tlte divisor, by the rule in the first

ease, and collect the results toform tlie complete qttotient.

„ , 4a^-3abc + a^c . , „, ,

Jb or example, = 40^— 3oc + ac.

75. III. To divide one compound expression by
another vre must proceed as in the operation called Long
Division in Arithmetic. The following rule may be given.

Arrange both dimdend and divisor according to ascend-
ing poicers of some common letter, or both according to

descending powers of some common letter. Divide the

first term (f the dividend by the first term of the divisor,

and put the residtfor the first term of tlie quotient; mul-
tiply the whole divisor by this term and subtract the

product from the dividend. To the remainder join as
many term,s of the dividend, taken in order, as may be

required, and repeat the whole operation. Continite the

process until all the terms of the dividend have been

taken down.

The reason for this rule is the same as that for the
rule of Long Division in Arithmetic, namely, that we may
break the di\'idend up into parts and find how often the
divisor is contained in each part, and then the aggregate
of these results is the complete quotient.

76. We shall now give some examples of Division

arninged in a convenient form.

a + bJa-^2ab-^J^(a + b a+bja^-b-{^ii-b

a- + ab o* + ab

ab + b^ -ab-b^
ab + b"^ —ab-b*

a-bja^-b'^i^a + b x^ + 3xJ:t^ + 23^-3x(x-l
a*-ab a^+ 3J^

ab-b* ~x*-5x
ab-b* -x*-Zx
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a''- 2a6+ 3&2j 3a<- 1 Oa^6 + 22a2j»_ 22a6»+ 156\3a2- 4a6+ 562

-4a36+ Sa~P-12ab'

5a-¥-10ab^ + 15b*

5a'^b'^-10ab^ + l5b*

Consider the last example. The dividend and divisor

are both arranged according to descending powers of a.

The first term in the diWdend is 3a^ and the first term in

the divisor is a-; dividing the former by the latter we
obtain 3a^ for the first term of the quotient. We tlicn

multiply the whole divisor by 3a-, and place the result so

that each term comes below the term of the di-vidend which
contams the same power of a ; we subtract, and obtain
— 4a^b + I'oaH'^ ; and we bring down the next term of the
dividend, namely, —22ab\ We divide the first term,
—4a^b, by the first term in the divisor, a"; thus we obtain
— 4ab for the next term m the quotient. We then multiply

the whole divisor by — 4ah and place the result in order

under those terms of the di>idend vdih which we are now
occupied; we subtract, and obtain 5a^b^— lOab^ ; and we
bring down the next term of the dividend, namelj', 15&*.

We divide !ja%'^ by a', and thus we obtain 5b'' for the next
term in the quotient. We then multiply the whole divisor

by 5&^, and place the terms as before; we subtract, and
there is no remainder. As all the tei-ras in the dividend
have been brought down, the oijeration is completed ; and
the quotient is 3a"^ - 4ab + 5b'\

It is of great importance to arrange both dividend
and divisor according to the same order of some common
letter; and to attend to this order in every part of tlie

operation.

77. It may happen, as in Arithmetic, that the division

cannot be exactly performed. Thus, for example, if we
di\'idc a^ + 2ab -i- lb- hy a-^b, we shall obtain, as m the first

example of the preceding Article, a -t- 6 in the quotient,

and there will then be a remainder b\ This result is ex-
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prosseil in ways similar to those used in Arithmetic ; thus
we may say that

=a-¥b+— r;a+o a+o
b'

that is, there is a quotient a + b, and a fraetional part —r .

In general, let A and B denote two expressions, and
suppose that when A is divided by JJ the quotient is q, and
the remainder R; tlien this result is expressed algebrai-

cally in the following ways,

A = qB + R, or A-qB=^R,

A R A Ror^-q + ^, ov-^-q =^.

The student will observe that each letter here may re-

present an expression, simple or compound; it is often

convenient for distinctness and bre^aty thus to represent

an expression by a single letter.

We shall however consider algebraical fractions in sub-

sequent Chapters, and at present shall confine ourselves to

examples of Division in which the operation can be exactly

performed.

78. We give some more examples:

Divide x''-5a;^ + 7ii^ + 2x'-6x-2 by 1 + 2x-3j^ + x*.

Arrange both dividend and divisor according to de-

scending powers of a;.

iC*-'6jf + 2x + lJx^-5ar' +7x^+2x*-6x-2(x^-2x-2
x''-3x^ + 2x*+ afi

— 2.C* - 2JT* + 6.J-3 4- 2.F*- 6a?

-2x^ ¥Qj^-'^x'-2x

-2x* '-f6j:*-4a:-2

-2x* +6x*-4x-2
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Divide a' + l^+c^—Zdbc by o + 6 + e.

Arrange the dividend according to descending powers

of a.

a? + a'rh + cC-c

-a'b
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Divide a^-(a+&+<j)a^+(aJ + a<; + 6<;)a?-aJc by x-e.

g-cjx^-{a + b + c)a^ + iab + ac+bc)x-abc{a^-{a-^b)x+ab

a^ — coi?

— (a + b)x'^ + {ab + ac + bc)x— abc

— (a + &)*•*+ (a + b)ca;

ahx — ahc

dbx —abe

Eveiy example of Multiplication, in wliich the multi-

plier and tlie multiplicand are different expressions, wiU
furnish two exercises in Division ; bcaiuse if the product
be divided by either factor the quotient should be the otiier

factor. Thus from the examples given in the section on
Multiplication the student can derive exercises in Division,

and test the accuracy of his work. And from any esampJo
of Division, in which the quotient and the divisor are
different expressions, a second exercise may be obtainetl

by making the quotient a divisor of tlie dividend, so that
tlie new quotient ought to be the original divisor.

Examples. IX.

Divide

I. 15.r»4)y 3;»a. 2. 24a«by-8a'. 3. ISa^byS^z^
4. 24a*tVby -3a'-JV. 5. 20a*b^x^}/h\ 5¥x% \

6. 4.i^-8.»=+16j;by 4.r. 7. Sa^-lio^+lSa'by -3i5^

8. ar^ - 3.rV + 4j.-?/^ hy xy.

9. - 1 oa^V^ - Za%- + 1 2a6 by - Zdb.

1 0. QQd'b^c^- 48a"-*6V=' + 36rt'6V- 2(kibc^ by 4rtft<:»

II. ;^•--7.r-f-12 by j;-3. 12. *•- + jr-72 by af+ J.

13. 2x^~x-+ Zx-Qh}'2x-Z.
14. 6.r3 + 14;c*-4;j? + 24 by 2^ + 6.

15. 9.i-3 + 3a:» + ;r-l by 3.P-1.

16. 7^ - iAa? + 58x- 21. bv ix - 1
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117. ««-lbya;-l. 18. a?-2db^+ l^h^ a-h.

19. x*-S\y*\>^ x-^ij.

20. X*— 2a^y + 2x^y'^— xy^ hj x—y.
21. x^-y^hj x-y. 22. aP + S2¥hj a + 2b,

23. 2a* + 27a¥ - & 1 &* by a + 36.

24. a;'+ d^«/ + a;^?/^ + .r^^ + ^jr* + ?/"' by ar'+ ?/'.

25. x^ + 2x*y + Zx^y^- ari^ - 2xy^- 3y^ by x^- y^.

26. x*-5x^ + Ux'^-l2x + 6hy x^-3x + -i.

27. x* + x^-9x^-l6x-4:hy x^ + 4j; + 4t.

28. X*-13ar' + 36h\ x' + 5x + 6.

29. a^ + 64 by JT* + 4j? + 8.

30. ar*+10cr^ + 35jr' + 50j7 + 24 by j?* + 5j? + 4.

31. x* + x^- 24a?2- 35af + 57 by a?'^ + 2.r- 3.

32. l-j7-3^-jr'by l+2j; + ar».

33. ^-2j?3+1 byjr'-2^ + l.

34. a-» + 2rt262 + 96* by a-- 2f.* + 3b\

35. a^ - &« by a^- 2a-b + 2a¥ - ¥.

36. a7'' + 2x''-4j:*-2j;^+12^2-2^-l byz^+ Sjp-L

37. a!^ + 2y'4-3jf' + 2j?2 + l by ii;^-2.r3+ 3^-2j!' + l.

38. a?^* + ;»«-2bya?* + a^+i,

39. a^— (a f & + c)a!^ + (a& + ac + &c)j7-a?><;

by j;^-(a + 6)jf + aft,

40. a^x* + (2a«;— 6^) j;^ + ^2 jjy ^^ - &jf+ c.

41. x'^—a^y— xy^+ y^hjx'^ + xy + y*.

42. ijr^ — 3a^y— ?/^ — 1 by a:— y— 1.

43. 49j;" + 2lxy + 1 2y2;- 1 &z'^ by 7x + 3y- 4^.

44. a^+ 2«6 + &- — c- by a + ft-c.

45. a^ + Sb^ + c^- 6abc hj a^ + ib^ + (^-ac- 2ab - 2bc

46. a^+2a^b + 3ab' +¥ + c^ hj a + b + c.

47. a^(b + c) + b-{a-c) + c^{a-b) + abc hj a + b + c.

48. ;r<-2a.ir2 + (a2+ a6-6'')a;-a'6 + a&2 by x-a + b.

49. (;e+ ?/)''-2(a!4-y)^ + «'bya; + y-2r,

50. (ar4-2/)3j.3(a;+ ?/)2j; + 3(jT + ?/)z2 + 2^

by lx + yf + 2{x + y)z+z\

^
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X. General Results in Multiplication,

79. There are some examples in Multiplication which
occur so often in algebraical operations that they deserve

especial notice.

The following three examples are of great importance.

a +b
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For example, the result {a+b)(a—b)=a^—i^ is proved
to be true, and is expressed thus by symbols more com-
pactly than by words.

A general result thus expressed by symbols is often

called & formula,

81. We may here indicate the meaning of the sign ±
which is made by combining the signs + and — , and which
is called the double sign.

Since {a->rbf=a^ + 2ah + h'^, and (a-5)2=a«-2aJ + 62,

Tre may express these results in one formula thus

:

(a±&)2= a2±2a& + &^

where =t indicates that we may take either the sign + or
the sign — , keeping throughout the ujyper sign or the

lower sign. a±6 is read thus, ^' a plus or minus b."

82. "We shall devote some Articles to explaining the
use that can be made of the formulfe of Art. 79. We shall

repeat these formulae, and nvmher them for the sake of
easy and distinct -eference to them.

{a + bf =a^ + 2ab + b' (1)

(a-bf =a^-2ab + b'' (2)

{a + b)ia-b)=a^-b' (3)

83. The formulse will sometimes be of use in Arith-

metical calculations. For example ; required the difference

of the squares of 127 and 123. By the formula (3)

(127)»-(123)* = (127 + 123)(127-123)=:250x4 = 1000.

Thus the required number is obtained more easily than

it woiUd be by squaring 127 and 123, and subtractmg the

second result from the first.

Again, by the formula (2)

(29)2= (30- 1)2 = 900-60 + 1 = 841
;

qnd thus the square of 29 is found more easily than by
Tuultipl}1ng 29 by 29 directly.

Or suppose we have to multiply 53 by 47-

By the formula (3)

63 X 47 = (50 + 3) (50 - 3) = (50)" - 3* = 2500- 9 = 2491.
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84. Suppose that we require the square of 3* + 2y.

We can of course obtain it in the ordinary wav, that is by
BQultiphing Zx + 2y by 3a; + 2y. But we can also obtain it

in another way, namely, by employing the formula (1).

The formula is true whatever number a may be', and what-

ever number h may be; so we may put Zx for a, and 2y
for b. Thus we obtain

{Zx + 22/)" = (3a;/ + 2 {Zx 2y) + {2yf = ^3i^+\2xy + 4y'.

The beginner will probably think that in such a case he
does not gain any thing by the use of the formula, for

he will believe that he could have obtained the required

result at least as easily and as safely by common work
as by the use of the formula. This notion may be correct

in this case, but it will be found that in more complex
cases the formula will be of great service.

85. Suppose wc require the square of x + y + z. De-
note x + yhy a.

Then x + y + z =a+z; and by the use of (1) we have

{a + zf^a' + 2az+ z^-={x+ yf+2{x + y)z + i:^

= x^+ 2xy +,y^ + 2xz + 2yz + z^.

Thus {x-¥y + zj ^x^ + y'^ + z' + 2xy+ 2yz + 2xz.

Suppose we require the square of p—q + r-s. Denote

p-qoy a and r-s by b; then p — q + r— s = a + b.

By the use of (1) we have

(a + b'f= a' + 2ab +V= {p-q)*4-2{p-q){r-s) + {r-s}\

Then by the use of (2) we express (p — q)* and (r— *)'.

Thus (p—q + r—s)^

=p^— 2pq + q'^ + 2 {pr —ps — qr + qs) + r' — 2rs + s'

=p^+q'^ + r' + s^-¥2pr + 2qs- 2pq - 2ps - 2qr- 2rs.

Suppose we require the product of p— q + r—s and
p-q-r + s.

Let p — q = a and r-« = 6; then

p-q-i- r-s=a + b, and p-g~r + s= a — b.
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Then by the use of (3) we have

{a + h){a-b)=^a'-V'=(j>-qf-{r-tfi

and by the use of (2) we have

{p-q + r-s){jp-q-r + a)=p'^—2pq-\-q^-{r^-2rs+^)
=p^ + q^—i^—^- 2pq + 2rs.

86. The method exhibited in the preceding Article
is safe, and should therefore be adopted by the beginner;
as he becomes more familiar with the subject he may
dispense with some of tlie work. Thus in the last example,
he will be able to omit that part relating to a and b, and
simply put down the following process

;

(j) — q + r—s){p — q— r + s) = {p — q + {r-s)}{p— q-{r — s)}

— {p-q)^—{r—s)^—p^-2pq + q' — {r--2rs + s^)

=/>* — 2pq + q'^— r^ + 2rs— $^;

or more briefly still,

[p-q¥r-s){p-q-r + s)={p-qy'-{r-s)*
—p'^— 2pq + q'^— 7^-¥2rs— s\

But at first the student will probably find it prudent to

go through the work fully as in the preceding Article.

87. The following example will employ all the thi'ee

formulae.

Find the product of the foiu" factors a + b+c, a + b — c,

a — b + c,b + c — a.

Take the first two factors; by (3) and (1) we obtain

{a+b + c)ia + b-c)={a + by-c^=a^ + 2ab + b^-c\

Take the last two factors ; by (3) and (2) we obtain

{a-b+ c) {b + c - a) = {c + {a-b)} {c- (a-b)}

= c«-(a-&)' = c»-a» + 2a&-&*.

"We have now to multiply together a^ + 2ab + &^- c* and
<fl-a^ + 2ab~b^. We obtain
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(a« + 2ah + &" - c^, {c?-a^ + lah - 1^)

= {20* + (a2 + &2 _ c2)} {2a5- (a^ + &»- c^)}

= {2abf-{a^ +¥-cy
= 4a"62- {(a* V 62)2- 2 (a2 + 62) c» + c*}

=4aW- (a2 +6y+ 2 (a2 + 52) ^2_ ^4

= 4a262- a*- 2a26=' - 6* + 2aV + 262c2- <r«

= 2a262 + 26V + 2aV- a*- 6*- c*.

88. There are other results in Multiplication which are

of less importance than the three formute ^ven in Ai-t. 82,

but which are deserving of attention. We place them here

in order that the student may be able to refer to them
when they are wanted; they can be easily verified by
actual multiplication.

(a + 6)(a«-a6+6'') = a3 + 63,

(a-6)(a'+«6 + 62)=a»-6',

{a + by={a + 6) (a* + 2«6 + 6^) = a^ + Sa^b + 3a6» + 6»,

(a- 6)3= (a - 6) (a2- 2a6 + 62) = a3_ 3a26 + 3a62 _ ft3^

(a+6+c)' = a3 + 3a^(6 + c) + 3^i(6 + <;)2 + (6 + c)3,

= a3 + 3a2(6 + c) + Za{b^ + 26c + c2) + 6* + 36*c + 36c»+ c»

= a3 + 63 + c3 + 3a2(6 + c) + 362(a + c) + 3c2(a + 6) + 6a6c.

89. Useful exercises in Multiphcation are formed by
requiring the student to shew that two expressions agree in

giving the same result. For example, shew that

(a-6)(6-c)(<;-rt) = a2(c-6) + 62(a-c) + c2(6-a).

If we multiply a— 6 by 6 — c we obtain

a6-62— a<; + 6c;

then by multiplying this result by c— a we obtain

ca6 - c62— ac2 + 6c' - a26 + 06*+ a'c- fldc,

that is a2 (c - 6) + 6'(a- c) + <^(6 - a).

Agsun ; shew that (a- 6)' + (6 - c)* + (c- a)'

=2(c~&)(c-a) + 2(6-a)(6-c) + 2(a-6)(a~^
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By using formula (2) of Art. 82 we obtain

=a2-2fl!&+ 62 4.ft2_2jc + c2 + c''-2ac+a«

= 2 (a"+ 6" + c*- a& - ac- &c).

And {c—h){c—a) = (^—ca^cb + db,

(& —a){h— c) = h^-ha-'bc + ac,

{a— h){a—c)^a^-ab— ac+ bc;

therefore (c— &) (c— a) + (6 — a) (&— c) + (a— &) (a - c)

— a^ + h^ + <?—ab— ac—bc;

therefore (a— &)' + (&— c)'+ (<;-«)*

= 2(c-&)(c-a) + 2(&-a)(&-c) + 2(a-&)(a-<j>,

Examples. X.

Apply the formulte of Art. 82 to the following sixteen

examples in multiplication

:

1. {\5x + lAyY. 2. {la^-5y^)\

3. {x^ + 2x-2)\ 4. {a?-5x+ 1)\

5. {2x'-Zx-Af. 6. {x+2y+ Zz)\

7. iie' + xy + y^){x'+ xy-y^).

8. (x'+ xy + y*){a^-xy + y^}.

9. (a^ + xy + y''^){x^ — xy—y^)>

10. {ic^ + xy — y^){a^—xy + y^).

11. (a;» + 2d;' + 3;»+l)(a;»-2ar + 3^~l).

;12. (a:-3)»(a;» + 6a;+9). 13. (a+&)«(a'-2a6-6»).

xl4. {2x + 3yf{4i^ + 12xy~9y*).

15. {ax+by){ax~by) {a'x*+ b'y^).

16. (aa: + by'f {ax- &2/)\
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Shew that the following results are true:

•X 17. (a*+ 5") (c^ + d") = {ac + bdf + {ad- Icf.

18. (a+& + c)'' + a* + 6''+ c3= (a + &)«+ (&+c)« + (c+c)».

19. (a-h)(b- c){c~a) = lc{c-'b) + ca{a-c)-^ ah (p- a).

20. (a-&)' + &^-a5=3a6(6-a).

21. (a + 6 + c)2-a(& + c-a)-&(a + c-&)-c(a + 6-c)
^ =2(a« + Z/« + c«).

> 22. (a" + a& + &"/- («"-ah + b^f= 4a& (a*+ 1').

^_23. (a+& + <:f-a^-Z/^-c*=^(a + &)(& + c)(c + o).

24. (a + 6 + c.) (a& + &c + ca) = (a + &) (6 + c) (c + a) + oJc.

25. {a + b){b + c-a){c + a-b)
= a(i*« + c»-a«) + &(c»+ a»-6*).

26. (a + & + c)^-(& + c-a)^-(a-& + c)3-(a + 6-c)3
= 24a6c.

27. (a + & + c)' + (a + 6-c)' + (a-5 + c)''+ (& + c-a)'

28. (a+ &)» + 2 (a»- 5') + (a- &)» = (2a)».

29. {a-bf + {b-cf + {c-af= 3{a-b){b-c){c-a).

30. (a-&)3 + (a + &)«+3(a-&)='(o+ &) + 3(a + fc)»(rt-&)

= (2a)»

31. {a + b)\b + c-a){c + a-b) + {a-b)\a+ b+ c)ia + b-c)
= 4aic».

>i32. a(& + c)(6* + c'-a'') + &(c + a)(c«+ a«-&*)
•^

+cia + b){a' + b*-c')=2abc{a + b + c),

33. (a-&)(a;-ffl)(;c-6) + (&-c)(«-ft)(«-c)
+ (c— a)(a;— c)(;«— a) = (a— &) (jb—c){a—c).

34. (a + 6)2+(a + (;)2 + (a + (^)« + (& + c)» + (6 + rf)* + (c+rf)*
= (a + & + c + c?)- + 2(a2+ 62+ <~' + rf2).

35. {{ax + &2/)2 + (ay- bx)-} {{ax + by)*- {ay

+

&«)*}

36. {oy - &^)* + {df - CJJ)^ + (5^- cpy + («•» + ?>y + ci)*
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XI. Fcbctort.

90. Tn the preceding Chapter we have noticed sonio

general results in Multiplication ; these results may also be
regarded in connexion with Division, because every ex-
ample in Multiplication furnishes an example or examples
in Division. We shall now apply some of these results

to find what expressions will divide a given expression, or
m other words to resolve exjjressions into their factors.

91. For example, by the use of formula (3) of Art. 82
we have

a*-¥ = {<i'->rlf'){<i'-h'^) = {a? + h'^){a + h){a-'b);

(^-l^= {a* + b*)la*-¥) = la* + b*){a^+ b^){a + b){a-b).

Hence we see that a^ — b^ is the product of the four
factors a* + b*, a^ + b^, a + b, and a— b. Thus a^-b^ is

divisible by any of these factors, or by the product of aay
two of them, or by the product of any three of them.

A^isi,

{a' + a& + ¥) («'-ab + &2) = (a^ + b^ + ab) {a? + &2 _ ^h)

= {or + 6^)'-- {abf = a* + 2a-62 + 6^ - a^b"^= «* +aW + b*.

Thus a*+a'^b^ + b* is the product of the two factors

a^ + ab + b^ and a^—ab + b'\ and is therefore divisible by
either of them.

Besides the results which we have already given, wo
shall now place a few more before the student.

92. The following examples in divisioa may be easily
TOriiied.

— = 1.a;-y

x-y

= ar' + xy-i-y^.x-y

= «* + ;r'V + xii^ + «"
x-y if .' V t

<<Gd eo on.

r. A.
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^=af-y,

x + y

^ =x^ -x*y + x^y-- xhf^ + anf*-y^f
x + p

«nd so on.

Also

x + y '

x^ + t/^ „ .
-—-=a^-xy+y^,

x + y
=ar* - 3t^y + x^y' - xy^ + y*.

sod so OS.

The student can carry on these operations as fay as
he pleases, and he will thus gain confidence in the truth of

the statements which we shall now make, and which are
strictly demonstrated in the higher parts of larger works
on Algebra. The foUoAving are the statements

:

af — y*i& divisible by a;— ?/ if n be any whole number

;

a^— y" is divisible hj x + y if nhe any even whole number;

af+y" is divisible hj x + y if n be any odd whole number.

"We might also put into words a statement of the form*
ef the quotient in the three cases; but the student will

most readily learn these forms by looking at the above
examples and, if necessary, carrying the operations still

farther.

We may add that x" + y" is never di^^sible by x + y or
a — y, when w is an even whole number.

93. The student will be assisted in remembering the
iesult» of the preceding Article by Boticiiig the rimpteat
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case in each of tlie four results, an:l referring otTier cases
to it. For example, suppose \re wish to consider wliether
x^ — iC is divisiljle by x — y or by x + y; the index 7 is an
odd whole number, and the simplest case of this kind is

x — y, which is divisible by x — y, but not by a> + y; so we
infer that x' — y'' is divisil)le by x — y and not by x + y.
Again, take.if — y^; the index (S is an even whole number,
and the simplest case of this kind is x^—y', wliich is

divisil'le both by x — y and x + y; so we infer that x^—y^
is divisible both hj x-y and x + y.

94. The following are additional examples of resolving
expressions into factors.

^{x + y) (x'^-xy + y^ (x-i/){x^ + xy + y^:

8&^ - 27c3 = (26)3 - (3c)3 = (26 - 3c) {(26)2 + 26 x 3c + (3c)-)

= (26-3c)(462+ 66c+ 9c2);

4 (a6 + erf)'' - (aV 6^- c2 - f^)2=

{2{ab + cd) + {a'' + b^-(^-d''j}{2(ab + cd)-(a* + b'-c'-d^
= {2ab + 2cd + a^ + b^--c'^-d'^}{2ab + 2cd-a^-b'' + c- + d-}

= {{a + bf - (c- df} {{c + df -{a- bf)

= ia + b + c-d)(a + b—c + d){a-b + c + d){b + c + d—a).

95. Suppose that (.r* - 5xy + 6?/") {x- 4y) is to be divid-
ed by x^—lxy+12y^. We might multii^ly x^-'jxy+6f/*
by x—iy, and then divide the result by x^-7xy+l2y^.
But the .form of the question suggests to us to try if

x-4y is not a factor of x^ — 7.vy+ 12y''; and we shall find
that a^- Ixy + \2y-= {x- Zy) [x- 4y). Then

(a;2- 5xy+ 6y^ (x - Ay) _ x^- 5.vy + 6y^

{x-3y){x-4y) ~ x-3y '

and by division we find that

a^— 5xy + 6y^

x-'iy "

4—2
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fK>. The student •with a little practice will be able to
resolve cei-tain triuomiais into two binomial factors.

For we have generally

{x + a){x + b) = 3i^ ¥{a + 'b) X + ab

;

Rtippose then we wish to know if it be possible to resolve

x- + lx-\-\1 into two binomial factors; we must find, if

jiossible, two numbers such tliat their sum is 7 and their

l)roduct is 12; and we see that 3 and 4 are such numbers.
Thus

a;2 + 7;» + 12 = (a? + 3) (a; + 4).

Similarly, by the aid of the formula

{x^a){x-b) = x* — {a + b)x + ab,

we can resolve a?*— 7^ + 12 into the factors (^ — 3) {x— 4).

And, by the aid of the foi-mula

(x+ a){x-b) = x^ + ia- b) x— ab,

we can resolve aj^ + ar- 12 into the factors {x + 4){x-3).

We shall now give for exercise some misccllaneouB
examples in the preceding Chapters.

Examples. XI.

Add together the following expressions

:

1. a{a + b — c), bib + c—a), c{a + c~b).

2. a{a-b + c), b{b — c + a), c{c — a + b).

3. a(a—b + c + d), b{a + b— c->-d), c{a-i-b + c-d),

d{ — a + b + c + d). .

4. 3a-i'46-7c), 3&-(4<;-7a), 3c -{4a -lb).

5. 9a-{5b + 2c), 9b-{oc + '2a), 9c - {5a + '2b).

6. {a + b)x + {a + c)y, {b-c)x + {b-c) y,

{c-a)x + {b-a) y.
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7. {z-x){a + h) + {z-y){a-b\ (a; + ?/)a + (* + z)6,

{y-z)a->ir{x-y)b.

8. {a-h)x-^-(Tb-c)y + {c^a)z,

a{y + z) + b{z + a;) + c{x + y), a^ + by + cz.

9. 2{a + b-c)x + {a + b)y + 2az,

2(a + c-b)x + {a + c)y + 2bz, 2{b + c-a)x + {b + c)y + 2cz.

10. a»-(a-& + c)(a + 6-c), b^-{b-a + c){b + a-c\

(^— {c— a + bj {c + a- b).

Simplify the following expressions

:

11. a-2{b + da)-5{b + 2{a-b)}.

12. {a + b)ib + c)-{c + d){d+a)-{a + c){b-d).

13. 4a-[2a-{2b{x + y)-2b{x-yyi].

14. {x+b){x + c)-{a + b + c){x + b) + a'^ + ab + b* + 3ax.

15. a-[5b- {a-3 ic-b) + 2c-{a-2b- c)}].

16. 5a-7(&-c)-[6a-(36 + 2c) + 4c-{2a-(6 + c-a)}].

17. (.c + 3)»-3(.c + 2)3 + 3(a; + l/-ar'.

18. (a; + y)* + {x + yfy + {x + y)y*- {3x*y + 5y'x + 2y'}.

19. {l + xf + {l+x)-y + {l + x)y'^ + y*

-{3x{x+l) + y{y + l) + 2xy + l}.

20. a(b + cy+b{a + cY+c{a + by' + {a-b){a + c}(b-c)

-{a + b){a-c){b-c)-{a-b){a-c){b + c).

(a + b){a + c)-{b + d)[d+ c)
21.

22.
a^-Sab + 2^^ _ a*-7a& + 12&'

a-2& a-3&

3a3-7a^ft-.5a;)^ + 5?>^ Ga^ - 26a*& + 400^- 20b^

a+b a—b

18 ibc" 4- cu' 4- /ift*) - 12 (b^c + c*a + a*b) - 19a&c

^ 2a-36
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Divide

25. x^ + y^— 2.rh/ by {x— y)\

26. a;^ + y« + 2u-V l>y (^+ 2/)'.

27. (a^ - ^a% + baV- ZV) (a - 2&) by a»- 3rt& + 26«.

28. {oc^- 9x^ + 23.ry2-

1

5y3) (^x_ 7^) by a-2 - axy + 7^/'.

29. a» 4- a^6* + &» by {a^-ah + ¥) («=>+ a6 + &-).

30. a« - fcs + a^'t* (a^ - h*) by («=> - a6 + &^) (a'+ aft + 6»).

3 1

.

Ad-V + 2 (3a* - 2&*) - aft (5a«- 1 1 ft^) by (3a- ft) (^a + ft).

32. {x^-Zx + 2){x-Z)h^ a^-5x + Q.

33. (.r3-3;r + 2)(a; + 4) bya;2 + a;-2.

34. (a- + ax + x~) {a^ + x^) by a* + a-x- + iC*.

35. (a* + a^ft* + ft*) (a + ft) by a' + ah + ft".

36. ft (j;^ + a^) + a.i" (a?"— a?) + a' (.i- + a) by (a + ft) (a; + a\.

Resolve the following expressions into factors

:

37.
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XII. Greatest Common Measure.

97. In Arithmetic a whole number which divides

another whole number exactly is said to be a measure of

it, or to measure it; a whole number which divides two
or more whole numbers exactly is said to be a common
measure of them.

In Algebra an expression which divides another ex-

pression exactly is said to be a measure of it, or to measure
it; an expression which divides two or more expressions

exactly is said to be a common measure of them.

98. In Arithmetic the greatest comm/)n measure of

two or more whole numbers is the greatest whole number
which will measure them alL The term greatest common
measure is also used in Algebra, but here it is not very

appropriate, because the terms greater and less are sel-

dom applicable to those algebraical expressions in which
definite numerical values have not been assigned to the

various letters which occur. It would be better to speak
of the highest common measure, or of the highest com,m,on

divisor; but in conformity with estabUshed usage wo
shall retain the term greatest com,m,on measure.

The letters g.c.m. mil often be used for shortness

instead of this term.

We have now to explain in what sense the term is used
in Algebra.

99. It is usual to say, that by the greatest common
measure of two or more simple expressions is meant the

greatest expression which will m,easure thetn all; but

this definition will not be fully understood until we have
given and exemplified the rule for finding the greatest

common measure of simple expressions.

The following is the Rule for finding the g.c.m. of

simple expressions. FiJid by Arithmetic the g.c.m. of
tlw, num.erical coefficients ; after this number put every

letter which is common to all the expressions, and give

to each letter respectively the least index which it lias

in tlie expressions.
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100. For example; required the g.c.m. of 16a*&'tf and
IQa^h'^d. Here the numerical coefficients are 16 and 20,

and their G.C.M. is 4. The letters common to both the
expressions are a and h ; the least index of a is 3, and
the least index of fc is 2. Thus we obtain AaW as the re-

quired G.cja.

Again; required the g.c.m. of QaV^c^a^yz^, 12o*?v4r^,
and IQa^i^x'y*. Here the numerical coefficients are 8,

12, and 16; and their G.C.M. is 4. The letters common to

all the expres.sions are a, c, x, and y ; and their least indices

are respectively 2, 1, 2, and 1. Thus we obtain '^d-cxhf as

the required g.c.m.

101. The following statement gives the best practical

notion of what is meant by tlie term greatest connnon
measure, in Algebra, as it shews the sense of the word
greatest here. Whcii twu or more expressions are dtrided

hjf their grcate.'<t cotninon measure, the quotients hare no
common ineusui e.

Take the first example of Art. 100, and divide the ex-

pressions by their g.c.m.; the quotients are iac and bid,

and these quotients have no common measure.

Again, take the second example of Art. 100, and
divide the expressions by their g.c.m.; tlie quotients are
2h'^cx^z^, Sa^bi/'\ and iac'i/^, and these quotients have no
common measure.

102. The notion which is supplied by the preceding
Article, with the aid of the Chapter on Factors, will enable
the student to determine in mauy cases the g.c.m. of com-
pound expressions. For example; required the g.c.m. of
4a*(<j + 6)' and (iab{a^—b'). Here 2a is the g.c.m. of the
factors 4a- and tiab; and a + b is a factor of (a + fe)* and
of d^ — b\ and is the only common factor. The product
2a{a + b) is then the g.c.m. of the given expressions.

But this method cannot bo applied to complex ex-
amples, because tlic general theory of tlie resolution of
expressions into factors is beyond the present stage of
the student's kuo\vlcdge; it is tliereforu uo<.t!.ss;»ry to adopt
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another method, and we shall now give the usual definition

and rule.

103. The following may be given as the definition of

the greatest common measure of compound expressions.

Let tico or more compound expressions contain powers
of som.e common letter ; then the factor of highest di-

mensions in that letter which divides all the expresnons
is called their greatest com,m,on measure.

104. The following is the Rule for finding the greatest

common measure of two compound expressions.

Let A and B denote the two expressions ; let them,

he arranged according to descending powers of soTue

common letter, and suppose the index of the highest

poicer of that letter in A not less than the index of the

highest power of that letter in B. Divide A by B;
then mjake the remainder a divisor and B the dividend.
Again make the new remainder a divisor and the pre-
ceding divisor the dividend. Proceed in this way until

there is no remainder ; then the last divisor is the

greatest commo^i measure required.

105. For example; required the g.c.m. of a^— 4<c + 3
and Aijfi-^x^-\5x+\.S.

A.r^-\Qx'+\2x
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lOfi. The rule which is given in Art. 104 depends oa
the following two principles.

(1) If P measure A, it will measure mA. For let

a denote the quotient when A is divided by P; tlien

A—aP; therefore mA = maP; therefore P measures
inA.

(2) If P measure A and B. it will measure mA^nB.
For, since P mcasurc-s A and B, we may suppose A = aP,
and B^bP; therefore mA^nB= {ina^nb)P; therefore

P measures mA ± nB.

107. We can now demonstrate the rule which is given
m Art. 104.

Let A and B denote the two ex- B) A (p
pressions. Divide A by B; let p 2)B
denote the quotient, and C the re-

maimlcr. Divide B by (J; let q do- C) B ^q
note the quotient, and D the remain- qC
dor. Divide G by Z>, and suppose
that tliere is no remainder, and let r D) C ^r

denote the quotient. rD

Thus we have the ibllowing results:

A=pB+C, B^qC+D, C=rD.

"We shall first sliew that Z> is a common measure of

A and B. Because C—rD, therefore D mea.surc3 C\
therefore, by Art. lOG, D measures ^6", and also qC+D;
that is, D measures B. Again, shice D measures B and C,

it measures jtB + C; that is, D measures A. Thus D
measm-es A and B.

We have thus shc^vn that /) is rt common measure of

A and B; we shall now show t:iat it is their graitejt

common measure.

By Art. lOG every common measure of A and B mea-
sures J— />/>', that is C; thus every common mc;isurc of

A and B is a common measure of B ami C. SuuilaHy,

every common measure of B and C^ ft a common uieaaui-o
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of C and D. Therefore every common measure of A and
^ is a measure of D. But no expression of higher dimen-
sions than D can di\ide D. Therefore D is the greatest

common measm'e of A and B.

108. It is obvious that, every measure of a common
measure of two or more expressions is a ccymmon measure
of those expressions.

109. It is shewn in Art. 107 that erery common
measure of ^ and B measures I); that is, every common
measure of two expressions measures their greatest com-
mon measure.

110. We shall now state and exemplify a rule which
is adopted in order to avoid fractions in the quotient ; by
the use of the rule tlie work is simplified. We refer to tlic

Chapter on the Greatest Common Measure in the larger

Algebra, for the demonstration of the rule.

Before placing a fresh term in any quotient, we may
divide the divisor, or the dividend, hy aiiy exjrression

which has no factor which is common to the expressions

whose greatest common measure is required; or, we
•may muUiphj the dividend at such a stage by any ex-

pression which has no factor that occurs in the divisor.

111. For example; required the g.c.m. of 2.r^— 7.r + 5
and Zx^— lx->rA. Here we take '2x^ — lx + 5 as divisor;

but if we divide 3.^^ by 2x' the quotient is a fraction ; to
avoid this we multiply the dividend by 2, and theu divide.

2;c2 -Ix + o) Qx' - 1 4.C + 8 (,3

Qx-- 2]./- 4- 15

Ix- 7

If we now make Ix — l a, divisor and 2.r2— 7^ + 5 the
dividend, tiie first term of the quotient will be fratttional

;

but tiic factor 7 occurs in every term of the proposed
divisor, and vve remove this, and then divide.
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x-l) 2x^-lx-¥b (,2x-5

2x^-2x

— bx + b

~5x + b

Thus we obtain ar— 1 as the g.c.m. required.

Here it will be seen that we used the second part of

the rule of Art. 110, at the beginning of the process, and
the first part of the rule later. The first part of the rule

should be used if possible ; and if not, the second part. We
have used the word expression in stating the rule, but in

the examples which the student wiU have to solve, the
factors introduced or removed ^vill be almost always nu-
merical/actors, as they are in the preceding example.

We will now give another example; required the g.c.m.

of 2a^— 7^-4a;^ + a;-4 and 'ixi^—Wa^-lx'^-Ax-lQ.

Multiply the latter expression by 2 and then take it for
dividend.

'2.x*-lic^-Ajs* + x-4:) Qx*'-22x^- Ax'^-Sx-m (3

Gx*--2\xi^-l2x'^ + 2x-\2

- ar»+ 8:i^-lla;-20

We may multiply every term of this remainder by - 1

before using it as a new divisor; that is, we may change
the sign of every term.

x'-diS^+ilx+ lO) 2x*- ^x'- 4x^ +x-4 {,2x + 9

2.j:*-16.r3 + 22J72 + 40x

9x^-26j^- 39dr- 4

9x^-nx^+ 99.r+180

46x2- 138j:- 184

Hei-e 46 is a factor of every terui of the remainder; we
remove it before using the ixinainder as a new divisor.
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— S.r'+l ;:>:?; + 20

Thus «2_3;j._4 is the g.c.m. required.

112. Suppose the original expressions to contain a
common factor F, which is obvious on uispection ; let

A = aF and B = bF. Then, by Art. 109, F will be a factor

of the G.C.M. Find the g.c.m. of a and 6, and multiply it

by F; the product wiU. be the g.c.m. of A and B.

113. "We now proceed to the g.c.m. of more than two
compound expressions. Suppose we require the g.c.m. of

three expressions A, B, C. Find the g.c.m. of any two of

them, say of ^ and B; let D denote this g.c.m.; then the
g.c.m. of 'Z> and C will be the required g.c.m. of A, B, andC.

For, by Art. 108, every common measure of D and Cis
a common measm-e of ^4, i?, and C; avid by Art. 109 every

common measure of A, B, and C is a conunon measure of

D and G. Therefore the g.c.m. of D and G is the g.c.m.

of A, B, and G.

114. In a similar manner we may find the g.c.m. of

four expressions. Or we may find the g.c.m. of two of

the given expressions, and also tlie g.c.m. of the other two;
then the g.c.m. of the two results thus obtained will be
the G.C.M. of the four given expressions.

Examples. XT I.

Find the greatest common measure in the following

examples

:

1. 153^, ISO?'. 2. 16rt26», 20*^6-'.

3. ZQxH/z^, ASa^y^z*. 4. ^ba'b^xhf, 49a-b*x*y^^

5. 4(.i; + l)^ 6(^-1). 6. 6(a;+l)3, 9(ar'-l).
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7, 12 (a' + &»)«, S{a*-h% 8. jfi-y\ JB'-'l/^,

9. x^ + Sx + l 5, a:2 + 9.*' + 20.

10. x'^-Qx + l'^, x^.-nx + 2Q.

11. a;- + 2.r-120, X'-1x-S0.

12. :c*-15^ + 36, a,''' - 9.r -^6.

13. a? + Q.xr-^Ux->-l2, x"^ + lx^'-^\Qx + \Q.

14 a;3_9j;2+ 23.r-12, x^ - \0x- + <lSx- 15.

, 15. a;3- 29a; + 42, afi-^x"^- 35j; + 49.

16. a?-A\x-ZO, x^-\\x- + 2bx + 25.

17. a^ + 7^+1 7.^ + 1-5, a;3 + sj.»+i(^^^12.

18. a^-lOx'^ + iQx-S, a^-^x^ + '2Zx-l2.

19. 4 (a;" -art- I), ii {x* ¥ x^ + \).

20. 5(;»*-:r+l), 4(.P«-1).

21. Qx'^ + x- 2, 9.^3 + 48^2 + 52.P + 16.

,22. a?-4:jfi + 2x-^Z, 2x^-9x^ + \-2x'^-%
-r'

23. x^ + x^-6, x*—3x- + 2.

24. iC^-2.r- + 3.r-6, a;-* - .^ -.?;-- 2j;.

25. x*-l, 3x^ 4- 2.f^ + 4.r^ + 2x- + x.

26. a;-'-9j;^-30a;-25, x^ + x^-lx^ + Sx.

27. 35.c3 + 47.t'= + 13.r + l, 42.r« + 41jr3-9j;--9a--l.

28. x^-dx^ + Gx^-lx^ + ex'-Sx + l,

x'^-a^+ 2x*-u^ + 2x-~x + l.

29. 2;»*-6«' + 3a;«-3a;+l, ar^-3j;«-.»'-4./-2-i- l-2.i;-4.

30. ^-1, x^'> + a^-i-a^ + 2x'+2x*+ 2ji^-hx" + x + l,

31. a;2-3a;-70, a^-3dx + 10, iir'-4Sx+ 7.

32. a^-xy-\'2if-, x''- + 5xy + 6y\ •

33. 2^;" + 3rtj; 4- a-, 3.c- + 2aa:- a'.

34. ic^-3a-x-2a\ x^-ax--4(^.

36. Sar"- 3jrV+ •^V'' - >A 4x-j/ - 5u-y* + jr*
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XIIL Least Common Multiple.

\1 5. In Arithmetic a whole number which is measured
by another whole number is said to be a multiple of it ; a
whole number which is measured by two or more whole
numbers is said to be a com'infin multiple of them.

116. In Arithmetic the least common m,ultiple of two
or more whole numbers is the least whole number which
is measured by them all. The term least common multiple
is also used in Algebra, but here it is not very appropriate;
see Art. 98. The letters l.c.m. will often be used for

shortness instead of this term.

"We have now to explain in what sense the term is used
in Algebra.

117. It is usual to say, that by the least common mul-
tiple of two or more simple expressions, is meant the leasi

expression tchich is measured by them all ; but this defi-

nition will not be fully understood until we have given and
exemplified the rule for finding the least common multiple
of snuple expressions.

The following is the Rule for finding the l.c.m. of
simple expressions. Find ly Arithmetic the l.c.m. of the

numerical coefficients; after this number put every letter

ichich occurs in the expressions, and gipe to each letter

respectively the greatest index which it has in the es>

pressions.

118. For example; required the l.c.m. of 16a*5r and
20a^b'^d. Here the numerical coefficients are 16 and 20,

and their l.c.m. is 80. The letters which occur in the ex-
pressions are a, b, c, and d; and their gi'eatest indices are
respectively 4, 3, 1, and 1. Thus we obtain SOa*¥cd as the

required l.c.m.

Again ; required the l.c.m. of Sa'-l-^c^x^yi^, 12a^bcx'y^,

and l6a'*r'.c'V. Here the l.c.m. of the numerical coefficients

is 48. The letters which occm- in the expressions are
a, b, c, X, y, and z ; and their greatest indices are respec-

tively 4, 3, 3, 5, 4, and 3. Thus we obtain 48a*6Vjr*«/V its

the required L.C.M.
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119. Tlie following statement gives the best practical

notion of wliat is inoant by tlic term least common multiple

in Algebra, as it shew? the sense of the word leiist here.

When the least coininon middple of tico or more expres-

sions is divided hy those expressions the quotients have no
common measure.

Take the first example of Art. 118, and divide the L.c.si.

by the expressions ; the quotients are 5b^d and 4<ic, and
these quotients have no common measure.

Again ; take the second example of Art. 118, and divide

the L.c.M. by the expressions ; the quotients are Got'cy*,

A^c^x't/z^, and Sal^ar'z^, and these quotients have no com-
mon measure.

120. The notion which is supplied by the preceding
Article, with the aid of the Chapter on Factors, wiU enable

the student to determine in many cases the l.c.m. of com-
pound expressio7is. For example, required the l,c.m. of

4a* (« + &)" and 6ab(a''-b^). The l.c.m. of 4a* and (]ab is

I2a%. Also (« + 6)* and a^ — ¥ have the common factor

a + b, so that (a + b) {a + b) (a-b) is a multiple of (a + bf-

and of a^— b'^ ; and on dividing this by {a + b)* and a* - b* we
obtain the quotients a — b and a + b, which have no common
measure. Thus we obtain i2a'b{a + bf{a—b) as the re-

quired L.aM.

121. The following may be given as the definition of the

L.C.M. of two or more compound exj}7-essions. Let two
or more compound expressions contain powers of some
common letter; then the expression of lowest dimeusiona
in that letter which is measured by each of these expres-

sions is called their least common multiple.

122. We shall now shew how to find the L.C.M. of two
compound expressions. The demonstration however will

not be fully understood at the present stage of the student's

knowledge.

Let A and B denote the two expressions, and D their

greatest common measure. Suppose A - aD, and B =fi D.
Then from the nature of the greatest common measure, a
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aad b have no common factor, and therefore their least

common miiltiple is ab. Hence the expression of lowest
dimensions which is measured by aD and bD is abD. And

abD =Ab^Ba^^

.

Hence we have the following Rule for finding the l.c.bi.

of two compound expressions. Divide the product of ths
expressions by their g.c.m. Or we may give the rule thus:
Divide one of the expressiotis by their glcm., and mul-
tiply the quotient by the other expression.

123. For example; required the L.C.M. of a^—Ax-¥%
and Aa^ — 9a? — \5x + lS.

The G.C.M. is x—^; see Art. 105. Divide x^—Aa;-\-%

by x— Z; the quotient is x — \. Therefore the l.c.m. is

(;r— l)(4a^— 9^^*— 15aT+ 18); and this gives, by multiplying

out, 4;r^-iaaJ^-6j;2 + 33;c-18.

It is however often convenient to have the l.c.m.

expressed in factors, rather than multiplied out. We
know that the G.C.M., whicn is x — Z, will measure the ex-

pression Ax^-2x^— \5x + \S; by division we obtain the
quotient. Hence the l.c.m. is

{x - 3) (.r - 1) (4a^ + 3;r- 6).

For another example, suppose we require the L.C.M. of
^x- -lx-\-5 and Zx^ - Ix + 4.

The G.C.M. is x — l : see Art. 111.

Also (2jr2_7;c + 5)^(a;-l) = 2ar-5,

and (3a;2-7a; + 4)+(«-I)=aa;-4.
Hence the l.c.m. is

(x-l){2x-5){3x-4).

Again; required the l.c.m. of 2x*-Txi^—4:X'^ +z— 4,

and 3x*-na^-2x''-4x-U.

The G.CM. is a;*— SdJ— 4: see Art. 111.

Also

{2x*-7a^-4x' + x-4)^{x--Sx-4)=^2x'-x + l,

and

(3x*-nx*~2x*-4x-l6)-h{x''-3x-4)Sx'-2x + 4.

•c. A. 6
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Hence the l.c.m. is

{x'-'&x- 4) (2a:'' - a?+ 1) (3a?'- 2« + 4).

124. It is obvious that, every multiple of a common
multiple of two or more expressions is a common miUtiple

of those expressions,

125. Every common mnltiple of two expre$*ion» is a
multiple of their least common multiple.

Let A and B denote the two expressions, M their

I.C.M.; and let iV denote any other common multipla Sup-
pose, if possible, that when N is divided by M there is a
remainder R;\et q denote the quotient. Thus li =N— qM.
Now A and B measure M and N, and therefore they mea-
sure R (Art. 106). But by the nature of division R is of
lower dimensions than M ; and thus there is a common
multiple of A and B which is of lower dimensions than
their l.cm. This is absurd. Therefore there can be no
remainder R ; that is, iV is a multiple of M.

126. Suppose now that we require the l.c.m. of three

compound expressions. A, B, C. Find the l.c.m. of any
two of them, say of A and B ; let 3f denote tliis l.c.m.

;

then the l.c.m. of M and C will be the required L.C.M. of

A, B, and C.

For every common multiple of M and (7 is a common
multiple of A, B, and C, by Art. 124. And every common
multiple of A and ^ is a multiple of 3f, by Art. 125 ; hence
every common multiple ofM and C is a common multiple
of A, B, and C. Therefore the l.c.m. of M and C is the
L.C.M. oi A, B, and C.

1 27. In a similar manner we may find the L.C.M. of four

expressions.

128. The theories of the greatest common me;^ure and
of the least common multiple are not necessary for the
subsequent Chapters of the present work, and any diffi-

culties which the student may find in them may be post-

poned until he has read the Theorj- of Equations. The
examples however attached to the preceding Chapter and
to the present Chapter should be carefully worked. o)> ;m>

coimt of tlio exercise whicli they allbrd in all the f"i"'i''

mental processes of Algebra.
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Examples. XIIL

Find the least common multiple in the following ex-
amples :

1. 4o^6, Qal?. 2. VlaWc, 18a&V.

3. 8«Vy, 12fcV2/l 4. (Jb-&)-, d?-h\

5. 4rt(a + &), 6&(a3 + 63). 6. a--^^, a»-6».

7. a:^-3ar-4, ar'-j7-12.

8. ^* + 5j7*+7.r+2, d7^ + 6a?'+8.

9. 12j^^ + 5iF-3, Gjr' + .r^-jr.

10. J73_gj^+iij._g^ a^-9.«2 + 26;j7-24.

11. a^-7a?-6, ar3 + 8a^ + 17d? + 10.

12. !x/^->r3?+^X^ + X-\-\, x'^—\.

13. ir^-2.r3_3,;5^8^._4^ a7*-5^ + 20*-16i

14. a7^ +aV + a*, or*— aj;*-a^a7 + a*.

15. 4a^62c^ 6a&3c2, I8a-6cl
'

16. 8 (««-&='), 12(a + &)S 20(a~6)« ^^

17. 4(a+ &), 6(a2-62)^ 8 (a^+ &=*).

18. 15(a''6-o&''), 21(a3-a&''), 35(a6»+&8).

19. a;2-l, ;c3+l, ;»5-l.

20. x^-l, d^ + 1, a;* + l, ar^-1.

21. x^-\, a^+1, ;r'-l, a;'' + l.

22. A-*+ 3^ + 2, a;24-4a; + 3, ar' + 5a? + 6.

23. a;2 + 2a;-3, ic^ + 3ar' - ar- 3, a;3 + 4ar- + ar-6.

24. a;' + 5.r + 10, .r^-19;B-30, a;^- 15a; -5a

5—"2
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XIY. Fractiom.

129. Tn this Chapter and tlie following' four Chapters
we sliall treat of Fractions; and the student will find that
tlic rides and demonstrations closely resemble Ohosc with
which he is already familiar in Arithmetic.

130. By the expression y wo indicate that a unit is

to be divided into h equal parts, and that a of such parts

arc to be taken. Here r ia called ^fraction; a is called

the numerator, and h is called the denominator. Thius

the denominator indicates into how many etjual parts the
unit is to be divided, and the numerator indicates how
many of those parts are t« be taken.

liverj' integer or integral expression may be considered
as a fraction with unity for its denominator; that is, for

,
a , h+c

example, ^ "^
T '

o + c =—— .

131. In Algebra, as in Arithmetic, it is usual to give

the following Rule for expressing a fraction as a mixed
quantity: JJiride the numerator by the demtiniuator, as

far as possible, and annex to tfie qwdient a fraction,

having tlie remainderfor numerator, and the divisor for
denominator.

„
,

24a „ 3a
Jixamples. -_- — 3a+ .

a^ + Sab 2(ib
j—= <*+ 7-'a+o a+o

V-3.C + 4 ~'^"^'^'^;r'-3":^+"4

or =x+5- . .,
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The student is recommended to pay pnrtiadar atten-

tion to the last step; it is really an example of the use of

brackets, namely, + ( - j? + 2) = - (j? - 2 j.

132. Rule for multiplying a fraction by an integer.

Either multiply the numerator by that integer, or divide
the denominator by that integer.

Let T denote any fraction, and c any integer; then

will , X c = — . For in each of the fractions , and t- the
b b b b

unit is divided into b equal parts, and c times as many
, , . ac . a . ac . ,. a

parts are taken m ^ as m , ; hence -r- \s c times r .^
b b b b

This demonstrates the first form of the Rule.

Again; let j- denote any fraction, and c any integer;

then wiU j- x c = , . For in each of the fractions ,

-

be b be

and T the same number of parts is taken, but each part
b

in , is c times as large as each part in /- , because in

T- the imit is divided into c times as many parts as in

a . a , .. a
, ; hence . is c times ,-

.

Ob be

This demonstrates the second form of the Rule.

133. Rule for dividing a fraction by an integer. Either

multiply the denom.inatt)r by that integer, or divide the

numerator by that integer.

Let 7 denote any fraction, and c any integer ; then

WiU iH-c=:^. For ? is c times ^, by Art. 132; and
6 6c b be'

therefore , is -th of ^ .

be c 9

Thi« demonstrates the first form of the Rule.
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Again ; let -j- denote any fi-action, and c any integer

'

then •will -r-^c=v. For -v is c times t, by Art. 132;

and therefore ^ is -th of -r-

.

be
This demonstrates the second form of the Rule.

134. If the numerator and denominator ofanyfrac-
tion he midtiplied by the same integer, the value of the

fraction is not altered.

For if the numerator of a fraction be multiplied by any
integer, the fraction vdU be midtiplied by that integer;

and the result will be divided by that integer if its de-
nominator be multiplied by that integer. But if we multiply
any number by an integer, and theu divide the result by
the same integer, the number is not altered.

The result may also be stated thus : if the numerator
and denominator of any fraction be divided by the same
integer, the value of the fraction is not altered.

Both these verbal statements are included in the alge-

braical statement v = -,- .

h be

This result is of very great importance ; many of the

operations in Fractious depend on it, as we shall see in the

next two Chapters.

135. The demonstrations siven in this Cliapter are

satisfactory only when evcrj' letter denotes some positive

ivhole numher ; but the results are assumed to be true

whatever the letters denote. For the grounds of this

assmnption the student may hercnftcr consult the lancer

Algebra. The result contained in Art. 134 is the most
important; the student will therefore observe that hence-

forth we assmiie that it is always true in Algebra that

i= jTy whatever a, b, and c may denote.

For example, if we put — 1 for c we hare , = —v .
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80 also
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XV. Reduction of Fractions.

TSff. The result contained in Art. 134 will now be
applied to two important oper^ons, the reduction of a
fraction to its lowest terms, ana the reduction of fractions

to a common denominator.

137. Rule for reducin? a fraction to its lowest temia.
Divide the numerator and dmrnninator of the fraction
1>y their greatest common measure.

FoF example ; reduce 33, to its lowest terms.

The G.c.M. of the numerator and the denominator is

4ia^r ; dividing both numerator and denominator by 4a'&'^

Afic ^dc
we obtain for the required result -7—.. That is, rr-, is

Sibd obd

equal to 3,3. , but it is expressed in a more simple

form ; and it is said to be in the lowest terms, because it

eannot be further simplified by the aid of Art. 134.

Again
;
reduce

,^_q^2_i5^^i8 *° ^^ ^°^^^* ^"°^

The G.C.M, of the numerator and the denominator is

*— 3; dividing both numerator and denominator by jf— 3
x — \

we obtain for the required result —5— .

In some examples we may perceive that the numerator
and denominator liave a common factor, without using tha
rule for finding the g.c.m. Thus, for example,

{a-b)'-c* _ {a-h + c){a-b-c) _ a-b+e
a*—{Jb-i-cf~{a + b + c){a-b-c)~a + b+c
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138. Rule for reducing fractions to a common denomi-
nator. Multiply the numerator of ecu'h fraction by
all the denominators except its own, for the numerator
corresponding to that fraction; and midtiply all the
denominators togetherfor the common denominator.

For example ; reduce r , j , and ^ to a common de-

nominator.

a _ adf c _ £^ e _ ebd

h~hdf' d~ dhr f~fhd'

Thus ^TT-jy , ^rr^ and ^^^ are fractions of the same
odf dbf^ fbd

value respectively as -r, j, and p.; and they have the

common denominator bdf.

The Rule given in this Article will always reduce frac-

tions to a common denominator, but not always to the
lowest common denominator ; it is therefore often con-
venient to employ another Rule which we shall now give.

139. Rule for reducing fractions to their lowest com-
mon denominator. Find the least comm,on midtiple of
the denominators, and take this for the common denomi-
nator; thenfor the netc numerator corres]}onding to any
of the proposed fractions, muUijjly the numerator of that

fraction by the quotient which is obtained by diciding
the least com?non multiple by the denominator of that

fraction.

For example; reduce — , — , — to the lowest com-
yz zx xy

mon denominator. The least common multiple of the de-

nominators is xyz; and

a ax
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EXAMPLKS. XV.

Reduce the following fractions to their lowest terms:

18aWy' ' 2ah ' ' a?-ab

o.

21.

a?-¥^x->r1 a;^ 4- 10a; + 21 ^
a;2 + 6a;4-5' * ar^-ac-lS

'

2a^+ a;-15 a^ + (a + 6)a; + rt&

2a;2— 19a; + 35* ' a^ + (a + c) a; + ac'

^ a;'-(a4-&)a; + a& ,„ 33:* + 23a;-36
/" a?->f{c-a)x-<ic' ' 4.c» + 33a?-27*

(a;+ a)«-(6 + c)* ^ + 5a;+ 6

(«+ *)*- (a + c)*" > a.'2 + a:+10*

,, a^'-10a? + 21 ,^ a:2 + 9^^.2o
15. -5 TT. -^ ' lo-

a;3_46a;-21* '
a^' + 7a;*+14j- + 8'

aP-^x-'^l 6a--*- 11a- + 5

'•
ar5-10a;- + 21a:+18' 3a;3-2a.-*-r

20a!2 + .7;-l2 a;2_2a:P + ar,2

12ar*-5ar' + 5a;-6' " a;;3--2aa:2 + 2a2a;-a»'

2a;'-5ar-8a;-16 ^^ a;^ - 3aV -^ 2<t»

2ar*4-lla;"-' + lt).c+16' 2.t-3 + oa;* + a*j; - 4<i»

'

'^'*-
a;*-7ar«+r a;* + a2a;» + ««*

a;»-a?'-7a?->-3 3a;*-14j:^-9a; + 2

;»* + 2ar' + 2a?-l' \ ar*-9Jf»-14^ + i
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jr^ + ar^ + .r^+ a^+l a^ + d^a^y

Reduce the following fractions to their lowest common
denominator

:

3 4 5 ..1 3 a>

36,

Ax' Qai^' \23fi' x+l' 4a?+ 4' ai^-l'

a X €? ax

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

x— a' a— or' oc^ — c?'' d^ — i?'

a b ab ¥

1 J7 3 4 5

ar-1' (*•-!)" x+V {x+lf ar'-l'

a a + x ax

x—a' x^+ ax + a^' a^-a^'

1 1 a^

tfi-ax+ a^* ar^ + ax + a"' x^ + d'WTc?'

1 1

/r^-(a + 6)a; + a6' x''- - [a + c) x + ac'

1

ar^-{b + c)x + he'

^
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XVI. Addition or Subtraction of Fractions.

140. Rule for the addition or subtraction of frac-

tions. Reduce the fractions to a common denominator,
then add or subtract the numerators and retain the com-
mon denominator.

Examples. Add -j— to —r- .

Here the fractions have already a common denominator,

and therefore do not require reducing

;

a + c a — c _a + c + a — c _'2a
"&" "^ ~r "

b b
•

_, 4a-Sb ^ , 3a-4b
From take .

c c

4a-36 _ 2a-4b _ 4a-Zb-(Sa-4b)
c c c

_4a-'ib-Za + 4b _ a + &~
c c '

The student is recommended to put doMu the work at

full, us we have done iu this example, in order to ensure
accuracy.

Add -~, to -^.
a+b a—b

Here the common denominator M-ill be the product of

a + b and a—b, that is d^—b-.

c _c{a-b)
^
__c_ _ c [a + b)

a+ &~ a^-b- ' a-b~ a-—b-'

rru e c c c(a—b'^ + c{a+h)
Therefore —t +—, = -'^ s—r? '

a+ b a—b a— o*

ca—cb + ca + cb 2ra

o«-6« ~a2-6»'
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— a+ft , , a—b
From i take ; .a—o a+o

The common denominator is a'— &*.

a + b^ (a + bf ^ a-b_ (a-b)'*

a-b~a^-b^' a + b~ a'~b^
'

Therefore ^_±\_^J±t^z^Z^
a— b a + b a'—b^

a^+2ab + b""-{a^-2ab + ¥) 4ab

a^-b' ~ a?-l^'

^ x + \ .

,
4x'--Zx+2

r rom —,—: take
x^-4x + Z 4x^— dx'— \5j;+ lS'

By Art. 123 the l.c.m. of the denominators is

(a;-l)(ar-3)(4»2+ 3d;-6);

aj + 1 _ (.-g + l)(4a;^ + 3ar-6)

x^-Ax+ Z" {x-\){x-Z){4x'' +Zx-Qy

4a;^-3;g + 2 (4a;^-3a;+ 2)(j--I)

4a;^ -9a?2- 15.i; + 18 ~ (a;-l)(a;-3)(4.i^+ 3;c-6)*

Therefore
d^-4a; + 3 4x^-^dx^-\bx + lS

_ (a;+l)(4ar' + 3^-6)-(4.t''-3.r + 2)(^-l)
(j; - 1) (a; - 3) (4;r' + 3.» - 6)

43r» + 7a^-3a;-6-(4a:^-7a^+ 5;e-2)

(«- 1) (a;- 3) (4a;2+ 3:»- 6)

lAa?-Sx-A
(x- 1) (« - 3) (4^;- + 3.J;- 6)
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141. We have sometimeB to reduce a mixed ^tumtitp
to a fraction; this is a simple case oi addition or sub-
traction of fractions.

^ , b a b ac b dc + b
Examples. a+-—~+=—h- = .

'^

« 1 c c c c

2ab a 2ab a(a + b) 2ab a^ + 3a&
«+ i^V 1= ^

ir^
+ i.= TT- •

iT— ^ _ a? + 3 x— 2
"

x^-^x + 4.~ 1 a^--6x + 4:

{x + Z){x'-3x + 4) _ x-2

_ a:^-5.r+12-(a;-2) _ a^-5;g+ 12-a?4-2 _ a:»-6j;+14
~ a!*-3;c + 4 ~ a;--3a? + 4 "~ a^-3jr + 4

'

142. Expressions may occur involving both addition

and subtraotion. Thus, for example, simplify

a ah a^

a + h a^ — b^ a^ + V^'

The L.G.M. of the denominators is (a'— &^(o' + &^
that is a^-b*.

a _ a{a-b){ar + b^) _ a*-a^ + a^h^ — ab'

^Vb~ ^^-b'
~

a*-b* '

(^ _ abjcr' + b') ^ a^^tO^
?=^*~ a*-b* ~ a*-b* *

a2+6«- a*-b* a*-b*
'

Therefore j + ——r^ «—1:5a+b a-—b' a^ + b^

_ a*-a^ + a%- -ab^ + a^b + ab'- {a*-a^
a'^-b*
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PimpKff
ra-&)(a-c)*(&-c)(6-a)'^(c-a)(<:-6)-

The beginner should pay particular attention to this

example. He is very liable to take the product of the
denr.minators for the common denominator, and thus to

render the operations extremely laborious.

The second fraction contains the factor h — a in its de-

nominator, and this fector differs from the factor a — h^

which occurs in the denominator of the first fraction, only

in the sign of each term ; and by Art. 135,

h ^ h

{b— c_ b — a) \fi
— Cf ^<i — bj'

Also the denominator of the third fraction can be put
in a form which is more convenient for our object; for by
the BciJe o/SiffJis -weh^xe

(c— a)(c— 6)= (a—c)(&— c).

Hence the proposed expression may be put in the fonn

a b • c

{a-h){a-c) ~ {b-c] [a-b)
"^
{a-c, jb-cj

'

«m1 in this form we see at once that the LC.if. of the de-
Bttmiuators is [a—b) [a—c) {b—c].

By reducing the fractions to the lowest common deno-
minator the proposed expression becomes

a [b— C; — b 'a — C' -i- c (a —b)

{a—b)ia—cj{b — €) *

., ^ . ab—ac— ab+ bc-^ac—bc ^,
tnat IS —T-

—

TT-, r-TT—^— , that is 0.

143. In this Chapter we hare shewn h<>w to combine
two or more fractions into a single fraction : on tlie other
bant I we may, if we please, break up a single fraction into
two or more fractions. For example,

2t>c— Aac -f bob _ 3&c 4a^ bab 3 4 5

abc abc ahc ^ cd>c a h o'
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15.
S 2x

+x-2 a; + 2 (a;+ 2)»*

_1_^ J a

a—b a + b a"— 6**

,„ « + « a— a; a'—ar'

a — x a + x a^ + ar,.121
I Q I

* iC4-l ;i?-4-2 a;-i-3'

a;— 1 ;e + l a;—

2

20 — -— '^ +
^"'"^

y x + y x-y'

a?' X
21. X-

x— \ x-^\

3? X
22. X - + -.

X-t\ x—\

«— a x-va X

a—o a+& a*— 6*

25. _^«*— 1 ^a;— 1 ^ a;+l

« X
+

-. a 3« 2aa?
2d. +

27.

28.

a —x a-irx a^ + aj"'

3 1 a?+10

2.i--4 a; + 2 2a:2^.8*

2 a;-3 a?

a; + 4 a^-4a; + 16 ii^+64'

1
29. ~J-^->ry ^

x"^ -a^ {ps->raf {x-af'

. i

i t, '-(f-
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a^ + ax+ a^ a^—aa^+ a'
30.

31.

ai^— a? a^ + a^

ay ary + y^ x^+xy

^-2x + 3 x-2 1
0*tt. 7, +

33.

34.

^+1 X- — X + 1 Jf+l*

1 2 1

(ar-3)(a;-4) {x-2){x-4) {x-2){»-Zy

1 2J7-3 1

1-2j? jy+l 1

39.

4f>.

41.

F^ + dT + l ar' — ,:r + l x^ + x'-i-l

a + b a—b 2(a'.r+ &-2/)

ax + by ax— by a'x^ +b^
2:» 1 1

J7'* — aj'-'+l ar — j? + l x*+x+l'12 3

i'-7a7+12 a;''-4d? + 3 j?2-5a; + 4*-

1 1 4a 2rt
42. +

43.

44.

x+ a x—a a^— a* x* + a'"

J 1_ 26 4&3

a-6 a + 6 a' + ft^ a*-*.6**

1 \_ _3 3_
x—Za ar+ 3a a^ + a *—a*
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_ 1 4 6 4 1
46. rr T+ -T +

a— '2h a— b a a+ b a-t-26*

.„ c c
46. 7 r^ 7X +

{x-a){a— h) {x—b){b—a)

_ a b
'' {x-a){a-b)'^ {x-h)(p-a)

{x— a){a— b) {x— b){b — a)'

49. . .A .
4-

1

(a-t)(a-c) (&-a)(6-c)*

^"' (a-&)(a-c) (6-a)(&-c)*

1 1 1

^*' (a-6)(a-c)"^(&-a)(&-c)"^ (c-a)(c-6)*

52.
a{a— b){a — c) b{b— a){b—c) dbc'

a" 6" <?

^^' (a-&)(a-c)
"^
(b-a)(p-c) {c-a){c-by

54,

1

x''— {p + c)x + bc'

x+c
,

x+b
55. -5—7—n:^—:

—

^ +

ar+ g
i^—{b + c)x + bc'

1

{a-b){a-c)(x-a)
"^
(6-a)(6-c)(ar-i

1
+

(fi
— a){c— b){x-c)'

6—2
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XVII. Mulliplicalion 0/ Fractions.

144. Rule for the multiplication of fractions. Multi-

ply ttujellier the. nuwrraforx for a netc numerator, and
the (lenominators/ur d new (leiinmiiKitor.

14,5. The following is the usual demonstration of the

Rule. Let . and -. be two fractious which are to be
a

auiltiplied together
;
put^^a;, and^= ?/; therefore

a — hx, and c = cly

;

therefore ac — hdxy

;

divide by feci?, thus r-,=xp.

But
^^-ft^^5

., . a c ac
therefore t x -, = , ,.

b a bd

And ac is the product of the numerators, and bd thfc

product of the denominators; this demonstrates the Rule.

Similarly the Rule may be demonstrated when morti

than two fractions arc multii^licd together.

146. We shall now give some examples. Before multi-

plying togetlier the factors of the new numerator and the
factors of the new denominator, it is advisable to examino
if nny fiictor occurs in both the numerator and denomi-
nator, as it may be stivick out of both, and the result will

thus be simplilied ; see Art. 137.

Multiply a by -

.

a a b ab
a= •,

X -= —

.

lie c

1 1once a and - are equivalent; so, for example,
c c

.r -kr , 1 ,„ .,
2x-Z

4^= j^-;and_^(2x-3)^-^.
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Multiply - by -

.

3C X x X iC sC

y y~ yy-y~'^''

thus
\y) ~ y^'

Multiply
If

by I

.

3a 8c _ 3ax8g _ 2g x 1 2a _ 2c

4&
'^
9a ~ 4& X 9a ~ 36 x 12a ~ 36

'

Jo^ 4(a*- &^) ^ 4a(a-6)x3a(a + 6) _ 4a (a -6)

(a+ 6)"'^ 3a4 6(a+ &)x3a(a+6) ~ &(a4 6)
*

Multiply F++1 by ^- + --1.

a b o^ &^ a& a' + b'+db

b a ~ ah db db ah '

a h_ (^ h^ db ^ a^ + ¥-ab
_

h a ~ ab ah db ab '

a^+ V^-\-ab a^+b''-ab ^ {a''+F- + ab){a^ + b^-db)

ab ab ~ a-b^

{a^+ b'^-'-aW a''^¥->raW

d%' " aW

Or we may proceed thus

:

(^^)(^^•)=(^»)'-^
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therefore

\b a J\b a J 0^ a^ h^ a*

The two results agree, for j-.-¥—„+\ = or,— >

Multiply together ^^, ^-^„ and 6 + ^—^.

We might multiply together the first two factors, and

then multiply the product separately by h aud by -—- , and

add the results ; but it is more convenient to reduce tho

mixed quantity b + r—— to a single fraction. Thus

, ab _ b{l—a) + ab _ b

1 — a ~ I — a " I —
a'

Then

l-g^ 1-6^ b ^ (l-a')(l-&'=)6 ^ \j-b

b + b'^ a^-a^^ 1-a b{l + b)a{l+a){l-a) a '

147. As we have already done in former Chapters, we
must here give some results which the student must as-

sume to be capable of explanation, and which he must use

as rules in working examples which may be proposed. Seo
Arts. 63 and 135.

Multiply
l^y

'•^^

a c a — c _ ^ac_ ae

b d~ b ~d bd ~ bd'

Multiply - , by ^.

a c _ —a c _ —ac_ ac

~b^d~ T'^d~'bd'~'"bd'

Multiply -T by - ,.

, ,
a e —a —c ae
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Examples. XVII.

Find the value of the following:

, 2a 6&C _ a^ 6« c'

36 Sa^ 6c ac ab

a% b^c c*a x+l « + 2 x-l
x^ y^z z^x x—\ ar— 1 (« + 2)"

\-a \a xj \ bj\ a)

\ a-hj\ a-^bj

x(a—x) a{a + x)

a'+ 2ax + a:^ a^-2ax + x*'

x^—y^ x'^ + y^ x +y

10

x* + 2xh/*+ y* i^—xy + y^ »* —

x*-{a + b)x + ab o^—(?

a?—{a + c)x + ac x^ —V
jj

a^-^xy ^ /_^ y\
a^-^y* \x-y x + yj'

\6<; ac ab aj \ a+b + cj

,« /^ a' a? a A /a? a\

\a' gr a X J \a xJ

\a X yj \a X b yj

â -'ix+l a^-Ax-¥^ a^-Qx-¥ 9
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XVIII. Division of Fraction*.

148. Rule for dividing one fraction by another. Invert
the divisor and proceed as in Multiplication.

149. The following is the usual demonstration of the

Rule. Suppose we have to divide r l>y j; put i-*»

and j=y; therefore

a — hx, and c= dt/;

therefore
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151. Complex fractional expressions may be simplified

by the aid of some or all of the rules respecting fractions

wnich have now been given. The following are examples.

Simphfy |— +—^1 ^ |— -—
j

.

aA-h . a-h _ {a + hf+ {a-l)f _ 2a'^4-2h^

a-b"^ a + h~ {a-b){a + h) ~ a^-W

a-b a +b~ {a-b){a + b) ~ a^-l^'

ia^ + 2b^ . 4ab _ 2a^ + 2b^ a^-b^ a>+ b^

a^-y^'
'

a''-b''~ a^-¥ "^ 4ab ~^aF'

In this example the factors a— b wnd a + b are mulH-
plied together, and the result a^-b- is used instead of
{a + b){a— b); in general however the student vn\\ find it

advisable not to multiply the factors together in tlie

course of the operation, because an opportunity may occur
ci striking out a common factor from the numerator and
»«enominator of his result

Simplify ——^—
a +

i—a

J
^ o + l _ 3-g .,a + l _ 3-g-Kt-H _ _4_
3-a 3-a"'"3-a~ 3-a ~" 3-a*

3-a~l^ 4 ~ 4 '

3-a Aa S-a 3 + 3a

, 3 + 3« 1 ^ ^

1 3 + 3a 3 + 3a

'
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Fiud the value of
( i r )

— £ when x=— -r.\2x — bj o-x a + b

2ab a _2ab— a{a + b) ah— a^2x-a=
a+b 1 a+b a+b

, 2a& b_ 2ab-b(a + b) ab-b^
~ a + b \~ a + b ~ a + b

'

Therefore
^^^^^\ob-^^^\ a+b
2x-b a + b a + b a + b ab—l^

_ ab — a^ a{b — a) a
~ab-b''~b{a-b)~~b'

therefore (?^)^ (-?)'= g.

a ab a(a+ b)~ab a'
Again, a—x=- r

= t = ?-;
^ ' 1 a + b a+b a+b

b ab b{a + b)-ab 6»

'^~1 a + b~ a + b a + b'
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Examples. XVIII.

Divide

„ 1 . 1 . 6(fl&-&") ,
26«

a* + 4aa? ^ aa? + 4a;2

'

6- 11—3 by
afi — yi ^ ai^ + xy + y^'

^ a^ + Za^x-^Zax^ + x^ , {a +xf
7- Z8TT.3 by

a^-^{a + c)x + ae . ir^-a'

ir'''+(& + c)a; + fcc " x^-h^'

a' + b'' + 2ab-c* . a + b + c

c'-a'-b^ + 2ab ^ b + c-a'

x^ + xy-^y^ , x^—y
10. •—^

—

I
— oy -5 ,•

ir3 + 2/^ •' x^-xy+ y^

13. 5^2_lbya: + g. 14. a'-^jbya-^.

-^ ** a* » a
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16. 8a + —s- by ar .

a ar »

17. "1 - - by ^ + - + - .

.<,•*"', a' , .r , a
18. -5+1 + -, by— !+-•

19. 1+ )byl-( ).

20. ^ + ^-3-^- -„) + - + - by -+-.

Simplify the following expressions:

3x x—1 , 6

n
^"~

2.2.

""'"-"^

^(;c + l)-f-2i a;-2 +-^
6 3 «-6

3 23?- 1 ar-g
^^-

a; + l "TT"!-"^ ^*-
^ (^-&)(^-c)

-

^+2-2 *
^T^T-

25» 1 i-. 26. 1+
^

1 ,
2jj=«

I + - 1 + X+-
at 1-x

27. . 28.

1 ^ 1 +
1 ,

2ar*

\a;-y « + y/ \x- + i/' x-~y-J

V+v «-2/ x-~y) v+y <p--i^v
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i

3]
y
1 y{xyz-^x-{-z)'

y+-
z •

\a+& a-bj \a'+b^ a^-h^J

Pind the values of the following expressions:

^^ a — x , ah
33. T when x= -—j.b—x a+o

„, x— a x — b , a^
34. —

£

when x = r

.

a a-b

„„ a? a; a . a'(b—a)
35. - + T r wien ^= , , r

.

a b-a a + b b{b + a)

36. when a = r and 6 = - •

x + y 3 3

37. +-^^ f—2wheny=— . ^
x + y x-y x--y 4

a; + 2*2 a;— 2a Aab , a&
38. .TT + ^T ,1,0 "o when a;= r2b-x 2b + x 4b^-x^ a+ b

fx-a\^ x-2a + h ,
a + b

39. I —i; I
;,, whena;=-—-.

\x-bj x + a — 2b 2

^^' a; + ?/-l , a + l , a& + a
40. —r whena;^ .

. ,
, and y= -y—-j

.

x—y + l ao + 1 oo+l
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XIX. Simple Eqtmtiotu.

153. "When two algebraical expressions are connected
by the sign of equality tfie whole is called an equation.

The expressions thus connected are called sides of the

equation or members of the equation. The expression to

the left of the sign of equality is called the Jirst side, and
the expression to the right is called the second side.

154. An identical equation is one in which the two
sides are equal whatever numbers the letters represent;

for example, the following are identical equations,

(a; + a){j; — a) — a;'^— a\

{x + a)^-a;" + 2.va+ a*,

{x + a){x'^f- xa + a'^) = a^ + a^

;

that is, these algebraical statements are true whatever
numbers x and a may represent. The student will see
that up to the present point he has been almost exclusively

occupied with results of this kind, that is, with identiaJ
equations.

An identical equation is called briefly an identity.

155. An equation of condition is one which is not true
whatever numbers the lettera represent, but only when
the letters represent some particular number or numbers.
For example, a;+l = 7 cannot be true unless x= 6. An
equation of condition is called briefly an equation.

156. A letter to which a particular value or values

must be given in order that the statement contained in an
equation may be true, is called an uuknoirn quantity. Such
particular value of the unknown quantity is said to satisfy

the equation, and is called a root of the equation. To
Sidve an equation is to find the root or roots.

157. An eqviation involving one unknown quantity is

said to bo of as uuuiy dimensions as the index of the
highest power of the uukuowu quantity. Thus, if x denote
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the unknown quantity, the equation is said to be of 0110

dimension when x occurs only in the first power ; such an
equation is also called a simple equation, or an equation of

the first degree. If ar^ occurs, and no higlier power of x,

the equation is said to be of two dimensions ; such an
equation is also called a quadratic equation, or an equation

of the second degree. If x'^ occurs, and no higher power
of X, the equation is said to be of three dimensions ; such

an equation is also called a cubic equation, or an equation

of the third degree. And so on.

It must be observed that these definitions suppose both
members of the equation to be integral expressions so Jar
as relates to x.

158. In the present Chapter we shall shew how to solve

simple equations. We have first to indicate some opei-a-

tions which may be performed on an equation without

destroying the equaUty which it expresses.

159. If every term on each side'.oj an equation he

multiplied by the sam,e number the results are equal.

The truth of this statement follows from the oljrious

principle, that if equals be multiplied by the same numlxjr
the results are equal ; and the use of this statement will be
seen immediately.

Likewise if every term on each side of an equation
he divided by the same number the residts are equal.

160. The principal use of Art 159 is to clear an equa-
tion of fractions ; this is effected by multiphing every
term by the product of all the denominators of the fr.ic-

tions, or, if we please, by the least common multiple of tliose

denominators. Suppose, for example, that

Multiply every term by 3 x 4 x 6 ; thus

4 X 6 X a;+ 3 X 6 X a!+ 3 X 4 X a;- 3 X 4 X 6 X 9,

that is, 24;c + 18a; + 12j;= 648; _
divide every term by 6 ; thus /

4:c + 3a;+2^= 108. \
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Instead of multiplying every term by 3 x 4 x 6, we maj

multiply every term by 12, which is the L.C.M. of the deuO'

minators 3, 4, and 6 ; we should then obtain at once

4;c+ 3a; + 2^ = 108;

that is, 9;»=108;

divide both sides by 9 ; therefore

a;=—= 12.

Thus 12 is the root of the proposed equation. "We may
verify this by putting 12 for x ia. the original equation.

The first side becomes

i^ + 1? + I? that is 4 + 3 + 2, that is 9 ;
3 4 u

which agrees with the second side.

161. Any term may be transposed from on4 tide q/
an equation to the other side by changing its sign.

Suppose, for example, that x— a = b — y.

Add a to each side ; then

x— a +a^b-y+ Of

that is x = b-y+a.

Subtract 6 from each side ; thus

x—b— b + a—y—b = a— y.

Here we see that —a has been removed from one side

of the equation, and appears as +ii- on the other side ; and
+ ft has been removed from one side and appears as — 6 ou

the other side.

162. If the sign of every term <if an equation &«

changed the equality still /lolds.

This follows from Art. 161, by transposing avery teno.

Thus suppose, for exaiuple» that je—u= b—i/.
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By transposition p— b^a—x,

that is, a—x = y— b;

and this result is what we shall obtain if we change the
sign of eyery term in the original equation.

163. We can now give a Rule for the solution of any
simple equation with one unknown quantity. Clear tlie

aquation of fractions, if necessary ; transpose all the
terms which involve the unknoion quantity to one side of
the equation, and the knotcn quantities to the other side;
divide both sides by the coefficient, or the sum of the co-

efficients, of the unknown quantity, and the root required
is obtained.

164. We shall now give some examples.

Solve 7;B+ 25 = 35 + 5a;.

Here there are no fractions ; by transposing wfe have

7a;— 5a!= 35— 25;

that is, 2a; =10;

divide by 2 ; therefore a?=— = 5.

We may verify this result by putting 5 for a; in the
original equation; then each side is equal to 60.

165. Solve 4(3a;-2)-2(4ar-3)-3(4-ar)= 0.

Perform the multiplications indicated; thus

12a;-8-(8a?-6)-(12-3a;) = 0.

Remove the brackets; thus

12a;-8-8ar+ 6-12 + 3a;=>0;

collect the terms, 7a;— 14= ;

transpose, 7a;= 14

;

14
divide by 7, a; = -=-= 2.

The student will find it a useful exercise to verify the
Correctness of his solutions. Thus in the above example,

T.A 7
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if we put 2 for x in the original equation we shaD (obtain

16 — lU — 6, that is 0, as it should be.

3j;4- 1

166. Solve a;-2-(2a;-3)-——

.

Remove the brackets; thus

fl;-2-2;r + 3= -— ,

XI ^. 1
3ar + l

thatis, \—x ——2~~
»

111ultzply by 2, 2- 2« = 3;?; + 1

,

transpose, 2 - 1 = 2^ + 3a;

;

that is, 1 = 5*, or 6a;=al

;

therefore ^=7-
o

167. Solve — j^=5| ^-^

2S
5§=— ; the L.O.M. of the denominators is 10; moltipl;

by 10;

thus 5(5:r + 4)-(7«+ 5) = 28x2-5(a;-l);
thatis, 25a; + 20-7a;— 5 = 56-5^ + 5;

transpose, 25x— 7^+ 5ar=56 + 6 — 20 + 5;

thatis, 23^= 46;

46
therefore a;=— = 2.

The beginner is recommended to put down all the work
at full, as in this example, in order to ensure accuracy.

Mistakes with respect to the sigiis are often made in clear-

ing an equation of fractions. In the above equation the
7a; 4-

5

fraction —— haa to be multiplied by 10, and it is ad-

visable to put the result first in the form — (7a? + 5), and
afterwards in the form —7a;— 5, in order to secure atton-

<ioa to the si^us.
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16a Solve ^(5;» + 3)-^(16-5^)=^37-4«,

By Art 146 this is the same as

-3 ^=37-4;r.

Multiply by 21 ; thus 7(5a;+ 3)-3(16-5;r) = 21(37 -4r),

tliatis, 35^ + 21 -48 + 15a; = 777 -84^;;

transpose, 35a; +15^; + 84a;= 777-21 + 48;

that is, 134a;= 804;

*!. f 804 ^
therefore x

=

—— = 6.
134

i^« o 1
6a;+15 8a;-10 4a;-7

169. Solve -^3^ 7- =-5--

Multiply by the product of 11, 7, and 5 ; thus

35(6a;+15)-55(8a;-10) = 77(4a;-7),

that is, 2 10a; + 625 -440a;+ 550 = 308a;-539;

transpose, 210a;-440a;- 308a;= -539-525-550;

change the signs, 440a;+ 308a;- 210a;= 539 + 525+ 550,

that is, 638a;=1614;

., , 1614 .
therefore x= —-^ = 3.

Examples. XIX.

1. 5a!+50= 4a; + 56, 2. 16a;-ll = 7a?+ 70.

3. 24a;-49 = 19a;-14. 4. 3a; + 23 = 78 -2a;.

5. 7(a;-18) = 3(a;-14). 6. 16a; = 38 -3 (4 -a;).

7. 7 (a;- 3) = 9 (a; +1)- 38. 8. 5 (a;-7) + 63 -9a;.

9. 59(aj-7) = 61(9-a;)-2. 10. 72(a;-5) = 63(5-«r).

IL 28i3;+ 9)=27C46-«). 12i «-<'| + |=ll-
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^ . a?+S a? + 4 a- + 5 ,^

„„ 7^+9 - 2ar-l
37. -^= 7 +^--^.

3^-4 _ 6;g-5_ 3a;-l
"~2

8 16 •
38.

„„ 2a;- 5 5x-Z „„ ^
39. -3 ^ + 2§ = 0.

40
^-3^^-5 a;-l

4 6 9

41 ^:i?_^i:3 a:-5 *_*.£z2_,
*^-

2 4 ^~6"~*^ *^' 3 4^ 6 "*

7rf; + 5 5a; + 6 _8-5a;
*^- ~6 4~-"r2"~-

,, ir+ 4 a?— 4 ^ 3a;-l

,, a;-l 2a: + 7 x+2 „
45. 1 = 9.

2 3 9

,„ x-\ x-2 a?-3 2
^^- -T-~3-+— = §•

47. ?^ +^^i = 5.-l7i.
D 4

a? 5a? + 8 _2a;-9
'^^^

4 e^-^s"-
,„ 3a; + 5 2a; + 7 ,„ 3a? .

*^- -7 3-+'^-^=^-

60. ~ (3a?-4) + ^ (5a; + 3) ^43 -5a;.
7 "

„, a; a; a; a; „s ^r, ^ ^-2 a;+ 3 9
*^^- 2^3-4-^5 = '^- ""• 2--3-^ 4--8-
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5-3a> 6aJ 3 3-5aj
^3- -T-^3- =2—T--

64. ^(27-2a;)=2-.Q(7;r-54).

55. 5a;-[8a;-3{16-6j:-(4-5^))]= 6.

^^ l-2ar A-5x \:\

''' -3 6-^42 = «-

3 4 fa

58. -^ +21+-^ = ;!:+-.

,„ 5ar-l 9.7r-5 9.r-7

^^ a;+ 3 a;-2 3x-5 1
««• -2---3-=-l2-^i'

61. g(8-«)+ar-l| = 2(^ + 6)-|.

„„ 3:c-l 13-;r 7x 11, „.
62. -^ _._--(^+3).

^„ 2a;-l 6.r-4 7.r+12

o. 7;»-4 „„ 4-7.« 7
64. _^+o.^___^__^^.

65. 2_l^ + 3-^..iz5^^- 3

3 4 5 fa 4

««• -7 ¥-=2-^6^^-'*>'
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XX. Simple Equations, continued.

170. We shall now give some examples of the solution
of simple equations, which are a little more difficult tlsaa

those in the preceding Chapter. The student will see tliat

it is sometimes advantageous to clear of fractions par-
tially, and then to effect some reductions, before we re

move the remaining fractions.

171. Solve
-^-j^ __4--^=5|+-^. ^

Here we may conveniently multiply by 12; thus,

-^p^-4(2af-18) + 3(2^ + 3) = yxl2 + 3a;+ 4,

that is,
^^(^-^Q) _g^+ 72 + 6.r 4- 9^64 + 3j; +4

By transposition and reduction we obtain

i^) = 5.-13.

Multiply by 1 1

;

thus 12 (-a; + 6) = 11 {5x- 13),

that is, 12.C + 72 = 55a,-- 143;

by transposition, 72 + 1 43 = 55;r— 1 2a?,

that is, 43^ = 215;

therefore ^ ~ Tq ~^'

.«« o 1 6a?-13i „ I6.ir-I5 ^. 20f-8a;
*72. Solve -,^-^4-2.^4- -^--=6,%--^—.

Here we i

(-1)

15 -2a; 24

Here we may conveniently multiply by 24; thus

24

13 — iLc
48a; -f- 16a; - 15 = 24 X

J'
- ^C^'^^) »
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that is,

144j;-320
+ 48.c+16.^-15 = 154-]65 + 64r

\H-2x

By transposition and reduction

I44.r-320

15-2^- ~ '

niultijJy by 15— 2;?;; thus

144a; - 320 = 4 (1 5 - 2^) = 60- 8ar

;

tlicrefore 144.P + S^ = 320+ 60,

thiit is, 152d; = 380;

380
therefore *

= 152 " ^^^ " ^'

273. Solve^ =^.
Multiply by («-7)(a; + 9); thus

(:r + 9) (a; - 5) = (a; - 7) (a;+ 3),

that is, a;"-^ + 4j;— 45 = a;2 - 4a; — 2 1

;

ftubti'act x^ from each side of the equation, thus

4a;-45=-4a;-21;

transpose, 4a; + 4a;= 45— 21,

that is, 8ar= 24;

24
tlierefore a; = — = 3.

o

will be seen that in this example x- is found on both
we have cleared of fractions;

by subtraction, aud so Um
eqiuUion,
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174. Solve —-^ = -. + ; .

Here it is convenient to multiply by 4a; + 4, that is hy
4(a; + l);

XL A,c o\ . ^ ,
_ 4(a;4-l)3(a;+l)

thus 4(2a;4-3)^4a; + 5 + - ^ '

therefor© 8a;+12-4a;-5 =

3a;+l

\2{x+\f
^

Zx + l
'

that IS, 4a? + 7 = -^^^ ~ .

3a?+ l

Multiply by 3a?+l ; thus (3a;+ l)(4a? + 7)=12(a?+l)*;

that is, 12a;2 + 25a; + 7 = 12a;2+ 24a;+12.

Subtract 12a;^ from each side, and transpose ; thus

25a? -24a? = 12-7,

that is, x=6.

!« a 1
*-l *~2 a?-4 x—5

175. Solve ^2-^33 = ^=:5-^::6-

a?-2 a?-3 (a?-2)(a;-3)

_a;3-4a?+ 3-(a?2-4a? + 4) 1

And

(a;-2)(a?-3) (a?-2)(a;-3)

a;-4 _ a?-5 _ (a; -4) (a;-6) -(a? -5)*

x-5 x-Q~ (a;-5)(a?-6)

^a?»-10a?4-24-(a;3_io^4.25) 1

{x-5){x-Q) ~~
(a?-5)(4?-6)*

Thus the proposed equation becomes

1 1

(a?-2)(«;-3) (a;-5)(a;-<
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1
Change the signs; thua

(^_2)(;,_3) "(..^SK^^)-

Clear of fractions ; thus («- 6){x-Q) = {x- 2) (ar- 3)

;

that is, «2_iia; + 30 = ar2-5;B+ 6 :

therefore -lla; + 5a;=6-30;

that ifl, — 6a;=— 24;

therefore 6a;=24;

therefore «=4,

, ^ o , . -453?-75 1-2 -SaJ-'G
176. Solve '5^; +

•6 -2 -9

To ensure accuracy it is advisable to express all the

decimals as common fractions ; thus

&x \on5x _15\_\Q l?_L^/'3f_6\
10"'"6\100 100/" 2 "^10 9 \10 10/

Simplifying,
f
+ Ki" !)

= 6-(|-3) ;

thatia, 2-^4-4=^-3-^3-

Multiply by 12, 6a; + 9a;-15 = 72-4;r + 8;

transpose, 19;»= 72 + 8 + 15 = 95
;

therefore x —— -=5.

177. Equations may be proposed in which letters are

used to represent known quantities ; we shall continue to

represent the unknown quantity by x, and any other letter

will be supposed to represent a known quantity. We will

eolve tliree such equationa.
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17a Solve - + T=<i
a b

Multiply by oJ; thus &a?+ aa?= a5<;;

that is, {a+ b)x= abc

;

divide by a + 6 : thus a;= z-.

a+ o

179. Solve {a + x)ib+x)=a{b + c) + ^+a>^.

Here ab-^aa!+bx+a^=ab+ac+~+ x^;

(flc
therefore aa:+bx= ac + -j-

;

that is, {a+b)x=ac(l+ 1\ =

divide by a + &; thus ^='jr-

180. Solve
^-«-(2^-«)

a\ a<;(a+6)

a;-6 {2x-bf

Clear of fractions ; thus

{x- a) {2x- bf=(x-b) (2x- «)«;

that is, {x — a) (4^^— 4xb + b^ = {x- b){4^— 4xa +c^

Multiplying out we obtain

4a^-4x^{a + b) + x{4ab + b^)~al^

= 4x^-Ax^{a + b) + x('iab + a'^)-a'f>;

therefore xl^— aU^~ xa^— aR>
;

therefore x((fi— ¥)^a^b-db'^-ab{a—b);

., ^ abia — b) ab
thereforo x =—, , „

'
r

.
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181. Although the following equatiou r^ei, pot strictly

belong to the present Chapter we give it as there will be
no difficulty in following the steps of the solution, und it

will serve as a model for similar examples. The equation
resembles those already solved, in the circumstance that

we obtain only a single value of the unknown quantity.

Solve s/x + ^{x-16)= 8.

By transposition, ^(x— 16) = 8— fjx;

square both sides ; thus «— 16 = (8— /v/^)^ = 64-16v/*c + a:;

therefore -16 = e4:-l6 Jx;

transpose, 16 ^;»= 64 + 16 = 80

;

therefore Jx= 5',

therefor© x=25.

BXAMPLEa XX

19 1 9
1.

s.

12 1 _29
X \2x 24'
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.„ 7^-4 7^-26 ,„ X- 3.r 71 3:^ + 1 , ,

14.

a;— 1 a;—

3

2a;— 6 2x-5
2x-8~ Zx-T

15. a;-3-(3-;r)(a; + l) = a;(a;-3) + 8.

16. 3-a;-2(«-l)(aT + 2) = (ar-3)(5-2a;).

17. '^-^-l^—^^lx. 18. (a; + 7) (.r + !) = (.» + 37.

19. ^(2a;-10)--^(3a;-40)-15-i(57-a;).

6^+8 _ 2^+38

_

2a; + l a; + 12~

a;-l g— 5 15— 2j; _ 9— a? 7

4 "32""^ 40 ~~2 8"

4£+17 3^-10_

23. ^+a;(a?-2) = (a7-l)'.

24. ~^ + {x-\){x-2) =x^-2x-^

25.

26.

27.

Zx^-2x-S ^ (7ar-2)(3a;-6)

5
~

35

^±10_2,3^_4.^(3£::.2)(2£-3) 2

3 5^ '
6 15

Zx-\ 4x-2 1

2a;-l 3«-2 6'

1 6
as .V—^ +2*-3 aj-2 3«+ 2
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46. {x-a){x-'b)=-^{x~a-'bf.

a h _ a—b
a— a x—b~x—c'

a b a+b

47.

4&

49.

50.

61.

x + a x+b x+e'

_1 1 ^ a-b
a— a x—b x^—ab'

_1 1^ 1 1

x—a x—a+c x—b— 6 x

mx—a—b mx—a—c
nx—c — d ~ nx— b—d'

C2. {a-h){x~c)-{b-c){x-a)-{c-a){x-'h)=M(k

x~a x+ a _ 2ax

a — b a+b~ a^—V^'

54. {a-x)(b-x)= (p + x)(g + af).

_- x—a x—a—1 x—b x—b—

I

x—a—1 x— a —2~x — b—l x-b— 'i'

56. (x + a){2x + b+cf^{x + b){2x + a + c)K

57. {x + 2a){x-aY = {x + 2b){x-bf.

58. {x-af{x+ a-2b) = (x~bf{x-2a+ b)t

59. J{ix)+s/{ix-7) = 7.

60. ^ix+li) + J{x-14) = li.

61. Jix+n) + J{x~9)= 10.

G2. J{9ai + i) + sj{9x-l)= 3.

63. v/(a? + 4a6) = 2a- ^x.

64. ^(x-a)+^(^-b)^^{a-b).
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XXI. Problems,

182. "We shall now apply the methods explained in the
preceding two Chapters to the sohition of some problems,
and thus exhibit to the student specimens of the use of

Algebra. In tliese problems certain quantities are given
and another, which has some a.ssigned relations to these,

has to be foimd ; the quantity which has to be found is

called the unk)iou-n quantity. The relations are usually

exjiressed in ordinary language in the enunciation of the
problem, and the method of solving the problem may be
thus described in general terms : denote the unknoicn
quantity by the letter x, and express in algebraical

language the relations which hold between the unknoicn
quantity and tlie given quantities ; an equation will thus

be obtainedfrom which the value of the unknown quantity
may befound.

183. The sum of two numbers is 85, and their diflFer-

ence is 27 : find the numbers.

Let X denote the less number ; then, since the differ-

ence of the numbers is 27, the greater number will be
denoted by a; + 27 ; and since the sum of the numbers is So
we have

;r + a; + 27 = 85;

that is, 2a; + 27 = 85 ;

therefore 2a; = 85 - 27 = 58 ;

therefore x— -'= 29.

Thus the less number is 29 ; and the greater number is

29 + 27, that is 56.

184. Divide £2. \0s. among .4, B, and C, so that B
may have 5*. more than A, and C may have as much as A
and B together.

Let X denote the number of shillings in A's share,

then x-¥b will denote the number of shillings in B's share,

and 2.S; -f 5 will denote the number of shillings in C^'s share.
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Tlie wtoie namber of shillings is 50 ; fcherefbra

ii;+ a?+ 5 + 2^+ 5 = 50;

that is, 4a; + 10 = 50;

therefore 4c = 50 - i = 40

;

therefore a: =10.

Thus ^'s share is 10 shillings, B's, share is 15 ehillingx,

and 6"s share is 25 shillings.

1S5. A certain sum of money was divided between
A, B, and C; A and B together received £17. 155.; A
and C togetlier received £15. 15*. ; B and V together
received £12. 10*. : find the sum received by each.

Let X denote the number of pounds which A received,

then B received ll^ — x pounds, because A and B
together received 17f pounds ; and C received 15| —

«

pounds, because A and C togethei- received 15| pounds.
Also B and C together received 12^ pounds; therefor©

12|=i7|-a;4-i5|-a;;

that is, 12| = 33|-2^;;

therefore 2;b= 38|- 1 2^= 2 1

:

21
therefore ;»=— = 1Gj.

Thus A received £10. 105., B received £7. 5*., and G
received £5. 6*.

186. A grocer has some tea worth Is. a lb., and some
<worth 3s. Qd. a lb. : how many lbs. must he take of each
sort to produce 100 lbs. of a mixture worth 2s. 6<i. a lb. ?

Let X denote the nimiber of lbs. of the first sort ; theu
100 — A' will denote the number of lbs. of the second sort.

The value of the x lbs. is 2x shiJJiags ; and the value of the
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7
100— « lbs. is ^(100— ar) shillings. And the whole value

5
is to be ~ X 100 shillings ; therefore

5 7
-X 100 = 2^+^(100-0;) J

Multiply by 2, thus 500 = 4a; + 700- Ix ;

therefore 7ar- 4a?= 700- 500

;

that is, 3ar= 200;

therefore x= —r-

=

66f

.

Thus there must be 66|lbs. of the first sort, and
33^ lbs. of the second sort

187. A line is 2 feet 4 inches long ; it is required to
divide it into two parts, suoh that one part may be three-

fourths of the other part.

Let X denote the number of inches in the larger part ^

'3x
then — will denote the number of inches in the other part.

The number of inches in the whole line is 28 ; therefor©

a?+ ??=28;
4

therefore 4a;+ 3a;= 112;

that is, 7a;=112 J

therefore a; = 16.

Thus one part is 16 inches long, and the other part 12

inches long.

188. A person had £1000, part of which he lent :vt
'

4 per cent., and the rest at 5 per cent. ; the wnulo unnu;.l

interest received was £44 : how much was lent at 4 yex
ceat. i
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Let X denote the number of pounds lent at 4 per cent.

;

then lOoO— ^ will denote the number of poumls lent at

5 per cent. The annual interest obtained from the former

is y-— , and from the latter — vt^^c ^
5

,, . ^^ ix 5(1000-^;)
therefore ^^ = Yqo^ ioq

'

therefore 4400 = 4j; + 5 (1000- .t)
;

thatia, 4400 = 4^ + 5000 - 5;p

;

therefore a?= 5000 - 4400 = 600.

Thus £600 was lent at 4 per cent.

189. The student will find that the only difBculty In
solving a problem consists in translating statements ex-
pressed in ordinary language into Algebraical language;
and he should not be discouraged, if he is sometimes a
little perplexed, since nothing but practice can give him
readiness and certainty in this process. One remark may
be made, which is very important for beginners ; what is

called the unknown quantity is really an unknown nuinher,
and this should be distinctly noticed in forming the equa-
tion, llius, for example, in the second problem which we
have solved, we begin by saying, let x denote the nmnber
of shillings in ^'s share; beginners often say, let x^A's
money, which is not definite, because ^'s money may be
expressed in various ways, in pounds, or in shillings, or as

a fraction of the whole sum. Again, in the fifth problem
which we have solved, we begin by sajing, let x denote
the number of inches in the longer part ; beginners often

say, let x= the longer part, or, let a; = a part, and to these
phrases the same objection applies as to that already
noticed.

190. Beginners often find a difBculty in translating a
problem from ordinary kmguage into Algebraical language,
because they do not understand what is meant by the
ordinary language. If no consistent meaning can be as-

signed to the words, it is of course impossible to translate

them; but it often happens tliat the words are not ab-

8—2
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solntolj' unintelligible, but appear to be susceptible of more
than one meaning. The student should then select one
iiifuning, expres'5 that meaning in Algebraical symbols, and
deduce from it the result to which it will lead. If the

result be inadndssible, or absurd, the student shoiUd tiT'

another meaning of the words. But if the result is satis-

factory he may infer that he has probably understood the
words correctly ; though it may still be interesting to try

the other possible meanings, in order to see if the enun-
ciation really is susceptible of more than one meaning.

191. A student in solving the problems which are
Hven for exercise, may find some which he can readily solve

by Aritlimctic, or by a process of guess and trial ; and he
may be thus inclined to under\'alue the power of Algebra,

and look on its aid as unnecessary. But we may remark
that by Algebra the student is enabled to solve all these

problems, without any uncertainty ; and moreover, he will

find as he j^roceeds, that by Algebra he can solve pro
blcms which would be extremely diflicult or altogether

impracticable, if he relied on Arithmetic alone.

Examples. XXI.

' 1. Find the number which exceeds its fifth part by 24.

A father is 30 years old, and his son is 2 years old

:

in how many years will the father be eight times as old is

the son ?

3. The difference of two numbers is 7, and their surt

is 33 : find the numbers.

4. The sum of ,£155 was raised by A, /?, and C toge-

ther ; B contributed £15 more than J, and C £20 more
than B : how much did each contribute ?

5. The diftercncc of two numbers is 14, and their sum
is 48 : find the. numbers.

6. A is twice as old as B, and .^even years ;uro tlicir

united ages amoinited to as many years as now represcut
tlwi lige of A . (iud ihe ages of A und B*
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7. If 56 be added to a certain number, the result is

treble that number : find the number,

8. A child is born in November, and on the tenth day
of December he is as many days old as the mouth was on
the day of his birth : when was he born ?

9. Find that number the double of which increased by
24 exceeds 80 as much as the number itself is below 100.

10. There is a certain fish, the head of which is 9

incises long ; the tail is as long as the head and half the

back ; and the back is as long as the head and tail toge-

ther : what is the length of the back and of the tail ?

11. Divide the number 84 into two parts such that

three times one part may be equal to four times the other.

12. The sum of .£7G was raised by A, B, and C toge-

ther; B contributed as much as A and £\0 more, and G
as niuch as A and B together : how much did each con-

tribute 1

1 3. Di\ide the number 60 into two parts such that a
seventh of one part may be equal to an eighth of the other

part.

-+14. After 34 gallons had been drawn out of one of

two equal casks, and 80 gallons out of the other, there

remained just three times as much in one cask as in the

other: what did each cask contain when fuU ?

-^15. Divide the number 75 into two parts such that

3 times the greater may exceed 7 times the less by 15.

4^ 1 6. A person distributes 20 shilUngs among 20 per-

sons, giving sixpence each to some, and sixteen pence each
to the rest : bow many persons received sixpence each ?

^17. Divide the number 20 into two parts such that
the sum of three times one part, and five times the other
part, may be 84.

^18. The price of a work which comes out in parts ia

£% 16.?. Sd. ; but if the price of each part were 13 pence
more than it is, tlie price of the work would be £^. Is. Qd.\

how many parts were there ?

19. Divide 45 into two parts such that the first divided
by 2 shiill be equal to the second multiplied by 2,
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20. A father is three times as old as his son ; four
years ago the father was four times as old as his son then
was : what is the age of each ?

21. Divide 188 into two parts such that the fourth of

one part may exceed the eighth of the other by 14.

22. A person meeting a company of beggars gave four

pence to each, and had si.xtecn pence left ; he found that
he should have required a shilling more to enable him to

give the beggars sixpence each : how many beggars were
there ?

23. Divide 100 into two parts such that if a third of
one part be subtracted from a fourth of the other the re-

mainder may be 11.

24. Two persons, A and B, engage at play; A has
£72 and B has £52 when they begin, and after a certain

number of games have been won and lost between tliem,

A has three times as much money as B : how much did A
win?

25. Divide 60 into two parts such that the difference

between the greater and 64 may be equal to twice the
difference between the less and 38.

26. The sum of £276 was raised by A, B, and C toge-

ther; B contributed t\vice as much as A and £12 more,
and C three times as much as B and £12 more: how much
did each contribute ?

27. Find a number such that the sum of its fifth and
its seventh shall exceed the sum of its eighth and its

twelfth by 113.

2S. An army in a defeat loses one-sixth of its number
in killed and wounded, and 4000 prisoners ; it is reinfoioed
by 3000 men, but retreats, losing one-fourth of its number
in doing so ; there remain 18000 men : what was the ori-

ginal force ?

29. Find a number such that the sum of its fifth and
its scvcntli shall exceed the difference of its fourth and its

seventh by 99.

30. One-half of a certain number of pci-sons received
eightccn-pence each, one-third received two shillings each,

and the rest received half a crown each ; the whole sum
distributed was £2. 4«. : how many persons were there t
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31. A person had £9,00
;

part of it he lent at the rate
pf 4 per cent., and part at the rate of 5 per cent., and he
received equal sums as interest from the two parts : how
mucli did he lend at 4 per cent, ?

32. A father has six sons, each of whom is four years
older than his next younger brother; and the eldest is

three times as old as the youngest: find their respective
ages.

33. Divide the number 92 into four such parts th:it

the first may exceed the second by 10, the third by 18, and
the fourth by 24.

34. A gentleman left £550 to be dinded among four
servants A, B, C, D ; of whom B was to have twice as
much as A, (7 as much as A and B together, and D as
Biuch as C and B together : how much had each i

35. Find two consecutive numbers such that the half
and the fifth of the first taken together shall be equal to
the third and the fourth of the second taken together,

36. A sum of money is to be distributed among three
persons A, B, and C; the shares of A and B together
amount to £60 ; those of A and C to £80 ; and those of B
and C to £92 : find the share of each person.

37. Two persons A and B are travelling together ; A
has £100, and B has £48; they are met by robbers who
take twice as much from A as from B, and leave to A
three times as much as to B : how much was taken from
each ?

38. The sum of £500 was divided among four persons,

80 that the first and second together received £280, the

first and third together £260, and the first and fourth

together £220 : find the share of each.

39. After A has received £10 from B he has as much
money as B and £6 more ; and between them they have
£40 : what money had each at first ?

40. A wine merchant has two sorts of wines, one sort

worth 2 shillings a quart, and the otlier worth 3.f. Ad. a

quart; from these he wants to make a mixture of 100
quarts worth 2*. 4d. a- quai't : how many quarts must he
take from each sort 1
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41. In a mixture of wine and water the wine composed
25 gallons more than half of the mixture, and the water
5 gallons less than a third of the mixture : how many gal-

lons were there of each ?

42. In a lottery consisting of 10000 tickets, half the
number of prizes added to one-third the number of blanks
Was 3500 : now many prizes were there m the lottery ?

43. In a certain weight of gunpowder the saltpetre

composed 6 lbs. more than a half of the weight, the sulphur
5 lbs. less than a third, and the charcoal 3 lbs. less than a
fourth : how many lbs. were there of each of the three
ingredients ?

44. A general, after haying lost a battle, found that
he had left fit for action 3600 men more than half of his

army ; 600 men more than one-eighth of his irmy were
wounded ; and the remainder, forming one-fifth of the
army, were slain, taken prisoners, or missing : what was
the number of the anny ?

45. How many sheep must a person buy at £1 each
that after paying one shilling a score for folding them at

night he may gain £1^. 16*. by selling them at £'6 each ?

46. A certain .sum of money was shared an)ong five

persons A, B, C, D, and E; B received .£10 less than A
;

C received .£16 more than B; D received .£5 less than C;
and ^received .£15 more than Z>; and it was found that

E received as much as A and B together : how much did

each receive ?

47. A tradesman starts with a certain sum of money ;

at the end of the first year he had doubled his original

.stock, all but ^100 ; also at the end of the second year he
had doubled the stock at the beginning of the second year,

all but .£100; also in like manner at the end of the tliird

year ; and at tlio end of the third year he was three times

as rich as at first : find his original stock.

48. A person went to a tavern with a certain sum of

money ; there lie borrowed as much as he had about him,

and spent a shilling out of the whole ; with the rcmaindei
he went to a second tavern, where he burrowed as much as

he had left, and also spent a shilling ; and he then went to

a third tavern, borrowing and spending as before, after

which he had nothing left: how much had he at first

}
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XXII. Problems, continued.

192. We shall now give some examples in which the
process of translation from ordinary language to algebrai-

<^1 language is rather more difficult than in the examples
of the preceding Chapter.

193. It is required to divide the number 80 into lour

Buch parts, that the first increased by 3, the second dimi-

nished by 3, the third multiplied % 3, and the fourth

divided by 3 may all be equal

Let the number x denote the first part; then if it be
increased by 3 we obtain x 4- 3, and this is to be equal to

the second part diminished by 3, so that the second part

must be a; + 6 ; again, a; + 3 is to be equal to the third part
^ + 3

multiplied by 3, so that the third part must be —-— ; and
o

a; + 3 is to be equal to the fourth part divided by 3, so that

the fourth part must be 3 (a; + 3). And the sum of the part3

is to be equal to 80.

Therefore a; + ;r + 6 +^^ + 3(JF + 3) = 80,

that is, 2d; + 6 +^- + 3« + 9 = 80,

that is, 5^ +^ = 60-15-65;

multiply by 3 ; thus 15^ + a; + 3 = 195,

that is, 16^ = 192;

iy2
therefore x = -^ = \%
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1 94. A alone can perform a piece of work in 9 d.irs,

and B alone can perform it in 12 days : in what time will

they perform it if they work together ?

Let X denote the required number of days. In one day

A can perform - th of the work ; therefore in x days he can

perform - ths of the work. In one day B can perform

- th of the work ; therefore in x days he can perform

- ths of the work. And since in x days A and B to-

gether perform the whole work, the sum of the fractions
of the work must be equal to unity ; that is,

X X ,

Multiply by 36 ; thus 4.r + Zx= 36,

that is, 7«= 36;

therefore a;= -=- = 5}.

1 95. A cistern could be filled with water by means of
one pipe alone in 6 hours, and by means of another pipe
aUme in 8 hours ; and it could be emptied by a tap in 1

2

hours if the two pipes were closed : in what time will the

cistern be filled if the pipes and the tap are all open ]

Let x denote the required number of hours. In oue

hour the first pipe fills ^ th of the cistern ; therefore in x

X
hours it fills - ths of the cistern. In one hour the second

pipe fills - th of the cistern ; therefore is x hours it fills

8

X 1

^ tlis of the cistern. In one hour the tap empties - th
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of the cistern ; therefore in x hours it empties - ths of

the cistern. And since in x hours the whole cistern is

filled, we have

6
"^ 8~12"-^"

lilultiply by 24 ; thus
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1 9"^. A starts from a certain place, and travels at tha

rate of 7 miles in 5 hours ; B starts fi-om the same place

8 hours after A, and travels in the same direction at the

rate of 5 miles in 3 hours : how far will A travel before he
is overtaken by i? 1

Let X represent the number of hours which A travels

before he is overtaken; therefore B travels x— S hours.

Now since A travels 7 miles in 5 hours, he travels - of a
5

mile in one hour ; and therefore in x hours he travels —
o

5
miles. Similarly B travels - of a mile in one hour, and

o

therefore in ;r— 8 hours he travels - (a;— 8) miles. And

when B overtakes A they have travelled the same num-
ber of miles. Therefore
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the meaning of proportion ; this will be illustrated in the
next two problems. After them wc shall conclude the
Chapter with throe problems of a more difficult character
tlian those hitherto given.

200. It is required to divide the number 56 into two
parts such that one may be to the other as 3 to 4.

Let the number x denote the first part; then the other
part must be 56 -x; and since x is to be to 56 — ^' us 3 to 4
we have

X 3

56-a; 4"

Clear of fractions; thus

4.r = 3(56-a;);

that is, 4a; = 168 -3a;;

therefore 7a; =168;

therefore x

—

-=- = 24.

Thus the first part is 24 and the other part is 56— 24^
that is 32.

The preceding method of solution is the most natural
for a beginner ; the following however is much shorter.

Let the number Zx denote the first part ; then the
second part must be 4a;, because the first part is to the
second as 3 to 4. Then the sum of the two parts is equal
bo 5(5 ; thus
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201. A cask, A, contains 12 gallons of wine and 18
gallons of water ; and another cask, B, contains 9 gallons

of wine and 3 gallons of water : how many gallons must be
drawn from each cask so as to produce by their mixture

7 gallons of wine and 7 gallons of water ?

Let X denote the number of gallons to be drawn from
A; then since the mixture is to consist of 14 gallons,

\A-x will denote the number of gallons to be drawn from

B. Now the number of gallons in ^ is 30, of which 12 are
12

wine ; that is, the wine is — of the whole. Therefore the

X gallons drawn from A contain —— gallons of wine.

9(14 — ar)

Similarly the 14 -,« gallons drawn from5 contain —-

gallons of wine. And the mixture is to contain 7 gallons

of wine; therefore

12a; 9(14-ar)

30 12
-=7;

2x 3 (14 -a-)
that 13, -^ -• 7— — 7

;

therefore 8x + 15 (14 - ar)= 140,

that is, 8a?+210-15ar= 140;

therefore 7^ = 70;

therefore a; = 10.

Thus 10 gallons must be drawn from A, and 4 from B.

202. At what time between 2 o'clock and 3 o'clock is

one hand of a watch exactly over the other?

Let X denote the rcciuircd number of minutes after

2 o'clock. In X minutes tlie long liand will move over

X divisions of the watch fac»e ; and as the long liand moves
twelve times as fa.st as the short hand, the shoi-l hand will

move over -- divisions in x minutes. At 2 o'clock the
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short hand is 10 divisions in advance of the long band; so

that i'l the x minutes the long hand must pass over 10

more divisions than the short hand; therefore

^-^ + 10;

tlierefore 12.r= ^ + 120

;

therefore 1U' = 120;

120
therefore x=-^ = \Q\^.

203. A hare takes four leaps to a greyhound's three,

but two of the gi-eyhound's leaps are equivalent to three of

the liare's ; the hare lias a start of fifty leaps : how many
leaps must the greyhound take to catch the hare ?

Suppose that 3.c denote the number of leaps taken by
the greyhound ; then Ax will denote the number of leaps

taktin by the hare in the same time. Let a denote the num-
ber of inches in one leap of the hare ; then 3a denotes the
number of inches in three leaps of the hare, and therefore

also the number of inches in two leaps of the greyhound;

therefore — denotes the number of inches in one leap of

the greyhound. Then Zx leaps of the greyhound will con-

tain 3a; X — inches. And 50 -f Ax leaps of the hare will

contain (50 + 4a:)a inches; therefore

^Xa /_. , . ^— = (50 + 4a;)a.

^x
Divide by a; thus — = 50 + 4a;;

therefore 9a;^ 100 + 8a;

;

therefore a; = 100.

Thus the greyhound must take 300 leaps.

The student will see that we have introduced an auxi-

liary symbol a, to enable us to form the equation easily;

and that we can remove it by division when tiie equation is

formed.
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204. Four gamesters, A, B, C, D, each with a different
stock of money, sit do\vn to play ; A wins half of ^'s first

stock, B wins a third part of C's, C wins a fourth part of
Z>'s, and D wins a fifth part of ^I's; and then each of the
gamesters has £2Z. Find the stock of each at first.

Let X denote the number of pounds which D won from
A\ then 5x vdW denote the number in A'& first stock.
Thus Ax, together with what A won from B, make up 23;
therefore 23 — 4j; denotes the number of pounds which A
won from B. And, since A won half of i?'s stock, 23 — 4j;

also denotes what was left with B after his loss to A.

Again, 23 — 4jt, together with what B won from (7,

make up 23 ; therefore Ax denotes the number of pounds
which B won from C And, since B won a third of 6"s
first stock, 12.e denotes C"^ first stock; and therefore Sj:

denotes what was left with C after his loss to B.

Again, S.c, together with what C won from D, make up
23 ; therefore 23 — 8^; denotes the number of pounds which
C won from D. And, since C won a fourth of D"s first

etock, 4 (23 — 8x) denotes D's first 3t<K;k ; and therefore

3 (23 — 8x) denotes what was left with D after his loss to C.

Finally, 3 (23 - 8x), together with x, wliichD won from
A, make up 23 ; thus

23= 3(23-8x) + x;

therefore 23x=46

;

therefore «=2.

Thus the stocks at first were 10, 30, 24, 28.

Examples. XXIL

1. A privateer running at the rate of 10 miles an hour

discovers a ship 18 miles off, nnining at the rate of 8 miles

an hour : how many miles can the ship run before it i.'*

overtaken?

2. Divide the number 50 into two parts such that if

three-fourths of one part be added to fi^•e-sixtlls of thv

other part the sum may be 40.
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S. Suppose the distance between London and Edin-
burgh is 360 miles, and that one traveller starts from
Edinburgh and travels at the rate of 10 miles an hour,

while another starts at the same time from London and
travels at the rate of 8 miles an hour : it is required to

know where they will meet.

4. Find two numbers whose difference is 4, and the
difference of their squares 112.

5. A sum of 24 shillings is received from 24 people

;

some contribute 'dd. each, and some \Z\d. each : how many
contributors were there of each kind ?

6. Divide the number 48 into two parts such that the
excess of one part over 20 may be three times the excess
of 20 over the other part.

7. A person has .£98 ;
part of it he lent at the rate of

5 per cent, simple interest, and the rest at the rate of

6 per cent, simple interest ; and the interest of the whole
in 15 years amounted to £81 : how much was lent at 5
per cent.?

8. A person lent a certain sum of money at 6 per cent,

simple interest ; in 10 years the interest amounted to £12
less than the sum lent : what was the sum lent ?

9. A person rents 2.5 acres of land for £1. 12s. ; the
land consists of two sorts, the better sort he rents at 8*.

per acre, and the worse at 5*. per acre ; how many acres are
there of each sort ?

10. A cistern could be filled in 12 minutes by two
pipes which run into it ; and it would be filled in 20 minutes
by one alone : in what time could it be filled by the other
alone \

11. Divide the number 90 into four parts such that
the first increased by 2, the second diminished by 2, the
third multiplied by 2, and the fourth divided by 2 may all

be equal.

12. A person bought 30 lbs. of sugar of two different

sorts, and paid for the whole 19.s-. ; the better sort cost
lOtJ?. per lb,, and the woi-se Id. per lb. : how many Iba.

were there of each sort ?
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. 13. Divide the number 88 into four parts such that
\j tlie first inci-eased by 2, the second diminislied by 3, the
>-i. third multiplied by 4, and the fourth dinded by 5, may all

y be equal.

14. If 20 men, 40 women, and 50 children receive .£50
. among them for a week's work, and 2 men receive -as much
as 3 women or 5 children, what does each woman receive

for a week's work ?

15. Divide 100 into two parts such that the difference

ol their squares may be 1000.

,

16. There are two places 154 miles apart, from which
N J two persons start at the same time with a design to meet

;

7 one travels at the rate of 3 miles in two hours, and the
other at the rate of 5 miles in four hours : when will they
meet ?

17. Divide 44 into two parts such that the greater in-

creased by 5 mav be to the less increased by 7, as 4 is

iv to 3.

18. A can do half as much work sls B, B can do half

as much as C, and together they can complete a piece of

work in 24 days : in what time could each alone complete
the work ?

19. Divide the number 90 into four parts such that if

the first be increased by 5, the second diminished by 4, the
tliird multiplied by 3, and the fourth divided by 2, the
results shall all be equal.

20. Three persons can together complete a piece of
work in 60 days ; and it is found that the first does three-

fourths of what the second does, and the second four-fifths

of what the third does : in what time could each one alone

complete the work ?

21. Divide the number 36 into two parts such that one
part may be five-sevenths of the other.

22. A general on attempting to draw up his army in

the form of a solid square finds that he has 60 men over,

and that he would require 41 men more iu his army in

, order to increase the side of the squaie by one man : how
jmany men were there in the army ?
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23. Divide the number 90 into two parts such that one

part may be two-thirds of the other.

24. A person bought a certain number of eggs, half of

them at 2 a penny, and half of them at 3 a penny ; he sold

them again at the rate of 5 for two pence, and lost a penny

by the bargain : what was the number of eggs ?

25. A and B are at present of the same age; if A'^

age be increased by 36 years, and ^'s by 52 years, their

ages will be as 3 to 4 : what is the present age of each ?

26. For 1 lb. of tea and 9 lbs. of sugar the charge is

8*. Qd. ; for 1 lb. of tea and 15 lbs. of sugar the charge ia

12s. Qd. : what is the price of 1 lb. of sugar ?

27. A prize of .£2000 was divided between A and B,
80 that their shares were in the proportion of 7 to 9 : what
was the share of each 1

28. A workman was hired for 40 days at 3s. 4d. per

day, for every day he worked ; but with this condition that

for every day he did not work he was to forfeit Is. 4<3?. ; and
on the whole he had £S. 3s. 4d to receive : how many days

out of the 40 did he work ?

29. A at play first won £5 from B, and had then as

much money as B ; but B, on winning back his own mouey
and £5 more, had five times as much money as A : what
money had each at first ?

30. Divide 100 into two parts, such that the square of

t:*->ir diflFerence may exceed the square of twice the less

piii t by 2000.

,U. A cistern has two supply pipes, which will singly

fill it in 4^ hours and 6 hours respectively; and it has also

a lei>k by which it would be emptied in 5 hours : in how
man.Y hours will it be filled when all are working together ?

3'2. A farmer would mix wheat at 4s. a bushel with

rye at 2s. 6d. a bushel, so that the whole mixture may con-

sist of 91) bushels, and be worth 3s. 2d, a bushel : how
many bushuk must be taken of each ?

9—2
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I

33. A bill of ^3. Is. Gd. was paid in half-crowns, and
florins, and the whole number of coins was 28 : how many

• coins were there of each kind ?

34. A grocer with 56 lbs. of fine tea at 5*. a lb. would
mix a coarser sort at 3s. 6d. a lb., so as to sell the whole
together at 4s. 6d. a lb. : what quantity of the latter sort

must he take ?

35. A person hired a labourer to do a certain work
on the agreement that for every day he worked he should
receive 2*., but that for every day he was absent he should
lose 9d. ; he worked twice as many days as he was absent,
and on the whole received £l. 19*. : find how many dayg
he worked.

36. A regiment was drawn up in a solid square ; when
some time after it was again drawn up in a solid square
it was found that there were 5 men fewer in a side ; in the
interval 295 men had been removed from the field: what
was the original number of men in the regiment ?

37. A sum of money was divided between A and B,
so that the share of A was to that of jB as 5 to 3 ; also the
share of A exceeded five-ninths of the whole sum by .£50

:

w hat was the share of each person ?

38. A gentleman left his whole estate among his four

sons. The share of the eldest was £800 less than half of

the estate; the share of the second was £120 more than
one-fourth of the estate; the third had half as nmch as

the eldest; and the youngest had two-thirds of what the

second had. How much did each son receive ?

39. A and B began to play together with equal sums
of money; A first won £20, but afterwards lost h;ilf of all

he then had, and then his money was half as much as that

of B : what money had each at hi-st {

40. A lady gave a guinea in charity among a number
of poor, consisting of men, women, and children ; each m-an

had I2d., each woman 6(/., and each child '3d. The number
of women was two loss than twice the number of men; and
the number of children four less than three times tlie

number of women. How many persons were there re-

lieved?
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41. A draper bought a piece of cloth at 3s. 2d. per
yard. He sold one-third of it at 4s. per yard, one-fourth of
it at 3«. 8rf. per yard, and the remainder at 3*. Ad. per
yard; and his gain on the whole was 14*. Id. How many
yards did the piece contain ?

42. A grazier spent ;£33. Is-. 6d. in buying sheep of
different sorts. For the first sort, which formed one-third
of the whole, he paid 9s. 6d. each. For the second sort,

which formed one-fourth of the whole, he paid lis. each.
For the rest he paid r2s. 6d. each. What number of sheep
did he buy ?

43. A market woman bought a certain number of eggs,
at the rate of 5 for twoi)encc; she sold half of them at
2 a penny, and half of them at 3 a penny, and gained Ad.
by so doing : what was the number of eggs ?

44. A pudding consists of 2 parts of flour, 3 parts of

raisins, and 4 parts of suet ; flour costs 3d. a lb., raisins, Sd.,

and suet Sd. Find the cost of the several ingredients of
the pudding, when the whole cost is 2s. Ad.

45. Two persons, A and B, were employed together
for 50 days, at 5s. per day each. During this time A, by
spending 6c?. per day less than B, saved twice as much as
B, besides the expenses of two days over. How much did
A spend per day?

46. Two persons, A and B, have the same income. A
lays by one-fifth of his ; but B by spending .£G0 per annum
Biore than A, at the end of three years finds himself .£100
in debt. What is the income of each 1

47. A and B shoot by turns at a target. A puts 7

bullets out of 12 into the bull's eye, and 5 puts in 9 out of

12; between them they put in 32 bullets. How many
shots did each fire 1

48. Two casks, A and B, contain mixtures of wine
and water; in A the quantity of wine is to the quantity of
water as 4 to 3 ; in ^ the like proportion is that of 2 to 3.

If A contain 84 gallons, what must B contain, so that when
the two are put together, the new mixture may be half

wiuc and half waterI
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49. The squire of a parish bequeaths a sum equal to
one-hundredth part of his estate towards the restoration
of the church; J200 less than this towards the endow-
ment of the school ; and ^£200 less than this latter sum
towards the County Hospital After deducting these lega-

39
cies, — of the estate remain to the heir. What waa the

value of the estate ?

50. How many minutes does it want to 4 o'clock, if

three-quarters of an hour ago it was twice as many minutes
past two o'clock?

51. Two casks, A and B, are filled with two kinds of
sherry, mixed in the cask A in the proportion of 2 to 7,

and in the cask B in the proportion of 2 to 5 : what quan-
tity must be taken from each to form a mixture which
shall consist of 2 gallons of the first kind and 6 of the
second kind ?

52. An officer can form the men of his regiment into

a hollow square 12 deep. The number of men in the
regiment is 1296. Find the number of men in the front of
the hollow square.

53. A person buys a piece of land at .£30 an acre, and
by selling it in allotments finds the value increased three-

fold, so that he clears .£150, and retains 25 acres for him-
self: how many acres were there ?

54. The national debt of a country was increased by
one-fourth in a tillie of war. During a long peace which
followed J25000000 was paid oflF, and at the end of that
time the rate of interest was reduced from 4^ to 4 per
cent. It was then found that the amount of annual in-

terest was the same as before the war. What was the
amount of the debt before the war ?

55. A and B play at a game, agreeing that the loser

shall always pay to the winner one sliilliug less than half

the money the loser has ; they commence with equal quan-
tities of money, and after B has lost the first game and
won the second, he has two shillings more than A : Low
much had each at the commenccmei^?
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66. A clock has two hands turning on the same centre;

the swifter makes a revolution every twelve hours, and the

slower every sixteen hours : in what time will the swifter

gain just one complete revolution on the slower?

67. At what time between 3 o'clock and 4 o'clock is

one hand of a watch exactly in the direction of the other

hand produced ?

58. The hands of a watch are at right angles to each
other at 3 o'clock : when are they next at right angles \

59. A certain sum of money lent at simple interest

amounted to £297. 125. in eight months; and in seven more
months it amounted to £306 : what was the sum ?

60. A watch gains as much as a clock loses; and 1799
hours by the clock are equivalent to 1801 hours by the

watch : find how much the watch gains and the clock loses

per hour.

61. It is between 11 and 12 o'clock, and it is observed
that the number of minute spaces between the hands is

two-tliirds of ^vhat it was ten minutes previously: find tlic

time.

62. A and B made a joint stock of £500 by which
they gained £160, of which A had for his share £32 more
than B : what did each contribute to the stock %

63. A distiller has 51 gallons of French brandv, which
cost him 8 shillings a gallon ; he wishes to buy some En-
glish brandy at 3 shillings a gallon to mix with the French,
and sell the whole at 9 shiUings a galloa. How many gal-
lons of the English must he tahe, so that he may' gain
30 per cent, on what he gave for the brandy of both
kinds 1

64. An officer can form his men into a hollow square
4 deep, and also into a hollow square S deep; the "ront in

the latter formation contains IG men fewer than in the
form^ formation; find the miniber of men^
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XXIII. Simultaneous eqtmlions of the first degree ijcith

two unknown quantities.

205. Suppose we have an equation containing two un-
Jnomi quantities x and y, for example 3.x' — 7y = 8. For
evory value which v/e please to a.ssign to one of the
unknown quantities we can determine the corre.=ponding

value of the other ; and thus we can find as many pairs*

of values as we please which satisfy the given equation.

Thus, for example, if y=l we find 3.c=l."). i;nd therefore

x = 5; if 2/ = 2 we find 3a; = 22, and therefore ie — ~i\; and
80 on.

Also, suppose that tlici'e is another equation of the
same kind, as for example 2x + 5^ = 44 ; then we can also

find as many pau's of values as we please wliich satisfy thi*

equation.

But suppose wc ask for values of x and y which satisfy

}>nth equations; we shall find that there is only one value
of X and one value of y. For midtiply the first equatioo
by 5 ; thus

I5.«-35?/ = 40;

and midtiply the second equation by 7 ; thus

14.T+352/ = .".08.

Therefore, by addition,

\5x-25y+l^x + 35;y = 40 + 308;

tbatisy 29a; = 348;

tlierefore x— "^ =12.

Thus {i'both equations arc to be satisfied x mrist equal 12.

Put this value of x in either of the two given equations,
for example in the second; thus we obtain

24 + 5^ = 44;

therefore 5y= 20;

ibercfore y=4.
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206. Two or more equations which are to be satisfied

by the same values of the unkDO^vn quantities are called

simultaneous equations. In the present Chapter we treat

of simultaneous equations involving two unknown quanti-

ties, where each unknown quantity oeciu^ only in the first

degree, and the product of the unknown quantities does
not occur.

207. There are three methods which are usually giveo
for solving these equations. There is one principle com-
mon to all the methods; namely, from two given equations
containing tico unknown quantities a single equation is de-
duced containing only one of the unknown quantities. By
this process we are said to elim.inate the unknown quan-
tity wliich does not appear in the single equation. T!ie

single equation containing only one tmknown quantity can be
solved by the method of Chapter XIX ; and when the value
of one of the unknown quantities has thus been determined,
we can substitute this value in either of the given equations,

and then determine the value ofthe other unknown quantity.

208. First method. Multiply the equations by such
numbers as will make tfie coefficient of one of the un-
known quantities the same in the resulting equations;
then by addition or subtraction we can form an equation
containing only the other unknoicn quantity.

This method we used in Art. 205 ; for another example,
suppose

&c + 72/= 100,

12:c-5i/ = 88.

If we wish to eliminate y we multiply the first equation
by 5, which is the coefficient of y in the second equation,
and we multiply the second equation by 7, whieh is the
coefficient of y in the first equation. Thus we obtain

40.r + 35y= 500,

84:r-35y = 616;

therefore, by addition,

40.^; + 84a;= 500 + 616;

that is, 124.r=1116;

therefore a; = 9.
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Then put this value of x in cither of the given equations,

for example in the second ; thus

108-5^= 88;

therefore 20 = 5y

;

therefore i/= 4.

Suppose, however, that in solving these equations we wish
to begin by eliminating x. If we multiply the first equa-
tion by 12, and the second by S, we obtain

96a; + 84^ = 1200,

96:r-40y = 704.

Therefore, by subtraction,

84y + 40^=1200-704;

that is, 124y= 496;

therefore y= 4.

Or we may render the process more simple ; for we may
multiply the first equation by 3, and the second by 2;
thus

24^ + 21y=300,

24a?-10y=176.

Therefore, by subtraction,

21y + 10?/ = 300-176;

that is, 31si'=124,-

therefore y^4.

209. Second method. Express one of the unknown
quantities in terms of the otherfrom either equation, and
substitute this value in the other equation.

Thus, taking the example given in the preceding Arti-

cle, we have from the first equation

8^ = 100-72/;

*i e 100 -7y
therefore x

=

—-
,
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Substitute this value of a; in the second equation, and we
obtain

therefore 3 (100 - 7y) - 1Oy = 1 76

;

that is, 300 -21?/ -10?/ = 176;.

therefore 300-176 = 21«/ + 10yj

that is, 312/ = 124;

therefore J/
= 4.

Then substitute this value of y in either of the given equa-
tions, and we shall obtain x= d.

Or thus : from the first equation we have

7z/ = 100-8:»;

100-8a;
therefore y =—=

.

Substitute this value of y in the second equation, and
we obtain

12.-1(1^ = 88;

therefore 84;c- 5 ( 100 - Bar) = 6 1 6

;

that is, 84. - 500 + 40x = f; 1 6 ;

therefore 124. = 500 + 6 1 6 = 1 11 6 ;

therefore . = 9.

210. Third method. Express the mme unknown
quantity in terms of the other from each equation, and
equate the exjyressinns tlius obtained.

Thus, taking again the same example, from the first

equation . = —'-
, and from the second equation

o
88 + 52/
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wu e
100-7y 88 + 5y

Therefore —^—^ =—:r~ .

Clear of fractions, by multipljing by 24; thus

that is, 300-21^=176+ lOy;

therefore 300-176 = 21j^ + 102/;

that is. Sly = 124;

therefore y = 4.

Then, as before, we can deduce x=9.

Or thus: from the first equation y= _— , and

from the second equation y =—'—
; therefore

100- 8a; 12aT-88

From this equation we shall obtain x= 9 ; and then, as

before, we can deduce y = 4,

211. Solve 19:c-2l2/= 100, 21j?-19//=140.

These equations may be solved by the methods already

explained ; we shall use them liowever to shew that these

ni'jLnods may be sometimes abbreviated.

Here, by addition, we obtain

19j;--21?/ + 21j,-- 1:\//=100 + 140;

that is, 4007 - 40i/ = 240 ;

therefore a;-y = 6.

Again, from the original equations, by subtraction, we
obtain

21a;-19y-19:c + 21?/ = 140-100;

that is, 2x + 2y - 40

;

therefore a;+ y = 2a
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Then since x—y = & and x + y = 20, we obtain by addi-
tion 2x— 2Q, and by subtraction 2^ = 14;

therefore a;= 13, and y= 7.

212. The student will find as he proceeds that in all

parts of Algebra, particular examples may be treated by
methods which are shorter than the general rules ; but such
abbre\iations can only be suggested by experience and
practice, and the beginner should not waste his time in

seeking for them.

213. Solve ^ + -=8, ?^-- = 3.
X y ' X y

If we cleared these equations of fractions they would
involve the product xy of the unknown quantities ; and
thus stnctly they do not belong to the present Chapter.
But they may be solved by the methods already given, as
we shall now shew. For multiply the first equation by 3
and the second by 2, and add ; thus
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214. Solve a'x^-h-y^c^, ax + by= c.

Here a; and y are supposed to denote unknown qnantl-
ties, while the other letters are supposed to denote kuvim
quantities.

Multiply the second equation by b, and subtract it from
the first; thus

a^a; + b'^— abx—b'^i/= cr' — bc;

that is, a{a—b)x= c{c—b);

therefore x= —7 ^ •

a{a—b)

Substitute this value of x in the second equation ; thus

ac(c—b) ,

therefore &y =<:-'-^- ^^^"^^"f
~^^

= fe^;^ a—b a—b a—b
c{a— c) _ c(c.~a)

therefore y —
bia-b) b{b-a)'

Or the value of 1/ might be found in the same way ai

that of X was fovmd.

Examples. XXIII.

1. 3a;-4y= 2, 7x-9y^T.
2. 1x-5y= 24:, 4x-3y = ll.

3. 3.v + '2y = 32, 20ar-32/=l.

4. ll.c-7y = 37, 8x + 9y = 4l.

5. 1x + 5y = 60, lSx-lly=^lQ.

6. 6.1- -72/= 42, 1x-6y = 75.

7. 10a; + 9y = 290, 12x-ny= 13Q.

a 3x-4y = lS, 3x+ 2y^0.

9. 4a;-^ = ll, 2.j;-3y=0.
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X ^ _ 4a;— 2 „
10. 3+3y= 7, -^=32/-4.

11. ^x-fiy= \ 1x-^y = 8^.

V—

2

x—4
12. 2^ +^—-=21, 4y + =29.

5 b

13.
f|

+ 52/= 13, 2a; +^= 33.

/ 14

3^ 2y_ 7^.52/_R

17. ^ + ^=15, ^ + ^ = 6.

2.C 32/_ 3x 2y_

„, x— 1 y—2 „ „ 2w — 5 „,
21. —^— + ^-— = 2, 20- + -^^-— = 21.

22.
^f -.f

= 20, f -'1 = 2^-7.

2;p + 3y_ ?/ 4y-3g _3a?
2,^. —^— _io-g, —^__-+i.
„, 1 — So; 3m— 1 „ 3a: 4-

w

25. 2(2ar + 3y) = 3(2a;-32/) + 10,

4a;-37/ = 4(6?/-2xj + 3.
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26. 3.»4-9// = 2-4, -210?- -065^= -03.

27. •3x + -12.j^ = ;c-6, 3j;--5y=28--25y.

28. •08a;--21?/ = -33, 'l 2a; + •7^=3-54.

my' X y

30. x-4y = 7, ^ + — = ^.
*^

' 32/ 10 5y

x+1 x-l 6
ol. = -, x— y=l.y~l y y^

^

32. 4a,+y= U, f=1^^.^." ' 5x Zx 15

y

33. l^%7=o, fcM^:^^^^i,a
X — O D 4

34. -+f = 2, bx-ay= 0.
a

35. a; + «/-a + &, &;c + a2'= 2a5.

36. f+f=l, f + '^=l.ah a

37. {a + c)x—hy = bc, x + y= a+ b,

XV XV
aft a

39. x + y= c, ax—by = c{a—b).

40. a(a;+ y) + 6(a;-t/)=:l, a(^-y) + 6(x+ y) = l.

41. fz_« + l^=.o, £±l:i!'4.'^-?^=o.6a' a

42. («4-6)a;-(a-6)y = 4a6,

{a-b)x + {a + b)y = 2a^- 26».

a + & a — 6 ' 2ab a- + 6**

44. (rt + A)a: + (6-A^3/=:rc, (J + A;)x+ (a-Jfc)y:»:C.
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XXIV. Simultaneous equations of the first degree with
more than two unknown quantities.

215. If there be three simple equations containing:

three unknowTi quantities, we can deduce from two of the
equations an equation which contains only two of the un-
kngwn quantities, bj the methods of the preceding Chap-
ter ; then from the third given equation, and either of tlie

former two, we can deduce another equation wliich con-
tains the same two imkuowu quantities. We have thus
two equations contaiuhig two unknown quantities, and
therefore the values of these unknown quantities may be
foimd by the methods of the preceding Chapter. By sub-
stituting these values in one of the given equations, the
value of the remaining unknown quantity may be found.

216. Solve 1x + ^y-2z = lQ (1),

2aT+ 52/-i-3^= 39 (2),

&x- y + oz^Zl (3).

For convenience of reference the equations are num-
bered (1), (2;, (3) ; and this numbering is continued as we
proceed with the solution.

Multiply (1) by 3, and multiply (2) by 2 ; thus

21ar+ 9y-6^= 48,

therefore, by addition,

25.c+19i/=126 (4).

Multiply (1) by 5, and multiply (3) by 2 ; thus

35a; + 15?/- 100= 80,

10^- 2^ + 10^ = 62;

fiisrefore, by addition,

45ar -(-13^ = 142 (5).

1. L. 10
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We have now to find the values of x and y from ^i)

had (5).

Multiply (4) by 9, and multiply (5) by 5 ; thus

225a;+171j/ = ir34,

225X+ &6y= 710;

therefore, by subtraction,

106^ = 424; •

therefore y = 4.

Substitute the value of y in (4); thos

25a; 4- 76 = 126;

therefore 25^;= 126 -76 ^50;

therefore a?= 2.

Substitute the values oix and y in (1) ; tbna

14+12-2*=16;

therefore 10 = 2^;

ihercfoF© s = 5.

217. Solve \^l-l- 1 (IX

%U^ = 24 (2),X y z ^ "

'i-'-.' = 14 (3XX y z

jflultiply (1) by 2, and add the result to (2); thus

S 4 6 5 46-.„,-+ --- + -+-=2 + 24;
X y z X y z

thutis»
'^- + ^ = 26 (4).
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Multiply (1) by 3, and add the result to (3) ; thus

X y z X y z

that is,
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218. Solve

"+^3 (1),

f
+H (2X

-+"^ = 4 (3).

Subtract (1) from (2) ; thus

y z X y ^ ^

c a

tliatis, £-? = 2 (4).
c a

By subti-acting (4) from (3) we obtain

2^ „

therefore - = 1 ; therefore x — a.
a

By adding (4) to (3) we obtain

therefore -3; therefore z = Zg.
c

By substituting the value of or in{l) we find that y-lh.

219. In a similar manner we may proceed if the num-
ber of equations and imknowu quantities should exoeed
three.
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Examples. XXIV.

1. a?+ 3y+2z= ll, 2a;+ y + 3^= 14, Zx+ 2y + z=\^.

2. 5.r-62/ + 42r=15, 7« + 42/-3^= 19, 2.r + y + 6^^ = 46.

3. 4«-5?/ + 5r = 6, 7a?-lly + 2z= 9, a; + ?/+ 3z=12.

4. 7^-32/= 30, 9y-5^ = 34, x + y+ z= 33.

5. 3x-y + z=ll, 5x->)'3y-2z=l0, 7^7 + 4^-5^ = 3.

6. x-¥y + z=^b, 3x~5y + 7z = 75, 9x-Uz+10 = 0.

7. x + 2y + 3z = 6, 2x + 4y + 2z = 8, 3x + 2y + 8z=101.

Qy-Ax 5z-x y-2z
3z-l ' 2y-35r ' Zy~2x

^ .^+2^^3j^^5^^ ^ + ^,-^=126.

11. y-¥z=a, z + x= b, x + y = c.

12. x+ y+ z= a + b + c, x + a= y + b = z + c.

13. y + z— :r-a, 2r + .c-y= &, x + y—z= c.

X 1/ z , X y z , X y z
14. +^ + - = 1, - + ^ + - = 1 T+-^+ =1,a6c a c a c

,^ a b c ^ a b c 2a b c
15. - + - + - = 3, -H = 1, — - = 0.

X y z ' X y z ' a y z

16. » + .T + ?/ + ;2=14,

ii« + ar= 2yi-2r — 2,

3»-a; + 2?/ + 23 = 19,

? + ^ + y + ^-4.
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XXV. Problems ichich lead to simultaneous equatinnt

of thefirst degree with more than one unknown quantity.

220. We shall now solve some problems which lead to

simultaneoas equations of the first degree with more than
one unknown quantity.

2
Find the fraction which becomes equal to - when the

o
4

numerator la increased by 2, and equal to = when the de-

nominator is increased by 4.

Let X denote the numerator, and y the denominator of

the required fraction ; then, by supposition,

£+2_2 X 4

y ~3' y +4~7'

Clear the equations of fractions ; thus we obtain

2x-2y=-Q (1),

'Ix-4y= 16 (2).

Multiply (1) by 2, and subtract it ftt)m (2) ; thus

Ix-iy - 6x-i-4y= 16 + 12

;

that is,
* x= 2S

Substitute the value of ar in (1) ; thua

S4-2y=-6;
therefore 2y-9Q ; therefore y= 45.

28
Hence the required fraction is -^

.

45

221. A sum of money was divided equally among a
certain number of persons ; if there had oeen six more,
each would have received two shillings less than he did

;

and if there had been three fewer, each would have re-

ceived two shillings more than he did : find the number of

persons, and what each received.
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Let X denote the number of persons, and y the number
of shillings which each received. Then xy is the number of

shillings in the sum of money which is divided ; and, by
supposition,

{x-¥Q){3f~2)=xy (1),

{x-2.){y + 2) = xy (2).

From (1) we obtain

xy + 6y— 2x— \2 = xy;

therefore Qy-2x=l2 (3).

From (2) we obtain

xy+2x — Zy— Q~xy,
therefore 2x-Zy = Q (4).

From (3) and (4), by addition, 3y = 18 ; ther^ore y=6.

Substitute the value of y in (4) ; thus

2.r-18=-6;

therefore 2a;=24 ; therefore ;r= 12.

Thiis there were 12 persons, and each received 5
shillings.

222. A certain number of two digits is equal to five

times the sum of its digits ; and if nine be added to the

number the digits are reversed : find the number.

Let X denote the digit in the tens' place, and y the digit

in the units' place. Then the number is \Ux + y ; and, by
supposition, the number is equal to five times the sum of

its digits; therefore

\Qx-^y = 6{x+ y) (1).

If nine bo added to the number its digits are reversed;

that is, we obtain the number \Qy + x; therefore

10;CH-y + 9 = 10y+ a; (2).

From (1) we obtain

5x~4y (3).

From (2) we obtain 9« + 9 = 9y ; therefore x+\ »y
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Substitute for y in (3) ; thus

5ar=4r + 4;

tlierefore a?=4.

Then from (3) we obtain y = 5.

Hence the required number is 45.

223. A railway train after travelling an hour is detaintrd

24 minutes, after which it proceeds at six-fifths of its

former rate, and arrives 15 minutes late. If the detention
had taken place 5 miles further on, tl^e train would have
an'ivcd 2 minutes later than it did. Find the original mto
of the train, and the distance travelled.

Let 5.r denote the number of miles per hour at which
the train originally travelled, and let y denote the numlier
of miles in the whole distance travelled. Then y - 5x will

denote the number of miles which remain to be travelled

after the detention. At the original rate of the train this

distance would be travelled in ^^—— hours: at the in-
5x

If— 5^
creased rate it will be travelled in ~— hours. Since

the train is detained 24 minutes, and yet is only 15 miimtes
late at its arriA-al, it follows that the remainder of the
journey is performed in 9 minutes less than it would have
been if the rate had not been increased. And 9 minutes

9
is -- of an lioar ; therefore

60

y-bx _ y-bx 9 .

Qx ~ ox 60 ^
''

If the detention had taken place 5 miles further on,

there would have been y-bx— b miles left to be travelled

Thus we shall find that

y-bx-5 _ y-bx-b _ 7^ .

6a? ~ bx GO
^''
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Subtract (2) from (1); thus

5_ _ 5^__2 ^

Ox " ox 60
'

therefore 50 = 60 - 2«

;

therefore 2a;=10; therefore a:= 5.

Substitute this value of :r in (1), and it will be found by
solving the equation that j/ = 47^.

224. A, B, and C can together perform a piece of

work in 30 days ; A and B can together perform it in 32
days; and B and C can together perform it in 120 days;

find the time in which each alone could perform the work.

Let X denote the number of days in which A alone
could perform it, y the number of days in w.hich B alone
could iierform it, z the number of days in which C alone
could perform it. Then we have

1111
x^y^z = ro

(^)'

1 +
1-1"

(2)«^y~32 ^^^'

111
y'^ z'l20 ^^^

Subtract (2) from (1) ; thus
,

1= L-L- JL
2r~30 32 ~ 480*

Subtract (3) from (1) ; thus

1 = i-JL^ 1
a;~30 120 "40"

Therefore a;= 40, and z = 4S0; and by substitution in

any of the given equations we shall find that ?/ = 160.

225. We may observe that a problem may often be
solved in various ways, and with the aid of more or fewer
letters to represent the unkiiowu quantities. Thus, to

take a very simple example, .-.appose wc have to find two
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numbers such that one is two-thirds of the other, and tlieir

sum is 100.

We may proceed thus. Let x denote the greater
number, and y the less number; then we have

2x

Or we may proceed thus. Let x denote the greater

nmiiber, then 100— a; will denote the less number; there-

fore

2x100-^= g-.

Or we may proceed thus. Let 3x denote the greater

number, then 2x will denote the less number; therefore

2.T + 3a;=100.

By completing any of these processes we shall find that

the required numbers are 60 and 40.

The student may accordingly find that he can solve

some of the examples at the end of the present Chapter,
with the aid of only one letter to denote an unknown quan-
tity ; and, on the other hand, some of the examples at the
end of Chapter xxir. may appear to him most naturally

solved with the aid of two letters. As a general rule it

may be stated that the employment of a larger number of

unknown qviantities renders "the work longer, but at the
same time allows the successive steps to be more readily

followed ; and thus is more suitable for beginners.

The beginner will find it a good exercise to solve the
example given in Art. 204 with the aid of four lettere to

represent the four unknown quantities which are required.

Examples. XXV.

1. If A's money were increased by 36 shillings he would
have three times as much as B; and if B's money we:o
diminished by 5 shillings he would have half as much oo
A : find the sum possessed by each.

2. Find two numbers such that the first with half tho
eecond may make 20, and also that the second with a third
of the first may make 20.
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3. If B were to give £25 to A they would have equal

sums of money; if A were to give £22 to B the money
of B would be double that of A : find the money which
each actually has.

4. Find two numbers such that half the first with a
third of the second may make 32, and that a fourth of the

first with a fifth of the second may make 18.

5. A person buys 8 lbs. of tea and 3 lbs. of sugar for

£1. 2s. ; and at another time he buys 5 lbs. of tea and 4 lbs.

of sugar for 15s. 2d. : find the price of tea and sugar per lb.

6. Seven years ago A was three times as old as B
was ; and seven years hence .4 will be twice as old as B
will be : find their present ages.

7. Find the fraction which becomes equal to ^ wheu
the numerator is increased by 1, and equal to j when the
denominator is increased by 1.

8. A certain fishing rod consists of two parts; the
length of the upper part is to the length of the lower as

5 to 7 ; and 9 times the upper part together with 13 times
the lower part exceed 11 times the whole rod by 36 inches:
find the lengths of the two parts.

9. A person spends half-a-crown in apples and pears,

bujing the apples at 4 a penny, and the pears at 5 a
penny ; he sells half his apples and one-third of his pears
for 13 pence, which was the price at which he bought them:
find how many apples and how many pears he bought.

10. A wine merchant has two sorts of wine, a better
and a worse; if he mixes tliem in the proportion of two
quarts of the better sort with three of the worse, tlie

mixture will be worth Is. 9d. a quart ; but if he mixes them
in the proportion of seven quarts of the better sort with
eight of the worse, the mixture will be worth Is. lOd. a
quart : find the price of a quart of each sort.

11. A farmer sold to one person 30 bushels of wheat,'
and 40 bushels of barley for £13. 10s. ; to another person
he sold 50 bushels of wheat and 30 bushels of barley
for £17 : find the price of wheat and barley per biisliel.
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12. A farmer has 28 busbds of barley at 2g. 4d. a

bushel: with these he Avishes to mix rye at 3*. a bushel,

and wheat at 4s. a bushel, so that the mixture may consist

of 100 bushels, and be worth 3*. 4d. a bushel: find how
many bushels of rye and wheat he must take.

13. A and B lay a wager of 10 shillings; if A loses

he will have as much as B will then have ; if B loses he
will have half of what A will thfen have: find the money
of each.

14. If the numerator of a certain fraction be increased
by 1, and the denominator be diminished by 1, the value
will be 1 ; if ttie numerator be increaised by the denomi-
nator, and the denominator (diminished by the numerator,
the value mil be 4 : find the fraction.

15. A number of posts are placed at equal distances

in a straight line. If to twice tlie number of them we add
the distance between two consecutive posts, expressed in

feet, the sum is 68. If from four times the distance be-
tween two consecutive posts, expressed in feet, we subtract

half the number of posts, the remainder is 68. Find the
distance between the extreme posts.

16. A gentleman distributing money among some poor
men found that he wanted 10 shillings, in order to be
able to give 5 shillings to each man ; tlierefore he gives

to each man 4 shillmgs only, and finds that he has 5
shillings left : find the number of poor men and of

shillings.

17. A certain company in a tavern found, when they
came to pay tlieir bill, that if there had been three mo. e

persons to jiay the same bill, they would have paid one
shilling each loss than they did ; and if there had been
t**<) fewer persons they would have paid one shilling each
ijio;c tlian they did: find the number of persons and the
number of shillings each paid.

18. There i^ a certain rectangular floor, such that

if it had been two feet broader, and three feet longer, it

Would have been sixty-four ?(iuare feet larger; but if it

hat! bcjcn three feet broader, and two fee't longer, it would
have been sixty-eight square feet larger : find the length
and l>ycadth of the floor.

ID. A certain number of two digits is equal to four
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times the sura of its digits; and if 18 be added to tlie

number the digits are reversed : find the number.

20. Two digits which form a number change places

on the addition of 9 j and the sum of the two numbers is

33 : find the digits.

21. When a certain number of two digits is doubled,

and increased by 36, the result is the same as if the number
had been reversed, and doubled, and then diminished by

36 ; also the number itself exceeds four times the sum of

its digits by 3 : find the number.

22. Two passengers have together 5 cwt. of luggage,

and are charged for the excess above the weight allowed

5*. Id. and 95. \Qd. respectively ; if the luggage had ail

belonged to one of them he would have been charged

19*. 2(5?. : find how much luggage each passenger is allowed

without charge.

23. A and B ran a race which lasted 5 minutes ; B
had a start of 20 yards ; but A ran 3 yards while B was
running 2, and won by 30 yards: find the length of the

course and the speed of each.

24. A and B have each a certain number of counters

;

A gives to ^ as many as B has already, and B returns

back again to A as many as A has left ; A gives to B as

many as B has left, and B returns to A as many as A has

left ; each of them has now sixteen counters : find how
many each had at first.

25. A and B can together perform a certain work in

30 days; at the end of 18 days however B is called off

and A finishes it alone in 20 more days : find the time
in which each could perform the work alone.

26. A, B, and (7 can drink a cask of beer in 15 days;

A and B together drink four-thirds of what C iloes ; and
C drinks twice as much as A : find the time in which each
alone could drink the cask of beer.

27. A cistern holding 1200 gallons is filled by three

pipes A,B,G together in 24 minutes. The pipe A requires

30 minutes more than Cto fill the cistern; and 10 gallons

less run through G per minute than through A and B
toq-cther. Find the time in wliich each pipe alone would
fall the cistern.
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28. A and B run a mile. At the first heat A gives B
a start of 20 yards, and beats him by 30 seconds. At tlie

second heat A gives B a start of 32 seconds, and beats him
by 9t^ yards. Find the rate per hour at which A nins.

29. A and B are two towns situated 24 miles apart,

fan the same bank of a river. A man goes from A io B
in 7 hours, by rowing the first half of the distance, and
walking the second half. In returning he walks the first

half at three-fourths of his former rate, but the stream
being with him he rows at double his rate in going ; and
he accomplishes the whole distance in 6 hours. Find his

rates of walking and rowing.

30. A railway train after travelling an hour is detained
15 minutes, after which it proceeds at three-fourths of its

former rate, and arrives 24 minutes late. If the detention
had taken place 5 miles further on, the train would \v\\o

arrived 3 minutes sooner than it did. Find the original

rate of the train and the distance travelled.

31. The time which an express train takes to travel

a journey of 120 miles is to that taken by an ordinary train

as 9 is to 14. The ordinary train loses as much time in

stoppages as it would take to travel 20 jniles without stojv

ping. The express train only loses half as much time in

stoppages as the ordinary train, and It also travels 15 miles

an horn' quicker. Find the rate of each train.

32. Two trains, 92 feet long and 84 feet long respec-

tively, are moving with uniform velocities on pi\rallel rails;

when they move in opposite directfous they are observed
to pass each other in one second and a half; but when they
move in the same direction the faster train is observed to

pass the other iu six seconds : find the rate at which each
train moves.

33. A railroad runs from A to C. A goods' train

starts from ^ at 12 o'clock, and a passenger train at 1

o'clock. After going two-thirds of the distance the goods'

train breaks down, and can only travel at three-fourths of

its former rate. At 40 minutes past 2 o'clock a collision

occui-s, 10 miles from C The rate of the passenger train

is double the diminished rate of the goods' traiti. Find the

distance from A to C, and the rates of the trains.
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34. A certain sum of money was divided between A,
B, and C, so that A's share exceeded four-sevenths of the
shares of B and C by J30 ; also 5's share exceeded three-

eighths of the shares of A and C by ;£30; and C's share
exceeded two-ninths of the shares of A and B by ^£30.

Find the share of each person.

35. A and B working together can earn 40 shillings

in 6 days; A and C together can earn 54 shilUngs in 9

days; and B and C together can earn 80 shillings in 15
days: find what each man can earn alone per day.

36. A certain number of sovereigns, shillings, and six-

pences amount to £S. 6s. 6d. The amount of the shillings

is a guinea less than that of the sovereigns, and a guinea
and a half more than that of the sixpences. Find the
number of each coin,

37. A and B can perform a piece of work together in

48 days ; A and C in 30 days ; and B and C in 26§ days

:

find the time in which each could perform the work alone.

38. There is a certain number of three digits which is

equal to 48 times the sum of its digits, and if 198 be sub-
tracted from the number the digits will be reversed ; also

the sum of the extreme digits is equal to twice the middle
digit : find the number.

39. A man bought 10 bullocks, 120 sheep, and 46
lambs. The price of 3 sheep is equal to that of 5 lambs,
A bullock, a sheep, and a lamb together cost a number of
shiUings greater by 300 than the whole number of animals
bought; and the whole sum spent was £468. 6*. Find the
price of a bullock, a sheep, and a lamb respectively.

40. A farmer sold at a market 100 head of stock con-

sisting of horses, oxen, and sheep, so that the whole realised

£'z. Is. per head ; while a horse, an ox, and a sheep were
sold for .£22, £12. 10.'., and £1. 105. respectively. Had he
sold one-fourth the imraber of oxen, and 25 more sheep
than he did, the amoimt received would have been still the
same. Find the number of hcffses, oxen, and sheep, respec-

tively which were sold.
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XXVL Quadratic Equations.

226. A quadratic equation is an equation which con-
tains the square of the unknown quantity, but no higher
power.

227. A pure quadratic equation is one which contains
only the square of the unknown quantity. An adfected
quadratic equation is one which contains tlic first power
of the unknown quantity as well as its square. Thus, for

example, 2;f'^= 50 is a j>ure quadratic equation; and
2;f2— 7i» + 3 = is an adfected quadratic equation.

228. The following is the Rule for solving a pure
quadratic equation. Find the value of tlie square of the
unknotcn quantity hy the Rule for solving a simple equa-
tion; tlien, hy extracting the square root, the values qf the
unknown quantity arefound.

x^— 13 x^—h
For example, solve —-— H—r-— = 6.

Clear of fractions by multiplying by 30 ; thus

10(a^- 13) + SC^c"- 5) = 180;

therefore \Zx'^ = 180 + 130 + 15-326

;

therefore a^= -^rr = 25
;

extract the square root, thus a;= ±5,

In this example, we find by the Rule for aohang a
simple equation, that .c- is equal to 25 ; therefore x must
be such a number, that if multiplied into itself the pro-

duct Is 25. That is to say, x must be a square root of

25. In Arithmetic 5 is the square root of 25 ; in Algebra
we may consider either 5 or — 5 aa a square root of 25,

gince, by the Rule of Signs —5x— 5 = 5x5. Ilenee .v

may have either of the values 5 or —5, and the equation

will be satisfied. This we denote thus, j?=: ±5.
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229. We proceed to the solution of adfected quadra-

tics.

If we multiply a; + - by itself we obtain

(a\f a\ . ^ax a^

Or
thus x^ + ax + — is a perfect sqimre, for it is the square

of a;+-. Hence x^-¥ax is rendered a perfect square

by the addition of — , that is, "by tJie oddiHon of the square

of half the coefficient of x. This fact is the essential part

of the solution of an adfected quadratic equation, and we
shall now give some examples of it.

a;2+6a;; here half the coefficient of a; is 3; add 3^, and
we obtain x^-\-Qx-\- 3^, that is (a; + 3)1

g
x^—bx\ here half the coefficient ai x is — z; add

(
— -

J
, that is

( ^ ) , and we obtain x^-hx + iA, that

a;2 +— ; here half the coefficient of ^ is -; add ("j,

and we obtain a;2+ + / \
^ that is (a;+-).

3a! 3
a^— — ', here half the coefficient of x \s, —-; add

(
—

-j, that is [a, and we obtain x^—— +f^j,that

The process here exemplified is called completing the

square.

T. A. 11
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230. The following is the Rule for solving an adfected
quadratic equation. By transposition and reduction
arrange the equation so that the terms which involve the

unknown quantity are alone on one side, and the coefficient

qf x^ is + 1 ; add to each side of the equation the square
of half the coefficient of x, and then extract the square
root of each side.

It will be seen from the examples which we shall now
solve that the above rule leads us to a point from which
we can immediately obtain the values of the unknown
quantity.

231. Solve a^-\Qx + 2A = 0.

By transposition, a^— 10a;=— 24;

add (^yY* a?2-10d;+ 52= -24 + 25= 1;

extract the square root, a?—5= * 1

;

transpose, aj=5±l = 5 + l or 6— 1;

hence x= Q or 4.

It is easy to verify that either of these values satisfies

the proposed equation ; and it will be useful for the stu-

dent thus to verify liis results.

232. Solve 3a;2-4a;-65 = 0.

By transposition, 3a^— 4d?=55;

divide by 3, a^- 3- = y

»

(D*
AA l-\ 2 "** ^W 55 ^ 4 169

2 13
extract the square ro»t, x—-=^—',

2 13 _ 11
transpose, so— -i:. — =oor—— .00 «3
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233. Solve 2a^ + Zx-^5 = 0.

By transposition, 2;r*+ 3a;= 35

;

divide by 2, x^+ ~ - —;

a^A f^y ^ 3aj ^ /3V 35 ^ 9 289

3 17
extract the square root, a7+ - = ± —

;

3 17 7
transpose, a?=—-±— =-or —5.

4 4 2

234. Solve a:'- 4;»- 1 = 0.

By transposition, a;^- 4ar= 1

;

add2«, ar'-4a;+ 22= 1+4= 5;

extract the square root, x—2=± J5;

transpose, a;=2± ^5.

Here the square root of 5 cannot be found exactly;

but we can find by Arithmetic an approximate vame of it

to any assigned degree of accuracy, and thus obtain the

values of a; to any assigned degree of accuracy.

235. In the examples hitherto solved we have found
two diJBFerent roots of a quadratic equation ; in some cases

however we shall find really only one root. Take, for ex-

ample, the equation ar'— 14:?; + 49 = 0; by extracting the

square root we have a;— 7 == 0, therefore x = 7. It is how-
ever found convenient in such a case to say that the quad-
ratic equation has two equal roots.

11—2
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236. Solve x^-Qx-^-l^ = 0.

By transposition, a;"— 6a; = —13;

add 32, «»-6a?+ 32=-13 + 9=»-4

If we try td extract the square root we have

a;-3=± ^-4.

But —4 can have no square root, exact or approximate,

because any number, whetlier positive or negative, if mul-

ti()lied by itself, gives a positive result. In this case the

quadratic equation has no real root ; and this is sometimes
expressed by saying that the roots ai'e imaginary or

imjjossible.

1 Q 1

237. Solve
2{x-l) x^-l 4

Here we first clear of fractions by multiplying by
4(x2-l), which is the least common multiple of the de-

nominators.

Thus 2(a?+l) + 12=a:'-l,

By transposition, a;'— 2« •« 15

;

add 12, a;2_2a; + i = l5 + l = 16;

extract the square root, a;— 1 = ±4;

therefore «=l±4 = 5or -3.

«„« « 1
2a; 3a;-50 12a; + 70

238. Solve -— + -,,^ ,

—c = —.crT' •

15 3(104-a;) 190

Multiply by 570, which is the least common multiple of

15 and 190; thus

^^ 190(3ar-50) „,,„ ,
„.

76*+—in^^ =3 (12a;+ 70);
lu + a;

*i, f 190(3d;-50) „,- .-
therefore —r^;^ = 210— 40ar

:

10 + a;
'

therefore 190(3a;- 60) = (210- 40aj)(10

+

») ;
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that is, 570;i?- 9500 = 2100 -190;y-40;p*;

therefore AQx^ + 760;r= 1 1 600

;

therefore a? + ldx= 290

;

extract the square root, a?+— = ± —
j

19 39
therefore «= - — ± ~ = 10 or - 29.

239. Solve ^^^^2^^
x + 2 x-2 x— 1

Clear of fractions; thus

{x+3){x-2){x-l) + {x-S){x+ 2){x-l)

= {2x-S){x + 2){x-2);

that is, a^-1x + 6 +x'-2x^-5x + 6 = 2a^-ia^-8x+12i

that is, 2a!'-ai!»-12^+ 12= 2a;^-3a;2-8ar + 12;

therefore x^— 4^x=Q;

add 2«, x^-4:X + 2- = 4.;

extract the square root, a;- 2 = ± 2,

therefore «= 2±2 = 4or0.

We have given the last three lines in order to com-
plete the solution of the equation in the same manner as

in the former examples ; but the results may be obtained

more simply. For the equation x^— 4:X= may be ^vritten

(^— 4)a;= 0; and in this form it is suflSciently obvious

that we must have either a;— 4 = 0, or x— 0, that is,

ar = 4 or 0.

The student will observe that in this example 2x^ is

found on both sides of the equation, after we have cleared
of fractions ; accordingly it can be removed by subtraction,

and so the equation remains a quadratic equation.
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240. Every quadratic equation can be put in the

/orm x^+ px + q = 0, where p a7id q represent some known
numbers, whgle or fractional, positive or negative.

For a quadratic equation, by definition, contains no

Eower of the unknown quantity higher than the second

iCt all the terms be brought to one side, and, if necessary,

change the signs of all the terms so that the coeflBcient of

the square of the unkno^vn quantity may be a positive

number; then divide every term by this coefiBcient, and
the equation takes the assigned form.

For example, suppose 7a:— 4.^^=5. Here we have

therefore Ax^-lx-^b^O;

7x 5
therefore i>fi

—t+i = ^' •

4 4

^ '7 5
Thus in this example we have |H[|k7 and 5'=t.

241. Solve

By transposition,

add(|y, a^+^^ +
(f)

P
extract the square root, *"*

9

therefore x= -^^ ^l^^^^:^

242. "We have thus obtained a general formuldt^r
the roots of the quadratic equation X'+px-^q = 0, namely,

that X must be equal to v

-y+x/(j?*-4g)
-p-J(pi-4q)

*^

2 2

We shall now deduce from this general formrda acme
very important inferences, which will hold for any quad-

ratic equation, by Art. 240.
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243. A quadratic equation cannot have more than
tteo roots.

For we have seen that the root mitst be one or the
other of two assigned expressions.

244. In a quadratic equation where ttie t<>rms are
all on one side, and the coefficient of the square of the

un/cnotcn quantity is unity, the sum of the roots is eqtuil

to the coefficient of the second term with its sign changed,
and the product of the roots is equal to the last term.

For let the equation be a?- +px + q = 0;

the sum of the roots is

-P^s/U^-^^) ^ z^lVlti^J^ ,hat is -p;

the product of the i-og^is

-P + JiW^^) ^ -P- sf{P^-*q)

that is ^ ^^ ^̂-
, that is q.

245. The preceding Article deserves special attention,

for it furnishes a very good example both of the nature of

the general results of Algebra, and of the methods by
which -these general results are obtained. The student
should- verify these results in the case of the quadratic
equations already solved. Take, for example, that in

32; the equation may be put in the form

aad the roots are 5 and — -r- ; thus the sum of the roote is

- , and the product of the roots is — -^.
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246. Solve flw:' + &ar + c= 0.

By transposition, ax^ + hx= —c;

dinde by a, a^-\ =—

:

X & >/(6»-4ac)
extract the square root, a; + — = i

^^ i

•therefore a= ^..^ .
' 2a

247. The general formulae given in Arts. 241 and 246
may be employed in solving any quadratic equation. Take
for" example the equation 34r^-4;i;— 55=0; divide by 3>

tlius we have

, 4;r 55 -

3 3

Take the formula in Art 241, which gires the roots of

3i^+px-¥q = (i; andput7>=— -, and^= —— ; yve shaD

thua obtain the roots of tlie proposed equation.

/ But it is more convenient to use the formula m Art. 246>
as we thus avoid fractions. The proposed equation being
Sj^-'— 4.1' — 55 = 0, we must put a = 3, />=— 4, and o=— 55,
in the formula which gives the roots of rtJ^^+ 6J? + c=0,

that is, in ^^^^ -'

.

' 2a

Thus we have ^±jM±m^ that is, *-^^^>,

that IS, —z— , that is, 5 or -— .

o . 3
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Examples. XXVI.

1. 2(ie2-7) + 3(a;2_ii)^33^ 2. (;»-15)(a!+ 15)= 40a

o ^-24^^-37 a . 3(^^-11) 2(^2-60) _.

- _J 4_^1 ?+!:=£. 9

;i;-3 a; + 3 3* * 4 x 9 x'

I. a!2-3a?+2= 0. 8. ii^-5x + 6 = 0.

9. a;2+10a;= 24, 10. 2a;2-l = 5a;+ 2.

II. 3x^-4x=Z9. 12. a^^+10aJ + 3 = 2a;2-5aJ+5a

13. (ir+l)(2;e+3) = 4a^-22. 14. (a:- 1) (a; - 2) = 20.

15. 4(a;2_i)_4^_l_ lg_ {2x-3y= 8x.

17. 3ir^-17a?+10-=0. 18. --f = 2.
a; 3

19. ar = 2 + ;^. 20. a^-3^^^^.
4x 6

21. ?±^_^=1_^ + ;^. 22. * + ^=5.

23. 4^-^-?Z5 = 22. 24. ^^±^.5-^^.
ar-3 a; 3

x— \ X 21
25. —-- +2x^ 12. 26. - + -—̂ = 6fa;-3 7 ar + 5 '

27. 8a?+ll4--= „ . 28. ^+ —r = ^ •

ic 7 a;-2 a;+ 2 6

29. -2_ + ^3^L0. 30. 3(^::1)_2(^1)^
ar-(-3 2 3 ar+l a?-l

31. -2^+?±2^2. 32 "^ ^^ + 1 13
a!+2 2a; *

'
a; + l x 6

"

a; a; a; 4-2 a; + l_I3
ar + 1 a;+4~ '

'
a; + l a5+ 2~ ^'
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h-l _ x-4 ^14 g-S _ x-1 6
«-3 a;-l~15* a;-2 a:-4~ 5*

39 ^:ii_^Z:3^11 _1 2_^3
;r-4 a:-2 12' ' ar-2 x + 2 5*

41
3 1_^1 ^ ^ 15-7^

2(ar2-l) 4(a;+l) 8* ' x^-1 8(1 -a?)

23;+! 3^-2 _ 11 2x-l_2x-Z 1

^- ar-1 "*'3:c + 2" 2
• '**•

a;-l ^^^"^6"

45
3^+1 2.g-7 5^ 2^-3 3^r--5^5

3(a;-5) 2a'-8 2 3:r-5 2j-3 2'

47 3a;-2 2^-5 ^10 d;+2 _ 4-a; _ 7

2a;-6"^3^-2'° 3
'

;c-l~"'2^~3'

49. {x-Zf^2{x^-^\ 50. («+ 10)2= 144(100 -a~0.

51. -^ + 3^J1. 52. -l- + -^.i2-
a; + 2 a? a; + 4 a;+l a; + 2 :r + 3

_„ x + \ x-l 2x-\ _^ x-2 x + 2 „.t; + 3
53. —-^ + = . 54. „ + =2

.x + 2 x-2 x-l x + 2 x-2 x-~3

55. ^-r = ,,,-:L^. 56. ^+-^ = -^.
x + 2 x+ 4 x + 6

57. •^ + -r_; = rn_^". 58.^+^ = ?^^.

59. H -r- = r— . 60. X—— — =
.

x + 1 X + 2 x—l 8x-3 x + l

61. a^x^-2(^x + a^-l = 0. 62. 4a'^x^{a--b* + r*.

63. ^ + ^ = f + *. 64. i-.-L A + _La^{>dr X x + b a a + b

x-l
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XXVII. Equations which may be solved like

Quadratics.

248. There are many equations which are not strictly

quadratics, but wliich may be solved by the method of com-
pleting the square; we will give two examples.

249. Solve a^- 73:^ = 8.

7 9
extract the square root, «^— s= *9 >

7 9
therefore a^= - ± - = 8 or — 1

;

extract the cube root, thus a;=2 or —1.

250. Solve a;2 + 3a;+ 3 sJ{o^+ 3aT- 2) = 6.

Subtract 2 from both sides, thus

a;2+ 3aT - 2 + 3 ^(a;^ 4- 3a;- 2)= 4.

Thxis on the left-hand side we have two expressions,
namely, ^/(a;^ + 3a;— 2) and a;-4-3a; — 2, and the latter is the
square of the former; we can now complete the square.

Add (t\\ thusQ).

ai^+ 3x-2 + 3 sJ(x^+ Sx-2) + (f\ =4 + ^ = ^;

extract the square root, thus

"^2~~2

3 5
- ±
2 2

^{a^+ 3x-2) +l=^l;

3 5
therefore ^ia^+3x-2)= -^ ± = i or -4.
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First suppose J{x^ + 3a?- 2 ) = 1

.

Square both sides, thus a;^ + 3a; - 2 = 1.

This is an ordinary quadratic equation; by solving it

, „ , . . -3±^21
we shall obtain x= ^—

.

Next suppose J{x^ + 3a;— 2)= — 4.

Square both sides, thus a;^ + 3a;- 2 = 16.

This is an ordinary quadratic equation; by solving it

we shall obtain a; = 3 or — 6.

Thus on the whole we have four values for x, namely,

3or-6or:i^4^.

An important observation must be made with respect

to these values. Suppose we proceed to verily them.
If we put a;= 3 we find that a;' + 3a;— 2 = 16, and thus
,y(a;2 + 3a;— 2) = ± 4. If we take the value + 4 the ori^nal
equation will not be satisfied ; if we take the valse - 4 it

will be satisfied. If we put a;= — 6 we arrive at the same
result. And the result might have been anticipated,

because the values a; = 3 or — 6 were obtained from
\/(i»^+ 3a;—2)= -4, which was deduced from the original

equation. If we put x — —^— we find that

a;^ 4- 3a;— 2 = 1, and the original equation will be satisfieil

if we take ^(^' + 3^;— 2)= 4- 1; and, as before, the result

might have been anticipated.

In fact we shall find that we arrive at the same four

values of x, by solving either of the following equations,

x^ + 3x-3^{x^ + Sx-2) = 6,

a^2 4- 3a; 4- 3 ^/(a;^ 4- 3a- - 2) = 6

;

but the values 3 or —6 belong strictly only to the first

equation, and the values — "^
"

belong strictly only to

^^the second equation.
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251. Equations may be proposed which will require

the operations of transposing and squaring to be per-

formed, once or oftener, before they are reduced to quad-
ratics ; we will give two examples.

252. Solve 2x- J{x*- 3:»- 3)= 9.

Transpose, 2x-9 = ^{x^-3x-3);

square, 4a^—36x + 8l = ar'—3x—Z;

transpose, S*^— 33a; + 84 = 0;

divide by 3, a;2_ii^ + 28 = 0.

By solving this quadratic we shall obtain x='J or 4.

The value 7 satisfies the original equation ; the value 4
belongs strictly to the equation 2a; + ^{x^ — 3x— 3)^9.

253. Solve s/ix + 4) + ^{2x + 6) = ^{8x + 9).

Square, x + 'i + 2x + 6 + 2j{x+ 4)J{2x + 6)*=:8a;+9;

transpose, 2^(a?+4)^(2;i; + 6) = 5a;-l;

square, 4(a;+ 4)(2jr + 6) = 25;i;2_ jq;?;+ 1

;

that is, 8^;*+ 56;i;+ 96 = 25«2_ 10^+ 1;

transpose, 1 7«' — 66a;— 95 = 0.

19
By solving this quadratic we shall obtain a;=5 or .

The value 5 satisfies the original equation; the value
19—
Y^

belongs strictly to the equation

J{2x + 6) - J{x + 4) = J{8x + 9).

254. The student will see from the preceding examples
that in cases in which we have to square in order to re-

duce an equation to the ordinary foim, we cannot be
certain without trial that the values finally obtained for

the unknown quantity belong strictly to the original

equation.
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255. Equations are sometimes proposed which are
intended to be solved, partly by inspection, and partly by
ordinary methods ; we will give two examples.

„ , a? + 4 a:-4 9 + a; 9 — a?

256. Solve
,

— = cT
-- tt— •

;c — 4 a; + 4 9—^ 9 + ar

Bring the fractions on each side of the equation to a
common denominator ; thus

(x^Af-{x-Af ^ (9 + a:)'- (9 -«)»

that IS,
a:2_i6 81-aj2'

Here it is obvious that x=0 is a root. To find the
other roots we begin by dividing both sides of the equa-
tion by 42;; thus

4^ 9
.

a?-\&~ Sl-x"'

therefore 4(81-a;2) = 9(ar2-l6);

therefore IZx-= 324 + 144 = 468 j

therefore ar'= 36;

therefore a; = ± 6.

Thus there are three roots of the proposed equation,

namely, 0, G, —6.

257. Solve a?-7«a'+ 6a'= 0.

Here it is obvious that x—a is a root. We may
write the eqxiation a^— a^= 'la\x—a); and to iiud the
other roots we begin by ilividing by x-a. Thus

3fi + ax + a^ = la?.

By solving this quadratic we sliall obtain x=2aoT - 3d.

Thus there are three roots of the pro|>o.scd equation,
uamciy, a, 2a, -3a.
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Examples. XXVII.

1. a^-Ua^-^ZQ = 0. 2. x-5sJx-\A = 0.

a a?+V(a;+ 5) = 7. 4. a;2+V(v»='-*-9) = 21.

5. 2^(a;'-2;c + l) + a;' = 23 + 2ar.

6. a^-2j<^ + a^=ZQ. 7. V(«'-6a:+16) + (a?-3)'=ia

8. 9^/(;c'-9a;+ 28) + 9a;= «2 + 36.

9. 2a;2 + 6;B= 226-V(«2+ 3;j;_8).

10. a:*-4;»2_2^(a;*_4a;» + 4) = 31.

11. ar+ 2V(^ + 5a; + 2)= 10.

12. 3a;+^/(a:2 + 7^,^5)^19, 13, x^'J^I{2-x^.

14. V(a?+9) = 2»ya;-3. 15. ^/(jr + S)- v'(a;+ 3)= ^/ar.

16. 6^{\-a^ + 5x='J.

17. V(3a;-3) + V(5«-19) = v/(2« + 8).

18. ^(2a; + l) + ^(7a;-27)-x/(3.r + 4).

19. J{li^ + ax)-J{a- + bx)= a+ b.

20. 2arV(a + a;'^) + 2d;2= a2-a.

2j
a; + V(12a»-a;) ^a+l

^2 -A .L = ^ar

,a;-^(12a2-a;) a-1* ' 1-x 1+x l+«3*

x + 7 x-1 x+ 1 x-7

1 1
94 4. — <r

a;+ ^(2-a;2)^a;-^/(2-A-2)~

25.
ar + V(;g^-l) x-Jjx^-l )

x-J{x'-l) x + Jix'-l)-^'^^'^
^^•

a; + a x—a_b + .v b —x
x—a x+a b—x b+x'

26.

27. «' + 3aj;3:=4a». 28. Ox\a-x)^{a''-x'^){x\-Za).
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XXVIII. Problems which lead to Quadratic
Equatioiis.

258. Find two numbers such that their sum is 15,

and their product is 54.

Let X denote one of the numbers, then \5—x will

denote the other number; and by supposition

a;(15 — «) = 54.

By transposition, a;^— 1 5.c = — 54

;

(j5\2 225 9
—j =-54+-^- = -;

therefore ^~ "2 ~ "*" 2

'

15 3
therefore a;= — ±- = 9or6.

If we take a; = 9 we have 15 — a; = 6, and if we take

a;= 6 we have 15 — ar= 9. Thus the two numbers are 6 and 9.

Here although the quadratic equation gives two values of

X, yet there is really only one solution of the problem.

259. A person laid out a certain sum of money in

goods, which he sold again for ^24, and lost as much per
cent, as he laid out : find how much he laid out

Let X denote the number of pounds which he laid out

,

then a;— 24 will denote the number of pounds which he
lost. Now by supposition he lost at the rate of x per cent.,

that is the loss was the fraction — - of the cost ; therefore
100

^^llo=-^-2^'

therefore a^-100a?= -2400.

Fi-om this quadratic equation we shall obtiin a;= 40
or 60. Thus all wc can infer is that the sum of money laid

out was either i;40 or i>'t)0 ; for each of these numbers
eatisties all the conditions of the pioblcm.
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2(rO. The sum of £1. 4s. was divided equally among
a certain number of persons ; if there had been two fewer
persons, each would have received one shilliug more : find

the number of persons.

Let X denote the number of persons ; then each person
144

received — shillings. If there had been x— 2 persons

144
each would have received —- shillings. Therefore, by

x—2
supposition,

144 ^ 144

a— 2 X

Therefore 144a;=144(a;-2) + ie(a?-2);

therefore ar'-2;»= 288.

From this quadratic equation we shall obtain a?=18
or — 16. Thus the number of persons must be 18, for that
is the only number which satisfies the conditions of the
problem. The student will naturally ask whether any
meaning can be given to the other result, namely —16,
and in ordep to answer this question we shall take another
problem closely connected with that which we have here
solved.

261. The sum of £1. 4#. was divided equally among a
certain number of persons ; if there had been two more
persons, each would have received one shilling less : find

the number of persons.

Let X denote the number of persons. Then proceeding
as before we shall obtain the equation

144 144

x+2~ X *

therefore a^ + 2x = 2S%;

therefore a?= 16 or —18.

Thus in the former problem we obtained an applicable
result, namely 18, and an inapplicable result, namely — 16

;

and in the present problem we obtain an applicable result,

\amely 16, and an inapplicable result, namely —18.

T. A. 12
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262. In solving problems it is often found, as in Art. 260,
that results are obtained which do not apply to the problem
actually proposed. The reason appears to be, that the
algebraical mode of expression is more general than ordi-

nary language, and thiis the equation which is a proper
representation of the conditions of the problem will also

apply to other conditions. Experience will convince the
student that he will always be able to select the result

which belongs to the problem he is solving. And it will be
often possible, by suitable changes in the enunciation of the
original problem, to form a new problem corresponding to
any result which was inapplicable to the original problem

;

this is illustrated in Article 261, and we will now give ano-
ther example.

263. Find the price of eggs per score, when ten more
in half a crown's worth lowers the price threepence per
score.

Let X denote the number of pence in the price of a

score of eggs, then each q%^ costs — pence ; and therefore

the number of eggs which can be bought for half a crown

is 30 -^^ , that is -— . If the price were threepence

a: —

3

per score less, each eg^ would cost —^ pence, and the

number of eggs which could be bought for half a crown

would be ^ . Therefore, by supposition,
x-Z

600 600 ,„
i,-— +10;x—Z X '

therefore 60;c ^60{x-3)+ x{x-3);

therefore ar^- 3a:= 180.

From this quadratic equation we shall obtain ar=15
or — 12. Hence the price required is 15d. per score. It

will be found that \2d. is the result of the follovring pi-o-

bleni; find the price of eggs per score when ten fewer
in half a crown's worth raises the price thi^epence per
score.
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Examples. XXVIII.

1. Divide the number 60 into two parts such that
their product may be 864.

2. The sum of two niunbers is 60, and the sum of

their squares is 1872: find the numbers,

3. The difference of two numbers is 6, and their pro-
duct is 720 : find the numbers.

4. Find three numbers such that the second shall be
two-thirds of the first, and the third half of the first ; and
that the sum of the squares of the numbers shall be 549.

5. The difference of two numbers is 2, and the sum of
their squares is 244 : find the numbers.

6. Divide the number 10 into two parts such that
their product added to the sum of their squares may make
76.

7. Find the number which added to its square root

will make 210.

8. One number is 16 times another; and the product
of the numbers is 144: find the numbers.

9. One hundred and ten bushels of coals were divided

among a certain number of poor persons ; if each person
had received one bushel more he would have received as

many bushels as there were persons: find the number
of persons.

10. A company dining together at an inn find their

bill amounts to £8. 15s. ; two of them were not allowed to

pay, and the rest found that their shares amounted to 10
shillings a man more than if all had paid : find the number
of men in the company.

11. A cistern can be supplied with water by two
pipes; by one of them it would be filled 6 hours sooner
than by the other, and by both together in 4 hours : find

the time in which each pipe alone would fill it.

12—2
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12. A person bought a certain number of pieces of

cloth for £33. 15s., which he sold again at £2. bs. per piece,

and he gained as much in the whole as a single piece cost

:

find the number of pieces of cloth.

13. A and B together can perform a piece of work in

14f days; and A alone can perform it in 12 days less

than B alone : find the time in which A alone can per-

form it.

14. A man bought a certain quantity of meat for

18 shillings. If meat were to rise in price one penny
per lb., he would get 3 lbs. less for the same sum. Find
how much meat he bought.

15. The price of one kind of sugar per stone of 14 lbs.

is Is. ^d. more than that of another kind ; and 8 lbs. less of

the first kind can be got for £\ than of the second: find

the price of each kind per stone.

16. A person spent a certain sum of money in goods,

which he sold again for £24, and gained as much per cent,

as the goods cost him : find what the goods cost.

17. The side of a square is 110 inches long: find the

length and breadth of a rectangle which shall have its

perimeter 4 inches longer than that of the square, and its

area 4 square inches less than that of the square.

IS. Find the price of eggs per dozen, when two less in

a shilling's worth raises the price one penny per dozen.

19. Two messengers A and B were despatched at the
same time to a place at the distance of 90 miles; the
former by riding one mile per hour more than the latter

arrived at the end of his journey one hour before him: find

at what rate per hour each travelled.

20. A person rents a certain number of acres of pas-

ture land for £70 ; ho keeps 8 acre.-* in his own possession,

and sublets the remainder at 5 shillings per acre more tlum
he gave, and thus he covers his rent and has £2 over;
find the number of acres.
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21. From two places at a distance of 320 miles, two
persons A and B set out in order to meet each other.

A travelled 8 miles a day more than B\ and the number- c!

days in which they met was equal to half the number of

miles B went in a day. Find how far each travelled before
they met.

22. A person drew a quantity of mnc from a full vessel

which held 81 gallons, and then filled up the vessel with
water. He then drew from the mixture as much as he
before drew of pure wine; and it was found that 64 gallons

of pure wine remained- Find how much he drew each time.

23. A certain company of soldiers can be formed into

a solid square ; a battaUon consisting of seven such equal
companies can be formed into a hollow square, the men
being four deep. The hollow square formed by the bat-

talion is sixteen times as large as the solid square formed
by one company. Find the number of men in the company,

2+. There are three equal vessels A, B, and C; the

first contains water, the second brandy, and the third

brandy and water. If the contents of B and C be put
together, it is fomid tiiac the fraction obtained by dividing

the quantity of brandy by the quantity of water is nine

times as great as if the contents of A and C had been
treated in like manner. Find the proportion of brandy to

water in the vessel C.

25. A person lends ^5000 at a certain rate of interest

;

it the end of a year he receives his interest, spends £25 of

it, and adds the remainder to his capital; he then lends
(lis capital at the same rate of interest as before, and at

ihe end of another year finds that he has altogether
£5382: determine the rate of interest.
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-^XIX. Simyltaneous Equations involving Quadratics.

264. We shall now solve some examples of simultane-
ous equations involving quadratics. There are two ca.se8

of frequent occurrence for which rules can be given ; in

both these cases there are two unknown quantities and two
equations. The imknown quantities will always be denoted
by the letters a: and y.

265. Eirst Case. Suppose that one of the equations
is of the first <3egree, and the other of the second degree.

Rule. From the equation of the first degree find the
value of either of the uiiknovm quantities iu terms of
the other, and substitute this value in the equation of
the second degree.

Example. Solve 3a; + 4y = 1 8, ^a?— Sxy= 2.

From the first equation y= — —
; aubstitute this

value in the second equation ; therefore

g^_3^(18-3£)^2;

therefore 20a;2-54a; + 9j;2= g.

therefore 29^;^- 54a:= 8.

From this quadratic equation we find x=2 or —^l

267
then by substituting in the value of y we find y=3 or -rr-.

266. Solve Sa^ + 5x-8y= 36, 2x^-3x-4y^3.

Here although neitlier of the given equations is of the
first degree, yet we can immediately deduce from them on
equation of the first iligree.
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For multiply the first equation by 2, and the second
by 3 ; thus

therefore, by subtraction, 10a; - 16^ + ftr+ I2y= 72— 9 ;

that is, 19a;-4y=63.

From this equation we obtain y=—-— ; substitute

this value in the first of the given equations ; thus

3;c2+ 5;c-2(19«-63) = 36;

therefore 3^2_ 33^+ 90 = 0;

therefore «2_ 11^^.30=01.

From this quadratic equation we shall find that ar=6
or 6 ; and then by substituting in the value of y we find

that y = 8 or 12f.

267. Second Case. When the terms involving: the un-
known quantities in each equation constitute an expression
which is homogeneous and of the second degree; see
Art. 23.

Rule. Assume y = vx, a7id sicbsHtufe in both equa-
tions; then by division the valiie ofv can befound.

Example. Solve x^-irxy + 2y^=Ai:, 2x^-icy+y^= 16,

Assume y=vx, and substitute for y; thus

x^{l+v + 2v^) = A4, x^(2-v+ v^)= lG.

Therefore, by division,

l+_p+_2^ _ 44 _ 11
^

2-v+ v^
~ 16 - 4

•

therefore 4(l+» + 2c2) = ii(2-»+©2)j

therefore 3e*- 1 55 + 1 S = ;

therefor© v^-5c+>)^0.
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From this quadratic equation we shall obtain t7 = 2 or 3.

In the equation x^ {\-\-v + 2v-)-A4: put 2 for v ; thtu
a;==fc2j and since y = ror, we have 2/ = ± 4. Again, in the
same equation put 3 for v ; thu3 ar= ± ^2 ; and since

y = vx, we have y = ± 3 ,^2.

Or we might proceed thus : midtiply the first of the
given equations by 2 ; tlms

2x- + 2.py+42/-= 88;

the second equation Is 2x'^— xy-iry- = \Q.

By subtraction ^xy-¥Zy^= 12, therefore y^=2A— xy.

Again, multiply the second equation by 2 and subtract
the first equation ; thus

^jfi—Zxy=-l2; ihQTQioTQ x-= xy—A.

Hence, by multiplication

or 2a:-y'-28^y= -96.

By solving this quadratic we obtain xy= S or 6. Sub-
stitute the former in the given equations ; thus

x--¥2y- = ZQ, 2^ + y2 = 24.

Hence we can find x- and y\ Similarly we may take the
other value of xy, and then find afi and y"^.

268. Solve 2ar2 + 3a:y + ?/2 = 70, Qx^ + xy-y'*=50.

Assume y= vx, and substitute for y; thus

aT2(2 + 3» + »2) = 7o, ar2(6 + r-t»2) = 50.

Therefore by division

2 + 3^ + 1?^ _ 70 _ 7

.

6 + r-«2 ~50~5'

therefore 5(2 + 3» + r2) = 7(6 + t?-i>^;

therefore 12r5 + 8p-32 = 0;

therefore 3r^ + 2p-8 = 0.
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4
From this quadratic equation we shall find ® = - or — 2.

4
In the equation a;"(2 + 3» + »') — 70 put - for v ; thus

a;=±3; and since y= vx we have y=±4. The value
»=; — 2 we shall find to be inapplicable ; for it leads to the
inadmissible result a;^ x = 70. In fact tlie equations from
which th-e value of v was obtained may be ^vritten thus,

x^{2 + v){\ + v) = 10, .T2(2 4-tj)(3-tj) = 50;

and hence we see that the value of v found from 2 + ©=
is inapplicable, and that we can only have

V =— = - : and therefore v = 7:.3-» 50 5'
""^^"ic 3

269. Equations may be proposed which do not fall

under either of the two cases which we have discussed,

but which may be solved by artifices which can only be
suggested by trial and experience. We will give some
examples.

270. Solve x+ y= 5, x^ + y^ = 65.

By division, ~ = —

,

that is, x^—a:y + y^=l3;

then from this equation combined with x + y = 5 we can
find X and y by the first case. Or we may complete the
solution thus,

x+y=5;
square x^ + 2xy + y^-25 (1).

Also x^-xy + y'^^lS (2).

Therefore, by subtraction, 3xy = 12
;

therefore a^= 4;

therefore 4xy=16 (3).

Subtract (3) from (1) ; thus

a^-2xy + y!'=9;

extract the square root, ar ~ 2/ = ± 3.
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We have now to find x and y from the simple equations

x-\-y = 5, x-y=^Z',
these lead to x=\ or 4, y=4 or 1.

271. Solve a;2^.y2^42j a^ = 20.

These equations can be solved by the second case; or

they may be solved in the manner just exemplified. For
we can deduce from them

a;2 + 1/2 + 2a;y = 41 + 40 = 81,

a;a+ y2_2a^= 41 _40= 1

;

then by extracting the square roots,

ar + y=±9, a;—y=±l.
And thus finally we shall obtain

a>=±5 or i4, 2/=±4 or ±5.

272. Solve ar'+ ary + y'= 19, a:*4-a^*+ |/* = 133.

By division, —

*

—V = -77-

;

that is, sc'-xy-¥y'*=T.

We have now to solve the equations

x^ + xy + y'^=\^, a^ — xy-\-y'^=*J.

By addition and subtraction we obtain successively

a;2 + y2=.13, xy = Q.

Then proceeding as in Art. 271, we shall find

df=±3 or ±2, s/=±2 or ±3.

273. Solve x-y= 2, a^-y'^^2A.2.

^ ,. . .
^•-y' 242

By division, -—_ =_;
that is, a^ + arV +«V + ary» + y*=121,

that is, xl^ + y*->rxy{a!^ + y^->ra^y- = l2\ (1).

Now x-y=2;
Rquare a^ - '2xy + ;/* = 4 ;

therefore ar' + y- = 2jn/ + 4 (2).
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Square a?* + 2a%2 + y* = 4«V+16a;y + I6;

therefore a:* + y^= 2a;V+ 16a!y+16 (3).

Substitute from (2) and (3) in (1) ; thus

2;eV'* + 16^ + 16 + a;2/(2^ + 4) +a;V = 121;

. that is, ^xhp- + 20a^= 105

;

therefore a^^ + A.xy = 21.

From this quadratic equation we shall obtain xy= Z
or — 7. Take xy = 2t, and from this combined with a? — j/= 2,

we shall obtain a; = 3 or —1, y=\ or —3. If we take
xy= —1, we shall find that the values of x and y are im-
possible ; see Art. 236.

Examples. XXIX.

1. x-y=\, x'-xy+ y^=21.

2. 2x-5y = 3, x^+xy= 20.

3. x+y = 7{x-y\ x^+y'= 100.

4. 5{a^-y')=4:(x^ + y^), x+ y=8.

5. x-y^B, x^ + y^= 65.

6. 4x-5y=l, 2x^-xy + 3y^ + 3x-4y= 47.

7. 4x + 9y^l2, 2x^+ xy^ey\

8. {x-6y + {y-5y+2xy^60, 5y-4x= l.

9. 4a^ + 2xy+^+—{4x + y) = 4l, 4x-y=^

10. i- —-X— V, —

^

2t/=0,
12 10 ^' 15 3 *'

11. 3x + 2y= 5xy, \5x-4y= 4xy.

12. xy-¥2 = 9y, xy-¥2=x.

13. %{xy + \) = Z^y, 4(ar?/ + l) = 33a?.

14. xy = x + yy ax=by.
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16. - + ^= 2, xy=ab.

X
, y_. X' 1/2

a b a

17. - + f=2, a;'+?/2=aar + 6y.

18. ? + ^= l, ^^ + 1^=1.

19. a;2 + :J?2/= 28, xy-y'^ = Z.

20. a;2 + a;y= 45, T/2+ a;y==36.

21. 2x^~xy= 56, 2xy-y^^48.

22. a;2-2^2/ = 15, xy-2y' = 7,

23. a;'' + 3.ryrz:28, xy + 4y'= S.

24. a;2+art/-62/2= 21, a;y-2y^=4.

25. a;2 + 3a;y= 64, a:y + 4y2= ii5.

=«• :-^<-^M. ^-^'^"^

a;— ?/ .2-' + ^' 3
'^

29. x{x + y) + y(x-y) = 158, lx{x+ y)r^lty{x-y).

'30. a;^^/ {x-\-y) = 80, a?^^/ (2.P- 3y) = 80.

31. 2«2-xy-vy^ = 2y, 2a^ + ^xy ^ by.

32. ^_±y^^^y=t±l, 0^+2,2=6.x—y x + y a

33. a?2+a?y= a(a + 6), a^+y'^^a^-ifb'^.

34. ar' + 2.Ty-?/2 = a2 + 2a-l,
(a- l)ar (ar + ?/^= a (a + l)y (aj-yX

85. x-y= 2, a;9-y3 = 162.
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36. x+ y= 9, a?+ y^= lSd.

37. x^ + y'^ = 20, xy-x-y= 2.

38. x-y=\, x'-y' = 181.

39. a!+y=3, x^fy^ = S3.

40. a^+xy+y^= 37, x*+xY + y*=48l.

41. -^-^^=1 2 + dxy= 3x.x—y x + y '
^

42. x^+ y^=34, x^-y^ + J{x^-y^)=20.

43. «2^2^2_i_2a;yj xy{xy+l) = 6.

44. 4a!2+ ?/2+ 2(2;»+ y)= 6, 4a;J/ (a;y + l)=3.

45. x^+xy=8x+ 3, y'^+xy = Sy + 6.

46. a^-a;y=2a;+ 5, xy-y^^2y + 2.

47. 2.r+y+ 6 V(2ii; + S^ + 4)=23, 4;c2-6a!=y2 4.3y.

48. 18 + 9(a;+ y) = 2(a; + y)"2, 6~{x-y) = {x-y'f. .

49. ic^—a^=a(«+l)+&+l, xy-y'^-ay+b.

a^ v^ db
50. -5 + ^ = 18, — = 1.

ar 0^ xy

x^ 0^ xy

62. x^^ax+by, y^= ay + bx,

53. x'h/z=a, xyH = b, ayyz^=c.

54. (^ + y)(a!+ 5r) = a", (y + 5r)(?/ + a;) = &2, {z + aT)(^ + y) = c'.

55. ZyzJr2zx—^xy=\Q, 2yz-Szx + xy = 5,

4yz —zx—3xy = 15.

66. 6{x^+y^+z^=Uix + y + z)=^ , xy = zl



PROBLEMS.

XXX Problems which lead to Quadratic Equations
with more than one unknown quantity.

274. There is a certain number of two digits; the sum
of the squares of the digits is equal to the number in-

creased by the product of its digits; and if thirty-six be
added to the number the digits are reversed: find the

number.

Let X denote the digit in the tens' place, and y the

digit in the units' place. Then the number is lOx+ y; and
if the digits be reversed we obtain lOy + x. Therefore, by
supposition, we have

a;'^+ y'^=xy+10x + y (1).

10x+ y + 36 = l0y+x (2).

From (2) we obtain 9y= 9a; + 36; therefore y=x + 'k

Substitute in (1), thus

x^ + {x + 4f=x{x + 4) + 10x+ x + 4;

therefore ar"- 7ar+ 12 = 0.

From this quadratic equation we obtain x=3 or 4;
and therefore y= 7 or 8. Hence the required number
must be either 37 or 48 ; each of these numbers satisfies

all the conditions of the problem.

275. A man starts from the foot of a moimtain to
walk to its summit. His rate of walking during the
second half of the distance is half a mile per hour less than
his rate during the first half, and he reaches the summit in

5^ hour3. He descends in 3f hours by walking at a imi-
form rate, wliich is one mile per hour more than his rate
during the first half of the ascent. Find the distance to
the summit, and his rates of walking.

Let 2x denote the number of miles to the summit, and
suppose that during the first half of the ascent the man
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walked y miles per hour. Then he took - hours for the
y

firs< half of the ascent, and —- hours for the second.
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Examples. XXX.

1. The sum of the squares of two numbers ia 170, and
the difference of their squares is 72 : find the numbers.

2. The product of two numbers is 108, and their sum
is twice their difference : find the numbers.

3. The product of two numbers is 192, and the sum of

their squares is 640 : find the numbers.

4. The product of two numbers is 128, and the differ-

ence of their squares is 192 : find the numbers.

5. The product of two numbers is 6 times their sum,
and the sum of their squares is 325 : find the numbers.

6. The product of two numbers is 60 times their differ-

ence, and the sum of their squares is 244 : find the numbers.

7. The sum of two numbers is 6 times their difference,

and their product exceeds their sum by 23 : find the num-
bers.

8. Find two numbers such that twice the first with
three times the second may make 60, and twice the square
of the first with three times the square of the secoud may
make 840.

9. Find two numbers such that their difference multi-
plied into the difference of their squares shall nuike 32,
and their sum multiplied into the simi of their squares
shall make 272.

10. Find two numbers such that their difference added
to the difference of their squares may make 14, and their
sum added to the sum of theit squares may make 26.

11. Find two numbers such that their product is equal
to their sum, and their sum added to the sum of their
squares equal to 12.
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12. Knd two nambers such that their snm increased

by their product is equal to 34, and the sum of their

squares diaiiiushed by their sum equal to 42.

13. The difference of two numbers is 3. and the dif-

ference of their cubes i^ 279 : find the numbers.

14. The sum of two numbers is 20, and the sum of

their cubes is 2240 : find the numbers.

15. A certain rectangle contains 300 square feet : a

second rectangle is S feet shorter, and 10 feet broader,

r.:id also ojntains 3iX) square feet: find the length and
breadth of the first rectangle.

^16. A person bought two pieces of cloth of different

sorts ; the finer cost 4 shillings a yard more than the
cc'arser, and he bought 10 yards more of the coarser than
of the ifiner. For the finer piece he paid J IS, and for the

coarser piece £16. Find the number of yards in each piece.

17. A man has to travel a certain distance ; and when
he has traTclled 40 nul^ he increases his speed 2 miles
per hour. If he had travelled with his increased speed
during the whole of his journey he would have arrived 40
minutes earlier: but if he had oontmued at his original

speed he would have arrived 20 minutes later. Find the
whole distance he had totraTel,and his original speed,

IS. A number consisting of two digits has one decimal
place ; the difference of the squares of the digits is 20, and
if the digits be reversed, the sum of the two numbers is 11

:

find the number.

19. A person buys a quantity of wheat which he sells

so as to gain 5 per cent, on his outlay, and thus clears £16-
If he had scild it at a gain of 5 shiLings per quarter, he
would have cleared as many pounds as each quarter cost

him shillings : find how many quarters he bought, and
what each quarter cost.

20. Two workmen. A and B. were employed by the

day at different rates : A at the end of a certarn number
of days received £4. 16#., but B, who was absent six ot

T. A. 13
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those days, received only £2. 14«. If J5 had worked the
whole time, and A had been absent six days, they would
have received exactly alike. Find the number of days,
and what each was paid per day.

21. Two trains start at the same time from two towns,
I

and each proceeds at a uniform rate towards the other
town. "When they meet it is found that one train has nm
108 miles more than the other, and that if they continue
to run at the same rate they will finish the journey in 9 and
16 hours respectively. Find the distance between the
towns and the rates of the trains.

22. A and B are two towns situated 18 miles apart on
the same bank of a river. A man goes from ^ to i? in
4 hours, by rowing the first half of the distance and walking
the second half. In returning he walks the first half at
the same rate as before, but the stream being with him, he
rows 1^ miles per hour more than in going, and accom-
plishes the whole distance in 3^ hours. Find his rates of
walking and rowing.

23. A and B run a race round a two mile course. In
the first heat B reaches the winning post 2 minutes before
A. In the second heat A increases his speed 2 miles per
hour, and B diminishes his as much ; and A then arrives
at the winning post two minutes before B. Find at what
rate each man ran in the first heat.

24. Two travellers, A and B, set out from two places,

P and Q, at the same time; A starts from P with the
design to pass through Q, and B starts from Q and ti-avels

in the same direction as A. When A overtook B it was
found that they had together travelled thirty miles, tliat

A had passed through Q four hours before, and that B, at
his rate of travelling, was nine hours' journey distant from
P. Find the distance between P and Q.
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XXXI. Involution^

276. We have already defined a power to be the pro-
duct of two or more equal f<xctors, and we have explained
the notation for denoting powers; see Arts. 15, 16, 17. The
process of obtaining powers is called Involution ; so that
Involution is only a particular case of Multiplication, but
it is a particular case which occurs so often tliat it is

convenient to devote a Chapter to it. The student will find
that he is already familiar with some of the results which
we shall have to notice, and that the whole of the present
Chapter follows immediately from the elementary laws of
Algebra.

277. Any even power of a negative quantity is posi-
tive, and any odd power is negative.

This is a simple consequence of the Rule ofSigns. Thus,
for example, — rtx —a — a^, —ax —ax —a = a'x —a=— a^;

—a X —ax —ax —a=—a^x —«= «*; and so on. In the
following Articles, when we use the words g-ive the proper
sign, we mean that the sign is to be determined by the
rule of the present Article. (See Art. 38.)

278. Rule for obtaining a power of a power. Mtdtiply
the numbers denoting Hie powers for the new exponent,

and give the proper sign to the result.

Thus, for example, (p^f^a^; {-a^f=-a'; (a*)3= a";
(— a*y = — a". This is a simple consequence of the law of

powers which is demonstrated in Art. 59. For example,

(a2)s= a- xa^xa^= a2+2+2= ^2x3= a«.

The Rule of the present Article leads immediately to

that which we shall now give.

279. Rule for obtaining any power of a simple integral

^pression. Multiply the index ofeveryfactor in the ex-

pression by the number denoting the power, and give the

proper sign to the result,

13—2
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Thus, for example,

(- aWc*y= - a'o^^c^; (2a6V)«= 2''a«6"c"'= 64a«&'»c".

280. Rule for obtaining any power of a fraction. Raise
both the numerator and denominator to that power, and
give tJie proper sign to the result.

This follows from Art. 145. For example.

16a«

816*"

281. Some examples of Involution in the case of

binomial expressions have already been given. See
Arts. 82 and 88. Thus

(a+&)2=a2 + 2a& + &2^

(a+ 6)'= a' + 3a26 + 3a&2 + &».

The student may for exercise obtain the fourth, fifth

and sixth powers of «+ &. It will be found that

(a+ 6/ = a* + 4«3& + Ga'-'ft^ + 4a63 + b*,

{a + bf=-a?-¥ba*b+\6a^b'^-¥\0a-l^ + 5db*-^V.

{a^bf=a^-¥Qa^b+\ba'b'' + 20aW + \ba*b*-¥&a¥ + b*.

In like manner the following results may be obtained

:

(a-6)2=a2-2aJ + &2,

(a_ 6)3 = a?- 3a-b + 3aZ/2- IP,

{a - b)* = a*- Aa^b + ea"b- -4ab^ + b*,

(a - y)' = a" - 5a*b + lOaW- 1 Oa-lr' + 5ab*- &».

(a- bf = a«- 6a'& + 1 5a*62- 20a363 + 1 sa^j*- 6a&' + 6».

Thus in the results obtained for the powers of a—

6

where any odd power of b occurs, the negative sign is pre-

fixed ; and thus any power of a — b can be immediately
deduced from the same pawer of a-;-b, by changing the
signs of the terms which involve the odd powers o^ b.
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282. The student will see hereafter that, by the aid

of a theorem called the Binomial Theorem^ any power
of a binomial expression can be obtained without the
labom' of actual multiplication.

283. The formulae given in Article 281 may be used
in the way we have already explained in Art. 84. Sup-

Kse, for example, we require the fourth power of 1x — 3y.'

the formula for («—&)* put 2x for a, and St/ for b ; thus,

(2ar- 3y)*

=

{2x)*- 4 (2a;)3(32/) + 6 {2x)\Zyf- 4 {2x){iyf+ (32/)«

= IQne^-^QxPy + 216a;V-216ary' + Sly*.

284. It will be easily seen that we can obtain required

results in Involution by different processes. Suppose, for

example, that we require the sixth power of a-*-6. We
may obtain this by repeated multiplication by a + b. Or
we may first find the cube of a + &, and then the square of

this result ; since the square of (a + 6)^ is {a + b)^. Or we
may first find the square of a + b, and then the cube of this

result ; since the cube of {a + b)^ is (a + b)^. In like manner
the eighth power of a+ ?> may be found by taking the

square of (a + &)*, or by taking the fourth power of {a + bf.

285. Some examples of Involution in the case of

trinomial expressions have already been given. See
Arts. 85 and 88. Thus

(a+& + c)2=a2+&2+c8+2a5+26c+2ac,

{a+l + cf=
a*+ ft' + c*+ 3a2(&+ c) + 3&2 (a + c) + 3c2(a+ 6) + 6a&<J.

These formulae may be used in the manner explained in

Art. 84. Suppose, for example, we require {\ — 2x + Zx')^

In the formula for {a + b + cf put 1 for a, — 2a? for 6, and
3;b* for c; thus we obtain

(l-2a;+3a^02=

(l)»+(-ac)«+ (3a;7+2(l)(-2a;) + 2(-2;r)(3a:2)+ 2(l)(3a^

= l-\-^3fi + ^x^-'Lc-l2a?+ Qafl

= 1 - 4a?+ 10«2_ 12aJ + 9a^.
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Similarly, we haye

l3 + (-2ar)3 + (3;r2)»

+ 3 (1 )'( - 2a?+ 3^52)+ 3 (- 2^)2(1 + 3;^+ 3 (3a!8)«(l - 2a;)

+ 6(l).(-2a;)(3a^)

= l-8a;34-27a;«

+ 3(-2a;+ 3d;2)+l2a;2(i+3«2) + 27a;^(l-2a;)-36a;'

= l-6a?+ 21ar'-44a;3+ 63a;*- 54a;* + 27a;*.

286. It is found by observation that the square of any
multinomial expression may be obtained by either of two
rules. Take, for example, {a+ b + c + df. It will be found
that this

=za?+ h^-^c^+ d^Jr2db + 2ac + 1ad+2'bc-¥2'bd+ 2cd;

and this may be obtained by the following rule ; the square

of any multinomial expression consists of tlie gquare of
each term,, together with twice the product of every pair

of terms.

Again, we may put the result in this form

(a + 6+c+d)*

=a»+2«(6+-c+ £0 + 6'+ 26(c+£0 + c«+ 2c£?+rf',

and this may be obtained by the following rule ; the square
of any multinomial expression consists of the square of
each term, together with ticice the product of each term
by the sum of all the terms whichfollow it.

EXAMPLE& XXXI.

Find

1. {2xY^y- 2. (-2ar2y2^».

3. (-305^03)*. 4. QD^
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(-i)-
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XXXII. Evolution.

S87. Evolution is the inverse of Involution; so that
Evolution is the method of finding any proposed root of

a given number or expression. It is usual to employ the
word extract and its derivatives in connexion with the
word root; thus, for example, to extract the square root

ilicans the same thing as to Jind the square root.

In the present Chapter we shall begin by stating three
simple consequences of the Rule of Siffns, vro shsdl then
consider in succession the extraction of the roots of simple
expressions, the extraction of the square root of compound
expressions and numbers, and the extraction of the cube
root of compound expressions and numbers.

288. An]/ even root of a positive quantity may he
either positive or negative.

Thus, for example, axa= a^, and — « x —a= a^', there-
fore the square root of a^ is either a or —a, that is, either

+ a or —a.

289. Any odd root of a quantity ha$ the tame tign
as the quantity.

Tims, for example, the cube root of a* is a, and tRe cube
root of —a' is —a.

290. There can be no even root ofa negative quantify.

Thiis, for example, there can be no square root of — a*;

for if any quantity be multiplied by itself the result is

a positive quantity.

The fact that there can be no even root of a negative
quantity is sometimes expressed by calling such a root an
impossible quantity or an imaginary quantity.

291. Rule for obtaining any root of a simple integral

expression. Divide the index of every factor in the
expression by the number denoting the root, and givt
the proper eign to the result.
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Thus, for example, V(16a26*) = ^(4%»&«)= ±4ai».

4/(
- 8a«&9c")= 4/(- 23as&90 = - 2a263c4,

^{2o6xY)= sfi^^x'-f) = ± 4a;y2.

292. Rule for obtaining any root of a fraction. Find
the root of the numerator and denominator, and give the

proper sign to the residt.

For example, y(^!) = y(^!)= =»=^•

'^
V 6467 ~ '^ \ Iw) ~ 4&

•

293. Suppose we require the cube root of a\ In this

case the index 2 is not divisible by the number 3 which
denotes the required root; and we have, at present, no
other mode of expressing the result than Xja-. Similarly,

Ja, Ja^, 4/<*°) cannot, at present, be otherwise expressed.

Such quantities are called surds or irrational quantities ;"

and we shall consider them in the next two Chapters.

294. We now proceed to the method of extracting the
square root of a compound expression.

The square root of d^ + 2ab + b^ isa + b: and we shall be
led to a general rule for the extraction of the square root

of any corjpound expression by observing the manner in

which a -¥6 may be derived from a^ + 2ab + b\

Arrange the terms accord- a^+ 2ab + 1P\^a + b
ing to the dimensions of one a^

letter a; then the first term is ———-—

—

a^, and its square root is a, 2a+ oJ2ab + b

which is the first term of the 2qo + cr

required root. Subtract its

square, that is a^, from the whole expression, and bring
down the remainder 2ab 4- b^. Divide 2ab by 2a, and the
quotient is b, which is the other tenu of the required root.

Ta^e twice the first term and add the second term, that is,

take 2a ^b; multiply this by the second term, that is by b,

and subteact the product, that is 2ab + b^, from the remaso-
der. This finishes the operation in the present case.
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If there were more terms we should proceed with a +5
as we did formerly with a ; its square, that is, a- + lab + 6"^,

has already been subtracted from the proposed expression,

so we should divide the remainder by 2 (a + &) for a new
term in the root. Then for a new subtrahend we multiply

the sum of 2 (a + &) and the new term, by the new term.

The process must be continued until the required root

is found.

295. Examples.

4:X^+ Vlxy + 9«/2 \^x + Zy

4*2

4ar + 3«/^12.ry + 9?/2

12ar?/+ 9y'

4aT*- 20«»+ 37ic»- 30a?+ 9 (^2a:a -6a?+

3

4a;*

Ax^-f>x) -20a;^ + 37a;2-30a;+ 9

-20a^+ 25a?*

4a;«-10a;+3^ 12«2-30a;+9

12ar'-30a; + 9

a^-Aahj +10a;V-12a;y' + 92/*(af2-2fcy,+ 3y»

— 4X^y'2+ 4X^-

2afl-4a>y+3y^)6x^>/'-l2xi/^ + 9y*
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2a?Jf2x^)Aa^ -IQa^ +4^ + 1

2ar'+ 4;c2_2j.^_4a;4_ioa^ +4;i;+ l

— 2a:3-4a;2+ 4d; + l

296. It has been already observed that all even roots

admit of a double sign ; see Art. 288. Thus the square
root of a^ + ^ab + y^ is either a + & or —a— h. In fact, in

the process of extracting the square root of a^ + 2ab+ b^,

we begin by extracting the square root of a?; and this

may be either a or —a. If we take the latter, and con-

tinue the operation as before, we shall arrive at the result
— a—b. A similar remark holds in every other case.

Take, for example, the last of those worked out in Art. 295.
Here we begin by extracting the square root of x^; this

may be either- a;* or —x^. If we take the latter, and con-
tinue the operation as before, we shall arrive at the result

-x^-2a^ + 2x-¥l.

297. Ihefourth root of an expression may be found
by extracting the square root of the square root ; similarly

the eighth root may be found, by extracting the square
root of the fourth root ; and so on.

298. In Arithmetic we know that we cannot find the
square root of every number exactly ; for example, we
cannot find the square root of 2 exactly. In Algebra we
cannot find the square root of every proposed expression
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exactly. We sometimes find such an example as the follow-

ing proposed; find four terms of the square root of \ — '2jc.

l-lx-'^ )-a^

4

2-2^-^==-^ j-^-|*

, -u ^ «•

T 2 4

Cx* ifi a?
Thus we have a remainder —T ~ "2 ~ T * *^'

finding four terms of the square root of 1 - 2ar; and so we

know that \}-'^-\-\) =l-2j; + -4-+
2 4'

299. The preceding investigation of the square root of

an Algebraical expression will enable us to demonstrate
the rule which is given in Arithmetic for the extraction of

the square root of a number.

The square root of 100 is 10, the square root of 10000
is 100, the square root of 1000000 is 1000, and so on ; hence
it follows that, the square root of a number less than lOt)

must consist of only one figure, the square root of a
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number between 100 and 10000 of two places of figures, of
a uumber between 10000 and 1000000 of three places of
figures, and so on. If then a point l)e placed over every
second figure in any number, beginning with the figure in

the units' place, the number of points \vill shew the number
of figures in the square root. Thus, for example, the
square root of 435^ consists of two figures, and the square
root of 6il62l consists of three figures.

300. Suppose the square root of 3249 required.

Point tne number according to the 324§(^50 + 7
rule ; thus it appears that the root 2500
must consist of two places of figures.

Let a + 6 denote the root, where a is 100 + 7^749
the value of the figure in the tens' 749
place, and h of that in the units' place.

Then a must be the greatest midtiple
of ten, which has its square less than 3200 ; this is found
to be 50. Subtract a^, that is, the square of 50, from the
given number, and the remainder is 749. Divide this re-

mainder by 2rt, that is, by 100, and the quotient is 7,

which is the value of h. Then (2a-i-6)&, that is, 107 x 7 or

749, is the number to be subtracted ; and as there is now
no remainder, we conclude that 50 + 7 or 57 is the required
square root.

It is stated above that a is the greatest multiple of ten
which has its square less than 3200. For a evidently can-
not be a greater multijile of ten. If possible, suppose it

to be some multiple of ten less than this, say x; then since

X is in the tens' place, and h in the units' place, x^-h is less

than a ; therefore the square oi x^h is less than afi, and
consequently a; + & is less than the true square root.

If the root consist of three places of figures, let a re-

present the hundreds, and h the tens; then having ob-
tained a and h as before, let the hundreds and tens
together be considered as a new value of a, and find a new
value of h for the units.
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301. Tlie cypher? may be omitted for the sake of
brevity, and the following rule may be obtained from the
process.

Point every second figure, beginning 3^4$ (^57
with that in the units' place, ai/d thus 25
divide the whole number into periods.

Find the greatest number whose square
101J 749

is contained in the first period; this y^g
is the first figure in the root; subtract its

square from the first period, and to the

remainder bring down the 7iext yeriod. Divide this

quantity, omitting the last figure, by twice the part of the

root alreadyfound, and anne-x the result to the root and
also to the divisor ; then multiply the divisor as it noic
stands by the part ofthe root last obtainedfor the subtra-

hend. Jf there be more periods to be brought doicn, the

operation must be repeated.

302. Examples,

Extract the square root of 132496, and of 5322249.

132496 (364 532224& ^^2307

9 4

66j 424 43^132

396 129

724J 2896 4607J 32249

2896 32249

In the first example, after the first figure of the root is

found and we have brought down the remainder, we have
424 ; according to the rule we divide 42 by 6 to give the
next figure in the root : thus apparently 7 is the next
figure. But on multiplying 67 by 7 we obtain the product
469, which is greater than 424. This shews that 7 is too
large for the second figure of the root, and we accordingly
try 6, which succeeds. We are liable occasionally in this

manner to try too large a figure, especially at the early
stages of the extraction of a square root.
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In the second example, the student should notice the
occurrence of the cypher in the root.

303. The rule for extracting' the square root of a
decimal follows from the preceding rule. We must ob-
serve, however, that if any decimal be squared there will

be an even number of decimal places in the result, and
therefore there cannot be an exact square root of any
decimal which in its simplest state has an odd nimiber of
decimal places.

The square root of 32*49 is one-tenth of the square
root of 100x3249; that is of 3249. So also the square
root of '003249, is one-thousandth of the square root of
1000000 X -003249, that is of 3249. Thus we may deduce
this rule for extracting the square root of a decimal. Put
a point over every second figure, beginning with that in
the uniti place and continuing both to the right and to

the left of it; then proceed as in the extraction of the
square root of integers, and mark off as many decimal
places in the result as the number of periods in the deci-

mal part of the proposed number. In this ride the stu-

dent should pay particular attention to the words beginning
with that in the units' place.

304. In the extraction of the square root of an integer,

if there is still a remainder after we have arrived at the
figure in the units' place of the root, it indicates th;it the
proposed mmiber has not an exact square root. W e may
if we please proceed with the approximation to any desired

extent, by supposing a decimal point at the end of the
proposed number, and annexing any even number of cy-

phers, and continuing the operation. We thus obtain a
decimal part to be added to the integral part already
found.

Similarly, if a decimal nur.iber has no exact square
root, we may annex cyphers, and proceed with the approxi-
mation to any desired extent
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305. The following is the extraction of the square root
of "4 to Beven decimal places

;

0-4606... (^-6324555

36

123^400

369

1262J 3100

2524

12644; 57600

50576

126485; 702400

632425

1264905; 6997500

6324525

12649105; 67297500

63245525

4051975

306. "We now proceed to the method of extracting the
cube root of a compound expression.

The cube root of a^ + Sa'^'ft + 3a&2+ js jg a+b; and we
shall be led to a general rule for the extraction of the cube
root of any compound expression by observing the manner
in which a-\-h may be derived from a'+ 3a-& + Zdbi- + 6^.

Arrange the terms ac- a' + 3a"& + Zalr + &" (a + &

cording to the dimensions ^s

of one letter a; then the :

lirst term is a', and its cube Za?) 3a-b + Sab'- + b^

root is a, which is the first Sa-b + Sab' + b*
terni of the required root. _
Subtract its cube, that is

a', from the whole expression, and bring down the re-
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mainder 3«'& + 3a6'+ 6*. Divide ^aP^b by 3a', and the quo-

tient is b, wliich is the other term of the required root

;

then subtract 3a-&+ 3aZ>2 + 6* from the remainder, and the
whole cube of a + 6 has been subtracted- This finishes the

operation in the present case.

If there were more terms we should proceed with a+ 6 as

we did formerly with a; its cube, that is a* + 'ia^h + 3a&^ + 1^,

has already been subtracted from the proposed expression,

so we should divide the remainder by 3 (« + bf for a new
term in the root ; and so on.

307. It will be convenient in extracting the cube root
of more complex expressions, and of numbers, to arrange
the process of the preceding Article in three columns,
as follows:

(3<z+6)6 d^

Zar + Zab+ l^ 3a-& + 3a&'+6*

Za^b + Zab'^ + l^

Find the first term of the root, that is a; put a^ under
the given expression in the third column and subtract it.

Put 3a in the first column, and 3a- in the second column;
divide Za-b by 3a^, and thus obtain the quotient b. Add
b to the expression in the first column ; multiply the ex-

pression now in the first column by b, and place the pro-

duct in tho second column, and add it to the expression
already there; thus we obtain Za- + ocib+ b^. Multiply
this by b, and we obtain 3a-6 + 3a^'-+&^, which is to bo
placed in the third column and subtracted. We have tims
completed the proems of subtracting {a + bf from the
original expression. If there were more terms the opera-
tian would have to be continued-
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30fi. In -continuiog the operation we mtist add stich %
temi to the first column, as to obtain there three timet the

part of the root already found. This is conveniently
effected thus; we have already in the first

column 3a + &; place 2h below 6 and add; 3a + ft >

thus we obtain 3a + db, which is three times o;, \

a + b, that is, three times the part of the root

already found. Moreover, we must add such a 3a + 36
term to the second column, as to obtain there
three times the square of the part of the root already
foimd. This is conveniently effected thus; we have already

in the second column (3a + b)b, and below
that 3a2 + 3a& + 6''; place 6^ below, and (3a+ 6)&
add the expressions in the three lines; 3a'-f3a6+ fc^

tlius we obtain 3a^+ 6a6+3&^ which is y>
three times (« + &)'*, that is three times .

the square of the part of the root already 3^2+g^+ 3^
found

309. Example. Eatract the cube root of

Sa:"- 36«» + 102a?«- 1 Tlar"+ 204«2- 144ar+ 6i,

6«2-3*) 12ar*»-3*)

-Qx] 3.r(6ar2-3;r)

4(6u^-9j: + 4)

12a;*-36a^+ 51a?*-36a;+ 16

8J-' - 36a;» + 102a!*- I7la^ + 204a^- 144;r + 64 i,ac>-ir+*
8^

- 36.r* + 1 02.1?* - 1 7 1«»+ 2043:^- 144;c + 64

-360!*+ 54^- 27a;»

48ar*- 144;b» + ^Ma?- 144a: + 64

48a!*- 144x* + 204ar2 - 1 44.r+ 64
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The cube root of 8a^ is 2^?^, which will be the first term
of the required root; put 8a;* under the given expression
in the third column and subtract it. Put three times 1x^
in the first column, and three times the square of 1x^ in

the second column; that is, put 6^^ in the first column,
and 12;?;* in the second column. Divide — 36x* by 12.C'',

and thus obtain the quotient — 2>x, which will be the second
term of the root; place this term in the first column, and
multiply the expression now in the first column, that is

^a^ — Zx, by —Zx; place the product under the expression
in the second column, and add it to that expression ; thus
we obtain I2x*— ISx' + 9^^ ; multiply this by — 3x, and place

the product in the third column and subtract. Thus we
have a remainder in tlie third column, and the part of

the root already found is 2.r-— 3.r. We must now adjust
the first and second columns in the manner explained in

Art. 308. "We put twice — 3.r, that is — 6;?;, in the first column,
and add the two lines ; thus we obtain 6x^— 9x, which is

three times the part of the root already found. We put
the square of — 3x, that is 9x-, in the second column, and
add the last three lines in this column ; thus we obtain
I'lx*— 36x^+ 21x^, which is three times the square of the
part of the root already found.

Now divide the remainder in the third column by the
expression just obtained, and we arrive at 4 for the last

term of the root, and vrith this we proceed as before.

Place this term in the first column, and multiply the
expression now in the first column, that is 6a;-— 9a;+4,
by 4

;
place the product under the expression in the

second column, and add it to that expression ; thus we
obtain 12x*-36x^ + olx^-36x + l6 ; multiply this by 4
and place the product in the third column and subtract.

As there is now no remainder we conclude that 2x^— 3x+ 4
is the required cube root.

310. The preceding investigation of the cube root of
an Algebraical expression will suggest a method for the
extraction of the cube root of any number.

The cube root of 1000 is 10, the cube root of 1000000 is

100, and so on; hence it follows that, the cube root of

14—2
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a number less than 1000 must consist of only one fignre,
the cube root of a number between 1000 and 1000000 of
two places of figures, and so on. If then a point be placed
over every third figure in any number, beginning with the
figure in the units' place, the number of points ^vill shew
tlie number of figures in the cube root. Thus, for example,
the cube root of 40.^224 consists of two figures, and the
cube root of 12812904 consists of three figures.

Suppose the cube root of 274C25 required-

180 + 5 10800 27462^60 + 5
925 216000

11725 6S625
58625

Point the number according to the rule ; thus it appears
that the root must consist of two places of figures. Let
a + h denote the root, where a is the value of the figure in

the tens' place, and h of that in the units' place. Then a
must be the greatest multiple of ten which has its cube
less than 274000 ; this is found to be 60. Place the cube
of 60, that is 216000, in the third column under the given
number and subtract. Place three times 60, that is 180,
in the first column, and three times the square of 60, that
is lOSOO, in the second colunm. Divide the remainder in

the third colunm by the number in the second column,
that is, divide 58625 by lOSOO; we thus obtain 5, which
is the value of b. Add 5 to the first column, and multiply
the sum thus formed by 5, that is, multiply 185 by 5; wo
thus obtain <)2."), which we place in the second column and
add to the number already there. Thus we obtain 11725;
multiply this by Ti, place the product in the third column,
and subtract. The remainder is zero, and therefore 65 ia

the required cube root.

The cyphers may be .omitted for brevity, and the pro-

cess will stand thus ;

186 108 27462S f 65
925 216

11725 68625
68625
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311. Example. Extract the cube root of 109215352.

1271 48 10921535^(478

14

J

889

j

64

1418 m%%\ 45215

3982349J

6627 5392352

11344 5392352

674044

After obtaining the first two figures of the root, namely
47, we adjust the first and second columns in the manner
explained in Art. 308. We place twice 7 under the first

column, and add the two lines, giving 141 ; and we place
tlie square of 7 under the second column, and add the last

three lines, giving 6627. Then the operation is continued
as before. The cube root is 478.

In the course of working this example we might have
imagined that the second figure of the root would be 8 or
even 9 ; but on trial it will be found that these numbers
are too large. As in the case of the square root, we are
liable occasionally to try too large a figure, especially at the
early stages of the operation.

312. Example. Extract the cuT)e root of 8653002877.

605

I

1200 665300^877(2053

10) 30251 8

6153 123025

f

653002

25^ 615125

126075 37877877

18459 37877877

12625959

In this example the student should notice the occur-

rence of the cypher in the root.
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313. If the root have any number of decimal places,

the cube will have thrice as many ; and tlierefore the num-
ber of decimal places in a decimal number, which is a
perfect cube, and in its simplest state, will necessarily be a

multiple of three, and the number of decimal places in the

cube root will necessarily be a third of that nimiber. Hence
if the given cube number be a decimal, we place a point

over the figure in the units' place, and over ever}' third

figure to the right and to the left of it, and proceed as in

the extraction of the cube root of an integer; then the

number of points in the decimal part of the proposed
number will indicate the number of decimal places in the
cube root.

314. Example. Extract the cube root of 14102-327296.

64
8.'

721"

2
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213) 147 -400... (-7368

6) 639) 343

21961 15339

>

67000

12 1 gj 46017

22088 15987 10983000

131761 9671256

'1611876?- 1311744000

36) 1301484032

1625088 10259968

176704

162685504

Examples. XXXIL

Find the value of

I. J{9a^*). 2. ^(SaW), 3. ;{'(-64a«6»).

4. i/iiea^b^c^. 5. 4/(-a«6iV»).

- 'Am- ' Am)- -• yra-
Find the square roots of the following expressions

;

II. 16a»+ 40aJ + 25&«. 12. 'k9a*-84a^ + 36b\

13. 36a^+12aJ^ + l. 14. 64a» + 48a&c + 96»c».

25g'+ 20a6 + 4S' . 9a:*-24jy'4-16
^' 25a* + 20ac + 4<?' 4«2-12a?+ 9

*
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17. ar* + 2ar'4-3«2 + 2a; + l. 18. 1 - 2ar+ Sa!^ -4a*+ 4a!»

19. «* + 6a;»+ 25a;' + 48:r+ 64. 20. a:*-4ar»+ 8ar+4.

21. l-4a; + 10«»-12a^+ 9«*.

22. 4a:''-4a:^-7^ + 4«'+ 4.

23. a?* - 2aa;3 + s^a^s_ 4^3^ ^ 4^4,

24. a:*-2a.r^ + (a^ + 2&2)«2-2a&2ar+6*

25. a;«-12a;'' + 60j:*-160ar^ + 240a:'-192a?+ 64.

26. a? + 4aa;' - 1 Qc?o^ + 4a*a; -*- a«.

27. l-2;» + 3^'-4a.'^ + 5a;*-4ar' + 3ar®-2a:'+ d^.

V « 15y^ 16^» 53r2 -25;?»'

Find the fourth roots of the following expressions

:

29. l+4.r + 6;e* + 4;i^ + a;*.

30. 16ar*- 96.^37/ + 21 6d:V--216a!y3 + Sly*.

31. l-4a:+ 10a;--16x3 + 19ar*-16dr»+10a:«-4x7 + ar».

32. {o^ - 2(a + &).»3 + (^2 + 4a& + &2)^_ 2a&(a+ &)«+ aW\\

Find the eighth roots of the following expressions

:

33. a:» + 8a;' + 28ar« + 5Sar*4-70ar* + 56d;3 + 28a^+8ar+l. "

34. {a;*-2a^ + 3a:V^-2;ry3 4-2^}*.

Find the square roots of the following numbers

:

35. 1156, 36. 2025. 37. 3721. 38. 5184.

39. 7569. 40. 9801. 41. 15129. 42. 103041.

43. 165649. 44. 30S0'25. 45. 41-2164.

46. -835396. 47. 1522756. 48. 29376400.
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49. 884524-01. 50. 4981-5364. 51. 64-128064.

62. -24373969. 53. 144168049. 54. 254076-4836.

65. 3-25513764. 56. 4-54499761.

57. -5687573056. 58. 196540602241.

Extract the square root of each of the following num-
bers to five places of decimals

:

59. -9. 60. 6-21. 61. "43. 62. -00852.

63. 17. 64. 129. 65. 347-259. 66. 14295-387.

Find the cube roots of the following expressions ;

67. 8.^^ + 36.?;V + 54.r?/2+ 272^2.

68. 1728.r« + 1728«V + 576.rV + 64s(».

69. a?-Zx\a^h)^Zx{a+Vf-[a,^}}f.

70. ;c«+3x' + 6«* + 7^ + 6a;2 + 3^+ l.

71. !i^—^a3i^->rbd?!)i?—Za^x-a^.

72.* 8;i!«+ 48cic'4-60cV-80c3.f3-90c*;c2+ 108c»a; - 27c*.

73. 1 -9;r + 39.^*-99;j;' + 156.t'*- 144^-5 + 64.r«.

74. l-3;c+ 6:r'''- \^x^ + Ylx'^-Y2.x^ ^\()j<?-Qx^ -^Za?-!)?.

Find the sixth roots of the following expressions :

75. 1 + 12a; + 600,'^ + \%<da?- + 240^-^ + 192^^ + 54^^

76. Il^a^- 1458^;^ + 1215ic^- 540^3 + 135^2 _ 18a; + 1.

Find the cube roots of the following numbers

:

77.
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XXXIII. Indicet.

316. "We have defined an index or exponent in Art. 16,

and, according to that definition, an index has hitherto
always been a positive whole number. We are now about
to extend the definition of an index, by explaining the
meaning of fractional indices and of negative indices.

317. If m and n are any positive whole numbers
a"'xa"=a"'*".

The truth of this statement has already been shewn
in Art. 69, but it is convenient to repeat the demonstra-
tion here.

a'"=a-xaxax to m factors, by Art. 16,

a" =a Kaxax to n factors, by Art. 16 ;

therefore

a'"xa'=axaxax ... xaxaxax ... to m + n factors

= 0"+", by Art. 16.

In like manner, ifp is also a positive whole number,

a"* X a" X oP= a""^" X a'= a"*"*'

;

and so od.

318. If m and n are positive whole numbers, and m
greater than n, we have by Art. 317

a""" X a"= a""""^" = a";

therefore -s=a"-".
a

This also has been already shewn ; see Art. 72.

319. As fractional indices and negative indices have

not yet been defined, we are at liberty to give what defini-

tiona we please to them ; and it is found convenient to
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give such definitions to them as will make the important
relation a"'xa"= a'"'*''' always true, whatever m and n
may he.

For example ; required the meaning of a*.

By supposition we are to have a^y.a^ = a^ = a. Thus a'
must be such a number that if it be multiplied by itself

the result is a ; and the square root of a is by definition

such a number; therefore a^ must be equivalent to the

square root of a, that is, a^= ^/a.

Again ; required the meaning of a*

By supposition we are to have

a xa xa =a =ar=a.

Hence, as before, a^ must be equivalent to the cube

root of a, that is a^= ^a.

Again ; required the meaning of a .

fill
By supposition, a v.or xa xa —a^',

I
therefore a = sja^.

These examples would enable the student to under-
stand what is meant by any fractional exponent ; but we
will give the definition in general symbols in the next two
Articles.

1^

320. Required the meaning of a" where n is any
positive whole number.

By supposition,111 ill
a"xa"xa"x ...to n factors = a" " " " " zzo^^^ai

1^

therefore a" must be equivalent to the n"* root of a,

1

that is, ar==;^a.
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321. Required the meaning qf a" tohere m and n ar*
any positive whole numbers.

By supposition,

" — -
» ,

— + - + - + -.«»«««r»
#"x «" X a" X ... to n factors = o" " " =0*;

therefore ci* must be equivalent to the n^ root of a",

that is, a" = J/a"*.

Hence a" means the «*•> root of the »n* power of a;

that is, in a fractional index the numerator denotes a power
and the denominator a root.

322. We have thus assigned a morning to any positive

index, whether whole or fractional ; it remains to assign a
meaning to negative indices.

For example, required the meaning of a~\

By supposition, a^y.a~^=a^~^=a}=a,

therefore a~*=— = -s

.

a? a*

We will now gfive the definition in general symbols.

323. Required the meanivg of a""/ tthere n ^* any
positive number whole orfractionaL

By supposition, whatever m may be, we are to have

a"" xa~" = «"•"".

Now we may suppase m positive and greater than n,
and then, by what has gone before, we have

m
a""" X a"= a"*

; and therefore a"*""= -=

.

TherefoPB a"* x a""=—

:

a '

therefore a""= -=

.

a"
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In onler to express this in words we will define the
word reciprocal. One quantity is said to be the recipro-
cal of another when the product of the two is equal to

unity ; thus, for example, x is the reciprocal of -

.

Hence a~" is the reciprocal of «"
; or we may put this

result symbolically in any of the foUcn-ing: ways,

'

324. It will follow from the meaning which has been
given to a negative index thata"'-=-a" = a'"~" when m is less

than n, as well as when m is greater than n. For suppose
«i less than n ; we have

_ -
«*" 1 (,-,!_-

a" -^ a" = — =—— = a-'"-">= a"""",
a" a" "*

Suppose m-n\ then a^-^a' is obviously=l; and
a"'-":=a''. The last symbol has not hitherto received a
meaning, so that we are at liberty to give it the meaning
which naturally presents itself; hence we may say that

325. In order to form a complete theory of Indices it

would be necessary to give demonstrations of several pro-

positions which will be found in the larger Algebra. But
these propositions follow so naturally from the definitions

and the properties of fractions, that the student will not
find any difficulty in the simple cases which will come be-

fore him. We shall therefore refer for the complete theoi7

to the larger Algebra, and only give here some examples as

specimens.

326. If m and n are positive whole numbers we know
that (^a'")" = a""; see Art. 279. Now this result will also

hold when m aud n are not positive whole mmibers. For
example,

(«*)*= a".

For let {a^Y^X', then by raising both sides to tlie

fourth power we have a^ = x*; then by raising both sides
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to the third power we have a= a;'*; therefore ar^a", which
was to be shewn.

327. If n is a positive whole number we know that
a"x6"= (a6)". This result will also hold when n is not

a positive whole number. For example, a' x 6* = (a&)'.

For if we raise each side to the third power, we obtain in

each case ah ; so that each side is the cube root of <ib.

In like manner we have

ill 1

a" x&"xc"x ... = (a5c...)".

Suppose now that there are m of these quantities

a, h, c,..., and that all the rest are equal to a; thus we
obtain

1 i_

(a")"* = (a")-; that is, ( 7ja)''= ;^ar.

Thus the m"" power of the n*^ root of a is equal to the

n"" root of the m'^ power of a.

328. Since a fraction may take different forms without
any change in its value, we may expect to be able to give
different forms to a quantity with a fractional index, with-

out altering the value of the quantity. Thus, for example,
2 4 2 4

smce
ii
= ^ we may expect that a^ = a^ ; and this is the

o o
case For if we raise each side to the sixth power, we
obtain a* ; that is, each side is the sixth root of a*.

329. We will now give some examples of Algebraical
operations involving fractional and negative exponents.

Multiply a^b^c^ by a^b^c^,

2 17 3 1

3"^2"6' 4 3""

therefore a' ft* c^xa^ b^ c* = a'b^c.

2 17 3 1 13 1.2_.
3"^2"6' 4 3"'l2' 3"^ 3"*'
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Divide s^y^ by x^i^.

31^1 ?_1_1.
4 2 4' 3 6~2'

therefore c^y^-i-x^t^^aryr.

Multiply x+x^+ x~^ by x^-^-x'^—x"

.

X +x^ +x ^

a^+x~^—x~^

as^+x^ +1

a;3 +1+X 3

-l-x~^-x~^

x^ + 2x^ + l -x~^

Here in the first line x^ xx= x^ =x^, a^xx^ =0?',

x^ X a;"^ = a?"= 1 ; and so on,

DiWde

x^-3x^y~^ + 3x^y~^~y~^ by x^-2a^y~^ -hy'K

a^ - 2a^y~^ + y~^) x^ - 3x^y~^ + 3a^y~^-y~^ {a^ - y~^

x^-2x^y~^ + x^y'^

— x^y ^ + 2a^y~^ — y~*

- x^y~^ + 2a^y~^-y~^
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Examples. XXXIII

.
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XXXIV. Surds.

330. When a root of a number cannot be exactly
obtained it is called an irrational quantity, or a surd.
Thus, for example, the following are surds;

n/5, ^3, 4/4, ^|, A/7.

And if a root of an algebraical expression cannot be
denoted without the use of a fractional index, it is also

called an irrAional quantity or a surd. Thus, for ex-
ample, the following are surds

;

V«> J\, J{a?+ ah + li^, ^a\ ^{a^ + b%

The rules for operations with surds follow from the
propositions of the preceding Chapter ; and the present
Chapter consists almost entirely of the apphcation of those
propositions to arithmetical examples.

331. Numbers or expressions may occur in the form
of surds, which are not really surds. Thus, for example,

v/9 is in the form of a surd, but it is not really a surd, for

1^9 = 3; and J{a- + '2ab + h'^ is in the fomi of a surd, but
it is not really a surd, iar ^{a"^ + 2ab + ¥) = a + b.

332. It is often convenient to put a rational quantity
into the form of an assigned surd ; to do this we raise tlie

quantity to the power corresponding to the root indicated
by the surd, and prefix the radical sign. For example,

3= s/3^=^^9; 4=^43=4/64; a=^a*; a + h= ^'{a+ Vf.

333. The product of a rational quantity and a surd
may be expressed as an entire surd, by reducing the
rational quantity to the form of the surd, and then multi-

plying; see Ai't. 327. For example, 3 ^/2 = ,^9 x^2 = ^lS;

24/4= 4/8x^4= ^32; ajb = ja^x slb = J{a^b).

334. Conversely, an entire surd may be expressed as

the product of a rational quantity and a siu'd, if the root of

one factor can be extracted.

T. . 15
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For example, ^32= ^(16 x 2) = ^16 x ^2= 4^;
^48=V(8x6)=i/8x 4/6 = 2^6;

.y(a'&')=^a»x^6>=a^6«.

335. A surd fraction can be transformed into an
eqiuvalent expression with the surd part integral.

For example, 7? - Jl~^- J^^
= "^ i

336. Surds which have not the same index can be
transfonmed into equivalent surds which have ; see Art 327.

For example, take ^5 and ^/ll : ^5= 5** ,^11 = (11)*;

6^= 5^= ^53= ;^125, (11)*= 11^= if{uy=*/i2i.

337. We may notice an application of the preceding
Article. Suppose we wish to knew which is the greater,

^5 or 4/1 !• When we have reduced them to the same
index we see that the former is the greater, because 125 is

greater than 121.

338. Surds are said to be similar when they have, or

can be reduced to have, the same irrational factors.

Thus 4^/7 and sV? are similar surds; 5^/2 and 4^16
are also similar surds, for 4^/16 = b4/2.

339. To add or subtract similar surds, add or subtract
their coefficients, and affix to the result the common
irrational factor.

For example, ^12 + v'75 - ^48 = 2 ^/3 + 5 J3 -4 ^/3

= (2 + 5-4) J3 = 3^/3.

2 73 1 y256_2 yi2 1 V64 x 12

i '^ 2
"^

4 ^ "9" ~3 ^ 8 "^4 '^^"27"

^24^12 1 4^12^ 2^/12
~3 2 ''"4 3 " 3 '
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340. To multiply simple surds which have the same
Index, multiply separately the rational factors and the
irrational factors.

For example, 3 ^/2 x ^3 = 3^6 ; 4 ^5 x 7 ^6 = 28 /^30

;

2 4/4x3^^2=^6 4^8= 6x2 = 12.

341. To multiply simple surds which have not the same
index, reduce them to equivalent surds which have the same
index, and then proceed as before.

For example, multiply 4 V5 by 2 ^/ll.

By Art. 336 ^5 = 4/125, 4/11=4/121.

Hence the product is 84^(125 x 121), that is, 84^15125.

342. The multiplication of compound surds is per-

formed like the multiplication of compound algebraical

expressions.

For example, (6 ^3 - 5 ^/2) x (2 ^3 + 3 ^/2)

= 36 + 18^/6- 10 ^/6-30 = 6 + 8^/6.

343. Division by a simple surd is performed by a nile

like that for multiplication by a simple surd; the result

may be simplified by Art. 335.

For example, 3 V2-.4 V3 = |^^ =
^ 7^ =

J 7^ - f ;

4 /'i-gVll ^^'^ 24/125 yi25_ yi25x(ll)<>

4^5-.2Vll =2^^ = -^^j^-2Vj2i-2Vi2lx(ll)*

24/1830125~
11

The stxident will observe that by the aid of Art. 335 the

results are put in forms which are more convenient for nu-

merical application ; thus, if we have to find the approxi-

mate numerical value of 3 ^,/2 h- 4 ^3. the easiest method is

to extract the square root of 6, and divide the result by 4.

16—2
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344. The only case of division by a compound surd
which is of any importance is that in which the divisor is

the sura or diflFerence of two quadratic surds, that is, surds
involving square roots. The division is practically effected

by an important process which is called rationalising the

denominator of a fraction. For example, take the fraction

4
- . ; if we multiply both numerator and denomi-

nator of this fraction by 5 J-2 — 2^Z, the value of the frac-

tion is not altered, while its denominator is made rational;

thus —A = 4(5V2-2^3)
6^2-1-2^3 (5^2 + 2V3)(5^/2-2./3)
_ 4(5;0'2-2V3) _ lO^/2-4^/3

50-12 ~ 19

Rimilarlv s/3+V2 ^ (^3 + V2) (2 J3 + J2)
^'2 3-^2 (2^/3-v'2)(2^3+V2)

_8+3V6 _ 8+^3 V6
~ 12-2 ~ 10

345. We shall now sliew how to find the square root of

a binomial expression, one of whose terras is a quadratic
surd. Suppose, for example, that we require the square
root of 7-1-4^/3. Since {Ja: + j!/f-x-ry-\-2 J{xy), it is

obvious that if we find values of x and y from x + y-1,
and 2 sl{xy) — 4 ,^3, then the square root of 7 + 4 v/3 will be
fjx -f- sjy. We may arrange the whole process thus

:

Suppose ,^(7 + 4j3)= Jx+ Jy;

square, 'I + 'ij3 =x + y+ 2j{xy).

Assume x + y='7, then2j(xy)=4 J3;

square, and subtract, (x + yf— Axy = 49— 48= 1,

that is, ix-yy = l, therefore x—y= l.

Since x+y^'J and x— y = l, we have x= 4, y = 3;

therefore >J{7 + 4 J3) =j4+ ^3 = 2 + ^/3.

Similai-ly, J0-4JS) =2- ^^
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Examples. XXXIV.

Simplify

1. 3^/2 + 4^8-^/32. 2. 2^4 + 54^32-^108.

3. 2^3 + 3^(U)-V(5i). 4. ^-^.
Multiply

5. ^/5+^/(li)-^by ^3.

'• '^^-iri6-'^2'y'^^

7. 1+^/3- J2 by J6- J2.

8. s/3+^2by-^ + ^.

Rationalise the denominators of the following fractions:

q 3+V2 v/3+n/2
^* 2-^2" v/3-^/2-

2^5+^3 2v'3 + 3j2
3n/5 + 2J3' 3;v'3-2^5"

Extract the square root of

13. 14 + 6*^5. 14. 16-6^/7. 15. 8 + 4^3.

16. 4-^15.

Simplify

^'^'

n/(5+V24)'
^®-

>v/(7-4^3)-

19.
^^i+t/3-^-

20. V(3+V6)+V(3-V»).
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XXXV. Ratio.

346. Ratio is the relation which one quantity bears
to another with respect to magnitude, the comparison
being made by considering what multiple, part, or parts,

the first is of the second.

Thus, for example, in comparing 6 with 3, we observe
that 6 has a certain magnitude with respect to 3, which
it contains twice ; again, in comparing 6 with 2, we see that

6 has now a different relative magnitude, for it contains
2 three times ; or 6 is greater when compared with 2 than
it is when compared with 3.

347- The ratio of a to & is usually expressed by two
points placed between them, thus, a : b; and the former is

called the antecedent of the ratio, and the latter the conse-

quent of the ratio.

348. A ratio is measured by the fraction which has for

its numerator the antecedent of the ratio, and for its

denominator the consequent of the ratio. Thus the ratio

of a to & is measured by r ; then for shortness we may

say that the ratio of a to & is equal to ^ or is r

.

349. Hence we may say that the ratio of a to 6 is equal

to the ratio of c to d, when r = j •

a

350. If the terms ofa ratio be multiplied or divided
In/ the sam£ quantity the ratio is not altered.

351. Wo compare two or more ratios by reducing
the fractions which measure these ratios to a common
acuuiiiiuutor. Tiiujs, suppose one ratio to be that of a to d^
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and another ratio to be that of c to d; then the first ratio

a ad J ., ^ .. c be
r = ,-,, and the second ratio ^ = r-,-
b bd d Id

Hence the first ratio is greater than, equal to, or less

than the second ratio, according as a^ is greater than,

equal to, or less than be.

352. A ratio is called a ratio of greater inequality, of

less inequality, or of equality, according as the antecedent
is greater than, less than, or equal to the consequent.

353. A ratio of greater inequality is diminislied,
and a ratio qf less inequality is increased, by adding
any number to both terms of the ratio.

Let the ratio be , , and let a new ratio be formed by

a+x
b+x

adding x to both terras of the original ratio; then ^

is greater or less than 7, according as b{a + x) is greater or

Jess than a{b + x); that is, according as bx is greater or less

than ax, that is, according as 6 is greater or less than a.

354. A ratio of greater inequality is increased, and
a ratio of less inequality is diminished, by takingfrom
both terms of the ratio any number which is less than
each of those terms.

(9

Let the ratio be £ , and let a new ratio be fcamed bv

taking x from both terms of the original ratio; then ^

—

'

is greater or less than -,, according as b{a— x) is jrreatev

or less than a(p— x); that is, according as bx is less or

greater than ax, that is, according as b is less or greater

than a.

355. If the antecedents of any ratios be nii;lUplied

together, and also the consequents, a ssev/ ratio is obtained
irhich is said to be compounded oi i};t Ibruier ratios, Tuiy
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the nvtio ac : hd is said to be compounded of the two ratios

a : b and c : d.

"VVlien the ratio a : b is compounded with itself the
resulting ratio is a^ : 6^ ; this ratio is sometimes called the
du)>licale ratio of a : 6. And the ratio a' : 6* is sometimes
called the triplicate ratio of a : b.

356. The following is a very important theorem con-
cerning equal ratios.

Suppose that i—-j=yi then each of these ratios

(pa'* + g-c"+ rf;"\;

pb' + qd^ + rf*)

where p, q, r, n are any niunbers whatever.

For let Ar= r = ;, = -„; then

Kb=a, M = c, kf=e*

therefor© p{kb)" + q {kd)" + r{kjy^pa'+q<f+r^i

., . ,, pa' + qC + re'
therefore A"= -t-—^ 7=.

;

pb" + qcr + rf*

therefore k-( ^,„—^,„— A'

•

Xpb" + qd" + rj^j

The same mode of demonstnition may be ^plied, and
a similar result obtained when there are more than three

ratios given equal.

As a particular example we may suppose n = 1, then we

see that if £ = -, = :^, each of these ratios is equal to
o d J

^ i-5 •. and then as a special case we may suppose
pb + qd-\-rf'

p = q-r, so that each of the given equal ratios is equal to

a + c + e

h +d^'
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Examples. XXXV.
^

1. Find the ratio of fourteen shillings to three guineas.

2. Arrange the following ratios in the order of magni-
tude ; 3 : 4, 7 : 12, 8 : 9, 2 : 3, 5 : 8.

3. Find the ratio compounded of 4 : 15 and 25 : 36.

4. Two numbers are in the ratio of 2 to 3, and if 7 be
added to each the ratio is that of 3 to 4 : find the numbers.

5. Two numbers are in the ratio of 4 to 5, and if 6 be
taken from each the ratio is that of 3 to 4 : find the numbers.

6. Two numbers are in the ratio of 5 to 8; if 8 be
added to the less number, and 5 taken from the greater
number, the ratio is that of 28 to 27 : find the numbers.

7. Find the number which added to each term of the
ratio 5 : 3 makes it three-fourths of what it would have be-

come if the same number had been taken from each term.

8. Find two numbers in the ratio of 2 to 3, such that

their difference has to the difference of their squares the

ratio of 1 to 25.

9. Find two numbers in the ratio of 3 to 4, such that
their sum has to the sum of their squares the ratio of

7 to 50,

10. Find two numbers in the ratio of 5 to 6, such that
their sum has to the difference of their squares the ratio of
1 to 7.

11. Find X so that the ratio x : 1 may be the duplicate
of the ratio 8 : x.

12. Find x so that the ratio a—x:b—x may be the
duplicate of the ratio a : b.

13. A person has 200 coins consisting of guineas, half-

sovereigns, and half-croAvns ; the sums of money in guineas,
half-sovereigns, and half-crowns are as 14 : 8 : 3; find

the numbers of the different coins.

14. If 6-a : b+a=4a-b : 6a-b, find a : b.

16. If r- = r— =
, then l +m + n = 0.

a—b b-c c-a'
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XXXVL Proportion.

357. Four numbers are said to be proportional when
the first is the same multiple, part, or parts of the second

as the third is of the foui'th ; that is when r = -. the four
a

numbers a, b, c, d are called proportionals. This is usually

expressed by saying that a is to & as c is to «?; and it is

represented thus a : 6 :: c : (f, or thus a •.h= c : d.

The terms a and d are called the extremes, and h and c

the means.

358. Thus when two ratios are equal, the four numbers
which form the ratios are called proportionals ; and the pre-

sent Chapter is devoted to the subject of two equal ratios.

359. When four numbers are proportionals the pro-
duct of the extremes is equal to the product qfthe means.

Let a,l>i c,d be proportionals

;

tnen 1 = 3;d

multiply by bd; thus ad=bc.

If any three terms in a proportion are given, the fourth

may be determined from the relation ad— be.

If b = c we have ad=b^; that is, (/* the first be to tha

second as the second is to the third, the product of the

extre7nes is equal to the square of the mean.

When a :b -.-.b : d then a, b, d ai-e said to be in con-

tinuedproportion ; and b is called the mean lyroportional

between a and d.

360. If the product of two numbers be equal to the

product of two others, the four are proportionals, the

terms of either product being taken fur the means, »nd
the terms of the other productfor the extremes.

X b
For let xy = ab; di\nde by ay, thus - = -

;

o y
or x : a v.b -.y (Art. 357).
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361. li a : h '.'. c : d, and c : d :: e :/, then a :b v.e :f.

^or T^-j, and ->=:?; therefore r = ;?

;

odd/' b /
or a : 6 :: e :/.

362. Iffour numbers be proportionals, they are pro-
portio7ials when taken inversely; that is, if a : 6 :: c : rf,

then b : a :: d '. c.

For T = ;5; divide unity by each of these equals;

thus - = -; or b : a '.'. d : c.
a c

363. If four numbers be proportionals, they are pro-
portionals when taken alternately; that is, if a : 6 :: c : rf,

then a : c :: b : d.

For ^ = ^ ; multiply by - ; thus - = 5

;

or a : c :'.b '. d.

364. If four numbers are proportionah, the first
together with the second is to the second as the third
together with the fourth is to the fourth; that is

ii a : b :'. c : d, then a + b:b :: c -^ d : d.

For 1=5; add imity to these equals ; thus

a , c , j.,j..(i + bc + d ,- ,-
r + 1 = -i + 1, that IS —5— = -—r- ; ora + b :b::c + d:d,
b d ' b d

365. Also the excess of the first above the second is to

the second as the excess of the third above the fourth is Co

the fourth.

For T = ;5 ; subtract unity from these equals ; thus

r - 1 = J — 1, that 18 -^— = —T or a— b : b :: c—d : d.
b a d
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366. Also the first is to the excess of the first above tJie

tecond as the third is to tlie excess of the third above the
fourth.

By the last Article ^=— = -^ : also , = -,

:

d d
.. c a—b h c— d d a—b c—d
therefore —r- x - = —— x - , or =—- .bade a c

or a — b : a :: c — d : c; therefore a : a — b :: c : c— d.

367. Whenfour numbers are proportionals, the sum
of the first and second is to their difference as the sum
of the third and fourth is to their difference; that is, if

a : b :: c : d, then a + b : a — b :: c + d : c— d.

By Arts. 364 and 365 -^— = —3- , and —^r- =—;-
;

b d b d
,, - a + b a—b c+ d c-d ., ^. a + b c+d
therefore—r— -=- —r- =—:?- +—-3-

, that is ; ^,d d a—b c—d
or a+ b : a—b :: c+d : c — d.

368. It is obvious from the preceding Articles that if

four numbers are proportionals we can derive from tlioni

many other proportions; see also Art. 356.

369. In the definition of Proportion it is supposed that

we can determine what multiple or what part one quantity
is of another quantity of the same kind. But we cannot
always do this exactly. For example, if the side of a

square is one inch long the length of the diagonal is de-

noted by ^2 inches ; but J2 cannot be exactly found, so

that the ratio of tlie length of the diagonal of a squarvT

to the length of a side cannot bo exactly expressctl by
numbers. Two quantities are called inco)nme)isurable
when the ratio of one to the other cannot be exactly ex-
pressed by numbers.

The student's acquaintance with Arithmetic will sug-
gest to him that if two quantities are really incommen-
surable still we may be able to express the ratio of one to

the other by numbers as nearly as wo please. For example,
we can find two mixed numbers, one less than ,72, and tlie

other greater than V2, and one differing from the other by
as small a fraction as we please.
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370. We will give one proposition with respect to the
comparison of two incomniensiirable quantities.

Let X and y denote two quantities; and suppose it

known that however great an integer q may be we can find

another integer p such that both x and y lie between

- and : then x and y are equal.
q q

For the diflFerence between x and y cannot be so great

as -
; and by taking q large enough - can be made less

than any assigned quantity whatever. But if x and y were
unequal their difference could not be made less than any
assigned quantity whatever. Therefore x and y must be
equal.

371. It will be useful to compare the definition of pro-

portion which has been used in this Chapter with that

which is given in the fifth book of Euclid. Euclid's defini-

tion may be stated thus : four quantities are proportionals

wlieu if any equimultiples be taken of the first and the
third, and also any equimultiples of the second and the
fourth, the multiple of the third is gi-eater than, equal to,

or less than, the multiple of the fourth, according as the
multiple of the first is greater than, equal to, or less than
the multiple of the second.

372. We will first shew that if four quantities satisfy

the algebraical definition of proportion, they will also

satisfy Euclid's.

For suppose that a : h :: c : d; then'r= -j ; therefore

*^ = -% , whatever numbers p and q may be. Hence pc is

greater than, equal to, or less than qd, according as pa is

greater than, equal to, or less than qh. That is, the four
quantities a, &, c, d satisfy Euclid's definition of proportion.

373. We shall next shew that if four quantities satisfy

Euclid's definition of proportion they will also satisfy the
algebraical definition.

For suppose th;it a, b, <:, d are four quantities such that
whatever iiunibers j^ ^'^^ 1 ^^y be, pc is greater than,
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equal to, or less than qd, according »s pahs greater than,

equal to, or less than qh.

First suppose that c and d are commensurable ; tak&

p and q such that pc=g'of; then by hypothesis j9a = 56 : thus

^ = 1 = ^ ; therefore \= ,. Therefore a:h ::c:d.
qb qd d

Next suppose that c and d are incommensurable.
Then we cannot find whole numbers p and q, such that
pc—qd. But we may take any multiple whatever of rf, as

qd^ and this will lie between two consecutive multiples of c,

say between pc and (^ + l)c. Thus —, is less than unity,

and . is greater than unity. Hence, by hypothesis,

, is less than unity, and ^^
, is greater than unity.

qo
''^ qo

Thus -, and t are both greater than - , and both less than
d b

°
q

-—- . And since this is true however great p and q may

be, we infer that , and ^ cannot be unequal; that is, they

must be equal: see Art. 370. Therefore a : b :: c : d.

That is, the four quantities a, b, c, d satisfy the alge-

braical definition of proportion.

.i74. It is usually stated that the Algebraical definition

of proportion cannot be used in Geometry because there is

no iiivtiiod of representing geometrically the result of the
operation of division. Straight lines can be represented
geometrically, but not the abstract numl)er which expresses
how often one straight line is contained in another. But it

should be observed that Euciiiis definition is rigorous and
applicjible to incommensanihh' as well as to commenxur-
ahle quantities; while tlie Altrohraical definition is, strictly

spcjikiiig, confined to the latter. Hence this consideration
ul;m>' won] 1 riirnish a suthcient rea-soa for the definition

adopted by Euclid.
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Examples. XXXVL

Find the value of x in each of the following proper^"
tions.

I. 4 : 7 :: 8 : ar. 2. 3 : 7 :: ar : 42.

Z. 5 '. X :: X : ^5. 4:. x : ^ :: l& -. x.

5. x + A : x + 2 :: x + 8 : x + 5.

6. a: + 4 ; 2j; + 8 :: 2a;-l : 3x + 2.

7. 3x + 2 : x-i-7 •.:9x-2 :5x + 8.

8. 3^24.^4. 1 . 62(a! + l) ::a:*-a; + l : 63(a;-l).

9. ax + b -.bx + a :: nuv + n : nx + m.

10. Ifpq = rs, and qt= su, then 7? : r :: ^ : m.

II. If a : B :: c : d, and a' : b' :: (f : d', then

aa' : 66' :: c<f : tW and a&' : o^ :: cd' : c'd.

12. If a : 6 :: & : c, then (a* + ft^) (fts + ^s) ^^ (a5 + 5^)2.

13. There are three numbers in continued proportion;

the middle number is 60, and the sum of the others is 125:

find the numbers.

14. Find threfi numbers in continued proportion, s\ich

that their sum may be 19, and the sum of their squares
lo3.

If a : b :: c : d, shew that the foUowiag relations are
ti-ue.

15. aic + d)^c{a + b). 16. aj{c?+ d^ = c^{a^ + b^

{a + c){a* + <^) ^ {b^d)[¥^(P)
{a-c){a--c^~ {b-d){l^-d^y

pa'^ + g^ab + rb* pc^ + qcd ~ rd^

la- + mob + ni/^ Ic^ + mcd ^- ncP'

a 2b 3c '^ id ~ ad 14 3 2'^ ]'

20. a : b :: ^ (ma' + ftf'') : l/\mb' + )id').

17.

18.

19.
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XXXYIL Variation.

375. The present Chapter consists of a series of pro-

positions connected with the definitions of ratio and pro-
portion stated in a new phraseology which is convenient
for &ome purposes.

376. One quantity is said to tary directly as another
when the two quantities depend on each Other, and in such
a manner that if one be ciianged the other is changed in

the same proportion.

Sometimes for shortness we omit the word directly

and say simply that one quantity varies as another.

377. Thus, for example, if the altitude of a triangle be
invariable, the area varies as the base ; for if the base be
increased or diminished, we know from Euclid that the
area is increased or diminkhed in the same proportion.

We may express thi^ result with Algebraical symbols thus;
let A and a be numbers wliich represent the areas of two
triangles having a coninion altitude, and let B and h be
murrSjers which represent the bases of these triangles re-

A B
spectively; then ~ — -r. And from this we deduce

A a„ = r , by Art 363. If there be a third triangle having the

same altitude as the two already considered, then the ratio

of the number which represents its area to the number which

represents its base will also be equal to £ . Put i^
= "«.

then^ = m, and A=mB. Here A may represent the
B

area oi any one of a series of triangles which have a com-
mon altitude, and B the corresponding base, and m re-

mains constant. Hence the statement that the area varies

as the base may also be expressed thus, the area has a
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constant ratio to the base; by which we mean that the
number which representa the area bears a constant ratio

to the number wliich represents the base.

These remarks are intended to explain the notation and
phraseology which are used in the present Chapter. Wiien
we say that A varies as B, we mean that A represents tlie

numerical value of any one of a certain series of quantities,

and B the numerical value of the corresponding qiiantity

in a certain other series, and that A — tnB, where m is

some number which remains constant for every correspond-
ing pair of quantities.

It will be convenient to give a formal demonstration
of the relation A~mB, deduced from the definition in

Art. 376.

378. I/A. vary as B, then A is equal to B multiplied
by some constant number.

Let a and h denote one pair of corresponding values of

the two quantities, and let A and B denote any other pair

;

then — = 7-,by definition. Hence A —xB=mB, where

tn is equal to the constant v

.

379. The symbol qc is used to express variation ; thus

A cc B stands for A varies as B.

3S0. One quantity is said to vary inversely as another,

when the first varies as the reciprocal of the second- See
Art. 323.

Qr\i A — -^. where m is constant, A is said to vary

inversely as B.

381. One quantity is said to vary as two others jointly,

when, if the former is changed in any manner, tbe product

of the other two is changed in the same proportion.

Or a A = mBC, where m is constant, A is said to vary
jointly as B and C.
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382. One quantity is said to vary directly as a second

and inversely as a third, when it varies jointly as the

second and the reciprocal of the third.

Or if -4 = -79- , where m is constant, A is said to vary

directly as B and inversely as C.

383. If^ Qc B, and B oc C, then A oc C.

For \QiA =mB, and B— nC, where m and n are con-
stants; then A =mnC\ and, as mnia constant, A <ji C

384. If A x C, and B ocC, then A>fcB oc C, and
V(AB) « C.

For let -4=»nC, and B=nC, where »i and » are con-
stants; then AdaB-{m=hn)C; therefore A^B cc C.

Also JUj5)=>/(OT«C2) = CV(»nw); therefore ^(^5) x<7.

385. X/" A oc BC, /A«n B oc ^, anrf C x ^.

For let ^

=

mBC, then .B = — ^ ; therefore 5 oc ^

.

Similarly, C ct ^.

386. ^A oc B, and C oc D, i/i^i AC x BD.

For let A = mB, and C=nD', then AC=mnBDi
therefore ^C X ^Z>.

Similarly, if A cc B, and C<X'D, and E<3aF, then
.4C-fc' X BDF; and so OD.

387. //"A X B, ?A^ A" x B».

For let A =mB, then A'= m*B*; therefore A' ac B*.
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388. If K ac "B, then AP oc BP, where P is any
quantity variable or invariable.

For letA =mB, then AP=mBP; thereforeAP oc BP.

389. ^A X B w?ien C is invariable, and AocC when
B is invariable, then A a BC when both B and C are
variable.

The variation of A depends on the variations of the
two quantities B and C; let the variations of the latter

quantities take place separately. When B is changed to 6

A B
let A be changed to a' ; then, by supposition, ^/ = -r-

Now let C be changed to c, and in consequence let a' be
a' G

changed to a ; then, by supposition, — = - . Therefore

-7 X — = T- X — : that is, — = -T— ; therefore A <r BC.a a h c
' 'a be

'

A very good example of this proposition is furnished in
Geometry. It can be shewn that the area of a triangle

varies as the base when the height is invariable, and that
the area varies as the height when the base is invariable.

Hence when both the base and the height vary, the area
varies as the product of the numbers which represent the
base and the height.

Other examples of this proposition are supplied by the
Questions which occur in Arithmetic under the head of the
>ouble Rule of Three. For instance suppose that the

quantity of a work which can be accomplished varies as

the number of workmen when the time is given, and varies

as the time when the number of workmen is given ; then
the quantity of the work will vary as the product of the
number of workmen and the time when both vary.

390. In the same manner, if there be any number of

quantities B, C, D, ... each of which varies as another
quantity A when the rest are constant, when they all vary
A varies as their product.

16—

S
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Examples. XXXVII.

1. A varies as B, and A = 2 when B= l; find the
value of A when J5 = 2.

2. If ^2 + ^2 yaries as ^^ - ^, shew that A + B
varies as ^ — ^.

8. ZA + 55 varies as 5A + 3.S, and ^ = 6 when B= 2;
find the ratio A : 5.

4. -4 varies as nB + C; and ^=4 when i? = 1, and
C=2; and .4 = 7 when 5 = 2, and C= 3: find n.

5. ^ varies as B and C jointly ; and A.=^\ when
B=\, and (7= 1 : find the value of A when B= 2 and C= 2.

6. A varies as 5 and C jointly; and ^ = 8 when
B= '2, and C=2 : find the value of BC when ^ = 10.

7. -^ varies as B and C jointly; and A = \2 when
B=2, and (7=3: find the value oi A : B when C=4.

8. -4 varies as B and (7 jointly ; and A — a when
5 = &, and C=c: find the value of A when B=b^ and
C=C2.

9. ^ varies as 5 directly and as C inversely ; and A=a
when B=b, and C=c: find the value of A when 5 = c and
C=b.

10. The expenses of a Charitable Institution are partly
constant, and partly vary as the number of inmates.
When the inmates are 960 and 3000 the expenses are re-

8)>ectively .£112 and ;£180. Find the expenses for 1000
inmates.

11. The wages of 5 men for 7 weeks being ;£17. 10*.

find how many men can be hired to work 4 weeks for .£30.

12. If the cost of making an embankment varj- as the
Icn2;th if the area of the transverse section and height be
idiistant, as the hciglit if the area of the transverse .section

:iii(l length bu constant, and as the area of the transverse
section if the length and height be constant, and an em-
bankment 1 mile long, 10 feet high, and 12 feet broad cost

i*9t)00 find the cost of an embankment half a mile long,

16 feet high, and 15 feet broad.
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XXXVIII. Arithmetical Progression.

391. Quantities are said to be in Arithmetical Pro-
gression when they increase or decrease by a common dif-

ference.

Thus the following series are in Arithmetical Pro-
gression,

2, 5, 8, 11, 14,

20, 18, 16, 14, 12,

a, a + b, a+ 2&, a + 3&, a + 4*

The common difference is found by subtracting any
term from that which immediately follows it. In the first

series the common difference is 3 ; in the second series it is

— 2; in the third series it is h.

392. Let a denote the first term of an Arithmetical
Progression, h the common difference; then the second
term is a + 6, the thii-d term is a + 2h, the fourth term is

a+ '3b, and so on. Thus the «" term is a + {n-l)b.

393. To find the sum of a given number of terms of
an Arithmetical Progression, the first term and the corn'

mon difference being supposed knoicn.

Let a denote the first temi, b the common difference, n
the number of terms, I the last term, s the sum of the
terms. Then

s = a + {a + b) + {a + 2b) + + 1.

And, by writing the series in the reverse order^ we have
iilso

8= l+ {l-b) + (l-2b) + +a.

Therefore, by addition,

2s = {l+a) + {l + a) + to n terras

= n{l+ a);

therefore »= «(' + «) (1).
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Also i=a + (n-l)6 (2),

thus #=|{2a + (n-l)&} (3).

The equation (3) gives the value of * in terms of the
quantities which were supposed known. Equation (1) also

gives a convenient expression for *, and furnishes the

following rule : the sum of any number of terms in
A rithm,etical Progression is equal to the product of the

number of the terms into half the sum of the first and
last terms.

We shall now apply the equations in the present Article

to solve some examples relating to Arithmetical Pro-
gression.

394. Find the sum of 20 terms of the series 1, 2, 3, 4,...

Here a=l, 6 = 1, n=20; therefore

20
«= ^(2 + 19)= 10x21 = 210.

395. Find the sum of 20 terms of the series, 1, 3, 5, 7,...

Here a=l, 6 = 2, n=20; therefore,

20 90
*= -^ (2 + 19 X 2)= "^ X 40 = (20)*=400.

396. Find the sum of 12 terms of the series 20, 18, 16,...

Here a = 20, 6 =—2, n=12; therefore

*=^(40-2xll)=6(40-22)= 6x 18= 108.

397. Find the sum of 8 terms of the series f^ > ^ > 7 • s >• • •

Herea=r^, 6 = Tg,« = 8; therefore

8/2 7\ ^ 9 -
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398. How many terms must be taken of the series

15, 12, 9,... that the sum may be 42 ?

Here s=42, a =15, 6=—3; therefore

42=^|30-3(»-l)| =|(33-3n>.

We have to find n from this quadratic equation ; by
solving it we shall obtain « = 4 or 7. The series is 15, 12,

9, 6, 3, 0,-3, ; amd thus it vnll be found that we ob-
tain 42 as the sum of the first 4 terms, or as the sum of the
first 7 terms,

399. Insert five Arithmetical means between 11 and
23.

Here we have to obtain an Arithmetical Progression
consisting of seven terms, beginning with 11 and ending
with 23. Thus a = ll, ^= 23, w = 7 ; therefore by equatioa

(2) of Art. 393,
23 = 11 + 6&,

therefore 6=2.

Thus the whole series is 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 2a

Examples. XXXVIII.

Sum the following series

:

1. 100, 101, 102, to 9 terms.

2. 1,2^,4, to 10 terms.

3. 1, 2|, 4J, to 9 terms.

4. 2, 3J, 5^, to 12 terms.

2 5
5. -, ^, 1, tolSterms.

o o

6. 2. -3, -g-. tolSterms.

7. Insert 3 Arithmetical means between 12 and 20.

8. Insert 6 Arithmetical means between 14 and 16.
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9. Insert 7 Arithmetical means between 8 and — 4.

10. Insert 8 Arithmetical means between — 1 and 5.

11. The first term of an Arithmetical Progression is

13, the second term is 11, the siun is 40: find the nimiber
of terras.

12. The first term of an Arithmetical Progression is

5, and the fifth term is 11 : find the sum of 8 terms.

13. The sum of four terms in Arithmetical Progression
is 44, and the last tenn is 17: find the terms.

14. The sum of three numbers in Arithmetical Pro-
gression is 21, and the sum of their squares is 155 : find the
numbers.

15. The sum of five numbers in Arithmetical Progres-

sion is 15, and the sum of their squares is 55: find the
numbers.

16. The seventh terra of an Arithmetical Progression
is 12, and the twelfth term is 7; the sum of the series is

171 : find the number of terms.

17. A traveller has a journey of 140 miles to perform.
He goes 26 miles the first day, 24 the second, 22 the
third, and so on. In how many days does he perform the
journey?

18. A sets out from a place and travels 2^ miles an
hour. B sets out 3 hours after A, and travels in the
same direction, 3 miles the first hour, 3-| miles the second,
4 miles the third, and so on. In how many hours will B
overtake A ?

19. The sum of three numbers in Arithmetical Pro-
gression is 12 ; and the sum of their squares is 66 : find
the numbers.

20. If the sura of n terms of an Arithmetical Pro-
gression is always equal to n*, find the first term and the
common difference.
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XXXIX. Geometrical Progression.

400. Quantities are said to be in Geometincal Pro-
gression when each is equal to the product of the preceding
and some constant factor. The constant factor is called

the common ratio of the series, or more shortly, the ratio.

Thus the following series ai-e in Geometrical Progres-
sion.

1, 3, 9, 27, 81,

1111
1, 2' 4' 8' 16*"

a, ar, ar\ ar^, ar*,

The common ratio is found by dividing any term by
that which immediately precedes it. In the first example

the common ratio is 3, in the second it is - , in the third

it is r.

401. Let a denote the first term of a Geometrical Pro-
gression, r the common ratio ; then the second term is ar,

the third term is ar^, the foarth term is ar% and so on.

Thus the w"" term is ar"~^.

402. To find the sum, of a given number of terms ofa
Geometrical Progression, tlie first term and the common
ratio being supposed known.

Let a denote the first term, r the common ratio, n the
number of terms, s the sum of the terms. Then

s = a + ar+ ar^ + ar^ + . . . + ar""*

;

therefore sr= ar-^ ar^ + ar^+ . . . + ar"" ^ + ar^.

Therefore, by subtraction,

sr~s= ar^ — a,

therefore * = ^7I^^ (D-
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IS I denote the last term we have

/=ar--i (2),

therefore *= r (3).r~l
Equation (1) gives the value of * in terms of the

quantities which were supposed known. Equation (3) is

sometimes a convenient form.

We shall now apply these equations to solve some ex-
amples relating to Geometrical Progression.

403. Find the sum of 6 terms of the series 1, 3, 9, 27,. ..

Here a=l, r=3, n=6; therefore

3«-l 729-1
3-1 3-1

= 364.

404. Find the sum of 6 terms of the series 1,-3,
9, -27,...

Here a=l, r=— 3, n = 6; therefore

(-3)»-l 729-1
-3-1 -4 = -182.

405. Find the sum of 8 terms of the series 4, 2, 1, -....

Here a=4, »*=s> w=8; therefore

,jM.±E). 255 2 256

T~ ~l 64
'^

1
~ 32

'

2 2

406. Find the sum of 7 terms of the series, 8,-4,

2, -1, |,...

Here a=8, r=— -, n = 7; therefore

129 2 43

1
~

1 16
'*
3 ~ 8

•

""2" "2
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407. Insert three Geometrical means between 2 and
32.

Here we have to obtain^ a Geometrical Progression

consisting of five terms, beginning with 2 and ending with
32. Thus a= 2, ^= 32, n = 5; therefore, by equation (2)

of Art 402,
32= 2r*,

that is r*= 16 = 2*;

therefore r= 2.

Thus the whole series is 2, 4, 8, 16, 32.

408. We may write the value of s, given in Art. 402,
thus

a(l-r")

1 — r
Now suppose that r is less than unity; then the larger

n is, the smaller will r" be, and by taking n large enough
r" can be made as small as we please. If we neglect r"
we obtain

a

and we may enunciate the result thus. In a Qeometrieal
Progression in which the common ratio is numerically
less than unity, by taking a sufficient number of terms
the sum can be made to differ as little as we please

from, .

1—r

409. For example, take the series 1, -
, -

, ^ , ...

Here a= l, r=-\ therefore-:—— =2. Thus by taking

a suflScient mmiber of terms the sum can be made to differ

as little as we please from 2, In fact if we take four

terms the sum is 2— 3, if we take five terms the sum is
8

2 -— , if we take six terms the sum is 2—— , and so on.
16 oi

The result is sometimes expressed thus for shortness,

the sum of an infinite number qf terms of this series it

2; or thus, the sum to infinity is 2.
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410. Recurring decimals are examples of what ara
called infinite Geometrical Progression. Thus for example

3 24 24 24
•3242424... denotes - + ^^^ - + ^,^.,.

3
Here the terms after — form a Geometrical Progres-

24
sion, of which the first term is —^ , and the common ratio

is —J. Hence we may say that the sum of an infinitt

24 / 1 \
number of terms of this series ^TA3^{l~Tn2)> *^*' ^

24
. Therefore the value of the recurring decimal U

990

3^ 24

io"'"9yo*

The value of the recurring decimal may be found prw
tically thus:

Let 8= -32424...;

then 10 s= 3-2424...,

and 1000 s= 324-2424...

Hence, by subtraction, (1000 - 10) *= 324 - 3 = 321

;

321
therefore *~qqn*

And any other example may be treated in a simil-r

manner.

Examples. XXXIX.

Sum the following series :

1. 1, 4, 16, to 6 terms.

2. 9, 3, 1, to 5 terms.

3- 25,10,4, to 4 terms.

4. 1, ^/2, 2, 2^2, ... to 12 tenns.
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3 11
8' 4' 6'

6. ^, T, T, to 6 terms.

2 3
6. 3> -1>2' to 7 terms.

7. 1» -§» 9> to infinity.

8. 1,
J, ^, to infinity.

9. li ~2' 4' to infinity.

2
10. 6, -2,-, to infinity.

o

Find the value of the following recurring decimals

:

11. -151515... 12. -123123123...

13. -42828-28... 14. -28131313...

15. Insert 3 Geometrical means between 1 and 256.

16. Insert 4 Geometrical means between 5\ and 40|.

17. Insert 4 Geometrical means between 3 and —729.

18. The sum of three terms in Geometrical Progression

is 63, and the difference of the first and third terms is 45:

find the terms.

19. Tlie sum of the first four terms of a Geometrical
Progi-ession is 40, and the sum of the first eight terms is

3280 : find the Progression.

20. The sum of three terms in Geometrical Progress

sion is 21, and the sum of their squares is 189 : find the

terms.
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XL. Harmonical Progression.

411. Three quantities A, B, G are said to be in Har-
monical Progression when A : C :: A —B : B — C.

Any number of quantities are said to be in Harmonical
Progression when every three consecutive quantities are in

Harmonical Progression.

412. TTie reciprocals of quantities in Harmonical
Progression are in Arithmetical Progression.

Let A, B, C be in Harmonical Progression ; then
A: C -.-.A-B : B-C.

Therefore A{B-C) = C{A-B).

Divide by ABC ; thus 7^—5 = -n — ^ •

This demonstrates the proposition.

413. The property established in the preceding Article
will enable us to solve some questions relating to Har-
monical Progression. For example, insert five Harmonical

2 8
means between - and — . Here we have to insert five

A 15

Arithmetical means between - and — . Hence, by equa-

tion (2) of Art. 393,

3 1
therefore 66 = -, therefore 6 = — .

o 16

Hence the Arithmetical Progression is » , -^ , „,

16 '
Ifi

' 16 ' 8^ '
*°*^ therefore the Harmonical Pro-

_ . . 2 16 16 16 16 16 8
gression is -

, — , r- , ,
— , - , —

.

* 3' 25' 26' 27' 28 29' 15
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414. Let a and c be any two quantities; let A be
their Arithmetical mean, G their Geometrical mean, H
their Harmonical mean. Then

A-a=c—A ', therefore A — - {a-^c).

a : O :: G : c; therefore G=,J{ac).

a : c :: a—H : H—c; therefore H= .

a+c

Examples, XL.

1. Continue the Harmonical Progression 6, 3, 2 for

three terms.

2. Continue the Harmonical Progression 8, 2, 1| for

three terms.

3. Insert 2 Harmonical means between 4 and 2.

4. Insert 3 Harmonical means between - and —

.

5. The Arithmetical mean of two numbers is 9, and
the Harmonical mean is 8 : find the numbers.

6. The Geometrical mean of two numbers is 48, and

the Harmonical mean is 46^-g : find the numbers.

7. Find two numbers such that the sum of their Arith-

metical, Geometrical, and Harmonical means is 9|, and the

product of these means is 27.

8. Find two numbers such that the product of their

Arithmetical and Harmonical means is 27, and the excess

of the Arithmetical mean above the Harmonical mean
isli

9. If a, b, c are in Harmonical Progression, shew that

a-hc — ^b : a—c :: a-c : a + c.

10. If three numbers are in Geometrical Progrressinn,

and each of them is increased by the middle number, shew
that the results are iu Harmonical Progi'cssion.
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XLI. Permutations and Combinationt.

415. The diflFerent orders in which a set of things can
be arranged are called their permutations.

Thus the permutations of the three letters a, b, c, taken
two at a time, are db, ba, ac, ca, be, cb.

416. The combinations of a set of things are the
different collections which can be formed out of them,
Avithout regarding the order in which the things are placed.

Thus the combinations of the three letters a, b, c, taken
two at a time, are ab, ac, be ; ab and ba, though different

permutations, form the same combination, so also do ac
and ca, and be and cb.

417. The number of permutations of n thitigs taken
rata time is n(n— l)(n— 2) ...... (n—r+ 1).

Let there be n letters a, b, c, d, ; we shall first find
the number of permutations of them taken two at a time.
Put a before each of the other letters; we thus obtain
n — 1 permutations in wliich a stands first. Put b before
each of the other letters; we thus obtain n— 1 permuta-
tions in which b stands first. Similarly there are n — l

permutations in which c stands first. And so on. Thus,
on the whole, there are n{n — l) permutations of ji letters

taken tico at a time. "Wo shall next find the number of
permutations of w letters taken three at a time. It haa
just been shewn that out of n letters we can form n (« — 1)
{)ermutations, each of two letters ; hence out of the 7i — l

etters b,c, d, we can form (7i — 1) (n — 2) permutations,
each of two letters : put a before each of these, and
we have (n— 1)(«-2) permutations, each of three letters,

in which a stands first. Similarly there are {n — \){n — -2)

permutations, each of three letters, in which b stands first.

Similarly there are as many in which c stands first. And
soon. Thus, on the whole, there are n(« — 1)(»— 2) per-
mutations of n letters taken three at a time.
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Fi-om congidcring these cases it might be conjectured
that the number of permutations of n letters taken r at a
time is ii{n — l){n — 2)...{n — r+l); and we shall shew
that tills is the case. For suppose it known that the nura-
ber of permutations of n letters taken r—l at a time is

n{n — l){n— 2). . .{« — (r— 1) + 1}, we shall shew that a similar

formula will give the number of permutations of n letters,

taken r at a time. For out of the n — l letters b, c, d,...

we can form {n — l)(n-2) {?j — 1 — (r— 1 ) + 1 } permuta-
tions, each of r—l letters: put a before each of these, and
v,'o obtain as many permutations, each of r letters, iu

v.iiich a stands first. Similai'ly there are as many pernm-
tations, each of r letters, in which b stands first. Simi-
larly there are as many permutations, each of r letters,

in which c stands first. And so on. Thus on tlie whole
there are n{n—l){n — 2)....{n—r + l) permutations of n
letters taken r at a time.

If then the formula holds when the letters are taken r—l
at a time it will hold when they are taken r at a tima
But it has been shewn to hold when they are taken t/i9xe

at a time, therefore it liolds when they are taken four at a
time, and therefore it holds when they are taken Jice at a
time, and so on : thus it holds universally.

418. Hence the number of permutations of n things
taken all together is « («— 1) (« — 2)... 1.

419. For the sake of brevity « (« - 11 (w— 2). . . 1 is often
denoted by [« ; thus \n denotes tiie product of the natural

numbers from 1 to w inclusive. The symbol \n may be

tca.d, factorial n.

420. Any combination of r things will produce (_r

permutations.

For by Art. 418 the r things which form the given
combination can be arranged in \£ different orders.

421. The number of combinations ofn tidngs taken r

_ ,, . n(n-l)fn-2) ... (n-r + 1)
at a time u — ——r—^^

•

il
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For the number oipermutations of n things taken r at

a thne is n{n—\){n — 2) ...(« — r+1) by Art. 417; audeach
combination produces \r permutations by Art. 420; heuce

the number of combinations must be

m(w-l)(w-2)...(n-r-H)
[r

If we multiply both numerator and denominator of
In

this expression by I n — r it takes the form ,—7^
, the^ ^—

—

[r
I
n -:r

value of course being unchanged.

422, To find the iiumher ofpermutations of n things
taken all togetJier which are not all different.

Let there be n letters; and suppose p of them to be a,

q of tliem to be h, r of them to be c, and the rest of them
to be the letters d, e, ..., each occumng singly: then the
number of permutations of them taken all together will be

\^

\p\q\r-

For suppose N to represent the required number of

permutations. If in any one of the permutations the p
letters a were changed into p new and different letters,

then, without changing the situation of any of the other
letters, we could from the single permutation produce \p
different permutations: and tlius if the p letters a were
clianged into 2^ new and different letters the whole number
of permutations would be Nx. [/?. Similarly if the q lettei-s

fc were also changed into q new and different letters the
w lole number of perniutaticns we could now obtain would
be A"x \p y. ,g. And if the r letters c were also changed

into r new and different letters the whole number of per-

i.iutations would be iV x [^ x ]^ x [r. But tliis number
must be equal to the number of permutations of n different

letters taken nil toirether, that is to [n.

In
Thus iVx[|jx jgx (£=[«; therefore N= -.—^=— .

And similarly any other case may be treated.
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423, The student should notice the peculiar method of
demonstration which is employed in Art. 417. This is called

mathematical induction, and may be thus described: We
shew that if a theorem is true in one case, whatever that
case may be, it is also true in another case so related to the
former that it may be called the next case; we also shew
in some manner that the theorem is time in a certain case

;

hence it is true in the next case, and hence in the next to

that, and so on; thus finally the theorem must be true
in every case after that with which we began.

The method of mathematical induction is frequently

used iu the higher parts of mathematics.

Examples. XLI.

1. Find how many parties of 6 men each can be formed
from a company of 24 men.

2. Find how many permutations can be formed of the
letters in the word company, taken all together.

3. Find how many combinations can be formed of the
letters in the word longitude, taken four at a time.

4. Find how many permutations can be formed of the
letters in the word consonant, taken aU together.

5. The number of the combinations of a set of things
taken/owr at a time is twice as great as the number taken
three at a time : find how many things there are in the set.

6. Find how many words each containing two conso-
nants and one vowel can be formed from 20 consonants
and 5 vowels, the vowel being the middle letter of the
word.

7. Five persons are to be chosen by lot out of twenty:
find in how many ways this can be done. Find also ho'w
often an assigned person would be chosen.

8. A boat's crew consisting of eight rowers and a
steersman is to be formed out of twelve persons, nine of
whom can row but cannot steer, while the other tliree can
steer but cannot row: find in how many ways the crew
Ciin be formed. Find also in how many ways the crew
coukl be formed if f)ne of the three were able both to row
and to steer.

^

17—2
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XLII. Binomial Theorem.

424. "We have already seen that {x+ a)- = a?-^- 2xa + a*,

and that (:r + a)^ = j^ + 3.i--r7 + 3xa- + a^ ; the object of the

present Chapter is to find an expression for (x + a)" where
n is auy positive integer.

4'25. By actual multiplication we obtain

{x + a){x+h) = x'^ + {a-\- b)Jt.+ ah,

{x-ira){x+ h){x-^c) = a^ + {a + h-^c)i)fi-\-{db + l>c + ca)x + abc,

{x + a)[x + h){x + c)ix + d)= x*+{a + h + c->>-d)x^

+ (ah + (7C + ad + hc-k- hd+ cd)x*

+ {ahc + hcd + cda 4- dah)x + abed.

Now in these results we see that the following laws

hold:

I. The number of terms on the right-hand side is one
more than the number of binomial factors which are multi-

plied together.

II. The exponent of x in the first term is the same as

the number of binomial factors, and in the other terms
each exponent is less than that of the preceding term by
unity.

in. The coeflBcieut of the first term is miity; the

coefficient of the second term is the sum of the second
letters of the binomi;d factors; the coefficient of tlie third

term is the sum of the products of the second letici-s nf

tiio binomial factors taken two at a time ; the coefficient of

the foiuth term is the sum of the products of the second
letters of the binomial factors taken three at a time ; and
so on ; the last term is the product of all the second letters

of the binomial factors.

We shall shew that these laws always hold, whatever
be the number of binomial factors. Suppose the laws

to hold when » — 1 factors are multiply together; that is,
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suppose there are n — \ factors x + a, x-^h, x->fC,...x-¥kt

and that

{x-¥a){x+ h)...{x-\-k) = x''~'^+px''-''- ^qaf-^+ raf~^+ ... +t«,

where p = the sum of the letters a,b,c,... k,

g' = the sum of the products of these letters taken
two at a tune,

r=the sura of the products of these letters taken
three at a time,

M=the product of all these letters.

Multiply both sides of this identity by another factor

x+ l, and an-ange the product on the right hand according
to powers of x ; thus

{x + a){x+ b){x + c)...{x + k)(x + F) = x'' + {p + /U'"~'

+ {q +pl) x'-^ -i-{r + ql)x"~^+ ... + til.

Now p + l=a+b + c + ...+k + l

= the sum of all the letters a,b, c,...k,l;

g+pl —g + l{a+b + c + ... + k)

= the sum of the products taken two at a

time of all the letters c/., b, c,...k, I

;

r-rql-r+l{ab + ac + bc+... )

= the sura of the products taken three at a time
of all the letters a, b, c,...k, I;

ul=the product of all the letters.

Hence, if the laws hold when n-1 factors are multi-

plied together, they hold when n factors are multiphed
together; but they have been shewn to hold when four
fectoi-s are multiplied together, therefore they hold when
^ve factors ure multiplied together, and so on : thus they
hold universally.
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We shall write the result for the multiplication of n
factors thus for abbreviation

:

ix + a){x+ 'b)...{x + k){x + r) = scr+ Px''~'^ + Qaf~*

+ i?a;—" + ...+ V.

Now P is the sum of the letters a, b,c,...k, I, which are
n in number; Q is the sum of the products of these

letters two and two, so that there are } —- of these

products ; R is the sum of - —-^—• products; and so

on. See Art. 421.

Suppose b, c,...k, I each equal to a. Then P becomes

na, Q becomes - '
a^, R becomes

-, l\— f'^'t

and so on. Thus finally

/ \» n ,-1 n(n-\) , „_. w(n-l)(n-2)_, . ,

«(«-l)(n-2)(«-3) ...
+ -^^ '^

')^ ^rt*;c"-'»+ +a".

426. The formula just obtained is called the Binomial
Theorem; the series on the right-hand side is called the
expansion oi{x + a)'\ and when we put this series instead
of {x-ira)" we are said to expand {x + a)". The theorem
was discovered by Newton.

It will be seen that we have demonstrated the theorem
in the case in which the exponent n is a positive integer

;

and that we have used in this demonstration the method
of mathematical induction.

427. Take for example {x + a)^. Here n = 6,

)_6^_ n{n-\){n-2) _6.
"1.2"^' 1.2.3 ~r
n(n-l)(ri-2)(«-3) 6.5.4.3

n(w-l) _6.5 ?^(«-l)(n-2) _ 6.5.4_
1.2 "1.2"^' 1.2.3 ~1.2.3"'^"»

1.2.3.4 1.2.3.4

n(n-l)(w-2)(n-3)(w-4) _ 6. 6.4.3. 2

1.2.3.4.5 "1.2.3.4.5

= 15,

= 6;
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thus

Agrain, suppose we require the expansion of (6^ + cy)^

:

we have only to put 6- for x and cy for a in the preceding
identity; thus

(62 + cy'f= (&2)«+ Qcy{b''f + 15{ajy(j^y + 20{cy)Wf

+ 15(cyy(b^f+ 6(ey)'62 ^. (cy)s = Jia+ gc^/S" + I5c^%^

+ 20(^y^b^ + 1 5c*y*b* + Gtfy^P + <fy\

Again, suppose we require the expansion of (x—c)"; we
must put — c for a in the result of Art. 425 ; thus

(X- C)'=«"- TlCa?"-^ + -y-g— C*^

n{n-l){n-2)

1.2.3

Again, in the eipansioa of (x + a)" put 1 for a;; thus

and as this is true for all values of a we may put a; for a ; thus

/. \. , n(n — l) , n(n — l)(n — 2) ,{l+xy=l + nx+ ^Y-^^x^+ \^^]^ 'x^ + ...

428. "We may apply the Binomial Tlieorem to expand
expressions containitig more than two terms. For example,
required to expand (1 + 2a' — .a;-;''. Put ?/ for 2x— x~; then
we liave (1 + 2.v - x-)* = (1 + y) ' = 1 + 4// + Gy" + ^y^ + y^

= 1 + 4 (2a; - a;2) + 6{2x- x"^^- + 4 {2x -x^^ + {2x - aP)*.

Also (2a;- a?f= {2xf- 2 {2x)x^ + {x'^f= 4x^- 4x^ + x*,

{2x- a^f = {2xf - 3(2ar)2a;2 + Z{2x) {x'^f- {x^^

= ^x^-\2x*-^Qafi-x^,

i2x^a^Y= {2xy- 4 (2xfaf + 6 {2x)\x''f-4 {2x) {oFf + (;f«)«

= IQx^ - 'i2j^ -h 24a;" -Sx' + s^.
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Hence, collecting the terms, we obtain (1 + 2^^- «*)*

= 1 + 8;r+ 20^'+ Sa-^ - 26a;*- 8a;' + 20a;«- 8x^ + a;8.

429. In the expansion of (l+x)° the coefficients of
terms equally distant from the hegin»iing and the end
are the same.

The coefficient of the r* term from the beginning is

n(n-\){n--2)...{n-r + 2) ^. ^ • u ,.u *^^-j

—

-~ ; by multiplying both numei-ator

I

and denominator by I
»— r+ 1 this becomes ,

-—
.

•' L Yr-\ \ii-r-^\

The r* term from the end is the (w-r+2)'' term from
the beginning, and its coefficient is

OT(w-l)...{w-(«-r + 2) + 2} thatis
"^""^^"'^

-

\7i-r + \
'

\

n-r+\ *

by multiplying both numerator and denominator by [r —

1

this also becomes
\r—\ In — r+1*

430. Hitherto in speaking of the expansion of (a?+a)*
we have assumed that n denotes some positive integer.

But the Binomial Tlicorcm is also applied to expand
(x + ay" wlicn n is a positive fraction, or a negative quan-
tity whole or fractional. For u discussion of the Binomial
Theorem vvitli auy exponent the student is referred to the
larger Algebra ; it will however be a useful exercise to
obtain various particular cases from the general fonnuhx.
Thus the student will assume for the present that whatever
be the values of x, a, and n,

I , \n » »-i "("-l)-2 .-s . »»("-lX'»-2) s_._,(a;+a)"=a!»+?2a.«''^+ -^

—

-^d^x* ^>r—— '^ — e^j^

«:n-l)(»-2)(n-3)
1.2.3.4

Ifm is not a positive integer the series uever encbk
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431. As an example take (1 + y)-. Here in the formula

of Art. 430 we put 1 for x, y for a, and - for n.

«(n— 1) la-) .

1.2 1.2

n{n-\){n-2) ia-')a--)

.

1.2.3 1.2.3 16'

n{n-\){n-2){n-Z) ^ ^\2~^)\2~^)\2~^) ^ 5_

1.2.3.4 1.2.3.4 128*

and so on. Thus

As another example take (1 + y) 2. Here we put 1 for »,

y for a, and — - for n.

1 w(w- l)_3 n(w-l)(w-2) _ 5
"~ 2' 1.2^~8' 1.2.3 ~ 16*

«(w-l)(n-2)(n-3) 35 , ^,

nXXl -l28'^°dsoon. Thus

/I ^-i , 1 3 , 5 , 35 .

Again, expand (1 +2/)""*. Here "we put 1 for x, y for a^

and —m for ?i.

«(?» — !) mim+l)
'^=-'"' -x¥- = -nr:2-'

n(w-l)(w-2) _ w(7» + l)(m4-2)

1.2.3 ~ 1.2.3 '

n(w-l)(w-2)f?i-3) _ m{m+\Xm + 2)(m + 3) ,

1.2.3.4
~

1.2.3.4
.anasooa
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_, ., , _ , m{m + \) . m(m + l)(m+2) .

Thus (l+y)—=l-my+ ^^^ ' y^- ^
^ .^.Z ^

m (m 4- 1 )(m + 2) (w + 3) ,_*
1.2.3.4 2r —

As a particular case suppose m= 1 ; thus

This may be verified by dividing 1 by \ + y.

Again, expand (1 + 2a;— .a;^)^ in powers of x. Put y fov

tx-x^; thus we have (1 + 2a: - «2)2 = (i + j/)^

= l + 2^-8^'+ l6^-i2S^^-

^l + ^(2;r-^')-^(2^-;r')2 + ^(2^_^3_^^_(2^_a^ + .

Now expand (2^— a:^)^, (2;c— ar^)',... and colleet the
terms : thus we shall obtain

{^Jr1X-X^y = \-^X-ai^-^3~^-- X*-¥...

Examples. XLII.

1. Write down the first three and the last three terma
Ql{a-x)^.

'

2. "Write down the expansion of (3— 2x2)*.

3. Expand (l-2j/y.

4. Write down the first four terms in the expansion
of (a; + 2.y)".

6. Expand {\^-x-3?)\

& Expand yji+x-'rx'^^
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7. Expand (1-2^?+ ^;*)*.

8. Find the coefficient of x^ in the expansion of

9. Find the coefficient of a^ in the expansion of

(l-2;r+ 3A'2)5.

10. If the second term in the expansion of {x + yY be
240, the third term 720, and the fourth term lOSO, find

X, y, and n.

11. If the sixth, seventh, and eighth terms in the ex-

pansion of (x+ y)" be respectively 112, 7, and -, find x, y,

and TO.

12. Write down the first five terms of the expansion

of{a-2x)K

13. Expand to four terms ( 1 ~ ^ ^) •

14. Expand (l-2;r)-\

15. Write down the coefficient of x"" in the expansion
Cf(l-iC)-2.

16. Write down the sixth term in the expansion of

,3a7-2/)-i

17. Expand to five terms {a-5b)~y^: shew that it

z=l and b= - the fourth term is greater than either the

third or the fifth.

IS. Write down the coefficient of x*' in the expansion
of(l-ar)-^

1^ Expand (1 +x + x^)'^ to four terms in powers of .«,

20. Expand {l—x + x^)~^ to fuur terms iu powers of v.
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XLIII. Scales of Notation.

432. The student will of course have learned from
Arithmetic that in the ordinary method of expressing
whole numbers by figures, the number represented by each
figure is always some multiple of some power often. Tims
in 523 the 5 represents 5 hundreds, that is 5 times 1 0'

;

the 2 represents 2 tens, that is 2 times 10^; and the 3,

which represents 3 units, may be said to represent 3 times
10"; see Art. 324.

This mode of expressing whole numbers is called the
common scale of notation, and ten is said to be the base
or radix of the common scale.

433. "We shall now shew that any positive integer

greater than unity may be used instead of 10 for the radix;
and then explain how a given whole number may be
expressed in any proposed scale.

The figures by means of which a number is expressed
are called digits. When we speak in future of any radix
we shall always mean that this radix is some positive

integer greater than unity.

434. To shew that any whole number may he express-
ed in terms ofany radix.

Let N denote the whole number, r the radix. Suppose
that r" is the highest power of r which is not greater than
N; divide iV by ?-"; let the quotient be a, and the re-

mainder P : thus
iV=ar"+P.

Here, by supposition, a is less than r, and P is less

than ?"". Divide P by r""^; let the quotient be h, and the
remainder Q : thus

P^hr'-^ + Q.

Proceed in this way until the remainder is less than r :

thus we find N expressed in the manner shewn by the
following identity,

N= ar' + &r"~^ + cf"^ + + Ar + A.
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Each of the digits a, h, c, h, k is less than r; and
any one or more of them after the first may happen to be
xero.

435. To express a given whole number in any pro-
posed scale.

By a given whole number we mean a whole number
expressed in words, or else expressed by digits in some
assigned scale. If no scale is mentioned the common scale

is to be imderstood.

Let N be the given whole number, r the radix of the
scale in which it is to be expressed. Suppose k, h,..c,b,a
the required digits, 7i + 1 in number, beginning with that
on the right hand : then

N= ar"+ br"~^ + cr"'' +... + hr + k.

Divide iVby r, and let 3f be the quotient; then it is

obvious that M=ar''~^ + br"~^+ + h, and that the
remainder is k. Hence the first digit is found by this

rule : divide the given number by the proposed radix,
and the remainder is the first of the required digits.

Again, divide iff by r ; then it is obvious that the
remainder is h\ and thus the second of the required
digits is found.

By proceeding in this way we shall find in succession
all the required digits.

436. We shall now solve some examples.

Transform 32884 into the scale of which the radix is

seveo.

7
I

32884

7 4697 ...5

9>...6

4

Thus 32884 = 1.7'' + 6.7'» + 4.7' + 6.7' + 0.7' + 5,

80 that the number expressed in the scale of which the

radix is seven is 164665.
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Transform 74194 into the scale of which the radix is

twelve.

12 1 74194

12 |618'2 ...10

12
I

515 ...2

12
I

42. ..11

3.. .6

Thus 74194=3 . 124+ 6 . 12' + 11 . 12^ + 2 . 12 + 10.

In order to express the number in the scale of which
chc radix is twelve in the usual manner, we require two
new symbols, one for ten, and tlie other for eleven : we will

use t for the former, and e for the latter. Thus the number
expressed in the scale of which the radix is twelve is

Me2t.

Transform 645032, which is expressed in the scale of

whicli the radix is nine, into tlie scale of which the radix is

eight

8
I
645032

72782... 4.

The division by eight is performed thus : First eight is

not contained in 6, so we have to find how often eiglit is

contained in 64; here 6 stands for six times nine, that is

fifty-four, so that the question is how often is eight con-

tained in fifty-eight, and the answer is seven times with
two over. Next we have to find how often eight is con-

tained in 25, that is how often eight is contained in twenty-
tiirec, and the answer is twice with seven over. Next we
have to find how often eight is contained in 70, that is how
often eight is contained in sixty-three, and the answer is

seven times with seven over. Next we have to find how
often eiglit is contained in 73, that is how often eight is

contained in sixty-six, and the answer is eight times with
two over. Next we have to find how often eight is con-
tained in 22, that is how often ciglit is contained in twenty,
and the answer is twice with four over. Thus 4 is the first

of the required digits.

We will indicate the rcmninder of the process ; the
student should carefully work it fur himself, and then com-
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pare his result with that which is here obtained.

8 . 72782

81^8210.. .2

8 I
1023... 3

"\

8| 113. ..6

1...3.

Thus the nTimber = 1.8" + 3. 8'+ 5. 8* + 6. 83 + 3. 8^+2. 84- 4,

so th.it, expressed in the scale of which tlie radix is eight, it

is 135.324.

437. It is easy to form an unlimited number of self-

verifying examples. Tims, take two numbers, expressed in

the common st^ale, and obtain their sum, their difference,

and their product, and transform these into any proposed
scale; next transform the numbers into the proposed
scale, and obtain tiieir sum, tiieir difference, aud tlieir pro-
duct in this scale ; the results should of course agree ro-

spectively with those already obtained.

Examples. XLIII.

1. Express 34042 in the scale whose radix is five.

2. Express 45792 in the scale whose radix \ii twelve.

3. Express 1866 in the scale whose radix is two.

4. Exjjress 2745 in the scale whose radix is cloven.

5. Multiply eU by te; these being in the scale with
radix twelve; transform them to the common sc:ilc and
multiiily them together.

6. Find in what .scale the number 4161 becomes 10101.

7. Find in what scale the number 523 1 becomes 402!).5.

8. Express 17161 in the scale whose radix is twelve,

and divide it by te in that scale.

9. Find the radix of the scale in which 13, 22, 33 are
in geometrical progression.

10. Extract the square root of eeiiiiii, in the scala

whose radix is twelve.
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XLIV. Interest.

438. The subject of Interest is discussed in treatises
on Arithmetic; but by the aid of Algebraical notation
the rules can be presented in a form easy to understand
and to remember,

439. Interest is money paid for tlie use of money.
The money lent is called the Principal. The Amount at
the end of a given time is the sum of the Piincipal and the
Interest at the end of that time.

440. Interest is of two kinds, simpl-e and compound.
"When interest is charged on the Principal alone it is called
simple interest ; but if the interest as soon as it becomes
due is added to the principal, and interest charged on the
whole, it is called compound interest.

441. The rate of interest is the money paid for the use
of a certain sum for a certain time. In practice the sum is

usually ^100, and the time is one year; and when we say
that the rate is £4. ')S. per cent, wc mean t!iat .£4. os., that
is £\\, is paid for the use of £100 for one year. In thon/
it is convenient, as we shall see, to use a symbol to denote
the interest of one pound for one year.

442. To find the amount ofa given sum in any given
time at simple interest.

Let P be the number of pounds in the principal, »j the
number of years, r the interest of one pound for one year,

expressed as a fraction of a pound, M the number of

pounds in the amount. Since ;• is the interest of one pound
for one year, Pr is the interest of P pounds for one year,

and nPr is the interest of P pounds for n years; therefore

M^P + Pnr = P^^\. + nr).

443. From the equation M=P{1 + nr), if any three of

the four quantities 31, P, n, r are given, the fourth can be
found: thus

M M-P
n=

l+nr Pr
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444. To find the amount of a given sum in any
given time at compound interest.

Let P be th(- number of pounds m the principal, « the
number of years, r the interest of one pound for one year,

expressed as a fraction of a pound, 31 tlie number of pounds
in the amount. Let B denote the amount of one pound in

one year ; so that R — l + r. Then PR is the amount of P
pounds in one year. The amount of PR pounds in one
year is PRR, or PR^; which is therefore the amount of P
pounds in tico years. Similarly the amount of PR^ pounds
in one year is PR-R, or PR^, which is therefore the amount
ofP pounds in three years.

Proceeding in this way we find that the amount of P
pounds in n years is PR" ; that is

M=PR''.

The interest gained in n years is

Pi2--P or P(i2"-1),

445. The Present value of an amount doe at the end
of a given time is that sum which with its interest for the
given time will be equal to the amount. That is, the Prin^
cipal is the present value of the Amount; see Art. 439.

446. Discount is an allowance made for the payment
of a sum of money before it is due.

From the definition of present value it follows that a
debt is fairly discharged by paying the present value at

once: hence the discount is equal to the amount due
diminished by its present value.

447. To find the present value of a sum of money due.
at tlie end of a given time, and the discount.

Let P be the number of pounds in the present value, n
the number of years, r the interest of one pound for one
year expressed as a fraction of a pound, 31 the number of
pounds in the sum due, D the discoimt.

Let R = \ + r.

•£ J^ IS
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At simple interest

M=F{\^nr\ by Art 442;

therefore P=r^; D=M-P=^^.

At compound interest

M-PR", by Art. 444;

therefore P=|{; 2) =J/-P=^^^^>.

448. In practice it is very common to allow the
interest of a smn of money paid before it is due instead of
the discount as here defined. Thus at simple interest in-

]\fnT
stead of the payer would be allowed Mnr for iu>-

mediate payment.

Examples. XLIV.

1. At what rate per cent, will £a produce the same
interest in one year as £h produces when the rate is £e
per cent. ?

2. Shew that a sum of money at compound interest

becomes greater at a given rate per cent for a given number
of years than it does at twice that rate per cent for half
that number of years.

3. Find in how many years a sum of money will double
itself at a given rate of simple interest.

4. Shew, by taking the first three terms of the Bi-
nomial series for (1 + r)", that at five percent compound
interest a sum of money will be more than doubled in fifteec
yeaxa.
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Miscellaneous Examples.

1. Find the values when a= 5 and & = 4 of

a^ + Za?h + Zah'^ + W, of a^ + 10a& + 9&2, of (a-6)»,

and of (a+9&) {a— h).

2. Simplify 5ar- 3 [2a;+ 9?/ - 2 {Zx - 4 (2/- x)}\

3. Square 3 — 5a; + 2a;2.

4. Divide 1 by \—x + afi to four terms: also divide

l—x\)j\ — a? to four terms.

6. Find the l.o.m. of 4;r2-9, Gx^'-Sx-e, and
s^ Gx' + Qx-e.

X a ^ X a ^- + 2 - + -+2-

7. Simplify H .x—a x+a

8. Solve—-.— = -g-.

9. The first edition of a book had 600 pages and waa
divided into two parts. In the second edition one quarter
of the second part was omitted, and 30 pages were added
to the first part ; this change made the two parts of the
same length. Find the number of pages in each part in

the first edition.

10. In paying two bills, one of whic>i exceeded the
/ other by one third of the less, the change out of a £5 note
V was half the difference of the bills : find the amount of eacli

tiU.

„ ,,,, ,,11 1111
11. Add together 2/ + -z--ar, z+ -x-^y, x +^y-^z;

and from the result subtract ^ «- y - i *.

1^—2
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Ju- 12. If o = 1, 6 = 3, and c = 5, find the value of

2a^ + 'b^ + c^ + a-'yh-c) + lr{2a-c +c"[2a-i^h)

2a^-¥ + c?-¥a\h-c)-¥{2a-c)^c^{2a+iy m

13. Simplify (a + Vf- (a + &X«- &) - {^^26- 2)- (6*- 2a}}.

14. Divide

%

i

15. Reduce to its lowest terms —--.-—,- - — .

ar+ dr-+l

16. Find the L.C.M. of a^-^x-lO, a^-lx-ZO,
,r+l)(j- + 3}t>-10), anda^^ + 4j; + 3.

17. Simplify

2 3 5

a^-dx-lO^ jfi-lx-ZO a^-^Ax-i-Z'

,r. c 1
^-2 x+\5 a;,

18. Solve X-- ~ -.

19. Solve |(jr-l)-|(j?+ 2)+^(ar-3)= 4.

20. Two persons A and B own together 175 shares in

a railway company. Tliey agree to divide, and A takes 85
shares, while B takes 90 shares and pays i^lOO to A. Find
the value of a share.

21. Add together a + 2x-y+24b, 3a -4^-2^-816,
x+ i/

— 2a + ^5b; ^
and subtract the result from 3a + & + 3j; + 2y.

.a2&
22. Find the value of y^ + V7a6,2c'-a6) -(2a-36)»,

when a = 3, 6= 2^, and c= 2.

23. Simplify {jr(.r+a)-a(a;-a)}{x(a?— a) — a(a-;r)}.

24. Dmde 6-4 + 8~36^ 3~2' ^®^
result by multiplication,

^* 26. PindtheG.c.M. of j:*+3«'-10andx*-3*'+2.
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2G. Simplify ^-,3^,- ^-^+^^j.

^.27. Find the l.c.m. of a;*-4, Aa^-lx-i, and
4ar2+ 7a?-2.

28. Solve --—+^=4.
29. A man bought a suit of clothes for ^4. 7*. %d.

J The trowsers cost half as much again as the waistcoat, and

j^ the coat half as much again as the trowsers and waistcoat
\ together. Find the price of each garment. «jj

30. A farmer sells a certain number of bushels of

^ wheat at Is. 6d. per busliel, and 200 bushels of barley at
>oC 4*. 6d. per bushel, and receives altogether as much as if he

Bad sold both wheat and barley at the rate of 5*. Qd. per
bushel. How much wheat did he sell ]

31. If a=l, & = 2, c=--, 3=0, find the value of

a-b + c ad -be
a—b-c bd

-be _ ifh^ _ a\

32. Multiply together x— a, x— b, x^-a, and a?+ &;

an4 divide the result by x^ + x{a + 5) + ab.

33. Divide 8ar' - aPy^ + - ?/« by 2;r + 2^.

Sk 34. Find the g.cm. of 4a;(a;2+10)-25a;-62 and

t x^-lx+\Q.

1 2a!^— 15.W + 3v*
35. Reduce to its lowest terms ^^_ Q^^Zy^^xy-- 2y*

'

36. Simplify—^ +—^—^•

1 +-^ a + 6 + T

37. S*e£^-tJ-'€^.-J_^=0. ^.
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„ , 2x-\ x + 'i 5x— \
Solve — 9-= ^7-.

39. A can do a piece of work in one hour, B and C
each in two hours: how long would A, B, and C take,

^\Vforkmg together 1

40. A having three times as much money as B gave
two pounds to B, and then he had twice as much as B
bad. How much had each at first 1

41. Add together 2x+ 3j/ + 4z, x-2y + 5z, and
'ix—y+ z.

42. Find the sum, the difference, and the product of

3a;2

—

AiXy + 4y^ and 4j;^+ 2xy

—

3y*.

43. Simplify

2a-3(J)-c) + {a-2{b-e)}-2{a-3{b-c)}.

J^ 44 Find the g.c.m. of

y 45. Simplify ^=4 '< ^ o^"^^^. c .r ^ ^ «"-! a^->t23^-¥2x^->r2x->f\

fcX 46. Find the L.C.M. of ;»2 _ 4^ ^_ 5^ ^. g and a:^- 9.

3^— 4ar-— ar— 14
47. Reduce to its lowest terms

6a^-lla;2_iox+ 7*

48. Solve Z{x-\)-\{x-2) = 2{Z-x).

49. Solve ^7(9 + 4^;) = 5 -2^ar.

50. How much tea at 3*. 9c?. per lb. must be mixed
with 45 lbs. at Zs. id. per lb. that the mixture may be
worth 3s. 6d. per lb. 1

51. Multiply 3a- + a6 — 6- by a^— 2aJ — 3&', and divide
the product by a + &.

^ 52. Find the g.c.m. of 2j?(j;-3) + 3(a;-6|)+15 and
^ 2a^-5x^-6x + 15.

i

63. Simplify

i__L_ i_JL
l+x i-a
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84. Simplify
a—b ' d'—db'

,. o , 1 2 2^+ 3 l-2«' y „ ^^
65. Solve -+ = , = --(l+2a).

3 7 2 ''6

56. Solve ;r + ^=-, 3^-^=^^.

57. Solve 2 (a;-
3)- J (f/- 3) = 3,

3(y-5) + |f«-2) = 10.

68. Solve

7i/z=10{y + z), 3zx= 4{z + x), 9xy=20(x+ p).

^
£, , o & b a

59. Solve - + -=w, =n.
X y X y "^

60. The denominator of a certain fraction exceeds the
/ numerator by 2 ; if the numerator be increased by 5 the

fraction is increased by unity : find the fraction.11 ^
61. Divide «°——5 by «—

.

»

33^ 49a; 10
62. Reduce to its lowest terms

, Simplify ^„_^^.(|,^_.).

21a;=*-14a;»-29«-10*

2/7, V /.r

63.

I X->r
\ X'

,64. Solve 3(a;-l) + 2(«-2)= a;-3.

^K a 1
*-l y+1 2a?-3 13-2y

65. Solve -3- =L, __=___.

t/"~2«r
66. Solve 5«+2 = 3y, 6irt/-10a;*+^ = 8.

a

67. Solve -^ 3-=3, —^-^-^^-S'
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68. Solve J{x^-^-AO) = x-i^A.
. ^

^« o 1 x'^ + Zx + 2 X--X— Q ^x
69. Solre — = —-

.

x+1 x+2 2

. 70. A father's age is double that of his son ; 10 years
V ago the father's age was three times that of his son : find

/\ the present age of each.

>y 71. Find the value when ,a:= 4 of

^(2..:,-(..J^.)-(s-j-|=).

72. Reduce r-^

—

-—^,—— to its lowest term&;
2x^-llx-+nx-6

and find its value when x = 3.

73. Resolve into simple factors x*

—

3jr+ 2, a;*— 7iP + 1 0,
and x'-ex + a.

75. Solve ^(3;r+^^)-^(4.r-2|) = ^(5ar-l).

76. Solve 9x^ - 63a; + 68 = 0.

77. A man and a boy being paid for certain days' work,
the man received 27 shillings and the boy who had been

, absent 3 days out of the time received 12 shillings: had the
~T^man instead of the boy been absent those 3 days they would

"' both liave claimed an equal sum. Find the wages of each
per day.

78. E.xtract the square root of 9;r*- e^r" + 7J^^- 2j? + 1

;

and shew that the result is true when a;= 10.

79. If a : b :: c : d, shew that

a-c+ ac^ : b^d+bd'^ :: {a+cf : {b + df. ^^
80. Ua,b,c,d be in geometrical progression, show that

a' + c?* is greater than b^ + c*.

81. If ?i is a whole positive number 7*'*' + 1 is diriaible
by 8.
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^, 82. Find the least common multiple of x^— Ay^^

a? + Qx*y + \'2xy^ + Si^, and iv^ - 6.i'V + Vixy^— 8^.

p
83. Solve - + -^ = L --^=2f.X y 1 X y °

84. Solve a;*+ 2;?;+ 2 V («^+ 2.t; + 1) = 47.

V
85. The sum of a certain number consisting of two

digits atid of the number formed by reversing the digits is

121 ; and the product of the digits is 28 : find the number.

86. Nine gallons are dra^vn from a cask full of wine,
and it is then lilled up v,ith water ; then nine gallons of tho

, mixture are drawn, and the cask is again filled up with

X water. If the quantity of mne now in the cask be to the
quantity of water in it as 16 is to 9, find how much the ca^
holds.

87. Extract the square root of

16i»*+ 252/*- SO.ry' - 24a;V + 9^y* + 40a;»2/».

88. In an arithmetical progression the first term is 81,

and the fourteenth is 159. In a geometrical progression

the second term is 81, and the sixth is 16. Find the
liarmonic mean between the fourth terms of the two pro-
gressions.

89. If ,^5 = 2 23606, find the value to five places of

decimals of —t^—r

.

n/o-1 i#

90. If :c be greater than 9, shew that >Jx is greater
than 4^ (.r + 18).

91. V^y\<^& {x-y'f—^y{x—y'f vy\x—y')\)^ {x—'ly)^.

I ^ 92. Find the g.c.m. and the l.c.m. of~
24 (or^ + x^y ^xy^->cif^)^-a!^ 16 {a^ - xHj + xy^- y^).

A«3

93. Simplify

X
, y

+ arV + ^1/^ + 2/" x^ - a?y •¥ xy- -- y^ a^-y^ a^ + y^'
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95. Solve

a^ + 20(a?-2/)=0, y4;+30(y-«) = 0, 3aj-aer=0.

96. Solve 3a;2-2:c+V(3x^-4a;-6) = 18 + 2;r.

97. ^ rows at the rate of 8J miles an hour. He leaves

Cambridge at the same time that B leaves Ely. A spends

^ 12 minutes in Ely and is back in Cambridge 2 hours and
A 20 minutes after B gets there. B rows at the rate of ~\

' I miles an hour ; and there is no stream. Find the distance
"" from Cambridge to Ely.

98. An apple woman finding that apples have this

year become so much cheaper that she could sell 60 more

j
than she used to do for five shillings, lowered her price and

Jj sold them one penny per dozen cheaper. Find the price
ZJ per dozen.

99. Sum to 8 terms and to infinity 12 + 4 + 1J + ...

100. Find three numbers in geometrical progression
such that if 1, 3, and 9 be subtracted from them in order
they will form an arithmetical progi*ession whose sum is 15.

V 101. Multiplya;^-a!»+a;^-«'+a;'-a;+a;^-lby a?* + l;

and divide \ — ar by I — or.

J^ 102. Find the l.c.m. of a^-a\ x' + a^ a?*+aV+a*,

103. SimpUfy — ^p" •

, a + h

a-h
104. Solve

«-«-5 \fx 2\ 2,„ „ ,
Ax-IA ar+10

3 "" 10~'

106. Solve -^+-^=-^+-^.
x-\ x-5 X4-1 x + 5
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106. Solve ic2+y2 + ^2=go,

yx +xy-zx = 1,

xy—yz—zx^AI.

107. A and B travel 120 miles together by rail. B
K intending to come back again takes a return ticket for

\^
which he pays half as much again as A ; and they find that

) B travels cheaper than A by 4*. 2<af. for every 100 miles.

Find the price of As. ticket.

108. Find a third proportional to the harmonic mean
3

between 3 and -, and the geometric mean between 2

and 18.

109. Extract the square root of

y\ yJ x\ so yj

110. li a : h :: h : c, shew that h*= -^,—j-^—z^.

111. Divide a; a — a; " a hja^ — x'^.

x^ + 3x^— 20
112. Reduce —j 5

—

ttt to its lowest terms, and

find its value when x—2.

1,0 o 1 ^-3 13 a?+2 V
' •**

.^ 113. Solve —~ - — =T-r-—^X^ x-4 3 3(6— a;) \

/ 114. Find the values of m for which the equation

K^ m^x^+ {m^ + m) ax + a^-0 will have its roots equal to one
another.

115. Solve.^r?/ + a;''=10, 5xy-2x^= 2.

116. Solve - + -=5, - + ^ = 2i.
X y y X °

117. Find the fraction such that if you quadruple the
numerator and add 3 to the denominator the fraction is

doubled ; but if you add 2 to the numerator and quadruple
the denominator the fraction is halved.
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118. Simplify [-{a^f]'^ ^\-{-x)-^]^.

119. The third term of an arithmetical progression is

18; and the seventh term is 30: find the sum of 17 terms.

120. If —H—) &> —^ be in harmonica! progression,

shew that a, b, c are iji geometrical progression.

^121. Simplify a ^

—

6 +
,, ah

a—o

122. Extract the square root of

Zlxhf- ZOa^i/ + 9.C* - 20.ry' + 4y*.

123. Resolve So--^— \Aa^-2i:X into its simple factor8.^f

" 2^^ ~^^'124.
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133. Solve x^-x-l2 = 0.

134. Form a quadratic equation whose roots shall be
3 and - 2.

")^135. Solve ^ +^ = «^ + Ti.

136. Solve ., , .. =1 +

137. Having given ^3 = r 73205, find the value of

—jT—T to five places of decimals.

•«W 138. Extract the square root of 6 1 - 28 ^3.

139. Find the mean proportional between and
X—y

x^ — y^

x^y"^

140. If a, b, c be the first, second and last terms of an
arithmetical progression, find the number of terms. Also
find the sum of the terms.

141. If d, c, b, a are 2, 3, 4, 5, find the values of

a + b+c ab-cd , /a — \

'i^b+ c' ^^^d' '^d-S'

142. In the product of 1 +4.r + 7^ + 10.r3 + 15a;* by

^\1 + 5x+ 9x^+ 13x^+17X*, find the coefficient oi x*.

yf Divide 21ar'- 2.jr* - lOx^ - 23x'+ 33a; + 27 by 7^^* + 4a;- 9.

i^o o- vr a*-b* a-b
143. Simphfy ——75——r -^ -^ 1

,

'^ *' a- + b^ + 2ab a^ + ab'

and -^-^ - ^^
s/x~Ja jx+ ija x + a' \
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144. Solve the following equatioiw

:

.
y. 60-a; 3^-5 _ 24-3^

(3)

14
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154. Solre the following equations

:

f-
(2)

4 3

2x+ Z _2x-S
3a;+ 9~3;r-13'

(3) «-!,=3, 3('+i) =110-1).

155. Solve the following equations

:

(1) V(«+l)+^/(2.r)=7.

(2) lx-20^x=Z.

(3) 7a;y-5a^= 36, 4a^-3y2=i05.

156. A boy spends his money in oranges ; if he had
bought 5 more for his money they would have averaged
an half-penny less, if 3 fewer an half-penny more : find how
much he spent

157. Potatoes are sold so as to gain 25 per cent, at
6 lbs. for bd. : find the gain per cent when they are sold at
5lbs, for6c?.

158. A horse is sold for X24, and the number ex-
pressing the profit per cent, expresses also the cost price
of the horse : find the cost.

159. SimpUfy ,J{4a^+ ^{IQa^x^ + Saa?+ X*)].

160. If the sum of two fractions is unity, shew that the
first together with the square of the second is equal to the
second together with the square of the first.

161. Simplify the following expressions

:

a-\b-{a+ {b-a)}'],

25a- 1 96- [3&- {4a -{5b- 6c)}]- 8a,
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162. Find the g.c.m. of 18a'-18a2a; + 6aa!2-6ar3, and

163. Find the I..C.M. of Y^^sc^-jf), \2{x-yf, and

164. Solve the following equations

:

,,, 2X-4: ^x-2 „
(1) -^ + ^- = 7.

. Qx + 10 _ 4X-12 X
^^> ~36~~5S^'^4*

(3) 111 -

(4) 2(ar-y) = 3(aj-4y), 14(a;+y)=ll(a;+8)

165. Solve the following equations

:

(1) Z1x-bx^=Vl.

(2) <^(2a; + 3)^/(a;-2) = 15.

(3) a;2+y2=290, xy = \AZ.

(4) 3^-4y2=8, 5a;2_6^= 32.

166. A and J5 together complete a work in 3 days
which would have occupied A alone 4 days: how long

would it employ B alone \

2
167. Find two numbers whose product is - of the sum

of their squares, and the difference of their squares is

96 times the quotient of the less number divided by the

greater.

168. Find a fraction which becomes - on increasing its

numerator by 1, and - on similarly increasing its denomi-

Dator.
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169. If a : h :: c : d, shew that

a b ' a b " c d ' c d'

170. Find a mean proportional between 169 and 256,

and a third proportional to 25 and 100.

171. Remove the brackets from the expression

6-2{&-3[a-4(a-&)]|.

172. Simplify the following expressions :

y xy xhj x'^-y''
*

(p-q—m)p—{m + q-p)q + {Q+ ni)m + m(j>—m) + q^,

173. Find the g.c.m. of a;* + <M?'-9aV+lla'«-4<r*
and a^-aa?- Za?x^+ ba?x- 2a*.

174. Solve the following equations

:

2a;+l x + l
(1) X-

(2)

3 5

10a; + 17 12;g+ 2 5x-A
18 13a;- 16 ~ 9 *

(3) 9;r+^= 70, 7y-^=44

. . 6.g+7 _ 2^ + 19

Zx + l~ x+ 7

176. Solve the following equations:

(1) ^+4-^-^^ = 3.
X

(2) 2.r2-3y2 = 2, iry= 20.

(3) 2y'^-a^=l, 3a^-4xy=7.

(4) «+l/=6, x'+y'=l26.

'X.A. 19
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176. "When are the dock-hands at right angles first

after 12 o'clock 1

177. A number divided by the product of its digits

gives as quotient 2, and the digits are inverted by ad(£ng
27 : find the number.

! 178. A bill of £26. \5s. was paid with half-guineas and
crowns, and the number of lialf-guineas exceeded the nuna-

ber of crowns by 17 : find how many there were of each.

179. Sum to six terms and to infinity 12 + 8 + 5j + ....

^ 180. Exti-act the square root of 55 — 7 J2A.

181. If ^ = ^7!^, and y=i^^J, find the value of

182. Reduce to its lowest terms-

y^

x^-bJr-\.=lx-^\A^'

183. If two numbers of two digits be expressed by the

game digits in a reversed order, shew that the difference of

the numbers can be diWded by 9.

184. Solve the following equations:

. 3.r-3 3j;-4 21-4j;

(2)
±:=ip:^+^ = 8, ^^-^-y^ll.

4 3
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187. A traveller sets out from A for i?, going 85 miles
an hour. Forty minutes afterwards another sets out from
B for A, going 4^ miles an hour, and he goes half a mile
beyond the middle point between A and B before he meets
the first traveller; find the distance between A and B.

188. Two persons A and B play at bowls. A bets B
four shillings to three on every game, and after playing a
certain number of games A is the winner of eight shillings.

The next day A bets two to one, and wins one game more
out of the same number, and finds that he has to receive
three shillings. Find the number of games.

189. U m= x—x~''^ and n=y — i/-\

shew that w« + ^/{(7#+ 4) (n"+ 4)} = 2 fxy + —J

.

9 3 3
190. Sum to nineteen terms :; + ;;+- + ....

4 2 4

191. Multiply l-1 + ^by^-.f-i.

Divide ^-4a*+'^4^-^x^-^x+27hj^-a!+3.
4 o 4 4 2

192. Reduce to its lowest terms

4a^-27^2+ 58ar-39

x*-9s'+ 29;r2- 39;p + 18

'

193. Find the l. c. m. of ar'+ 2x^i/+ 4xy^+ 8y^ and
a^-2xh/+4xy^-8y^.

194. Solve the following equations

:

Y (1) l(x+ 6)-^{16-3x) =^.

(2) ^-^9-HiZ^.3.-20.

y(3) l{x+ y)= li2x+ 4), \{x-y) = l{x-24).

19—2
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195. Solve the following equations

:

(1) \{a^-^)=\{a,~Z).

(2) ^(aJ + 3) + ^/(3a;-3) = 10.

(3) a;+y=6, {afi+ y-^){a^-^y^) = \4A0.

196. The express train between London and Cam-
bridge, which travels at the rate of 32 miles an hour, per-

forms the journey in 2^ hours less than the parliamentary

train which travels at the rate of 14 miles an hour: find

the distance.

197. Find the number, consisting of two digits, which
is equal to three times the product of those digits, and is

also such that if it be divided by the sum of the digits the

quotient is 4.

198. The number of resident members of a certain

college in the Michaelmas Term 1864, exceeded the num-
ber in 1863 by 9. If there had been accommodation in

1864 for 13 more students in college rooms, the number in

college would have been IS times the number in lodgings,

and the number in lodgings would have been less by 27
than the total number of residents in 1863. Find the
number of residents in 1864.

199. Extract the square root of

a*- 2a'6 + ia^h^- 2aJ» + &*,

and of (a + &)*- 2 {a^ + ¥) (a + 6)2+2 {a*+ b*).

200. Find a geometrical progression of four terms
such that the third term is greater by 2 than the sum of

the first and second, and the fourth term is greater by 4
than the sum of the second and third.

OA1 -Kir u- 1 o o 3Sa;-6«3-58
201. Multiply 8— 3;PH jr;-—

^^ ^-^-^-^
6-3X '

y 202. Findthea.o.M. of;r* + 4a;»+16and«*-*» + 8a!-8.
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/ 203. Add together ^^, ^^^^„ ^^.;^^.

1
'

Take , from

Y 204. Solve the following equations:

(2) {a + h){a-x)=a{b-x).

(3)
i5±%,£=^, ^_.,=3.

K 205. Solve the following equations:

(1) 6«+ = 44.

(2) 4(a;2+ 3;r)-2V(j;2 4.3;r) = 12.

(3) x''^ + xy = \5, i/^ + xy = 10.

206. A person walked out from Cambridge to a village

at the rate of 4 miles an hour, and on reaching the railway

station had to wait ten minutes for the traiu which was
then 4^ miles off. On arriving at his rooms whicli were
a mile from the Cambridge station he found thiit he had
been out 3j hours. Find the distance of the village.

207. The tens digit of a number is less by 2 than the
units digit, and if the digits are inverted the new number
is to the former as 7 is to 4 : find the number.

208. A sum of money consists of shillings and crowns,
and is such, that the square of the number of cro^vns is

equal to twice the number of shillings; also the sum is

worth as many florins as there are pieces of money : find
the sum.

209. Extract the square root of

4ar* + 8ax^+ 'ki^x^- + IGb^x^ + 16a¥x + 16b*.

210. Find the arithmetical progression of which the
first term is 7, and the siun of twelve terms is 348.
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211. Divide Qa?-15x*y-\-^1a^y^-i.dxh/^ + Q2xy*-^5r^
hj2x^-lxy + 9i/\

212. Multiply

S + 5x —s by5-2ar+ —
,

213. Reduce to its lowest terms

4a;^-45:e^+162.r-I85

«*- 1 5a;3 + Sl^'' - 1 85.r+ 150
•

214. Solve the following equations;

^ ' 5 11

(2) a;+-t/ = l7, y+^x=B.

1 1__1 1 14 1 1_6^
^^^ «'^2/"2' x'^~z~9' y'^z~ IS'

216. Solve the following equations

:

^ ^ X x + S 6

(2) I0;rt/-7a^ = 7, 5y2-3a-y = 20.

(3) a; + y = 6, x* + y* = 212.

216. Divide .£34. 45. into two parts such that the num-
ber of crowns in the one may be equal to the number of

shillings in the other.

217. A number, consisting of three digits whose sum is

9, is equal to 42 times the sum of the middle and left-hand

digits; also the right-hand digit is twice the sum of the
other two : find the niuuber.

218. A person bought a number of railway shares when
they were at a certain price for £2625, and afterward*
when the price of each sliare was doubled, sold them all

but five for .£4000 : find how many shares be bought
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219. Four numbers are in arithmetical progressioik;

their sum is 50, and the product of the second and third is

166 : find the numbers.

'y/ 220. Exk-act the square root of 17 + 12 ,^2.

221. Divide a?— I by ^— 1 ; and

m (qx^-rx)+p {ma^ - nx^) - n {qx— r) by mx—n,

222. Simplify

a^hx-Wa?' a^-}^-<?—1bc
*

223. Find the L. c. M. of 7x^-'iJi!^-2la+l2 and
2la^-26x+ 8,

Solve the following equations :
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ji daughter, and the widow J500 more than all the five chil-

dren together : find how much each person obtained.

228. A cistern can be filled by two pipes in 1^ hours.

The larger pipe by itself will fill the cistern sooner than
the smiiller by 2 hours. Find what time each will sepa-

rately take to fill it.

229. The third term of an arithmetical progression is

four times the first term ; and the sixth term ia 17 : find

the series.

K
230. Sum to nterms 3^+2| + l|+...

231. Simplify the following expressions:

b a + b a^+ b-
+

a + b 2a 2a(a— &)'

a?-3ab{a-b)-b^ a^+ bf^'

232. Reduce to its lowest terms
9ar>+ 5^^-^-lS'

A
233. Solve the following equations:

^ '' x'^2x 3x 3'

(2) ^ +^ = 8.^ ' 1+x 1-x

(3) -^o^=^-y. -3-^+ 2y= -.

^ 234. Solve the foUo^ving equations :

^ ^ a; + 3 a?+10

(2) €UT^ + b^ + c^=a-+ 2bc+2(P-c)xJa,

(3) >/(«?+ y) + N/(«-y)= 4, a!'+ yi=41.
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235. A body of troops retreating before the enemy,
from which it is at a certain time 26 miles distant, marches

r 18 miles a day. The enemy pursues it at the rate of 23
miles a day, but is first a day later in starting, then after

two days' march is forced to halt for one day to repair a
"bridge, and this they have to do again after two days' more
marching. After how many days from the beginning of the
retreat will the retreating force be overtaken 1

2.36. A man has a sum of money amounting to ^23. 15*,

consisting only of half-crowns and florins ; in all he has 200
pieces of money : how many has he of each sort ?

237. Two numbers are in the ratio of 4 to 5 ; if one is

increased, and the other diminished by 10, the ratio of the
resulting numbers is inverted : find the numbers.

238. A colonel wished to form a solid square of his

men. The first time he had 39 men over; the second time
he increased the side of the square by one man, and then
he found he wanted 50 men to complete it. Of how many
men did the regiment consist ?

\^39. Extract the square root of

c^+ 2a=6 + 3a*&* + ^a^b'^ + Za^b* + 2(0)^ + &«,

and of a^ + 4&2 + 9c2+ 4a& + 6ac + 126c.

y 240. Multiply ar%^ - 2xy+ 'kx^y^ by x^ + 2yK

-f<
241. Simplify

A0xy-{2x-Sy){5x+ 2y)-{Ay-Zx){\5x+ Ay\

and 1 T—-^2.l-x l +x l + x^ l-x^

242. Find the g.c.m. of a^+ ao^ + 2a'^a^+^^x->r<^,
and X* + ax^ + 2^'^;- + Za^x + ab-x + a* + a-H^.

243. Two shopkeepers went to the cheese fair with the
same sum of money. The one spent all his money but 5.9.

in buying cheese, of which he bought 250 lbs. The other
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bought at the same price 350 lbs., but was obliged to
borrow 35s. to complete the payment. How much had
they at first ?

244. The two digits of a number are inverted; the
number thus formed is subtracted from the first, and
leaves a remainder equal to the sum of the digits; the dif-

ference of the digits is unity: find the number.

245. Find three numbers the third of which exceeds
the first by 5, such that the pi-oduct of their sum multi-
plied by the first is 48, and the product of their sum mul-
tiplied by the third is 128,

246. A person lends £1024 at a certain rate of

interest ; at the end of two years he receives back for his

capital and compound interest on it the sum of £115G :

find the rate of niterest.

247. From a siMn of money I take awaj £50 more
than the half, then from the remainder .£30 more than the
fifth, then from the second remainder ^20 more than the
fourth part; at last only £10 remains: find the original

sum.

248. Find such a fraction that when 2 is added to the

numerator its value becomes -, and when 1 is taken fron

the denominator its value becomes - .
•

4

249. If I divide the smaller of two numbers by the

greater, the quotient is "21, and the remainder is 04162 ; if

I divide the greater number by the smaller the quotient ia

4, and the remainder is 742 : find the numbers.

250. Shew that ^-^—^—^ = -r \ .

251. Simplify

6a + [4a- {8& - (2a + 46)- 226} - 76]

-[76 + {8a- (36 + 4a) + 86}+ 5a\.

2.52. Multiply a— ar successively by a + a:, a* + a?*, a*+ i**,

a*+«'; also multiply a""" 6""' by a''" b''"

c

i
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253. Find the g.c.m. of 45<i'dr+ 3a=a^-9aa;3 + 6j^ and

A
254. Solve the following equations

:

.,, a?-2 x+ 23 10 + a;

(3) a-x=^{a^-xJi4:a^-7x%

255. Divide the number 208 into two parts, such that
the sum of one quarter of the greater and one third of the
less when increased by 4, shall equal four times the diffe-

rence of the two parts,

256. Two men purchase an estate for £9000. A
could pay the whole if B gave him half his capital, while B
could pay the whole if A gave him one-third of his capital

:

find how much money each of them had.

257. A piece of groimd whose length exceeds the
breadth by 6 yards, has an area of 91 square yards: find

its dimensions.

258. A man buys a certain quantity of apples to divide
among his children. To the eldest he gives half of the whole,
all but 8 apples; to the second he gives half the remainder,
all but 8 apples. In the same manner also does he treat the
third and fourth child. To the fifth he gives the 20 apples
which remain. Find how many he bought.

259. The sum of two numbers is 13, the difference of
their squares is 39 ; find the numbers.

260. A horse-dealer buys a horse, and sells it again for

£144, and gains just as many pounds per cent, as the horse

had cost him. Find what he gave for the horse.

261. Simphfy

{a + b){a—b)-{a + b-c-(p-a-c)-i-{b + c-a)\{(i-b-c),
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262. Multiply a?-\-3fi^-ai^-^a^+\ by a^-\; and

1 by +1.
X a ax
\ 263. "What quantity, when multiplied by x—-, will

^—^(-i)

X

264. Simplify the follovnng expressions:

Zx^~\Zx'^ + 2:ix-2l

Qx^ + x^-'iAx + 2\
'

f a + h _ a— h 2b- \ a—b
\2{a-h) 2{a+h) "^

o^- 62/ ^T

'

265. Solve the following equations

:

5a?+3 2^-3
x-l "^ 2x-i

,,. 6a?+3 2a;-3 „
(1) ^r-r + ^:;r-7=6.

(2) ^{Z +x)+^x ^

/

V(3 + a;)*

(3) ^+9y=91, ^ + 9a?=167.

266. Solve the following equations

:

(1) a?-x-Q = 0.

(o\
^"^^ a; + 2 _ 2j;4-13

(3) a^-xy+ y^=T, x+ y= 5.

267. The ratio of the sum to the difference of two
numbers is tliat of 7 to 3. Shew that if half the less be
added to the greater, and half the greater to tlie less, the
ratio of the numbers so formed will be that of 4 to 3.

268. The price of barley per quarter is 15 shillings

less than that of wheat, and the value of 50 quarters of

barley exceeds that of 30 quarters of wheat by £7. lOt.:

find the price per quarter of each.
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269. Shew that

(bcd + cda + ddb + abcf-{a + b-¥c+ dfabcd

= {bc-ad) (ca-bd) (ab-ed).

270. Extract the square root of

. , 5a^ _iB 1

and of 33-20;s/2.

271. 1{ a=y+z-2x, b = z + x-2i/, sLade=x+p-2Zf
'find the value of ¥ + c^ + 2bc-a^.

272. Divide a;*-21a;+8 by l-Sx+A

a + x a— x jO^ + a^

y 273. Add together ^--^, ^^, and ^^3^.

„ , 3a+ a; , 27a* + 3aa; + 7:^2

Take from ,^ „ ^^-^ .

274. Multiply 30.-^^-3^ by 4^-^^^:2^.

Divide 1-^ by 1+j^.

\"275. Simplify j ,^«-55 + ^/' ^+-—r ^^^ T—1

—

^r-

c + a a^ ojs x*

\ 276. Solve the following equations

:

^ ' X X X

(2) 5y-3ar=2, 8y-5a;=l.
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\'^T. Solve the following equations

:

(1) a-{x-af=¥{^x+a^.

... X 5x4-1 _

(3) J[l^x-\)-^{2x-l)= 5.

278. A person walked to the top of a mountain at the
rate of 2\ miles an hour, and do^vn the same way at the
rate of 3| miles an hour, and was out 5 hours: how far

did he walk altogether ?

279. Shew that the difiFerence between the square of a
number, consisting of two digits, and the square of the

number formed by changing the places of the digits is divi-

sible by 99.

280. li a -.b wc -.d, shew that

281. Find the ralue of '^-^^^i^ + '^^'^-^^^'l

whena= 3, h — A^.

282. Subtract (h-a)(c—d) from {a-h){c-d): what is

the value of the result when a=2b, and d=2c'l

283. Reduce to their simplest forms :

x'^—2ax-24a' , x—y x y
-•= ; ana 1- .

ar- lax—^ar x + y x—y y—x

284. Solve the equations

:

(1) -^-i = A.
^ ' 3+ar X Ix

^ ' 5 2 '32
(3) ^(2jr-l) + ^:3jr+10) = V(ll«+ 9X
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^ 285. Solve the equations

:

(1) 10:r+r-^ = 9.

f^') e-"-)(-:-")=»-
(3) a^-xy + y^ = l, 5x-2y= Q.

2S6. In a time race one boat is rowed over the course

at an average pace of 4 yards per second ; another moves
over tlie first half of the course at the rate of 3| yards per
second, and over the hist half at 4^ yards per second,

reaching the winning post 15 seconds later than the first.

Find the time taken bv each.

287. A rectangular picture is surrounded by a narrow
frame, which measures altogether ten linear feet, and costs,

at three shillings a foot, five times as many shillings as
there are square feet in the area of the picture. Find the
length and breadth of the picture.

288. li a:b wc -.d, shew that

o-i-h + c + d : a + b—c-d -.-.a — b + c-d : a-h-c + d.

•289. The volume of a pyramid varies jointly as tlie

area of its base and its altitude. A pyramid, the baso of

vhich is 9 feet square, and the height of which is 10

feet is found to coutaiq 10 cubic yards. Find the hcigiit

of a pyramid on a base 3 feet square that It may contain

2 cubic yards.

290. Find the sum of n terms of the arithmetical pro-

1 1 1
gression , :; s, , ...

291. Find the value of a?-}fi + <^ + Zahc, when rt=03,

6 = -l, c=07.
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292. Simplify ( -̂^-^);+
(f

+&^)'
_^.^ ^nd shew that

he (62- c«) + ca (c"- a2) + a* (a^_ 52)

-(a + & + c){a2(&-f) + 62(c-a) + c2(a-6)} = 0.

293. If a + & + c=^0, shew that a'+&'+ c3=3ad<;.

294. Reduce to its lowest terms

295. Solve the following equatiooe

:

^ ' 18 13d;- 16 ~ 9 •

(2) Qx-5y = l, y-a=12.

(3) |+8y = 66, |+8a?=129.

296. Solve the following equations:

,,. x + l Sx+1 ^

(2) V(2a; + 2)V(4a;-3)= 20.

(3) v/(3x+1)-V(2j;-1)= 1.

297. A siphon would empty a cistern in 48 minutes,
a cock would fill it in 36 minutes ; when it is empty both
begin to act : find how soon the cistern will be £lled.

298. A waterman rows 30 miles and hick in 12 hours,

and he finds that he can row 5 miles with the stream in

the same time as 3 against it. Find the times of rowing
up and do^vn.

299. Insert three Arithmetical means between a—b
and a + b.

300. Find .r if 2**
; 2»' :: 8 : 1.
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33. a;* + 2a^ + 3a^+2a;+l. 34. o« + 2a6 + 3&'.

35. a^ + 2a%^2ajt^ + h\ 36. «* - S.zr' + 4a; + 1,

37. a7* + 2ar3 + 3A-» + 2ar + l. 38. aP-3fi+ 2x^-2.

39. a?-c. 40. ax^-¥hx-\-c. 41. a^-^xy-k-i^.

42. a^ + a;(y+l) + 2/'-y+l. 43. 7;k+ 4^.

44. a + ft + c. 45. a + lb + c.

46. a* + a(26-c) + &'-6c + c*. 47. a(5 + c)-6c.

48. x'^-x{a-\-h) + db. 49. a;+y— ;?. 60. x + y + z.

X. 1. 225x^+420xy+196y'^. 2. 49x*-10xY + ^5y*.

3. .r* + 4x3-8ar + 4. 4. af'-10j?' + 39a;2-70;»+ 49.

5. 4a;*-12a;3_7^ + 24a; + 16.

6. x^ + 4y'^ + 9z- + 4xy + 6xz+

1

2yz. 7. x* + 2a^y + arV - 1/*-

8. x* + xhj'^+y*. 9. a^— x"-y'— 2xif^— y*.

10. x*-x'^y'^-^2xi^-y*. 11. a;^ + 2.^* + 5a;2-l.

12. ar*-18.c^ + 81. 13. a*-4a262_4a&'-6*

14. 16.»* + 96a;V + 144«V-81y*. 15. a*x*-bY'
16. a'x*-2a-b^xY + bY.

XI. 1. a' + 6» + c». 2. a» + 6'+c».

3, a' + &'+ c^ + c?*+2ao+ 2&c?. 4. 6(a + & + c).

6. 2{a + b + c). 6. 2&(a; + ?/). 7. 6;c+ a^/ + (a+ 6)4f.

8. x{2a + c) + y{2b + a) + z{2c + b).

9. 2(a + & + c)(a? + ?/ + ^).

10. 2{a^ + b^ + c'-ab-bc-ca). 11. 6-11<t.

12. fe'-c?'. 13. 2a + 46y. 14. (a; + a)». 15. a.

16. 2o-5&+ 4(7. 17. 6. 18. x^+ x'y + xy^-i-y^.

19. x^+ x'y+ xy^+ y^. 20. 12a6c. 21. a + 6 + c + rf.

22. 3&. 23. 9a''-30a6 + 25&'.

24. -6c'+ c{9a + 4b^-6ab. 25. {x*+ xy + ^)*.

26. (x*-xy + y^f. 27. a''-2a* + 3&*.

28. «»-8.ry + 15?/». 29. a^-a'fe' + ft*. 30. a^-b*.

31. 2a*-3a6 + 46». 32. «-!. 33. (x-l){x + 'i}.

20—2
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34. a-¥x. 35. a' + &'. 36. a^-ax-*-c?.

37. (;r + 4)(j;+ 5). 38. (a; + 5) (a; + 6).

39. (a;-5)(;c-10). 40. {x-\Of. 41. (a;-ll)(a:+ 12).

42. (ar-l-4)(a;-ll). 43. (a;-3) (a; + 3)(a^'+9).

44. (« + 5)(jr'-5.» + 25).

45. \x-2){x^1){x^ + A){x* + \Q,).

46. (;c- 2) (a: + 2) (a;^ + 2a; + 4) {x^- 2;» + 4).

47. (rt + 46)(a + 56). 48. {x-Qy){x-'Jy).

49. (a + &-5c)(a + &-6c).

50. {2x + 2y-a-l){x-\-y-Za-'ih).
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17. 24(a-.&)(a» + &3). 18. \OMV[a + h){a-h).

19. x^-\. 20. x^ J 21. a;"-l.

22. (x+l)(;c + 2)(a; + 3). 23. (a; + l)(a: + 2)(.«'' + 2a;-3).

24. («^-19a;-30)(:c' + 5a;+10).

XIV. 1. 3a;+^. 2. 4ac+ $. 3. 2a+ ^.
7 9 4a

4. 2a;- ^. 5. x+~^. 6. 2;?;-—-,r.

6j7 ^ + 3 x-Z
3rt' 2^— 1

7. a;' + 3a;»+3a'+—r-. 8. x-\-
x—2a'

'

x'— x + l'

2 4a'
9. «3 + ;j.2+ ;j,4.i + 10. ar^-ar^ + a;-!. 11. -r.

ar—

1

36

12 r-_^' 13
3(^-&)

3(a + &)
•

2(a + 6)'

4a; 3a + 2&
10. ;r- . 10. —T .

3y a + &

4(a + &)
S. —

,

,, . o
o(a— o)
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9;r* ,. 4(^-1) a{x+a)

a (a;^ + aa; + a') x^+ ax + a^

a;—

c

40.
(a;— a) (a? - 6) (a?— c)

''

"

_. 6a-6b-c o 2ff a2 + 2a5-&'
AVi. 1. z . 2. —5—75. 3. 5—r^—

.

2cb ^ a+h + c „ 1 ^ 12aT
4. --^-^. 6. —-^-— . 6, . 7.

o2-&2- ''• abc '
°' a;-y' '' l-9x^'

a-^x a + b 4a 2a- + 9c^

ao? 2a — 2b a-\-x Qac

12.-^. 13.^-^^. 14. ^^Z\. . 15.
^«

a-&* a^-&»
•

a-(4a:='-l)* ^''•(a;-2)(a? + 2)«

16. -^t-t;;. 17. 1 i . 18.
a2-62' '• a*-a:* *

°' {x + \){x + 2){x + ^y
5x^-7x 40^ 2x^ 2.^

*^-
(ar2-l)(ar-2)* y{x^-y^)' ^l-a^' ' a?-\'

2d^ 2a* + 6a262 3j?2

^^'
ar(a;2-a''')-

"^ ' a*-6* *
^' 5^^*

4a^(a'-aa; + a;2) 4 (a; + 10) 2a;»-9a; + 44
^^-

^iF::^
• ^^- x*-16 • ^^-

a:3 + 64 •

„„ a:^ — 4aar— a* „„ 2a „, , „„ a:2_2^
29. -^r-^— ,,„-. 30. -2 j. 31. 1. 32. —3—-r-. 33. 0.

(a;'- aPf x^—a* a:*+

1

o. 6 „. 1 ,. _2ar«^
** • a?(a;+l)(ar + 2)* "* ' {\+x^){\+afiy "*"•

a^« + j/»'

37. _??^. 38.
-^•' + -

39 il^^^flz^/')^
' x^— y^'

'

x*-\-x-+l' ' a*x* — b^y*

40. -s—:—r. 41. 0. 42. — .. 43.
aj' + ar^ + l x*-a* a^— lr

(«"-<»»)(af»-9a«) a(a*-6»)(a«-46»)'
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.- c .- ne .„ x{a->rb)-ab
^' {x-a){,x-b)- ^*- {x-a){x-by *°- {x-a){x~hy

49. 7 \- ... 50. , """fr^,, . 51. 0.

_ 1 -„ , ,... 3«-<i— 6—

c

.T2. --; T-, rx. 53. 1. 54. , -.
j^;-^ r.

c{c—a){c-h) {a:—a){x-o){x—c)

65. .. '^-''-.r-'^,. 56
(a;-a)(a;— &)(a;-<;)' ' (a;— a) («— 6) (a;— <?)

'

XVII. 1.%. - - ^''^
'

'

5a

XVIII. 1

6. 9 • "•

„ « + & —

c

,„ 1
9. r. 10.

/j?- IV
U-3;c + a—

&
x'^— y^' ' \x— 3/' ' y

13. 5.-1. 14. «-14±i. 15. (fl±4^f^*).

16, ^:—^^. 17. ^—^. la
^"-^-^"

19 'i_zf.
xa y ax 2ax

20.
^-3^^ +

f^^^-^^V 21. 1. 22. ^:il
aV x— 5

«.. 1 »- x^—a* -^ 1
23. r. 24. --. f r—=-. 25. -.

x+1 x{a + b + c) — oc x+1

26. 1±£. 27. ..1. 28, L±^. 29. ^^'

.

a'
30. or. 31. 1. 32. ^—1-—

• 33. ti. 3*
a* + o* cr
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*^^?^,- -i(-'-')- ^^^^.

60. 50. 61. 25. 62. ^^ . 63. (a-6)2. 64. a,
ol

XXI. 1. 30. 2. 2. 3. 13, 20. 4. 35, 50, 70.

5. 17, 31. 6. 28, 14. 7. 28. 8. November 20th.

9. 52. 10. 36, 27. 11. 48, 36. 12. 14, 24, 38.

13. 28, 32. 14. 103. 15. 54, 21. 16. 8.

17. 8, 12. 18. 10. 19. 36, 9. 20. 36, 12.

21. 100, 88. 22. 14. 23. 24, 76. 24. 21.

25. 36, 24. 26. 24, 60, 192. 27. 840. 28. 30000.

29. 420. 30. 24. 31. 500. . 32. 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30.

33. 36, 26, 18, 12. 34. 50, 100, 150, 250. 35. 5, 6.

36. 24, 36, 56. 37. 88, 44. 33. 130, 150, 130, 90.

39 13, 27. 40. 75, 25. 41. 85, 35. 42. 1000.

43. 18, 3, 3. 44. 24000. 45. 80. 46. 26, 16, 32, 27, 42.

47. £140. 48. I0\d.

XXII. 1. 72. 2. 20, 30. 3. 200 miles from

Edinburgh. 4. 12, 16. 5. 8, 16. 6. 32, 16.

7. 48. 8. 30. 9. 9, 16. 10. 30. 11. 18,22, 10, 40.

12. 6, 24. 13. 10, 15, 3, 60. 14. 10 shillings. 15. 55, 45.

16. At the end of 56 hours. 17. 27, 17. 18. 168, 84, 42.

19. 16, 25, 7, 42. 20. 240, 180, 144 days. 21. 15, 21.

22. 2560. 23. 36, 54. 24. 60. 25. 12. 26. 8 pence.

27. 875, 1125. 28. 25. 29. 10, 20. 30. 20, 80.

31. o^^. 32. 40, 50. 33. 11, 17. 34. 28.

35. 24. 36. 1024. 37. 450, 270. 38. 2200, 1620,

1100,1080. 39, 60. 40. 7 + 12 + 32. 41. 30.

42. 60. 43. 240. 44. 3f/. M. Is. 4(1. 45. 50d.

46. ;£133j. 47. 24. 48. 60. 49. £120000.

60. 25. 51. 4i, 3i. 52. 39. 53. 40-
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64. 200000000. 5.5. 6«. 56. 48. 57. 49tV minutea

past three. 58. 32^ minutes past three. 59. .£288.

60.



ANSWERS. 815

12. 20; 52. 13. 70; 50. 14. |. 15. (24-1)20.

16. 15; 65. 17. 12 ; 5. 18. 14; 10. 19. 24.

20. 1;2. 21. 59. 22. 100 lbs. 23. 150 yards;

30, 20 yards per minute. 24. 21 ; 11. 25. 50 ; 75.

26. 70 ; 42 ; 35. 27. 90 ; 72 ; 60. 28. 12 miles.

29. 4 miles walking, 3 miles rowing, at first. 30. 33^

miles per hour; 48^ distance. 31. 45 ; 30 miles per hour.

32. 30 ; 50 miles per hour. 33. 60 miles
;
passenger

train 30 miles per hour. 34. 150 ; 120 ; 90. 35. 3|».

;

3*.; ^s. 36. 4; 59; 55. 37. 120; 80; 40. 38. 432.

39. 420 ; 35 ; 21 shillings. 40. 2 ; 4 ; 94.

XXVI. 1. ±4. 2. ±25. 3. ±7. 4. ±9.

5. ±9. 6. ±6. 7. 1,2. 8. 2,3. 9. 2,-12.

10.
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53. 4,0. 64. 1^,0. 55. 13,^. 56. 6, -3^.

67. 5, -1t^. 58. 5, li. 59. 5, -Ij. 60. 2|, 0.

61. a±^. 62. (a±6)2. 63. ± V(a&). 64. a, -^^^

XXVII. 1. ±2, ±3. 2. 49. 3. 4. 4. ±4.

5. 5,-3. 6. 3,-2. 7. 6,0. 8. 12,-3.

9. 9,-12. 10. ±3. 11. 2, -15J 12. 4, 11 J.

3 4
13.



ANSWERS. 817

16. a, ^ -T^ ; b, ^ r^ . 17. a, -5

—

t-. ; &, -s-t-,.

18.a,0;0,b. 19. i4, ±^; ±3, -i— . 20. ±5; ±4.

21. ±7; *6. 22. ±15; ±7. 23. ±4, ±14; ±1, =f4.

2S
24. ±9; ±4. 25. ±3, ±36; ±5, =f - . 26. ±9; ±3.

27. ±8; ±6. 28. ±2; ±1. 29. ±9, ±8J2; ±7, ± ^2.

30. ±4; ±1. 31. 0, 1, |; 0, 2, ^^2.

^2- "=
^(2a^4-2)' '=^(2a2 + 2)-

^^' '=^' "^ ^2 ' ^' >/2
*

34. ±a, ±^^ ; ±1, ±^. 35. 6, -4 ; 4, -6.

36. 5, 4; 4, 5. 37. 4, 2 ; 2, 4. 38. 4, -3; 3,-4.

39. 1,2; 2,1. 40. ±4, ±3; ±3, ±4. 41. 2,1;^,,^.

42. ±5; ±3. 43. 2, 1, - 1, -2 ; 1, 2, -2, -1.

44. 2' 2 ' 4 ' ^' -2=fV3, 2 •

45. 3,-|;6, -|. 46. 5, -^ ; 2, -|.

47. 2;l. 48. 4,|;^,-^;2,|,-^,|.

t , a + b + 1 , h r« <^ oT.
49. a+& + l, —^^^; &,-^3;^^. 50. ^3;±3&.

51. i|; =t2&. 52. 0, a+&,|(a-6)±|V{(a+ 3&)(a-&)}:

0, a+ &,s(«-&)=F^v/{(a+ 36) («-&)}. 53.ar=a-=- ,^(rt&c); &c.

64. {x+y)ij/+ z){z +x)=^abci &c 65. *lj *2; ±3.

...,8 3 3 8
C6. -, - • -, - ; ±2.

3' 2 2' 3'
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XXX. 1. 11; 7. 2. 6; 18. 3. 8; 24 4. 8; 16.

6. 10; 15. 6. 10; 12. 7. 7 ; 5. 8. 18; 8: 6; 16.

9. 5; 3. 10. 4; 2. 11. 2 ; 2. 12. 4; 6.

13. 7; 4. 14. 12; 8. 15. 20; 15. 16. 30 ; 40.

17. 60; 10. 18. 6-4. 19. 160 ; £2. 20. 24;4*.;3«.

21. 756; 36; 27. 22. 4^ walking; 4| rowing at first

23. 10 ; 12 miles per hour. 24. 6 miles.

XXXI. 1. 8A'z". 2. -8j:'j/«z». 3. %\a*Vc'\

4ar* _5i^ /. £iL
9p' 272/«' 2/»z«-

7. a^+ 7a'& + 21a'6' + 35a^63 + 35^3j4+ 21a*&»+ 1a¥+F.
9. a"-3a^&»-^3a='6*-fe«. 10. l-3.r + 3x«-.r3.

11. 8 + 12x + 6j.'''+.r3. 12. 27-54jr + 36j:»-8j;'.

13. l+Ax + ^X' + 'ix' + ic*. 14. ar*-8J^+24.r2_32^+16.

15. 16ar* + 96.^3+ 2l6.r' + 216.» + 81. 16. Ea'j:^ ^. g^j^a^

17. 2a*x*+l2a-x-b-y^ + 2b*i/*. 18. 2(.5j:+ lO.zr' + .r^.

19. l-4:X- + 6x*- 4x^ + 0^. 20. 1 + 2.r + 3J:* + 2jr»+ jr*.

22. l+2j;-ar2-2j;3 + a:*. 23. 1 + 6j; + 13jr2+ 122^+4^:*.

24. l-6a;+15jr'-18ar3 + 9jr*. 25. 2(4 + 25ar»+ 16a^).

26. \ + 3x + Qx^ + lx^-^6x* + 3x' + a:^.

28. l+3jr-5J7' + 3.c*-a-'.

29. l + 9j; + 33.r^ + 63;r'+66x* + 36ar'4-a!c'.

30. l-9;c + 36j;--81.r' + 108ar*-81ar»+ 27««.

31. 2 (36j;+ 171:^3 + 144.r'). 32. l-2x+ 32^-a^+ 2jr^+j^.

33. l+4a; + 10j-' + 20.c» + 25a^ + 24ar'+16j^.

34. 4{ab + ad+bc + cd). 35. 2(a- + 2ac + c^ + b^ +^d + d^
36. l + 6x+15x2 + 20a:3+15:r* + 6x' + ar«.

37. 1 - 1 2.r + 60a;*- 1 eOx* + 240x* - 1 92jr» + ^4jr".

38. 1 + St + 28x- + Se.r' + 70j:* + 56j^ + 2Sa^+ Sj^+ afi.

39. l-3jr^ + 3j:*-.c^. 40. l + 3x^ + 6x* + 7x^ + 6J^+Zx^'> + x^:

XXXII. 1. 3a*b\ 2. 2ab. 3. -Ia6». 4. 2ai-f».

i»j /.
5«Z> _ 6at» - 3a ^ a

5. -ab^^. 6. ^^. 1. -^. 8. ^. 9. -^.
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10.

14.

18.

21.

24.

27.

30.

33.

37.

41.

45.

49.

53.

57.

61.

65.

68.

71.

74.

77.

83.

88.

8a + 3&c,

11. 4a + 5&. 12. 7a2-6&,

5a + 2&

13. ea^'+i.

15. 16. „

—

~. 17. a;2 + ar + l.
2.C-35a + 2c

l-a; + 2^. 19. ,a;^ + 3a; + 8. 20. ar'-2a;-2.

l-2a; + 3;c2, 22. ^x^-x^~% 23. a;»-a^+ 2a2.

iT*- a;c+ 6*. 25. ar»- ea;'-^+ 1 2a;- 8. 26. a;' 4- lax^ - 2a^x- a\
2x 4x oy

Zy bz Az

'

31. \-x+x\ 32. x^-{a + h)x+ ah.

34. x^-xy + y-. 35. 34. 36. 45.

40. 99.

28.l — x + a?—

2x-Sy.

x+1.
61. 38. 72.

123. 42. 321.

6-42. 46. -914.

620-1. 50. lO-CS.

12007. 54. 504-06.

•75416. 58. 443329.

•65574. 62. •09233.

18-63488. 66. 119-56331.

12x'^+ 4y^. 69. x-a-b.
x^-ax-a\ 72. 2x^^4cx-?,c\

\-x-*ra?-o^. 75. l + 2x,

27. 78. 35. 79. 54. 80. 61.

138. 84. 148. 85. 378.

•604. 89. 1111. 90. 2755,

29. 1 + ar.

39. 87.

43. 407.

47. 1234.

51. 8^008.

55. 1-8042

59. •94868.

63. 412310.

44. 55-5.

48. 5420.

52. -4937.

56. 2-1319.

60. 2-49198.

64. 11-35781.

67. 2x + 3y.

70. x^+x+1.
73. l-3a?+ 4a;l

76. 3.1;- 1.

81. 88. 82. 9-2.

86. 39-2. 87. 5-76.

91. 45045. 92. 17479.

XXXIII. 1. 1. 2. ^. 3. :^. 4. 100. 5. ^
= fo-3' "'8' "10 " 27"

6. a"«. 7. a\ 8. a"'. 9. a-\ 10. a^. 11. x^-y^.

12. 0-6. 13. x^ + 2x^ + x-4. 14. ar* + l+a;-*. 15.a-i-l.

16. a2-3a^ + 3a~^-a-2. 17. a^ + 2ah^ + ab-x^yK

18. x^ + x^y - a?y*-2/ .

20. a3 + a^b^ + 6*.

19. x^ + x^y^ +x^y^ + y-.

21. 16x~^-12x-^y-^-i-9y-K
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22. ar + y. 23. a*-aV + 6*. 24. a* + 6*-c*.

25. a;^ + 2d;^a^ + 3.r*a + 2;KM + a2. 26. x^ -2x^y^ -^y^.

27. a:^-2«"^. 28. x-2-x-\ 29. «"-2.c2 + ar*.

30. 2x^^3 + 4x~^.

XXXIV.- 1. 7s/2. 2. 94^4. 3.
I
VS. 4. ^.

5.
IMS. g 6|2^ 7. 2 + 2^/2-2<y3. a2 + ^^6.

9. 4 + 1^2. 10. 5 + 2^6. 11. ^-^^—^

12. ^(^18 + 9,y6 4-4Vl5 + 6;v/lo). 13. 3+^5-

14. 3-^7. 15. ^6+^2. 16. j\-J\
17. ^/3-^/2. 18. 2 + ^3. 19. ^3. 20. ^10.

AAAV. 1. ^. 2.
j^, g, g, ^, g. 3. 27-

4. 14,21. 5. 24,30. 6. 20,32. 7. 1.

8. 15, 10. 9. 6, 8. 10. 35, 42. 11. 4

12. -.. 13. 50,60,90. 14. 0,2:5.

XXXVI. 1. 14. 2. 18. 3. 15. 4. 12. 5. 4.

6.4. 7. 2, 2^ 8. 5. 9.1,-1. 13.45,60,80.
14. 4, 6, 9.

XXXVII. 1. 4. 3. 5 : 2. 4. 2. 6. 4.

6. 5. 7. 8. 8. ahc. 9. -Tj. 10. £113^,

11. 16. 12. £15360.
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XXXVIII. 1. 936. 2. 77i 3. 69. 4. 139^.

6. 37^. 6. -115. 7. 14,16,18. 8. 14j, 14|,...

9. 6i, 5,... 10. -^, ^,... 11. 10,4. 12. 82.

13. 5, 9, 13, 17. 14. 5, 7, 9. 15. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

16. 18, 19. 17. 7. 18. 5. 19. 1, 4, 7. 20. 1, 2.

XXXIX. 1. 1365. 2. 13f. 3. 40f. 4. 63(^ + 1).

5.^1 6. ^\ 7. ^. 8.^. 9.1 10. 4i.648 96 4 3 3 ^

11 ^ 12 ^ 13 ^^ 14 ^^
*^' 33* ^^- 333- ^'^- 495' ^*- 1980"

15. 4, 16, 64. 16. 8, 12, 18, 27. 17. -9, 27, -81, 243.

18. 3, 12, 48; or 36, -54, 81. 19. 1, 3, 9,... 20. 3, 6, 12.

XL 1 "^ ^ 1 2 ^ -^ ^ 3 3 i?XL. L 2- 5,1- 2. g, jg, 2- 3. 3, ^

^ h'h'h- ^' ^' ^^- ^- ^^' ^'*-
^' ^' ^- ^' ^' ^*

XLL 1. 134596. 2. 5040. 3. 126. 4. 30240.

5. 11. 6. 1900. 7. 15504; 3S76. 8. 27; 99.

XLIL 1. o«-13a'2a; + 78a":2;2...-78a2.^"+13aa;«-d;".

2. 243 -810j;V 1080.c' - 720.c' + 240./ - 32.t;*;

3. 1 - 14y+ 842/2- 280y' + 560?/*- 672?/' + 4482/*- 128?/^

^ , ,N . . « 4« (»— 1) (n — 2') „_, ,
4. a;''+ 2?i;»"-*2/+2ra(n-l)a^-V+ ^ — o '^ V«

5. l + 4a; + 2a;2-8a^-5a;* + 8:»* + 2a^-4;cV;B*. 6. 1 + 5*

+ loj;- + ZOa^ + 45ar* + 51.^* + ^5afi + 30^^ + 15.j.-« + 5j^ + a:^'.

7. 1 - 8a; + 28a;2 -bQafi + IQx^- 5Qa?+ 28a^- 8x' + a;A

8.5922. 9.1590. \0.x= 2,y = Z,n = 5. U.x = A,y=' ^,n =^

1 a~^a? 3rt~^.r* 7a- Ta?^ 77a- * -^
12. ai-^ g ^g j^^.

13. i + J + ^'+l^. 14. l + 2.r + 4a2 + S^ + ...

2 3 o4
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IK ^ ,^ 3. 7. 11. 15. 19 ,„ . a .

^

15. r+1. 16. ^ (3ar)-|-V.

_2_n _i^ _ia 2Q4Q ,9 4040 «•

17. a ' 4-lOa "b + GSa "^1^+ ^^a~'>'b3+~^ a~ ^hi
3 3

(r+l)(r+ 2)(r + 3) i^l ^3.t-2 3a^
'^*

17273 • ^^- ^"^2'^"*"T~T6-

20. 1 + ^-^-2^'.
2 8 16

XLIII. 1. 2042132. 2. 22600. 3. 11101001010.

4. 2076. 5. «4;j92. 6. Radix 8. 7. Radix 6

8. 9e21 ; te. 9. Radix 5. 10. eee.

XLIV. 1.

Miscellaneous. 1. 729,369,1,41. 2. 41a?-51?/.

3. 9-30;r + 37^--20.r3+ 4;c''. 4. l+a;-«3-;t-*,

l-a; + a;3_a:4. 5.
^^]^J^~^

. 6. (4a;2-9)(9a:2_4).

7. -. 8. 3. 9. 240,360. 10. X2, i'2|.

14. 1x''-xy-1y'. 15. ^~^~^

ftr
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33. 4«*-2a!V + a;V-^Z/'+ 2
• ^'*- ^~2-

35. o/o^~ ON • 36. 1. 37. 4. 38. 2. 39. 30 minutes.

40. .£18,^6. 41. \Ox+lOz. 42. lx^-2xy + y\
-afi-Qary + ly'^, I2x*-10x^i/-xh/ + 20xy^-]2y\

43. a + 6-c. 44. x^ + l. 45. ^. 46. {n^- 4){x^ - 9).

x' + x + 2 16
47. ^-^^^^ r. 48. 1. 49. ^. 50. 30 lbs.

2a;^ + a7—

1

25

51. 3a*-5a^b-12a^b^-ab^ + Sb*, 3a^ - 8a'b - 4ab'' + 3b^

55. 1 ; 2. 56. 3 :

a' + b' a^ + V"

52. 2;?;- 5. 53. 2. 54. (±L^. 55. j. 2. 56. 3 ; 6.

57. 5; 8. 58. 4; 5"; 2. 59.
<5fm + bn ' bni — an

'

60. |. 61. x* + x^+l+ -, + -,.
5 afi x^

62. ,^}''t\^. 63. i^. 64. 1. 65. 4; 3.

66. 2; 4. 67. 3; -3. 68. 3. 69. 2.

70. 20; 40 years. 71. 1. 72. ^^^ , |.
2a7— 1 5

73. (a7-2)(.r-l), (.r-2)(.r-5), {x-X){x-S). 74. 0.

2 17 4
75. - . 76. -^ ,

- . 77. 3 shillings, 2 shillings.

78. 3*2- a? +1. 82. {x'^-Ay'^)^. 83. 3; -2.

84. 5. 85. 47 or 74. 86. 45 gallons.

87. 4ar3-3a'?/2 + .5?/3. 58. .524. 89. 4-85409. 91. x-y.

^+3y'
x'^-y''

5
96. 3, — -

. 97. 20 miles. 98. Present price 3 pence

per dozen. 99. 18M-.^j; 18. 100. 4, 8, 16.
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101. .r*~l, l+J + x^. 102. {x'^-a-){a^-a'). 103. a.

104. 1. 105. 13, * v/tt- 106. =fc3; ±4; =r5:

or =fc3; ±5; =f=4. 107. 20 shillings.

108. 48. 109. - + 1--. 111. af+l + x-'.

y X
a'- + 5.r + 10 6 „„ „ 33 „, ,

^^2- ^3^o^^3,^6 ' 7- ^^^- ''¥• 11^ l^'- -3-

115. =.2;:.l. 116. ^, ^; |, ^.

117. f. 118. -a;-". 119. 612.
o

123. «(3.r + 4)(.r-6). 124. ^.

126. 5, --^; 4, -. 127. 1> 3 ; 2 ;

130. 3(3"-l). 131. -.

133. 4, -3. ,134. a;2-;r-6 = 0. 135. a:< = a* or —..^ a*

136. ±2. 137.8-19615. 138.7-2^/3. 139.^^.^ xy

142. 197, 3x3 -2j;^- 5^-3. 143. a (a- + &2), -j—-,

.

80
144. (1)4. (2) 0,6. (3) 5; 7. 145. (1) 3, ^. (2) a

(3) *7; ±5. 146. 16; 16. 147. 20. 148. 16, 24.

14i». —
, 169. 150. As 5 to 1. 151. jr*. 152. a*+46.

l.'i.T .r-3. 154. (1)5. (2)3. (3) 7; 4.

lob. ^i) a (2) 9. (3) *9; *7. 156. 30 pence.

125.
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167. 80. 158. £2d. 159. x-¥2a.

161. a, 21a- 276 + 6c, a"""''. 162. Z{a-x).

163. 72{x—!/)\x^ + y^). 164. (1) 9. (2) 8. (3) 12.

(4) 20; 2. 165. (1) 6, |. (2) 11. (3) ±11, ±13.;

±13, ±11. (4) ±2; =f1. 166. 12 days. 167. 4, 8. 168. 4-
15

170. 208; 400. 171. 23&-18a. 172. 2,p^,x^.

173. a^-3aa;^ + 3a-x-a\ 174. (1) 13. (2) 4- (3) 6; 10.

(4)3. 175. (1)2,4. (2) ±5; ±4. (3) ±1, ±7;

t1, ±5. (4) 1, 5; 5, 1. 176. 16,^ minutes after 12.

177. 36. 178. 40,23. 179. 36 ^1"!^), 36.

•3-1.4.

2

180. 7-V6. 181. 15. 182. ^2;^:^. 184. (1) 9,

(2) 6; 8. (3) 4, -^. 185. (1) 13, -15. (2) 7. (3) 2, -1.

186. 288, 224. 187. 29 miles. 188. On the first day

A won 8 games and lost 4 games. 190. —80^.

18^+12«5-43:»» + 36a;-18 ea^-20x^ + x + 36
191.

144 ' 4

(2) 7. (3) 40; 16. 195. (1) |, -|. (2) 13. (3) 2,4;

4,2. 196. 66 miles. 197. 24. 198. 23+15.

199. a*-ab-¥l\ «=+&». 200. 2,4,8,16.

201
l + 9^-J3'^'

202 x'-2x^A 203 ^^^
^^^-

3(7-20;) • ^"^- ^ ^'^^*' ^^'^' (2 + 3.r)»'
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205. (1) 7, |. (2) 1. -4. (3) ±3; ±2. 206. 10 mUea.

207. 24. 208. 6 crowns + 18 shillings.

209. 2:r2+ 2a.r+ 4&'. 210. 7, 11, 15, ...

211. -i^-i^y^i^'-Cf. 212. -
,,^,,_,s,.

.

(3) 3; 6; 9. 215. (1) 3, -6. (2) ±7; ±5. (3) 2, 4; 4, 2.

216. 114 of each. 217. 126. 218. 21. 219. 11,12,

13,14. 220. 3 + 2,y2. 221. a^ + a?+\, pj^+ qx-r.

222.
, f] , ,

^^-±^. 223. (7^-4)(3.r-2)(a^-3\
b(a + bx)' a-b-e

224. (1)9. (2) 23; 19. (3)12; -24; 36. 225.(1)28,-3.

(2) 100, -200. (3) 23^2^^::^) ^ s^TW^FT
7

223. 7^ of a mile. 227. 50); 1000; 4000. 228. 2 hours;

4 hours. 22S. 2,5,8, 230. ^(9-n).

231. aP°*u*ic^
bia'^ + b-') a' + b^-

«(<?.^-&2)' (a-b)^a^ + b-)'

'''9^^r 233. (1)
J.

(2) 4.(3) i.'.

23*. (1) 5, % (2) ^^. (3) 5; ±4 235. 19.
5 ^ a

236. 150,50. 237. 40, .50. 238. 1975.

239. a^ + a'b + ab- + ¥, a + 2b + 3e. 240. xh/^- + Sx^-y\

241. 14.W, "-^ L. JrJ. 242. .r + a. 243. 105 shil-
I-**

linj,'3. 244. 54. 245. :'., 5, 8. 2-16. 6} per cent.

247. 2200 24S. ^. 249. 5-C7S, 1-234. 251. 2a ~b.
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252. a"-a^S c. 253. «(3a + 2a;). 254. (1) 5.

(2) 114; 77. (3) 0,^. 255. 112; 96. 256. yl has

J5400, B has ^^7200. 257. 7; 13. 258. 80.

259. 8; 5. 260. £80. 261. c^+ ibc.

262. a;i»-l, -
-J-„ (2;c* + Saa.-' - 4a''.2^- Sa^o;+ 2a^),

263. x^-x^\ + '^-

+ \. 2&4:. f~_^^^\ , 1. 265.(1)^.
« a;2 2.r + 5a;— 3'

7

(2)1. (3) 18; 9. 266.(1)3,-2. (2)5,^. (3) 2, 3; 3, 2.

X 1
268. 45 shillings, 30 shillings. 270. a;2 +---, 5-2^2.

271. 0. 272. a;2+3;c+ 8. 273. ^—'-—

,

12a^-8ax + 5a^ 4:X* , >

I5d' + ax-2x^
'

' (4a-3A-)(5a-2a;)' ^^ ^'*

275.
M^ + ^O + l «!^«^^ 27g^ (1)2_

(2)ll;7.
(3)4;f.

277. (D^\ ^^ (2)4,7.

(3)6. 278. 7 + 7 miles. 281. |p. 282. 2(a-&)(c-<^),
35

a; -6a 4.(7/

a;- 11a' x^— y^
-2&<'. 283. ^^-^, --g-„. 284. (1) 4. (2)6; 4.

(3) 5, ? 285. (1) \, \. (2) 2a, -a, a, -J. (3) 1,

^^

r

19'

47
-2,—. 286. Second boat 16 minutes. 287. 3 feet;

2 feet 289. 18 feet. 290. ^(-^+^4^=4^1.

291. 0. 292. 61 294. f^ t'^ „
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295. (1) 4. (2) 61; 73. (3) 16; 8. 296. (1) 7,-8

(2)7, —-. .(3)1,5. 297. 144 minutes
4

298. 4^ hours mith tlie stream, 1\ hours against tho

a-„b,a,a+^h* 300. 3,-1.stream. 299.

UyiA-^-€^iy

f

THE END.

PRiiiTED AT THE 8TRAM PRESS ESTABLISnURKT OF COPP, CLARK * CO.

COLBOIUJE STREET, TOBuNTO.
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